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D.O.A. cd 
Bloodied But Unbowed 
suddendeath.com 

WHOLE WHEAT BREAD cd 
Punk Life EP 
fightingrecords.com 

AKIMBO cd 
Harshing Your Mellow 
alternativetentacles.com 

ALUCARD cd 
After Dark 
searchandrescuerecords.com 

ON BROKEN WINGS cd 
Going Down 
eulogyrecordings.com 

THE QUEERS cd 
Munki Brain 
asianmanrecords.com 

SMALLPAULcd 
The Endless Appetite 
unfunrecords.com 

TAKE WARNING cdep 
Leaving Here Tomorrow 
unfunrecords.com 

LUMBERJACK MORDAM 
Music Group 
lumberjackmordam.com 
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“IT'S A BATTLE, BECAUSE I TECHNICALLY HAVE 
ONLY ONE LUNG. BUT I GET THROUGH IT ON 
STAGE ... I HAVE NO BACK-UP. I JUST GO ON MY 
OWN. BRING A SHOW-DISC AND POP IT IN AND 
JUST RAP. BUT I DO GOOD." -CRAZY-L 
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The Birth of the Real-Life 
Superhero 
Homegrown heroes on patrol 

Fading Stories 
Publishing comics under the corrupt 

Cambodian government is a whole different 

ball game, as Justin Hall reports. 

Locked Down, But Not Out 
Prison activism may be difficult work, but 

its harder for some than others. Maya 

Schenwar talks to inmate activists. 

Do It Youth-Self 
High-school students and off-campus 

mentors find freedom of speech awtyfrom 

school grounds. By Ken Krayeske. 
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GET IN CONTACT 
From here on out, please mail everything (ads, 
submissions, letters, and reviews) to: 

Punk Planet 
4229 N. Honore 
Chicago, IL 60613 

Yes, that’s our office address. Please call first 
if you want to stop by. We will gladly sell you 
magazines and chat for a bit, if we’re not pulling- 
our-hair-out insane. 

Telephone 
773-248-7172 
questions, ad reservations, submission queries, whatever 

773-248-7189 
a fax machine for your faxing needs 

Electronica 
punkplanet@punkplanet.com 
letters & submissions via e-mail 

www.punkplanet.com 
web page 

Punk Planet is published six times a year by Independents’ Day Media 

(www.independentsdaymedia.com). All material in Punk Planet is printed 

with permission from the author. All opinions expressed are solely those 

of the author or interview subject and not those of Punk Planet magazine 

or Independents’ Day Media. For reprint information, please contact 

Punk Planet and we will get you in contact with the author, who 

retains all copyrights. 

copyright & legalities 

2007 Ad Rates 
For a list of all upcoming ad deadlines or to pay with a credit 
card please check our website at www.punkplanet.com. 

1/24 page (2.5x1.25) $15 
1/12 page (2.5 x 2.5) $30 
1/6 page (2.5x5) $60 
1/3 page long (2.5x10) $120 
1/3 page square (5x5) $140 
1/2 page horizontal (7.5x5) $180 
1/2 page vertical (3.75x10) $200 

1/1 Full page (7.5x10) $475 
2/1 Full spread (16.25x10) $900 

call for pricing/availabiltiy on inside front & back covers. 

Ads are due April 9 for PP80 
Ads not reserved will get in, but you have no say as to what 
issue. Any ads received after deadline may run in the following 
issue. Those are the risks—are you the gambling type? 

the risks 
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In the lengthy interview with Ted Leo 

that graces this issue’s cover, Leo puts 

forth an interesting theory on political 

songs: it’s not so much that they’re written 

to create change, but instead to reinvigo¬ 

rate and inspire those who believe change 

is possible. 

It seems counterintuitive. Why write 

something to create change indirectly? 

Aren’t the heartfelt words of the politi¬ 

cal anthem rendered meaningless in this 

equation, overshadowed by the contagious 

power of the performance? 

In part, sure—a great song played 

poorly isn’t going to reinvigorate anyone— 

but when performed with conviction, 

the words still have the ability to inspire. 

And, so inspired, people can go out and 

create real change. It’s a wonderful thing 

to remember: that art can still influence 

the world, no matter how tangentially. 

It influences us here at Punk Planet 

too. Sitting down with an issue’s con¬ 

tents—and the diverse group of people, 

ideas, and ideals collected in this one is 

no exception—gives us the inspiration 

to push forward, even when the odds are 

stacked against us. We need that inspira¬ 

tion right now. 

As we prepare to send this issue to 

press, we send it off not quite knowing 

where it’s going once its done. In early 

January, the Independent Press Associa¬ 

tion, the not-for-profit organization that 

housed our distributor, Indy Press News¬ 

stand Services, announced it was going out 

of business. Distributed magazines, they 

said, were being handed over to Disticor, 

a large Canadian distributor. However, we 

have yet to hear from them. It’s a difficult 

time to be an independent magazine. It is 

with a certain degree of urgency that I tell 

you that the very best way to support Punk 

Planet, as well as your other favorite inde¬ 

pendent titles, is to subscribe. Please do. 

Finally, this issue marks the debut of “Go¬ 

ing Down in the Underground,” a back-page 

list of short notes about things happening 

outside of the mainstream over the next few 

months. We’ve even set up an e-mail address 

for news tips: goingdown@punkplanet.com. 

Drop us a line! 

See you in the summer, 
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ROBERT FISK 

iemsis 
| Your Mellow 00 ffigipack In The Grip of Official Treason 3x00 mmihm ikvmt&Pmk&m Homeffl Iremigo do HomesrOS 

Hello humans. We at G7 have recently releasee 

some albums exclusively via the ^internet." 

They are available to download as 320 kbps 

HP3s via -We-shef+R§- our website al 
store.g7welcomingcommittee.com. If this is 

inconvenient for you we would be pleased tc 

dub you a 100<7* recycled cassette of each 

album with a hand-embroidered hemp covei 

for the nominal fee of $3000 each. The album: 

are as follows ... 
-t-o- d-U 

Thank you foi 
your support. 

Greq Painted Thin John K. Samson Red Fisher Giant Sons Mico “Our Living ■ 
MacPherson “Small Acts of “Little Pictures" “War Wagon" “Anthology" Language" 

Ear- http://g7v/elcomingcomnnittee.coffl 



sickroom O records 

11 

That’s right. Four mean old fuckers from other S.F. bay 

area bands (Bottles and Skulls, Victim's Family, Fleshies, 

Lower Forty-Sight) now play in T8ICL0PS! 

. 

Think Scott Joplin shooting up frisco speedballs. 

Think Jay Leno with a megaphone super glued 
around his mouth 

pushed into an 
erupting volcano. 

« - Micah 

BHHHr ■■h 

Che Arthur 
Iron 

cd 
Out March W 

■ 

Julius Airwave 
the City the Forest 

cd 
Out April ‘07 

: 

sickroom O records www.sickroomrecords.com available through southern distribution www. southern .com 
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Rock Magazine 
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Imtmctvrs a itokooiVf 

recordings o 

www.smogveil.eoiii 
1658 N. Milwaukee #284, Chicago IL 60647 www.SmogVeil.com |658 N- Mj|waukee Ave. #284 • Chicago, IL 60647 • 773.706.0450 



MANUFACTURING 
FOR THE INDEPENDENT 
COMMUNITY. 

2025 SOUTH TAMIAMI TRAIL 

VENICE, FLORIDA 34293 

PHONE: 941.497.0510 

INTERNET: WWW.ILOVEIMPRINT.COM 

EMAIL: INFO@ILOVEIMPRINT.COM 

PRINTING AND REPLICATION FOR INDEPENDENT RECORD LABELS AND BANDS SINCE 1994 

T E 0 . L E Q . 
AND.THE 
PHARMACISTS 

imm mm m imm 

UVINS WITH THE LIVINI 
NEW RECORD OUT MARCH 20TH 2007 2XLP/CD 
3ET A 5 SON? GD FEATURIN® EXCLUSIVE NEW STUDIO 

MATERIAL WITH ANY PURCHASE OF LWTL. 
AVAILABLE WHILE SUPPLIES LASTi 

WWW.TE9LEO.COM 

FOR UPDATES, TOUR DATES, 
COMPETITIONS *0 T02 

WWW.T0UCHAND*0REC0RDS.C0M 



SHOT BAKER & 
VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL O PIONEERS!!! 

SHOT BAKER 

Stampede LP ONLY 

$10 ppd. 12 songs. 

Straight Edge Hardcore in the vein 
of Judge, Slapshot or Blacklisted, 

ex Hostage Situation, Double 
Crossed & Plan of Attack. 
CD version available from 
Organized Crime Records. 

(OrganizedCrimeRecords.com) 

Vindictives Tribute split 7” 

$5 ppd. 4 songs. 

Two Chicago bands paying tribute 
to the legendary Vindictives. 

Shot Baker is for fans of Pegboy, 
Avail, etc..., while Vacation Bible 
School is for fans of the Vandals, 

Guttermouth, etc... 
Limited to 500 copies on swirly 

green vinyl! 

Black Mambas LP & CD 

$10 ppd. 11 Songs. 
Frantic, rough around the edges 

guitar and drum punk rock for fans 
of old Hot Water Music This Bike is 

a Pipe Bomb and Latierman. 
CD version is a co-release with 

Team Science Records. 
(TeamScienceRecords.com) 

V/A 
THE WORLD I KNOW 

REPORT SUSPICIOUS 
ACTIVITY 

MY BIG BEAUTIFUL 

STHEWOftLfl/KAfflM 

Pegboy Tribute compilation 

$6 ppd. 24 song CD. 
w/ Matt Skiba, Haymarket Riot, Shot 
Baker, Vic Bondi, Deminer & morel! 

Bands from across the US and 1 
from Brazil. Compiled over the 

course of 6 years, all songs exclu¬ 
sive to this release. Pegboy is still 

alive and well...but that doesn’t 
mean we can’t show a little 

appreciation to one of Chicago's 
greatest bands and one of our 

absolute favorites. 

COMING SOON: 

UCR013 - J Church & Sound on Sound 
limited to 500 split 7” 

one new song and one cover 
from each band. 

UCR018 - HeWhoCorrupts "the 
Discographer" 2xLP 

feo-released by 10 labels) 
61 songs, insane packaging and 
mad colored vinyl. Stay tuned. 

UCR019 - Four Star Alarm 
“Cities in Dust / Tilted” T 

one sided, B side wiii have etched 
drawing! One new song and a SUGAR 

cover, for fans of Swervedriver 
& Dag Nasty. 

The Way Things Are: 
the Soundtrack to My Life Volume 1 

$10 ppd. 11 songs CD. 
Second full length from this Joliet IL band, 

10 years after the first album. 
Ridiculously catchy and sung by someone 

who can actually SING. 
For fans of Samiam. the Alkaline Trio the 

Smoking Popes 
& maybe Jimmy Eat World. 

Ex members of the Bomb & the Tarts 
This is a co-release with Fudge Sickill 

Records. 
(FudgeSickillRecords.com) 

Dreamland 

$6 ppd. 4 songs CD EP. 

Vie Bondi [of Articles of Faith] & 

his usual co-conspimtors return with 

the follow up to their debut full length 

on Alternative Tentacles. 

More controlled and focused post 

hardcore with a definite DC 

influence,..! tbmk it's pretty clear 

where they stand on politics. 

Artwork by John Yates 

UNDERGROUND COMMUNIQUE RECORDS 
PO BOX 14334, Chicago, Illinois 60614 
Available via RedLineDistribution.com, interpunk.com, LittleType.com and via Choke distribution, 
or direct through us. Make checks or money orders payable to Justin Schwier, ng| UCR, thanks. 

www.Undercomm.org 
“Our bands are not going to take over the world, 
we just like what they do, we hope you do too.” 

FEW AND THE PROUD 
»£W AM) THE VKOm>\ 

TJtLE D I S C O G R A P H Y ; 

UCR012 ~ x ONE WAY x ”s/t” 
40 song LP w/ free CDr of album 

$10 ppd. Hilarious New Jersey SxE band 
singing songs about killing zombies, 

dodgebail, eBay and a lot about people 
being sellouts. Mbrs of the Procedure & 

Between the Wars. 

UCR011 - Mexican Cheerleader 
"Mexican Mystery Tour" CDEP 

9 songs. $6 ppd. 
Punk influenced rock n roll from 

ex members of Oblivion & Apocalypse 
Hoboken. For fans ol T.Rex, the Kinks 

& the Riverboat Gamblers. 
UCR001 - Mexican Cheerleader 

"Kings & Kings' Hoots" CD 
12 songs. $10ppd. 

Brilliant second album of driving rock and 
roll with a punk rock edge. Same 

ex member status as above. 

UCR008 - Fourth Rotor "Plain" CD 
9 songs. $6ppd. 

Great bluesy, angular, bass driven punk 
rock similar to the Dicks or the 

Minutemen. 

UCR007 - Rollo Tomasi 
"Work Slow Crush Foes" CD 

10 Songs. $10 ppd. 
For music fans of mid -90's 

post hardcore riff-rock like Helmet, 
Quicksand and Handsome. 

UCR006 - Angef Eyes 
"Something to do with death." CD 

4 tracks. 3 songs. Well over 40 minutes of 
music. For fans of Godspeed. Boris, 

Pelican, Isis, etc... $10ppd. 
New EP Summer 2007! 

UCR004 - J Church & Minority Blues Band 
split 7" 4 songs. $5 ppd. 

Pop punk legends vs, noisier pop punk 
from Japan, One new song and a cover 

from each band. 

UCR003 - Shot Baker "Awake" CD 
15 songs, $10ppd. 

For fans of Pegboy, Avail and older 
Bouncing Souls. 

UCR002 - Haunted Life "the Dust Has 
Settled" CDEP. 7 songs, $6ppd. 

Melodic SxE hardcore from Chicago w/ 
mbrs of Expired Youth. 



“The majority of our titles 
are not-so-big sellers.” 
PRESSES WHOSE MISSION AND GOAL IS TO CORRECT 

SILENCES AND FORWARD MOVEMENTS ARE STRUG¬ 

GLING TO SURVIVE—HOW DO THEY DO IT? 

The corporatization of 

the publishing industry 

started roughly ten years ago, 

when international megacon¬ 

glomerates descended upon 

venerable, vulnerable little 

houses and swallowed them 

up like so many delectable (if 

prickly) canapes. Excepting 

those who lined their pockets 

with cashola from the corpo¬ 

rate till, general sentiment 

skewed toward dismay, if not 

downright alarm. The feel¬ 

ing in the industry was that 

the corporate vulgarians had 

stormed the gates, sacked the 

city, and poured salt on the 

ground so nothing—no inde¬ 

pendent thought, no political 

sentiment—could grow there 

again. Money, not ideas, would 

drive the book world, and pol¬ 

itics would be left to languish 

beside poetry and literature 

in translation, deep in the re¬ 

mainders bin. 

This is almost true, but not 

quite. Political thought still 

thrives in book form. On the 

Left, this is largely thanks to 

a handful of activist presses 

who, in the words of Jocelyn 

Burrell of South End Press, 

have a “mission and goal to 

correct silences and forward 

movements.” Activist publish¬ 

ers foreground the struggle to 

change the world, and contend 

with threadbare profits, small 

publics, and a fickle readership 

whose interest in politics ebbs 

and flows. To stay in business, 

let alone turn a profit, they 

must navigate a late-capital¬ 

ist economy in which five giant 

corporations control 80 per¬ 

cent of book sales and corporate 

retailers have narrowed distri¬ 

bution channels to a trickle. 

“It seems like book publish¬ 

ing is an index of the overall 

conglomerization of the me¬ 

dia, which is an index of the 

overall takeover of American 

life by corporations,” says An¬ 

drew Hsaio of the non-profit 

New Press. One of the major 

challenges of being an activ¬ 

ist press is participating in 

the contemporary climate of 

bookselling. “We exist in the 

same market, in the same in¬ 

dustry, and in the same econ¬ 

omy [as the major houses], but 

we are starkly different,” says 

Burrell. The same can be said 

for any activist press, which 

make sincere attempts to rec¬ 

oncile the capitalist economy 

with a near-universal disdain 

for capitalism. 

The market is unkind to 

books—even behemoth pub¬ 

lishers operate at low profit 

margins. What differenti¬ 

ates activist presses from their 

struggling corporate peers is 

an ideological disregard for 

the bottom line. “At other 

houses, an editorial meeting 

is basically a marketing meet¬ 

ing. Editors have to prove how 

much money they’ve made the 

company in the past year,” ex¬ 

plains Sarah Fan, an editor at 

the New Press. 

Not so with activist presses. 

“The majority of our titles are 

not-so-big sellers, but that’s 

part of what being a politi¬ 

cal project or propagandist is,” 

explains Ramsey Kanaan, one 

of the founders of anarchist 

collective AK Press. “We’re 

putting stuff out there we think 

is important. We would like to 

be inserted into the conscious¬ 

ness, and we’re doing that de¬ 

spite, in many cases, patent lack 

of commercial viability. That’s 

our constant struggle. We al¬ 

ways weigh two factors when 

deciding whether to publish or 

distribute a book: its political 

merit and whether we can sell 

it. The two are often not re¬ 

lated at all.” 

Like many of his peers, 

Melville House co-founder 

Dennis Johnson ascribes this 

to an irreconcilable discon¬ 

nect between independent 

thought and the mainstream 

media: “Unless you’re Jona¬ 

than Safran Foer, coming 

out of the New Yorker, getting 

published by Knopf, and get¬ 

ting reviewed in the New York 

Times—unless you’re part of 

that crowd, you’re not going to 

make any money for it.” 

While this lack of money 

is magnified for houses that 

lack the wiggle room afforded 

by diversified interests, it can 
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“People use drugs to 
escape a lot, and music is 
a lot more positive form of 
escape, for me, at least.” 
STATIC THOUGHT’S FRONTMAN ERIC URBACH MAY BE 

YOUNG, BUT HE KNOWS WHAT HE’S DOING 

Getting older is a pain. Music that once sounded fresh and vital and en¬ 

ergetic to you will definitely sound different fifteen years later. Sure, 

the music might have special meaning, but will you be affected by it in the 

same way? The answer is hard to say and even harder to hear. Try being 

33 and listening to modern bands imitating the music of your youth. (It's 

not pleasant, my friends.) But don't fret! Static Thoughts’ frontman Eric 

Urbach is a young man of 17, but his wisdom exceeds his youthful age. 

On his band's Hellcat debut, In the Trenches, the band strikes deep into 

the well of punk history, with a sound that recalls not only bands such as 

GBH and Discharge, but also less likely groups such as Motorhead and 

Metallica. He started his band as a tribute to those bands that inspired the 

punk bands that he and his friends liked. Isn't that the way these things 

are supposed to happen, though? 

You seem to be aiming your message at a very specific audience—the 

kids of your generation. Do you consider the album a wake-up call? 

amplify the dedication of activ¬ 

ist presses. Explains Johnson, 

Melville House has everything 

I own, and I need that book to 

be a success. We’re totally in¬ 

vested in each title.” 

“The financial pressures 

are . . . extreme. Very ex¬ 

treme,” echoes Richard Nash, 

publisher of Soft Skull Press, 

who has sunk twice his life sav¬ 

ings into a venture he rescued 

from near-bankruptcy. He’s 

preoccupied with the success 

of Soft Skull. “I don’t sleep. I 

grind my teeth. I retch walk¬ 

ing from the subway to the 

office in the morning. I work 

obscene hours.” 

As a rule, such devotion 

barely pays the rent. “Our of¬ 

ficial hours are 40 hours a 

week,” says Kanaan. “Usu¬ 

ally, we work 50-plus hours a 

week. Our current gross pay is 

something like twenty two and 

a half.” That’s $22,500 per 

annum, the salary on which 

AK staffers survive in the Bay 

Area. Kanaan calls this “self¬ 

exploitation” in the service of 

a greater good, which in his 

case is to overthrow the capi¬ 

talist economy that perpetu¬ 

ates his starvation wages. 

This miniaturized pay scale 

extends to the talent. Activ¬ 

ist presses simply do not have 

the capital to match corporate 

houses on author advances, a 

reality which creates its own 

host of frustrations. For some 

houses, this means that big- 

name authors (and the hefty 

price tags that accompany 

them) remain outside of their 

purview. All are frustrated that 

they cannot publish as many 

worthy but unprofitable au¬ 

thors as they would like. 

This fiscal hardship creates 

a spirit of collectivism. Some 

houses, like South End and 

AK, are actual collectives that 

pay all employees a similar rate. 

Others, like the New Press, 

have a small staff of autono¬ 

mous editors. Still others like 

Soft Skull and Melville House 

employ less than five people 

each. Johnson capitalizes on 

his size. “We’re small,” he says. 

“We can move faster. It’s like if 

you’re a small player in a bas¬ 

ketball game. You’re going to 

have to have other strengths 

because the tall guys are always 

going to block your shots.” 

The shots the big guns are 

blocking include the lion’s share 

of popular political books. Pub¬ 

lishers see this as ephemeral in 

the absence of any far-reach¬ 

ing political movement on the 

Left. Most are ambivalent, if 

not apprehensive. “Borders will 

carry lots of Chomsky because 

he’s flavor-of-the-month,” 

says Kanaan. “Will they carry 

Chomsky next year? I doubt it. 

Did they carry Chomsky five 

years ago? No. The movements 

introduced the concepts. [In¬ 

dependent] bookstores grew out 

of those concepts. When those 

movements are popular, then 

the major publishing houses 

and chains will move in. [With] 

all the [independent] bookstores 

and publishers out of business, 

where is the next movement go¬ 

ing to come from?” 

Burrell is also concerned. 

“Corporate houses exist to 

turn a profit. That’s what their 

mission is,” she says. “These 

10 PUNK PLANET 



static PP78 

I definitely think people in my generation don’t really care about 

the things I care about concerning politics. My generation is the 

future of politics, and I definitely think people should care more 

about politics, or at the very least, pay attention to what’s going on 

around them. If they don’t, when they’re older, they aren’t going 

to understand what’s going on, and they 11 wind up being pissed 

off and wondering why they didn’t pay attention to politics in the 

first place. 

Your politics are so thoroughly ingrained—did you grow up in a punk 

household? 

My parents have been into music their whole lives. My dad used to 

play in a band, Minimal, and has been playing in bands since he 

was 15. I always had music around me. I discovered punk when I 

was in middle school. My friends were listening to it, and I caught 

on to it, and thought it was really cool. 

Are you a straightedge band? From listening to your lyrics, it sounds 

like you’re rallying about being clean in the same way you’re making 

political music and being aware. 

Yeah, there’s definitely that element, but we re not a straightedge 

band. I definitely feel, in my opinion, at least, that drugs and al¬ 

cohol have a really bad effect on your mind, and it doesn’t give you 

a positive outlook on life. People use drugs to escape a lot, and 

music is a lot more positive form of escape, for me, at least. 

Popular culture can be a drug, too . . . 

The best thing I’ve heard about pop culture is that popular cul¬ 

ture makes people think everything’s OK, and it distracts people 

from what’s really going on around them. I definitely agree with 

that sentiment. The reason punk should not be brought into the 

mainstream is because it’s not representative of pop culture. It’s 

anti-pop. I feel that’s what’s wrong with a lot of today’s music. 

People take it and try to sell it back to you. Like, there will be a 

song about something you feel really passionately about, and then 

these businesses will get the wrong impression about the song, and 

will try to sell it back to you. That’s messed up. And I definitely 

think that practice has a negative effect on both punk and pop 

culture in general. Back in the day, people didn t have the Inter¬ 

net, they had to read zines, they had to go out to record stores to 

hear music, and they had to look around to find shows or music. 

With the Internet, people can find things easier, and as a result, 

they might not be into it, because they’re not putting any effort 

into it, and it has very little meaning to them. Kids today can go 

on the Internet and find everything and be into a scene without 

actually investing themselves into it. Regardless of the whole who- 

is-and-who-isn’t “punk” argument, that’s just a dishonest way to 

live. —Joseph Kyle 

It's true, you can find things easier with the lnternet:www.staticthought.com. Use it wisely. 

“I got tired of seeing the 
same stories on the same 
bands in the same places.” 
FOR DAYTROTTER.COM, BREAKING THE MUSIC MOLD IS 

BUSINESS AS USUAL 

political books happen to be 

the commodity that will turn 

that profit. So be it. But once 

they stop turning that profit, 

then of course they will stop 

publishing those books. Will 

we still be around when that 

commodity no longer is as 

profitable as it once was?” 

Hsaio, however, remains 

optimistic. “To say that this 

corporate stranglehold over 

publishing will disappear is 

like saying corporate power in 

American life will be beaten 

back,” he says. “I think that 

this is not only possible but 

the thing that gets me up every 

day. We have to create a differ¬ 

ent world.”—Genie Williamson 

Order books from these publishers at your local, indepen¬ 

dent bookstore-or check our book reviews section for more 

information about individual titles. 

Monotony is like kryp- 

tonite for the discrimi¬ 

nating music fan. Take a look 

around the local record shop- 

how many times are the same 

“hip” bands splayed across the 

pages of seemingly every pub¬ 

lication? The Internet often 

isn’t much better as music- 

blog chatter comes off repeti¬ 

tious as opposed to fresh. The 

end result often leads one to 

cynicism, while thousands of 

vibrant artists remain un¬ 

heralded due to a lack of clout 

within the inner circles of 

music journalism. 

Longtime freelance writer 

Sean Moeller and seasoned 

indie-rocker and producer 

Pat Stolley noticed this trend 

some time ago, but instead of 

resting on their laurels they 

decided to do something about 

it—create Daytrotter, a truly 

unique website dedicated to 

shedding light on bands that 

the trendsetters often by-pass. 

“I got tired of seeing the same 

stories on the same bands in the 

same places,” says Moeller, a 28- 

year-old scribe and musician 

in his own right. “You see some 

occasional variety, but it seems 

like everyone covers the same 

stuff. I felt if I wanted to get in¬ 

volved with online music jour¬ 

nalism then it had to be from a 

different approach.” 

While Daytrotter is chock 

full of heartfelt and well-writ¬ 

ten features and reviews, the 

site distinguishes itself by fea¬ 

turing original studio sessions 

recorded at Stolley’s Rock Is¬ 

land, Illinois-based Future- 

appletree Studio One, that 

highlight an intriguing mix of 

highly-recognizable and on- 

the-rise bands. So, not only 

can viewers read about a band, 

but can check out hot-off-the- 

tape cuts by the group—new 

demos, re-workings of long¬ 

time favorites, or the occa¬ 

sional cover—at the same time. 

“It’s cool to level the play¬ 

ing field and allow unherald- 
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Iceberg Town BY JOE MENO AND NICK BUTCHER 
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ed bands a chance to get their 

sound out,” Stolley says with 

a smile. “Aside from the me¬ 

dia attention, there often isn’t 

much that separates the really 

unique up and comers from 

the bands that are plastered ev¬ 

erywhere you turn. Our main 

purpose is about shedding light 

on groups that haven’t had the 

chance to shine. Of course, 

we’re not opposed to bringing 

in bigger bands, too. Regard¬ 

less of the size, it’s nice to hear 

bands of any level in a stripped- 

down setting.” 

To say that Daytrotter has 

remained dedicated to its goals 

would be putting it lightly. In 

less than one year, Daytrot¬ 

ter has already churned out 80 

recording sessions, all of which 

are or eventually will be avail¬ 

able on the site, featuring rock 

groups like Will Oldham and 

Mates of State to underground 

acts ranging from the likes of 

Elf Power to Of Montreal, not 

to mention hip-hop upstarts 

like POS. The sessions are free 

to download and, most impor¬ 

tantly, come sealed with an en¬ 

thusiastic seal of approval from 

the founders themselves. 

“We’ll never schedule a ses¬ 

sion with a group we aren’t 

excited about showcasing,” 

Moeller says. “There is an inti¬ 

macy involved in every session— 

it’s live, but it’s like you’re in the 

room with the band. Our whole 

idea is to capture a moment of 

time and chronicle the lives of 

these bands. Every tour they go 

on is a different experience for 

them, and to record these bands 

as they are passing through the 

Midwest on one of their excur¬ 

sions is pretty incredible.” 

As Daytrotter’s hit counts 

continue to climb, so does its 

ambition for exposing un¬ 

bridled and engaging music. 

At the rate it’s going, don’t be 

surprised if they soon become 

When Some Girls began, 

they were primarily a 

supergroup side project that 

a household name in the mu¬ 

sic world. Chances are your 

favorite band already is clam¬ 

oring to slot some Daytrotter 

studio time. —Brian Peterson 

See it for yourself, and how: Daytrotter.com. 

combined contributors from sev¬ 

eral well-known bands from a 

variety of eras and subgenres of 

“I did go to prom, with this 
girl I liked but who didn’t 
like me, and she made 
up this lie that she was 
grounded and I had to have 
her home by 9. But prom 
didn’t start until 8.” 
MAYBE IT WAS THE PROM, MAYBE IT WAS MOVING 

AROUND A LOT WHEN HE WAS YOUNG: WHATEVER THE 

REASON, SOME GIRLS* WES EISOLD HAS STAYED ANGRY 
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punk and hardcore. It originally 

included Wes Eisold, vocalist of 

hardcore favorites Give Up the 

Ghost (formerly known as Ameri¬ 

can Nightmare), Justin Pearson 

of the Locust (former member of 

Swing Kids and Crimson Curse), 

and former Unbroken and Over 

My Dead Body member Rob 

Moran. Their sound combined 

elements of their former bands, 

giving their minute-long songs 

a sense of immediacy and des¬ 

peration that called to mind the 

approach of the early-90's Grav¬ 

ity Records roster, combined 

with Eisold’s trademark throat- 

shredding vocals and introspec¬ 

tive lyrics. 

Now, seven years later, 

they’ve signed with Epitaph 

and released their first proper 

full-length, Heaven's Pregnant 

Teens, in early 2006. Their 

sound is as refined as ever, 

updating the urgency of their 

earlier recordings with refined 

production and more dynamic 

song structures, not to mention 

longer songs, as evidenced by 

the 9-minute album closer: the 

throbbing, minimalist “Death- 

face,” with which the band have 

taken to closing their visceral 

live sets. 

Rob Moran is no longer in Some 

Girls? 

No, he moved to Seattle. He 

recorded the record with us 

with the understanding that 

we’re going to tour off of it, 

whereas everyone else in the 

band isn’t in his position 

right now. The first time 

I met Rob, I was so fuck¬ 

ing stoked. I loved Unbro¬ 

ken growing up. I still do love 

Unbroken, and I was so happy 

to play in a band with who I 

feel is ... I mean, he’s the 

only person in the band that 

I really know, but I think he 

also as a human encompass¬ 

es what that band was about, 

and it’s an honor to be friends 

with him. 

To me it seems like Unbroken 

may have been, for kids in the 

‘90s, sort of what American 

Nightmare was for kids in the 

past several years. 

Yeah I’ve heard that a lot, and 

I’ve never seen Unbroken, so 

all I can comment on is the 

feeling I got as a fan of Un¬ 

broken. When people would 

compare us to them, it was an 

honor ... I loved the transi¬ 

tions they made as a band and 

how they progressed. I mean 

their first records are terri¬ 

ble, and they got so brilliant 

by the end, and they didn’t 

seem to care what people 

thought. 

Can I ask why Give Up the Ghost 

broke up? 

Well, the ultimate reason is 

because I fucking freaked out 

and lost my mind and quit. . . 

Some Girls was on tour on 

the East Coast and our last 

show was in New Jersey, and 

after that show, I was sup¬ 

posed to drive the band back 

to the airport, then drive to 

Boston and immediately get 

on a flight to go to Europe 

for like a month and a half. 

The Give Up The Ghost LP 

had just come out on a pretty 

big label in Europe and it was 

supposed to be this big tour, 
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“The artist/musician/gallery/ 
club relationship to money 
is pretty complex: how do 
you survive as an artist? 
What kind of compromises 
do you make?” 
FOR PETER QUINN AND TODD MEYERS, NAVIGATING 

THE QUESTIONS OF CAPITAL MEANT STARTING THE 

BALTIMORE-BASED ARTS COLLECTIVE, CREATIVE 

CAPITALISM 

The Baltimore art and music collective Creative Capitalism started 

as an experiment in social networking but has since become both 

a publishing consortium and a record label. Peter Quinn, who with 

his friend Todd Meyers started the collective, notes that they wanted 

to produce art and music projects outside the orthodox modes of pro¬ 

duction and distribution. Likewise, Quinn and Meyers hoped to create 

a space in which a cross-pollination of disciplines—artists making 

music and musicians making art—could occur. Creative Capitalism's 

first project, a book/CD-ROM called Friends and Friends of Friends, 

was released in the summer, 2005. It's is an expression of political 

disaffection and cultural alienation as seen through the eyes of the 

and I really didn’t know why 

we were going back [since] 

we had been to Europe like 

3 or 4 times that year. And 

aside from that, I was losing 

my mind, and I was in a re¬ 

ally fucked up place, and just 

couldn’t do it. 

You moved around a lot as a kid, 

right? Did that make you more 

used to doing something like 

touring? 

Yeah, I was a military brat. I 

moved every couple of years. 

I really think the reason I’m 

still obsessed with music is 

because it’s been what I’ve al¬ 

ways been obsessed [with] and 

always latched on to. It’s still 

the constant in my life. 

Can I ask about your left hand? 

Yeah yeah, it was just birth, 

I was just born that way. It’s 

funny, we played in Baton 

Rouge last night and this 

kid came up and was su¬ 

per drunk and was like, “I 

heard this story about your 

hand ... is it true?” And I 

was like, well, what story? 

And he goes, “I heard it was 

like, an accident [with] like 

a washer and a dryer that 

pertained to some Satan¬ 

ic ritual.” I was like “Yeah 

man, it was some fucked up 

shit y’know . . . and he was 

like “What happened?” and 

I was like, “I don’t really 

talk about it.” But it was 

from birth ... I never had 

to like, recuperate my senses 

to learn how to function 

with one hand ... it was 

just natural. 

Several years ago, my friend 

and I were on Google and we 

stumbled across a website for a 

high school bookbinding class, 

and you had contributed some¬ 

thing to it. 

Wow man . . . that was the 

first time I was ever pub¬ 

lished. That was my high 

school English AP class. We 

all had to write a short story, 

and then the last week of 

school we went to this book¬ 

binding place and bound our 

own books. Everyone in my 

class got one, and our teacher 

got one and there’s one on 

file at the high school, [my 

piece] was about listening to 

Converge ... I mean I didn’t 

mention Converge, but the 

gist of it was like . . . prom 

night y’know, fucking hat¬ 

ing life and bummed out, all 

these expectations that people 

put upon you even though you 

don’t cater to them . . . just, 

like, whatever man, I’m gon¬ 

na fucking sit and listen to 

Converge, fucking feel good 

about it. 

So you didn’t go to prom? 

I did go to prom, with this 

girl I liked but who didn’t like 

me, and she made up this lie 

that she was grounded and I 

had to have her home by 9. 

But prom didn’t start until 

8 and we went to dinner at 

7:3°> so I drove to prom and 

then went home, just sat in my 

room and listened to Con¬ 

verge. —Matt Chapman 

His high school AP English assignment’s been removed, 

but find out more about Some Girls at: http://www.some- 

girlshaveallthefuck.com/. 
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Creative Capitalism network of pals. Through pictures, words, and 

music, Quinn points out, Friends and Friends of Friends is “a tribute 

to everyone who yearns for something outside the norms of cultural 

malaise. It’s a testament to the action of art-making.” Creative Capi¬ 

talism has since put out a second book of artwork, Notebook, and 

numerous albums, including those by local Baltimore bands Ponytail 

and Low Moda. 

Creative Capitalism talks about social networking as a curatorial meth¬ 

od. What does this say about your style of curation? 

I see myself as an instigator/organizer rather than a traditional 

curator. I think if I were a traditional curator, my role as a “pre¬ 

senter” would be to hand pick a few artists and then build a state¬ 

ment around them that either ties them together or to a common 

theme. But I don’t see myself as a curator. I’m an artist. So I’ve 

asked artists to sub-curate Creative Capitalism projects, because 

all my friends who are involved in action organization are artists 

and musicians themselves. 

What is art and music’s relationship to capitalism? 

The artist/musician/gallery/club relationship to money is pretty 

complex: how do you survive as an artist? What kind of compro¬ 

mises do you make? Creative Capitalism is committed to the cre¬ 

ation, production, and dissemination of art and music, art and 

music controlled by artists and musicians. The name Creative 

Capitalism is self-effacing, alluding to notions of class, social 

structure, politics, culture, etc. The name is designed to per¬ 

petuate a dialogue. 

How did Creative Capitalism emerge out of a place like Baltimore? How 

does your environment affect your creativity? 

I recently participated as a curator in a show of Baltimore art¬ 

ists in DC for the Creative Alliance and the Washington Project 

for the Arts (WPA). I wanted to get as many artists involved as we 

could and devise a way in which we could create a fun action. We 

created a subtext for the show and contacted people who in turn 

suggested others. A portion of the show was titled the “point-of- 

purchase” area. The idea was drawing upon this perceived notion 

that Baltimore artists are very process-oriented vs. object-ori¬ 

ented. This might be the result of making art in a city devoid of 

patrons of underground art. Thus, our art is more transitional/ 

ephemeral, and less object-based like painting and sculpture. For 

this show, we designed a context, a product package in the form 

of a clear plastic point-of-purchase box, distributed them to art¬ 

ists, and asked for a response. So what concluded as the show was 

a “store” of unmarketable objects made by those who normally 

don’t sell object-based work. It was nice. You know, thinking in¬ 

side the box, I guess. —Annie Anderson 

Order some objects of your own at www.creativecapitalism.net. 

“We decided the best way 
to create a spark of 
interest for us would be to 
give the people what they 
wanted: easily accessible 
free music.” 
AS DIGITAL DOWNLOADS CONTINUE TO TAKE THE 

WIND OUT OF THE MAINSTREAM MUSIC INDUSTRY, 

UNDERGROUND BANDS ARE FIGURING OUT HOW TO 

DIY THEIR WAY INTO THE FUTURE 

Profit and piracy. Online 

music distribution gains 

the most criticism when eye- 

patched music bandits set sail 

deep into the cybersea, ships 

brimming with stolen mu¬ 

sic files, affecting the revenue 

margins of large companies 

and ultimately, the Record¬ 

ing Industry Association of 

America. In the Anti-Piracy 

section of their official website, 

the RIAA announces an an¬ 

nual loss of capital, “about $4*2 

billion to piracy worldwide,” a 

number that is certainly hard 

to ignore. But are legal issues 

sending the music industry 

into a retrogressive spiral . . . 

or downloading itself? 

Sales from downloading are 

skyrocketing, with sites offer¬ 

ing individual songs for as low 

as 99 cents. With the popular¬ 

ity surge shifting from physi¬ 

cal media to computer files, it’s 

not much of a surprise that the 

BBC reports global annual re¬ 

cord sales decreasing by $7 bil¬ 

lion in the past five years. 

Surely mainstream bands 

who are secure enough to al¬ 

low consumers to cherry-pick 

tracks via Internet sales do 

not labor over the loss of a few 

dollars, when fans choose to 

buy a couple familiar songs 

instead of purchasing an al¬ 

bum as a whole. However, for 

independent bands relying 

on physical media sales, like 

Shoelace of Lansing, MI, it 

means far more than waiting 

a month to add the finishing 

touches on their diamond- 

studded toilet seat. 

“Now, you can spend all 

your time crafting your band 

and striving to put out the 

best material and the best live 

show you can, just to hopefully 

prove to people that you de¬ 

serve to make a living off this,” 

said lead guitarist Skotty Blood 

Bank. “I just try to make sure 

the band is a self-sustaining 

organism that may feed and 

clothe us from time to time.” 

From the looks of it, Shoe¬ 

lace is doing rather well. The 

politically charged ska/punk 

act has shared stages with 

Much the Same, Catch 22, and 

the Loved Ones. This Janu¬ 

ary, they start a two-week tour 

spanning several states across 

the US. They even released an 

EP last August, Shoelace and the 

Inevitable Scallywags. 

Still, ideals are just that, 
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“Children seem to have a 
penchant for making tours 
(‘this is my house, this is 
my dog, this is me’).” 
ILLINOIS’ HIDEOUS BEAST SHOWS YOU HOW TO 

MAKE VERY SHORT MOVIES—THEN IT PLAYS THEM 

FOR YOU IN THEIR VERY SHORT MOVIE FESTIVAL 

Hideous Beast's Mini Movie Fest started solely as a social en¬ 

deavor. Tired of the entertainment activities available in South¬ 

ern Illinois, Josh Ippel and Charlie Roderick had some people over to 

create and screen low-quality video, shot on digital still cameras or 

camera phones. And they found their calling—sort of. “We don't give 

out any awards or make any curatorial decisions,” the collective ex¬ 

plained via e-mail. “Our interest in the Mini Movie Fest is not one of 

technical or artistic accomplishment, but in sharing small moments 

outside of mainstream entertainment venues.” So what exactly do they 

do? They show really short movies. And if you make one, you can be 

in their film festival. 

and reality still hovers. “To get 

anywhere, we have to pre-sell 

tickets to big events, put some 

songs up for download and 

enhance our product to catch 

the eye of the over-stimulated 

teen,” Skotty said. 

Halfway across the coun¬ 

try, Californian Nitro Records 

newcomers Hit the Switch re¬ 

alized they too would need a 

new tactic to combat pressures 

of technological convenience. 

“Nitro explained to us the 

chaos of condensed competi¬ 

tive retail,” said vocalist/gui¬ 

tarist Matt Hawks. “We de¬ 

cided the best way to create a 

spark of interest for us would 

be to give the people what 

they wanted: easily accessible 

free music.” 

Although they had the sup¬ 

port of a respectable-sized 

record label, the band kept the 

DIY mindset intact by self- 

producing their July 2006 

release Domestic Tranquility and 

Social Justice. Putting the album 

online for free before its street 

date, Hawks and company 

placed their entire Nitro debut 

up for grabs in two increments 

on several sites. 

“We have never made it a goal 

to stand out. In a lot of ways, we 

are still similar to every other 

punk band,” said Hawks. “But 

the manner in which we are ap¬ 

proaching this will hopefully 

hold some longevity.” 

Although this move appears 

to be a substantial risk, Hawks 

said that spreading the word to 

build a larger fan base was the 

first concern, and they rely on 

honesty and a message of world 

awareness to keep kids coming 

back for more—and purchas¬ 

ing the actual album. 

“We’ve just been doing our 

best to show love and apprecia¬ 

tion to anyone who shows us 

support, to acknowledge the 

audience in the most sincere 

and grateful ways,” Hawks ex¬ 

plained. 

Back in Michigan, Shoelace 

depends less on the Internet 

and more on physical en¬ 

dorsements. “We’ve had a lot 

of support from our clothing 

sponsor, No Sweat Apparel,” 

said Skotty. No Sweat is a IOO 

percent union-made, sweat¬ 

shop-free clothing company 

located in Boston. “They’ve 

really believed in us since we 

got serious about this and de¬ 

cided to tour.” 

Despite their differences, 

both bands have one thing in 

common; they are part of a 

growing number of authen¬ 

tic independent bands who are 

being forced to resort to cre¬ 

ative measures to keep doing 

what they love. 

“With my band coming of 

age into the Internet world of 

music . . . it’s something we 

are just callous to,” remarked 

Skotty. 

Whether under the wing of 

a record label or not, a crop of 

the music industry’s most self- 

aware artists continue to fight 

unnecessary technological up¬ 

grades—or turn the tables in 

their advantage—to get their 

point across. 

“All bands, no matter what 

genre, are having to work 

harder to make less of an im¬ 

pact,” said Hawks. But the fact 

remains that people continue 

to back these bands up for one 

reason and one reason only; 

they are genuine. 

“If I turn a few kids on to 

not only my music, but a cul¬ 

ture, that’s giving me more 

than I can ever give back,” 

Skotty said. “And I’m OK with 

that.” —Becky Fritter 

Stay on top of the anti-piracy movement by checking in 

at www.riaa.com, or visit Nitro Records at: www.nitrore- 

cords.com. 
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What lead to your decision to hold festivals devoted to really short 

films? 

The Mini Movie Fest is a result of our general desire to introduce 

an event dedicated to gathering people not only for the purpose 

of being entertained but also for the chance to contribute to the 

production and exhibition of entertainment. Most sources of en¬ 

tertainment dictate a passive viewer-object relationship. With the 

Mini Movie Fest, we hope to provide a place where viewers are ac¬ 

tive participants. Within this framework the event can become a 

public forum for sharing experience. 

Is there a ton of money in the very short film? If not, how do you fund 

your work? 

The closest we’ve come to making money with this project would 

be the funding we received from a gallery to help service the cost 

of presenting a Mini Movie Fest. Both of us have day jobs as art 

handlers, while pursuing careers as artist and educators. 

What’s the best moment that’s come out of the Fest? 

Our first fest was held in Charlie s grad studio while attend¬ 

ing the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, which we 

had completely emptied and dedicated to Hideous Beast events 

(pink walls and all). During the screening some students were 

burning scrap wood out back without knowing that the barrels 

had spray cans buried under the wood. At the same moment we 

were screening a film containing a Lightning Bolt song and 

images of a nuclear bomb test, explosions from the cans rocked 

the space. 

What are some films, tropes, or storylines you’re starting to see over 

and over? 

We’ve seen quite a variety of films that range from documentary 

to scripted and from highly formalized to casual. Like vacation 

photos, many of the documentary films are of events the per¬ 

son has witnessed (a concert, the weather, public gatherings). 

There are often quite a few stunts, tricks, or slapstick actions 

performed for the camera (a staple of early Internet viral videos 

and now ubiquitous onYouTube.com). Children seem to have a 

penchant for making tours (‘this is my house, this is my dog, this 

is me’). These tropes are interesting from a sociological per¬ 

spective in that they are a growing form of public information 

exchange. —Anne Elizabeth Moore 

Mail a CD containing your movies (mark with name, title, and location): Hideous Beast HQ, c/o Josh Ippel, 2516 N Washtenaw, 

Chicago, IL 60647 or e-mail 'em to: info@hideousbeast.com. Or see www.hideousbeast.com for info on how to make a movie 

using just your telephone. 

“I pretty much write a new 
song every day and then I 
throw away the stuff that 
I don’t like.” 
SHREDDING THE SONG WITH NYC’S MARNIE STERN 

Her label refers to her as “The 

DIY Lady Shredder”—give her 

songs even the most cursory listen 

and you'll know why—but New 

York-based Marnie Stern didn’t 

seriously take up guitar until after 

college. “Growing up in NYC, there 

wasn’t a really big music commu¬ 

nity for teenagers, because there 

were so many other things to do,” 

she says. “When I decided that I 

really wanted to pursue it, I started 

digging around to find cool music. 

The Internet helped a lot.” Inspired 

by her online research, Stern began 

practicing for hours every day. She 

started a band at age 23, eventu¬ 

ally joined another called Motor- 

soft, and continued writing her own 

songs, layering half-sung/half-spo- 

ken vocals over insanely technical 

riffs. Now the bedroom recording 

artist is releasing her debut album, 

In Advance of the Broken Arm, 

on Kill Rock Stars. Simply put: it 

shreds. 

When did you start implement¬ 

ing your unique finger-tapping and 

looping techniques? 

The finger-tapping happened 

when I saw a video of Don 

Caballero playing and I no¬ 

ticed that they were using both 

hands. I took to it really quick¬ 

ly. Also, I started listening to 

bands like Hella and Lightning 

Bolt and was awesomely im¬ 

pressed with their riffs. Around 

the same time I got Pro Tools, 

which helped me figure out how 

to turn those kinds of riffs into 

songs by layering other melodic 

guitar tracks and vocals. 

Do you write lyrics first or add them 

in after figuring out the guitar? 

I read a ton and I’m fascinated 

with art and ideas, so I write 

stuff down all the time that I 

think is interesting. My closest 

friend is a painter so we share 

ideas. I started playing with 

the structure of the way a song 

is made by beginning with the 

lyrics and focusing in on the 

language. Specifically with the 

songs “Patterns of a Diamond 

Ceiling’” and “This Ameri¬ 

can Life’” [from the debut LP], 

I got interested in creating 

sounds for language without us¬ 

ing conventional associations of 

what something sounds like. It 

ended up creating this experi¬ 

ence which sort of sits in be¬ 

tween fantasy and reality. And 

so with that kind of song I start 

with the lyrics first and music 

second. When I don’t have a 

concept in mind, I just try and 

build interesting guitar parts 

and then pick and choose from 

the lyrics that I’ve written down. 

Did you write these new tracks re¬ 

cently or is this material you’ve had 

in the works for a while? 

I pretty much write a new song 

every day and then I throw 

away the stuff that I don’t like 

and keep working on the stuff 

I do, so I had a lot of material 

to choose from. These are all 

songs I’ve written over the past 

year or two. I ended up choos¬ 

ing the songs where I felt I took 

the most chances and really put 

myself out there. I think the 

only way to create something 

worthwhile is to take risks. 

—Laura Pearson 

Www.marniestern.com’s the place to get the rest of your 

Marnie Stern-related questions answered. 
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“It ain’t where you’re from, 
it’s where you’re at.” 
FOR HORNET, LIVING IN KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN ISN’T 

AN EMBARRASMENT—IT’S A POINT OF PRIDE 

Yes, Christina, there really is a 

Kalamazoo. And if you don’t 

happen to be from there, you may 

be surprised to find that unfortu¬ 

nate on two counts, because it’s 

a lovely place where people can 

actually afford to live and rock. 

Local band Hornet's been doing 

so since 2003, with their current 

line-up in place for a little over 

two years. Their first full-length 

album, Insectuous, is described 

by Recoil magazine as using the 

“sonic vocabulary of early ‘90s DC 

punk.” Hornet is comprised of Tom 

Antisdale, Chafe Hensley, Mark 

Larmee, and John Patterson. 

How did this record come to be, 

and how did it end up at Fric¬ 

tion? 

Larmee: I really respect what 

Jeff VandenBerg has done 

with his label. The genesis was 

fairly organic. We set aside a 

weekend to lay down the basic 

tracks, then pieced together 

the rest whenever time and 

energy allowed. A few Friction 

bands were pushing for him 

to release Insectuous, particu¬ 

larly Man at Arms and Spit for 

Athena. We sent VandenBerg 

a rough cut and he was more 

than willing to honor us by 

putting the Friction logo on it. 

Hensley: Friction was the best 

independent label in the area 

that seemed to make sense 

with our sound and ethic. 

Do you have the sense that 

there’s something unique hap¬ 

pening in the Kalamazoo music 

scene? 

Hensley: Kalamazoo has al¬ 

ways been unique and has 

always had a thriving music 

scene. There are literally hun¬ 

dreds of bands in a popula¬ 

tion of approximately 75,000 

people. Many genres, many 

styles. The thing that kills me 

is the assumption that “suc¬ 

cessful” artists only reside in 

bigger cities. “So what are your 

plans? Gonna move to Chica¬ 

go? New York? Gonna look to 

get signed?” How about having 

great bands, artists and thes- 

pians in your own small com¬ 

munity having some “success¬ 

ful” validity? In the immor¬ 

tal words of Rakim: “It ain’t 

where you’re from, it’s where 

you’re at.” 

Larmee: I never pictured be¬ 

ing here for more than five 

years, but it’s been eight, and I 

don’t ever want to leave. 

Chafe, I know you guys have a 

pretty welcoming welcome mat 

at your house, hosting bands 

from time to time. 

Hensley: iMy wife Anne and I 

have hosted many bands over 

the years. We look at it as do¬ 

ing our part in a large com¬ 

munity of artists supporting 

one another. My bands have 

done their share of traveling 

and it’s very difficult. Espe¬ 

cially when you make anywhere 

from $20 - $300 a night. So 

the support of a clean, cozy, 

home-like atmosphere can be 

like gold when you’re miles 

away from your own comfort 

zone. Plus, Anne is a tremen¬ 

dous cook, and it’s great seeing 

the smiles on peoples’ faces 

while they try Anne’s vegetar¬ 

ian lasagna. 

Larmee: Due to the closing of 

the Space, I started booking at 

Kraftbrau and hosting my own 

slew of tired, touring bands. 

My favorite guests would have 

to be My Way My Love, an 

amazing band from Japan that 

one of my side projects, Clear 

Days Always, played with in 

Lansing. They barely spoke 

English, but made noodles 

for me on my stove and of¬ 

fered me Japanese beer. Then 

they offered me some vodka. I 

asked where it was from, and 

the singer looked at the bottle, 

and in very broken English re¬ 

sponded “Cleveland, Ohio.” 

Can you guys talk just a little 

about the life and death of the 

Space? 

Hensley: The Space was an all¬ 

ages, cultural community cen¬ 

ter disguised as a coffee shop/ 

venue. We had two gallery-type 

spaces to show art, a theatre, a 

stage for music shows, meeting 

rooms. We had only two people 

on payroll, and the rest were 

strictly volunteer. We had as 

many as 40 volunteers at one 

time. Truly fantastic work of 

the community here. I was one 

co-owner out of seven. We had 

a board that made decisions 

based on the community input 

of how we wanted this place to 

run. A big lesson in compro¬ 

mise and in business because 

the building was bought from 

underneath us, in which the 

new owners decided to termi¬ 

nate our lease and gave us 30 

days to vacate the premises. 

Several of you have kids. Do 

they dig your music, or are they 

rebelling and listening to Jessica 

Simpson? 

Hensley: Actually, it’s the 

Cheetah Girls, Pink, and Hill¬ 

ary Duff right now. Ruby is oh- 

so turning eight, and Fugazi, 

the Constantines and Radio¬ 

head are not top on the list for 

her. She likes Hornet and rocks 

out whenever she hears it, which 

rules. It must be weird to have 

a dad in a punk/rock-n-roll 

band. She has acclimated well 

though, and will likely make 

music herself, as her voice gets 

more and more beautiful. 

Larmee: I am the only Hor¬ 

net who is not married with 

a child, but my dog certainly 

wishes I would turn it down a 

bit. Hornet is like a family to 

me. The wives are always try¬ 

ing to feed me, patch holes in 

my clothes, and find me a nice 

lady of my own. 

Antisdale: My 2.3~year-old digs 

our music and is hopping all 

over the place when we practice. 

Patterson: Gabe [eight weeks 

old] is into this really experi¬ 

mental wind-up doll music 

right now; I think it’s probably 

German. It’s mostly chiming 

bells in some sort of familiar 

rhythmic pattern. It just sort of 

keeps repeating itself again and 

again. —Elizabeth Crane 

Hornetmusic.org has more, or order the album from www. 

frictionrecords.net. 
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MARIATAYLOR • LYNN TEETER FLOWER 
CD • MARCH 6. 2007 

ELEVEN NEW GENRE-HOPPING POP GEMS 

SADDLE CREEK NEW MUSIC 

FULLY BACKWARD COMPATIBLE WITH 

YOUR EXISTING MUSIC COLLECTION. 

CUSTOMIZABLE TO ADAPT TO WHAT¬ 

EVER SILLY NEW TECHNOLOGICAL 

GADGETS COME DOWN THE PIKE. 

WILL NOT BECOME OBSOLETE LIKE 

OTHER FORMS OF ENTERTAINMENT. 

SUCH AS READING BOOKS. 

r 

BRIGHT EYES • FOUR WINDS 
CDEP/12" • MARCH 6. 2007 

FIRST SINGLE FROM CASSADAGA PLUS 5 

EXCLUSIVE B-SIDES FROM THE 2006 

RECORDING SESSIONS 

c~ 
r- ' 

NOT EVEN THE SADDLE 

CREEK SUPERCOMPUTER 

COULD SPIT OUT A COVER 

IMAGE BY THE TIME THIS 

AD WAS DUE. 

_, 
BRIGHT EYES • CASSADAGA 

CD/LP • APRIL 7. 2007 

j 
I 

I 

THE FOLLOW-UP TO 2005'S WILDLY 

SUCCESSFUL DIGITAL ASH IN A DIGITAL 

URN & I'M WIDE AWAKE. IT'S MORNING SADDLE CREEK • WWW.SADDLE-CREEK.COM • INFO@SADDLE-CREEK.COM 
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KYLAB HOAX 
Ghost Runner on third 

11 Song full Length Album 

W Now Available 
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TAR FEATHERS 

make way for the ocean floor LP 

DIT EMPEROR DIE 
acoustic 7" 

COMADRE 

burn your bones LP (ltd 10500) 

INDIAN SUMMER 

discography I P 

CATENA COLLAPSE 
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soon 
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TED LEO 
“BEING ABLE TO COME TOGETHER AND TO HELP EACH OTHER GET THROUGH IT BY REENERGIZING 
EACH OTHER, IN A LOT OF WAYS, THAT’S WHAT I GET BACK EVERY NIGHT I PLAY.” 

Ted Leo spent Thanksgiving eating salsa and chips in a lonely sports 

bar in Mount Pleasant, South Carolina (“Home of the Lowcountry 

Oyster Festival!”). “If anyone wants to come by,” he wrote on his website, 

“We’ll be there from about 7 pm on.” While you were sitting down with 

your family or friends to share a meal and have a break, Ted was spend¬ 

ing another night on the road; a night just like every other on a seemingly 

never-ending tour. 

“It's been a hard road, and there’s no turning back,” Ted sings on 

“Tell Balgeary, Balgury is Dead,” and the road is something he knows 

about, having been touring in bands like Citizens Arrest and Chisel since 

he was a teenager. Since going solo in 1997, Leo has sometimes been on 

the road more often than he's been off it, resulting in almost a decade of 

self-described “couch surfing,” even when he’s not touring. 

It's been a schedule that would break up most bands—the days of 

road warrior touring acts having MySpaced right on by—but it's one that 

Ted has thrived on, playing anywhere that would have him while slowly 

and organically building a dedicated following (who have, in turn, created 

not one but two different online communities dedicated to all things Ted, 

meticulously updating his many show listings, pouring over song lyrics, 

and posting live photos). For Ted—now 36 and celebrating the release of 

his new album on indie stalwart Touch & Go records—it's success defined 

his way and by his rules. 

In many ways, that Ted has achieved even a modicum of success 

comes as no surprise. His songs are both catchy and intelligent, with 

an undercurrent of informed politics running through most of them. His 

ability to craft a hook and sell it with all he’s got puts him into a class 

of songwriters—Weller, Strummer, Costello—that few of his peers can 

lay claim to. His albums (five in the last decade) are lyric-driven rave- 

ups, little parties you can think to. If talent lead the way to success, Ted 

would have made it years ago, but it doesn’t. There are a lot of talented 

musicians out there and you've never heard of most of them—their talent 

has brought them nothing but good songs. 

There are shortcuts to success—major labels and their marketing 

budgets, for one—but Ted hasn't chosen them. Having rebuffed the ma¬ 

jors back when Chisel broke up (the topic of his first interview in Punk 

Planet a decade ago), he's made it the old fashioned way: hard work. 

During a time when impossibly young bands are being paid to act the 

part, it’s nice to remember that sometimes simply working hard can still 

bring an honest success. 

But even success achieved honestly requires its pound of flesh, and 

for Ted that’s meant living without a home to come back to after months 

on the road, and a better understanding of a life spent on tour than a life 

spent with someone else. As Ted explains in detail in the interview that 

follows, it’s a price that’s beginning to seem too high. 

For Ted, the energy expended on the road has brought him to this 

point—both good and bad. It’s a point where he’s able to stop and take 

stock of where he's been and where he’s going. 

“Look up from the street, look—open your eyes,” Leo sings knowi¬ 

ngly, again on “Balgeary,” “Wake up to your future under a bright 

night sky.” 

Interview by Daniel Sinker 

Photos by Shawn Brackbill 
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What are you doing in Southern Rhode Island? 

I live up here now. 

I feel like every time I’ve talked to you or heard 

news about you, you’ve been living in a dif¬ 

ferent place. 

I have been moving around a lot for the 

last ten years. [Laughs.] I’ve been here for a 

little over two years though. That’s pretty 

lengthy for me. 

What brought on a decade of homelessness? 

I lived in DC for a lot of the ’90s, then I 

moved to Boston for a few years. I had to 

leave there in a bit of a rush—it was an ille¬ 

gal loft and my landlord sold the building 

and told me four days before I left for tour, 

so I didn’t have any time to look for any¬ 

thing else. That was in 2000 and after that 

I was couch surfing for years. I was on tour 

so much that I’d just stay at my parents’ in 

Jersey or my brother’s in New York or my 

girlfriend’s in Boston. Jody, who’s now my 

wife, had this cooperative artists’ residence 

building in Rhode Island that she bought, 

and we got married and we’re here now. 

So you’re staying there for a while? 

Yeah, definitely. She bought this place in 

1998. It’s an old Grange hall and it’s been 

completely gutted and redesign—it’s an on¬ 

going project though, it’s not done at all. 

In fact, on New Years’ Day we were put¬ 

ting up a couple more walls and scraping 

and spackling. It’s going to be a while un¬ 

til it’s done, but it’s been functioning the 

whole time. 

It’s not just a home though, it’s also an art¬ 

ists’ retreat? 

Right now it’s just a home, but eventu¬ 

ally we want to open it up again. She had 

this program going when she was living 

here with a couple other people where they 

would have artists come in and to set up 

studio space to do whatever they wanted. 

It’s insanely cheap to live around here—it’s 

the last cheap place on the East Coast- 

people would come up here from New York 

or San Francisco and live on the cheap for 

six months or a year and get some work 

done. Eventually we’ll open it up to that 

again, but we’re trying to have a little bit of 

an experience to see what it’s like to have a 

life together for a little while. [Laughs.] 

That’s interesting that you’re putting down 

some roots now. On the new album you have 

a lyric that says, “Everybody deserves a Sun¬ 

day some day,” and when I heard that line I 

thought that you don’t seem to take your own 

advice. You’re always on tour, you’re always 

recording and, up until now, your home base 

has been shifting and fluid. Are you finally giv¬ 

ing yourself a break? 

Absolutely. Back when I was writing Shake the 

Sheets, I was starting to get burnt out on ev¬ 

erything. A lot of that record is me giving 

myself a pep talk just so I can believe what 

I’m putting over every night. And this last 

year was too much. It was ridiculous. From the 

middle of August until he middle of De¬ 

cember I wasn’t home at all. I was making 

the record then I immediately went on tour 

for seven weeks. Hopefully that’ll prove to 

have been worth it, but it was really one trip 

too many for all of us. Towards the end of 

that tour I canceled our tour in the UK in 

February. It was the first time in my life I’d 

ever canceled a tour, but I just couldn’t fuck¬ 

ing do it. I needed more than four weeks at 

home. That song you quoted was actually 

the first song I wrote for this new record. 

You just get to a point where you realize that 

if you don’t’ want to burn out, if you want to 

keep on fighting the good fight, you’ve got to 

rejuvenate every now and then. 

It’s true. And you have been working incredibly 

hard. The amount of touring you’ve put in—not 

just in this last year, but in this last decade—is 

astounding. I mean the number of times you’ve 

played Chicago alone, you hit this town more 

often than a lot of local bands do. [Laughs.] 

That drive and the stamina that it takes—what 

pushed you through all of that? I mean yeah, 

you deserve a break now, but Jesus Ted, you 

deserved a break six years ago! 

My experience in the ’90s with bands I was 

in often ended in frustration at not be¬ 

ing able to tour as much as I wanted to. 

The paradigms that I grew up with were 

bands like the Minutemen or everybody 

from DC who would just be on the road. 

That’s how you did it: if you’re not going 

to be on a major label and go that route, 

especially at that time before the Internet, 

it was the only way to do it—to take it on 

the road. I felt stunted for a long time be¬ 

cause I couldn’t go out as much as I wanted 

to. So when I did finally start playing solo 

immediately after Chisel broke up, I said, 

“Fuck this, man, this is what I’ve wanted 

to do and so I’m doing it.” Touring, for 

me, is something that the more I do it, the 

more I want to do it. It’s a bit like a drug. Of 

course it can become a real grind at certain 

points, but the positive things that I get 

from doing it almost always outweigh how¬ 

ever much of a drag it can be. 

What do you define as the positives of it? A lot 

of people see touring as a requirement—“Well, 

I’ve got to support the album.” But it sounds 

like it’s different for you. 

Well yeah, you have to tour to support the 

album, but for me it’s more of the job from 

the moment you decided to first do it. I 

know a lot of people that make amazing 

music and they’re really content to just keep 

it in their bedroom, send their tapes out, 

and put it up on their website. That satisfies 

them. But for me, there’s this added com¬ 

ponent. I remember the biggest thing every 

week growing up was going to the hardcore 

matinee and seeing live bands and partici¬ 

pating in that scene. For me, touring is a 

continuum of that. It’s the most important 

part of it, more so even than putting out 

records—though I do love that too. And 

in terms of what I get back from it? I don’t 

know. There have been plenty of times in 

my life where I’ve literally played to one 

person, or to the other bands that are play¬ 

ing the show, so you can’t always say that 

there’s an audience response that you get 

back. Obviously at some point it’s just about 

the thrill of being onstage playing your 

music. But once you do start getting audi¬ 

ence feedback—and if it’s positive feedback, 

not bottles being thrown at you—it adds a 

whole different dimension. It feels pretty 

special every night. Our audience has built 

because of word-of-mouth and because 

we’ve been on the road so much. It’s not 

because it’s the cool thing to do or because 

you heard about it on MTV. It’s people that 

really want to be there and really want to 

engage with what you’re putting out. I’m 

really relieved that it’s been able to go this 

way, and also pretty proud in some ways be¬ 

cause I feel like the participatory vibe I felt 

going to hardcore matinees as a kid has re¬ 

ally carried over to this. It seems to me that 

people are there because they care about 

being there. Obviously, anyone who actu- 
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rULJIMATELY WHEN YOU FIRST WRITE A POLITICAL SONG YOU’RE WRITING IT BECAUSE YOU WAN 

HINGS TO CHANGE. BUT THE QUESTION IS HOW. OBVIOUSLY DICK CHENEY IS NEVER GOING TO 

HEAR ONE OF MY RECORDS.” 

ally cares about the larger context of what 

they’re doing with their lives in any field is 

probably going to get pretty frustrated at a 

certain point, as far as whether they’re ac¬ 

tually able to affect any change in the world 

at all. Certainly for me it happens a couple 

times a year. But I had a pretty revelatory 

moment a number of years ago when the 

Iraq War really first began. We were playing 

in Orlando the night bombs started drop¬ 

ping. There was still a dwindling peace 

vigil on the corner down the street from the 

club, and when we heard that it had begun, 

and there was this huge pall on the event. 

It just felt like, “This is so stupid. What the 

fuck am I doing? I’m just going to go use 

electricity to push sound through the air. 

What the fuck is the point?” But then you 

get on stage and the people there are feel¬ 

ing the same way as you are and I realized 

that, at a certain point, what performing 

has become is more about acknowledging 

this community. I don’t want to say that 

it’s commiseration, but just being able to 

come together and to help each other get 

through it by reenergizing each other, in a 

lot of ways, that’s what I get back every night 

I play. You can’t ignore that. There are so 

few chances in life that you get to feel like 

you’re having that effect on people. 

I’ve never really thought about music in that 

way before. You think about songs that have 

political meaning, and you hear them and think 

that they’ve been written to affect change. But 

what you’re saying isn’t that they’re written to 

affect change, what they’re written for is to 

confirm beliefs. 

In some ways, yes. Of course ultimate¬ 

ly when you first write a political song 

you’re writing it because you want things to 

change. But the question is how. Obviously 

Dick Cheney is never going to hear one of 

my records. [Laughs.] 

And if he did, I don’t think he’d suddenly real¬ 

ize that he’s been living a lie. 

Right, it’s obviously not going to happen. 

But you go back and you listen to things 

that you didn’t even have any personal 

connection to—like all the anti-Thatcher 

songs from the ’80s—and you still get en¬ 

ergized by it because you know the feelings 

they’re talking about. It jazzes up you to go 

out and put that energy out further, 20, 

25 years down the road. It starts to sound 

really corny, but the ultimate hope is that 

you do have a part in actually affecting real 

change down the road. Not everybody who 

gets energized by music puts it back into 

music—people take it back to their work 

and apply it to whatever they do. 

So music, in effect, is Gatorade. 

It’s replacing the electrolytes in song. 

I think that is pretty powerful, especially in 

these times when people are searching and 

hanging on to some shred of good news or 

anything that allows you to say, “Great, this is 

something to hang on to.” It does make sense 

to create that. 

Even just to encounter something that al¬ 

lows you to take a breath and say, “Wow, 
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I’m not crazy—there are other people out 

there that feel the way I do.” It’s a real thing 

that absolutely helps me keep going with¬ 

out rest. This new record is really the first 

one that I’ve made since I’ve realized that. 

I don’t know how that affected the writing 

of the songs at all, but it does feel like the 

first record I’ve recorded that explicitly 

addresses it at times. 

Having this realization brings you through the 

fourth wall in some ways, so it seems like it 

has to have affected it. But at the same time, 

as your audience has grown from playing to the 

other bands on the bill to having hundreds or 

sometimes thousands of people showing up to 

see you play, there also has to have been the 

realization that there is an audience for what 

you’re saying. Has that changed how you’ve 

approached your writing? I mean when you 

made your first solo album on Gern Blandsten 

you had no idea who would hear it, or if anyone 

would even like it. So how has your approach 

to your art changed over all this time? 

Recently, I feel like the growth in audi¬ 

ence has given me more confidence in the 

knowledge that I can stretch out a little 

more and that people would, even if ini¬ 

tially they didn’t get it, give it a listen. 

They’d consider it because they trust me 

at this point. That’s definitely reared its 

head on this record—there are a bunch of 

long songs that have repetitive parts, which 

is something I’ve always been interested 

in from listening to Dub music or even 

electronic music. Hearts of Oak and Shake 

the Sheets were pretty concise records and 

while I don’t feel it was audience or criti¬ 

cal pressure that led me to write those re¬ 

cords—at that time I was energized playing 

with a solid band again, and so the songs 

became what our band was at the time—at 

the same time, going into this record I felt 

OK about saying, “I’m old, this is my vi¬ 

sion and I know there are some people out 

there that will go with me on it and if there 

aren’t, I’m over it.” 

How much of that feeling also came from 

switching labels once again? You’ve had your 

time now on a few different labels, and your 

exit from Lookout was a part of the general 

meltdown over there. 

Because of Lookout’s financial situation 

they did the smart thing for them—they 

ceased releasing all new records. They 

couldn’t have afforded to put out my re¬ 

cord even if they wanted to. They made the 

decision to shut it down and focus on the 

catalogue until they could get financially 

back on their feet. And so that necessitat¬ 

ed my looking for a new label, which isn’t 

something I would have done if I didn’t 

have to. That said, Touch & Go has been 

amazing so far. 

But I do wonder if, having found yourself in 

that position it was just like, “OK, I’m writing 

a record for me.” 

Yeah I think that is true to a certain ex¬ 

tent. But also just how much attention was 

paid to Lookout’s shutdown and the fact 

that I was looking for a label—and not that 

there was a huge spotlight was following me 

around, but it was talked about—it made 

me feel like whatever my next step was go¬ 

ing to be musically, this kind of change was 

a good opportunity to make a statement 

about where you’re at instead of just mak¬ 

ing another rock record. 

I know at the end of Chisel you guys were 

approached by major labels. Did they come 

back again when you recently found yourself 

labelless again? 

Nope! [Laughs.] I almost feel disingenuous 

talking about major labels at this point be¬ 

cause it’s been so long since any of them have 

approached me. I’ve got the luxury of rail¬ 

ing against them because they don’t even 

come near me anymore. The most intense 

time I was getting approached was at the 

end of Chisel and there was a period be¬ 

tween Hearts of Oak and Shake the Sheets that 

I was getting contacted again, but since 

then there’s been nothing. In my ego, I’d 

like to think that it’s because they actually 

read things that I’ve said and they’re just 

like, “Fuck this guy,” but it could also be 

because ultimately I do fall slightly under 

their radar. I might get a lot of press here 

and there, but it’s very rarely in the above¬ 

ground amount that gets you noticed by 

majors anymore. 

Well I think that’s true, but I also wonder if it’s 

because majors have moved on. It seems like 

they’re not as interested in signing the people 

that are at the top of the underground any¬ 

more. Now they want to sign young bands that 

haven’t done much so they can turn them into 

whatever they want to turn them into. 

It’s a really interesting dynamic right now. 

We just did this tour with Death Cab for 

Cutie, and being on a major label is work¬ 

ing for them. Obviously they’re not the 

kind of band that you can mold into su¬ 

per-cute rock stars, but they also exist in 

a world where the political boundaries be¬ 

tween indie and major label just don’t mat¬ 

ter as much. That’s not to be disparaging 

to them, it’s just the case. But I think about 

what would happen if it happened to me. 

I’ve been offered some pretty interesting 

deals over the years when I have been ap¬ 

proached: “We don’t want to make you into 

a pop star, we want to groom you as a life¬ 

time artist and give you a home, like Bruce 

Springsteen.” They know the right things 

to say, but whether I believe the person I’m 

actually talking to at that moment or not, 

ultimately there are other people that make 

the financial decisions at those places and 

I have no reason to trust any of them; also, 

I’ve too often see people go that route un¬ 

der those auspices and then be pressured 

for exactly the things they’ve been told they 

wouldn’t be pressured for. And secondly, I 

don’t know what they would do with me at 

this point. I’m 36 years old! Nobody in my 

band is pop-star looking. I don’t think that 

topically and musically we would fit in that 

world. And third of all while I would like 

to retain the right to tell any audience of 

mine that I can do whatever I want, I also 

respect the reasons why parts of my audi¬ 

ence would be bummed if I signed to a ma¬ 

jor label because I’d feel the same way. 

But at the same time, the words, however 

hollow, of promising a home, of support, of a 

career instead of a constant hustle, that has 

to ring in your brain even if you know logically 

that there a lot of reasons not to do it. At their 

core, those are compelling ideas. 

Absolutely. They are. There have been ap¬ 

proaches that I’ve been able to blow off, but 

there are other times that I’ve agonized 

over it a little bit. 

Yet you remain committed to doing this inde¬ 

pendently, so how do you achieve those goals 

on your own? 

In a lot of ways I’m really glad that what¬ 

ever level of success I’ve achieved has come 

so relatively late in life for me because the 
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mad scramble to see the results of every¬ 

thing you do—the immediate gratification 

that everybody feels when they’re young—I 

don’t have that anymore. I’m already so 

past the point of certain possibilities that 

I understand that I have so many other pos¬ 

sibilities and I have so much time. When 

I turned 30, it was way less about “Oh my 

god, what have I not done?” than it was 

“Holy shit, I made it this far! ” I’ve gotten to 

the point where I’m comfortable with roll¬ 

ing with whatever comes my way. If there 

comes a time where I’d really have to scale 

it back, I feel pretty OK about that. And 

knowing that, it reinforces the fact that as 

long as I don’t need to scale things back, I 

might as well just fucking go for it. 

That reminds me of a conversation I was hav¬ 

ing with a friend of mine a couple months ago. 

We’d both found ourselves in these epic strug¬ 

gles with our work and we’re both in our 30s 

now and in hashing this out with her I came to 

this realization that I’m young. There’s 30, 40 

years of work ahead of us, which is way more 

than what is behind us. And that’s not a per¬ 

spective you can have when you’re younger. 

It’s actually really liberating to realize that. I 

don’t feel the same stress and struggle that I 

know I felt in my 20s when I felt like I had to 

make my mark now. 

Definitely. I’ve worked shitty jobs in the 

past, and if I had to work shitty jobs again, 

I feel much more prepared to go back to 

that world having gone through everything 

I have in this world. It’s no longer a ques¬ 

tion of “Oh, I’m going to miss it so much.” 

I’ve been doing this for so long at such an 

intense pace, I could be doing nothing and 

I’d feel like it’s what I do. It’s a part of me at 

this point, One thing about the concept 

of having a “home” for my music: I do have 

a home. The transition from Lookout to 

Touch & Go has been so seamless because 

it’s the same kind of people—the type of 

people I’ve known all my life both as friends 

and as coworkers. And it’s a very comfort¬ 

ing thing to remember—there actually is a 

home for me: the punk world is my home. 

A lot of what you’ve been talking about today 

is the idea of community. Whether it’s the art¬ 

ists’ community that you guys are building in 

Rhode Island or the community that you have 

with your own fans, and then there is also the 

larger community of the punk world. But the 

punk scene that you or I grew up in is differ¬ 

ent than the punk scene of today. How do you 

fit into that community now? 

In some ways, I’m probably a little outside 

of the loop because I’ve stayed in touch 

with and work with the same people I’ve 

known or have been in the same scene as 

for the last 25 years. So there’s a continu¬ 

um of that whole world for me that’s never 

been broken, which is nice. At the same 

time though—and as we all have forever— 

you see the above-ground version of things 

that doesn’t resemble what you either re¬ 

member things to be or feel that they are 

or want them to remain. One of the other 

really amazing things about our audience 

growth of the last few years—around Hearts 

of Oak, it felt like the older end of our au- 
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dience started showing up a lot more. And 

that was cool because it was like, “You guys 

recognize all the same reference points 

that I recognize in my music and that’s 

brought you back to shows and that’s awe¬ 

some.” But more recently there’s been a 

huge upturn in the younger end of our 

audience and that’s even better because it 

makes me still feel connected and it also 

really lets me know that there are tons of 

kids out there that really are paying atten¬ 

tion to underground things. I don’t feel at 

all awkward mingling with them or hang¬ 

ing out with them and finding out about 

things they’re into. Maybe sometimes I 

seem like a creepy schoolteacher, but / 

don’t feel awkward about it. [Laughs.] 

You have a home base now—both in your lit¬ 

eral home, but also in Touch & Go—and after 

the last year of a crazy touring pace, what gets 

you back out there? Will you continue to ap¬ 

proach things the way you have? Or are you 

fundamentally re-thinking how to do this? 

While I’m absolutely loving being at home 

right now and I’m really psyched about my 

decision that I can’t go to Europe in Feb¬ 

ruary, I also know that by the time I need to 

go on tour for this record, which is the end 

of March, I’ll be ready—I’ll be missing it a 

lot. In terms of how to make adjustments, I 

thought I had the right idea this past sum¬ 

mer—we did things in short spurts: two 

weeks on, one week off, I thought that that 

would enable me to feel like I was at home 

more and on the road less, but it actually 

had the opposite effect. So I think I’ll be 

going back to the traditional five-/six- 

weeker, take three weeks off, do it again. 

Is that something you can see doing ten, 15 

years down? 

It all depends on circumstances, actually. 

Right now it’s really hard. I’m starting to 

miss the people that I’m closest to here more 

than I used to when I was gone. And that’s 

something to consider, definitely. As much 

as I get from being on tour and playing 

shows, there are new things that I’m learn¬ 

ing about one-on-one relationships that I 

want to devote more time to. It also really 

depends—it seems ridiculous to think right 

now about other modes of touring than in a 

van, but there’s some real logistical things 

to think about too. If anyone in my band 

were to have children —and we’re certainly 

at that age—how’s that going to work? Maybe 

at that point we do need to think about get¬ 

ting a bus. But those are things that we’ll 

have to deal with as they come up. 

That’s definitely stuff that you couldn’t have 

thought about when you were younger. That 

stuff wouldn’t even factor in. It was just about 

how much you could play or how much you 

could see. 

Here s the thing: I feel really good about 

the fact that whatever comes down the pike, 

whatever life can throw at us, me and Dave 

and Chris—who are very committed to the 

group at this point—we’ve learned enough 

that we can handle it. We can make adjust¬ 

ments and we will make adjustments how¬ 

ever we need to make this work. ® 
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Detroit MC Crazy-L walked funny when 

he was in grade school—real funny. 

Kids took to calling him “crazy legs,” 

and like most words slung with intent to inflict 

pain, the phrase stuck. But the now-25-year-old 

Crazy-L (given name Daniel) flipped the script and 

transformed those words into his moniker, and at 

the age of 15 started a career of rapping about his 

differences instead of shamefully muting them. 

I first encountered Crazy-L a year ago at a 

hip-hop show in the Detroit suburb of Redford, 

when I was in town researching the under¬ 

ground hip-hop scene in the wake of Detroit’s 

biggest export, Eminem and D-12. Crazy-L (who 

looks a little like the Bizarro Slim Shady) wasn't 

performing, but he had a handful of CDs of his 

first self-made album Mood Swing, and he was 

hand-selling them to patrons and other perform¬ 

ers in the club for five dollars a piece. It was 

my first night out in town, and I was listening 

to act after act of sweaty white dudes scream¬ 

ing unintelligibly into the mics and grabbing 

their balls onstage over a CD track. The acts 

got incrementally better as the night wore on, 

but I kept wondering if someone would blow me 

away. And someone did, as it turned out. But 

not from the stage. 

In between other artists' sets, L walked 

right up to me and started talking—I don’t re¬ 

member what about, but I had noticed him limp¬ 

ing around the club all night, smoking cigarette 

after cigarette in an oversized gray knit sweater 

that drooped off his crooked, thin frame. I 

couldn't tell if he was the kind of guy who was 

going to pester me all night if I started talking to 

him, or perhaps be a gem in disguise. 

It turned out to be the latter, as I discov¬ 

ered when L started rapping in my ear over 

whatever the DJ was spinning in between acts. 

I was first and foremost taken with the fact that 

he was rhyming about—well—shit that mat¬ 

tered: his body, mental illness, difference, poli¬ 

tics, violence, poverty, addiction, family. And 

that he was literally dragging himself around 

this smoky, half-empty club in the wee hours of 

the night, trying to convince disinterested and 

jaded-looking hip-hop heads to drop a measly 

five-note on his CD. I bought one, and when I 

popped it into my rental car’s CD player on the 

way back to my hotel, I was really impressed 

with both L’s flow and his lyrical prowess. 

Crazy-L was born in West Detroit and was 

a healthy infant, but at the age of four he was 

diagnosed with muscular dystrophy, a genetic 

and hereditary disease characterized by progres¬ 

sive muscle weakness and deterioration. In most 

forms of the disease, including the one L has, the 

muscles get weaker and weaker and eventually 

stop working, leading to a considerably shortened 

lifespan. L also has a rare and severe form of 

scoliosis, for which he has had three surgeries to 

insert and/or repair metal rods in his back. He is 

on a constant regimen of pain pills, which at one 

point developed into an addiction that L battled 

for nine years (he's clean now). 

It literally pains him to walk around selling 

his stuff (“I can't even pick the perfect word to de¬ 

scribe what it's like walking that much. I feel like 

I carried the cross,” he says), but that’s precisely 

what he does, several nights a week in the Detroit 

Metro area, at clubs, performance showcases, 

and even sometimes in the Detroit Pistons’ and 

Tigers' parking lots. He performs once a week or 

so too, depending on what shows are going on and 

who asks him to join their showcases. But for the 

most part, he’s very much alone in writing, pro¬ 

ducing, recording, copying, selling, marketing, and 

publicizing his music. He’s not attached to any 

label in Detroit, nor has he seriously considered 

a distributor. “I don’t trust them around here,” he 

says of Michigan distros. “It can be a good or bad 

thing, but I’ve heard more bad than good. Plus 

it costs a lot, and there are a lot of scams in the 

distribution game.” 

Still, he’s hand-sold over 2,000 copies of his 

first CD Mood Swing (A Man With Multiple Sides), 

and around a hundred of his new disc The Mad¬ 

house—which is an entirely different debacle alto¬ 

gether. The album, also self-produced with money 

he saved up from working as a dishwasher, as well 

as disability and SSI checks, was supposed to be 

out in the summer of ‘06, but most of the tracks 

were lost by the (now ex-) friend he was recording 

it with. L is now faced with the daunting prospect 

of raising the roughly $8000 it will take to re-re¬ 

cord, re-mix, and press up the album. 

L is eager to get The Madhouse out there, 

because he believes there’s been good buzz from 

the copies that have found their way into people's 

hands. Since appearing in both the piece I ended 

up writing about Detroit (in The New York Times 

Style Magazine), and the hip-hop magazine XXL 

shortly after, Crazy-L says he gets recognized 

more when he’s out, and has received much more 

traffic on his Myspace page. He’s been asked to 

appear on other people’s albums, write some 

hooks for other artists, and has been doing more 

shows around Detroit and surrounding states. 

But every fiber of Detroit culture is still tinged 

by the pervasive urban blight that took root in the 

70s and ‘80s, and likewise with respect to its 

hip-hop scene. L says, “There’s a lot of good, bad, 

and terrible music in Michigan, and not enough 

fans. And it seems like anytime someone tries to 

do something good for Detroit, someone has to 

destroy that person.” 

Alas, The Madhouse is a truly unique Detroit 

album. Three of the new tracks feel like they could 

be hip-hop classics, especially one called “Just Like 

Daddy,” in which L raps about his father's absence 

and the patterns in L's life that were laid by his fa¬ 

ther before him. The verse rhymes are tight, with a 

ridiculously catchy chorus, and his quirky delivery 

and sense of humor are in full-force throughout. 

The tracks “Bad Kid” and “The Madhouse” are also 

demonstrative of L's growth as an artist from his 

first album to his second, and these opening three 

tracks anchor the 15 songs on the offering. 

I talked with Crazy-L for a couple hours in 

November in the northern Detroit suburb of Novi. 

He showed up at my hotel with his mother—like 

her son, she has muscular dystrophy and finds it 

difficult to get around—and father, who after split¬ 

ting when L was three or four, only recently reunit¬ 

ed with his mother and re-entered his son’s life. 

In addition to severe muscular dystrophy 
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and scoliosis, Crazy-L also sustained a major 

head injury at the age of twelve, when he was 

hit by a van while riding his bike on nearby 

Warren Road. He admits that he “talks funny” 

as a result, and it's true that it sometimes 

takes him a while to formulate sentences dur¬ 

ing our conversation. And yet when he raps, 

all of these supposed differences instantly 

vanish, and he's totally focused, delivering 

his rhymes fast, clear, confident—and dead- 

on honest. 

Interview by T Cooper 

Photos by Cass Bird 

What the hell happened with The Madhouse? 

Basically, my music got lost in the computer I 

recorded it in. I kind of broke up with the guy 

I was recording with, and there was no way of 

me re-doing it in his studio. So I had to do it at 

a professional studio, and it cost a lot of mon¬ 

ey. I just put it on a master from a burnt copy, 

and then re-mastered it. So this is basically 

a bootleg version. That’s what I did: I boot¬ 

legged my own stuff, and I’m selling it. 

What happened with that guy? 

Arguments, you know, us seeing differ¬ 

ently on things. Music and other stuff 

too. It stemmed from me wanting to do 

whatever I wanted to do as an independent 

artist, and that person didn’t really like 

that too much. ^ We were kind of hooked 

up as a label, but I was still an indepen¬ 

dent artist, on my own label with my own 

name. I think he got mad because I was do¬ 

ing things with other people and not with 

him. Things were just going too slow with 

him, so I was doing what I had to do. He got 

mad, but it’s not like there was a contract or 

nothing like that. 

Do you have to re-record from scratch? 

I have a friend who has a studio, but I’m 

kind of done with messing around with 

basement home studios, because you get 

what you pay for, right? I figure I’ll just go 

back to the old plan, saving up the money 

and going to professional studios. 

How much will that cost? 
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I would say it’ll cost about 400 to 500 bucks 

a track. I’m looking for a job right now. 

Hopefully no manual labor because the doc¬ 

tor told me not to anymore. But I will if I 

have to. I want to get a sit-down job, where I 

can just take orders. Those are hard to find, 

stuff like telemarketing. If I have to, I’ll go 

back to working at a dish-room. 

Is that how you originally saved up money for 

your albums? 

Yeah, I worked full time. For a while I was 

getting disability and SSI, and just got a 

job and didn’t tell them. But then I had to 

stop because I messed up my back working 

in the dish-room. I have rods in my back, 

but I broke them, and I needed to have sur¬ 

gery again to repair them. So I had to com¬ 

pletely stop working. But eventually I hustled 

up other stuff, made more money any way I 

could. I was desperate to record the album. 

A lot of people aren’t willing to get out there and 

hand-sell their work on such a personal, daily 

basis like you do. 

I feel like I have to. If I got a thousand discs 

sitting right here, what am I gonna do? 

Sit at a booth and stack a bunch of them 

up and put a “for sale” sign on it like a lot 

of guys do? I don’t think so, because no¬ 

body buys it. I’m a salesman. I grew up as a 

salesman. As a kid, I sold candy. Even as a 

real little kid, I would sell used pencils and 

stupid stuff. But I knew I had the ability to 

sell, so I figure, why not my music? 

How many nights do you go out to the clubs 

to sell? 

Lately I ran out of copies, and I’m waiting 

for more. But when I have a lot of copies, 

usually three or four nights a week. Some¬ 

times I have to relax for a couple of weeks at 

a time though, because if I do it too much, 

it puts a lot of stress on my back, and my 

feet too. I’ve walked a lot. Miles and miles. 

Oh my god, a lot of miles. 

What’s your writing process like, your typical 

day? 

Well, I have my morning coffee, and then 

I write. I write every day. I always have a 

notebook and a pen. I also like writing at 

night when it’s silent and everyone’s asleep; 

I’m more creative. I stayed up all night last 

night, because I don’t have an alarm clock, 

and I didn’t want to oversleep. I gotta get 

an alarm clock. 

Can you lay stuff down at home, or do you just 

keep it in your notebooks? 

I don’t have no equipment to record at home, 

but I have beats on the computer, and I’ll 

rap to them sometimes. But you know, with 

the head injury I [get] lost sometimes, and 

it’s hard to concentrate. I don’t know about 

computers or beat programming, so I need 

someone there with me to record anything. 

Can you talk a little bit about the head injury? 

I was crossing Warren on my bike, and this 

van just didn’t stop. It went right through 

me. My head went through the windshield, 

and I got thrown and hit my head a lot of 

times, cut it on the spokes. I actually died for 

three minutes, and they had to revive me. 

I was in a coma for three days, and when I 

came out, I had amnesia. I didn’t know who 

anyone was and was reading at a first-grade 

level. I had to get speech therapy and learn 

how to talk right again. 

I know it’s sort of an obvious question, but how do 

you think your health issues affect your music? 

It makes me feel like I got that much time 

left. It fuels the fire. I think that’s why I’m a 

good rapper; I got something to rap about. 

There’s a lot in my music about my disability 

and my differences. I’m thankful for that. 

I don’t want to spend all our time talking about 

muscular dystrophy, but I’m just wondering 

what your status is now with the progression of 

the disease. 

It’s OK, I don’t mind. I actually think peo¬ 

ple need to be more aware of this. I’m not 

sure about my [prognosis]. I know it’s going 

to keep getting worse, because my mother’s 

getting worse. It’s worse in males, too, for 

some reason. It affects them quicker and 

stronger, and when my mom was my age, 

she could walk a lot better than I can. 

What about the pain and your breathing 

problems? 

I’m on two painkillers a day now, that’s all. 

And I do breathing exercises, that thing 

where you blow the balls up? I do it like 

three times a day. It’s a fight; it’s a battle, 

because I technically have only one lung. 

But I get through it on stage. I’m the only 

rapper you’re going to find, it’s just me, 

I have no back-up. I just go on my own. 

Bring a show-disc and pop it in and just 

rap. But I do good. 

Is your family supportive of your career? 
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They’re more supportive now than they were 

before. They never thought that it could 

turn into something positive. They always 

looked at it like playing video games, just like 

a hobby. 

Do they come to shows? 

I don’t want them to, because it’s a dangerous 

environment. I don’t want my dad around 

because there’s alcohol. And I don’t want to 

bring my mom around because she’s disabled 

and has a hard time. She’s seen me, but I just 

don’t like bringing my family into the mix 

because every show I go to, someone sneaks 

in a gun or a knife. Fights always happen. 

Can you see a progression in your work over the 

years you’ve been writing and recording? 

Now it’s more personal. I’ve matured a lot 

on this disc from the last one. The lyrics are 

more well put together, there’s more creativ¬ 

ity, less dark humor. I put a little more light 

into it, more sense of humor. 

Do you consider yourself a political rapper? It 

seems like there’s this running commentary on 

difference. 

Yeah, I think I’m weird in general, be¬ 

cause of the way I look and talk, the way 

my head looks, the way my body looks. I 

am different, and I think I take advan¬ 

tage of that in my music. I also think 

about American politics, world affairs . 

. . I think I’m more political now than 

when I was younger. Recently I made a 

song called “We Are the People,” which 

was inspired by “We Are the World,” you 

know, by Stevie Wonder. I heard it one 

day and I hadn’t heard it in so long, and 

I listened to it, and I was just thinking 

about all the bad things that were hap¬ 

pening: the Trade Center, Hurricane 

Katrina, the war, stuff like that. One of 

the verses was [Rapping]: We are the world 

/ We are the ones who destroy it / They 

made vaccines after they created the poi¬ 

son / Like the West Nile virus and the 

Avian Flu / Whatever disease you have, 

the people gave it to you / HIV, SARS, 

and the Ricin disease / It’s biohazardous 

outside every time that we breathe / Bio¬ 

logical warfare from chemical weapons 

that we can die / ‘Cause technically it’s in 

our possession / It seems like the world 

we live in has been granted a death wish 

/ ‘Cause of world domination, the people 

are neglected / While rappers brag about 

sellin’ drugs and shootin’ guns, / It’s as 

if they’re proud of keeping their own 

people from moving up / We are the peo¬ 

ple, better yet we are the victims / Of this 

apocalyptic world that we live in. 

Sweet. 

Yeah, I wrote it a few months ago. I got a 

bunch of stuff like that. I have material that 

would blow all these songs [pointing to The 

Madhouse disc] out of the water. I just need to 

record them. 

What’s next for you, I mean, after re-recording 

the album and getting it out there? 

I’m planning on relocating to Califor¬ 

nia or New York. I believe I can make a 

lot more for myself there. Michigan’s a 

bad market for music, and it’s just hard, 

real hard. Detroit’s like the hater capital, 

and even people who are good, you know, 

don’t really go anywhere in Detroit. 

There’s not a lot of support, and nobody 

sticks together. 

Do you feel rushed to get out of here? 

I’m very certain that if I go to California 

and hustle as much as I can, I can get my 

foot through a lot of doors and get noticed. 

I’ll just do the same thing: pound the 

pavement. My uncle lives in San Francisco, 

and my aunt lives in New York. I don’t want 

to infringe, but I’d like to live with them, 

and if I could, I’d move. 

What would it take for you to go? 

I guess me asking them. But I’m embarrassed 

to ask. We have a big family, and a lot of my 

family sucks off them. I mean, I can offer 

them something; I wouldn’t be taking with¬ 

out giving. But it just makes me a little uneasy 

knowing that a lot of family relies on them as 

a source of money and support. 

Who are some of your influences? 

Let’s see . . . Tupac, Nas, Wu Tang, Rob 

Base; I love the old-school rappers. And 

Stevie Wonder. Eminem, too, but I was 

rapping before I heard Eminem. He’s 

more of an inspiration than an influence. 

Any other Detroit MCs? 

I guess ICP [Insane Clown Posse], and, 

you know, acid rap, which originated here 

in Detroit. That influenced me a lot. 

Any new rappers? 

Ludacris, The Game. Supa MC from De¬ 

troit, and Papoose out of New York City. 

Do you like reading? 

I read the Bible. I like reading it, though 

I haven’t in a while. I like Genesis, the 

Book of Daniel, which is of course my 

name. Matthew, Mark, Revelations, Ex¬ 

odus. They’re like a prophecy of the end 

of the world. Signs of death, the end. 

I know it sounds weird, but there are 

signs in the Bible that make sense in 

life. I guess that was what took me out of 

drug use. The Bible expanded my mind, 

helped me forget about the addiction. It 

was all psychological. ® 
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What sets the Casualties apart 

from other punk-rock bands is 

that they have always come 

at music as a way of life: they aren't punks be¬ 

cause they play the music, they play the music 

because they are punks. Although it's changed 

some over their 10-year history, they now have 

a line up with the perfect chemistry: Jorge Ger- 

rera on vocals, Jake Kolatis's guitar, Rick Lopez 

on bass and Mar Egger’s rhythms come together 

to create what has been called punk revival, but 

comes down to just hardcore street punk. 

Because of their devotion to punk as a life¬ 

style, the Casualties are not only a band, but an 

experience. You don’t just listen to a song; you 

feel the energy within the track. Whether you 

like what you are hearing or not, you cannot 

deny that the energy and power is there. 

This is the essence of their music: bare 

bones and intense, but at the core is the theme 

of unity. Their fan base feels it, too. You don't 

ever just meet a casual fan; you meet a die¬ 

hard fan. Aptly naming themselves the “Casu¬ 

alties Army,” these are street punks that carry 

the band’s message on their sleeves. The band 

immortalized them in the intro track to their 

LP On the Front Line. The song (titled, even, 

"Casualties Army”) is a battle cry, a screamed 

anthem to unite the crowd, army members or 

no, and bring everyone together for a united 

experience. 

This year saw the release of their seventh 

full-length album—and their harshest— Under 

Attack. It punches a hole right through the opin¬ 

ion that the band was becoming redundant. The 

subject matter on the album ranges from Woody 

Guthrie (“In it for Life”) to immigration (“Great 

American Progress) and takes the time to say 

thanks to those who have stayed with them 

over the years (“On City Streets”). It’s a solid 

record—and it’s no wonder they’re proud of it. 

Interview by Issac Smith 

Photo by Cassie Sharpe 

In your opinion how has punk becoming more 

marketable affected the scene? 

People have always wanted punk rock. Now 

that it’s a little more accessible or a little 

easier to find via the Internet I think it’s 

made the scene a little bit bigger. But, it’s 

also taken away some very sacred things. 

Like you used to have to go to shows to see 

what bands are out there. Now you don’t 

have to do that. It’s cool because the scene 

is bigger and more people are coming to 

shows. And there’s a good chance that if 

you are a band that just started that a lot 

more people will know you, there’s a lot 

of people out there that you can connect 

with, which is good, I remember, like, 

getting a call, getting in a car, and mak¬ 

ing road trips to a local punk bar in Jersey 

called Two Tone and we would go buy our 

punk T-shirts. You would have to seek it 

out. You weren’t ordering it online. You 

would have to go to a show. You would have 

to get a flyer at a record store instead of it 

being, like, a Myspace thing. I mean, you 

know what it is? It’s a form of technology. 

You can’t stop it. It’s just how it’s going to 

We’ve never had it like this you know? It’s 

sort of turned into a more serious thing. 

Like, writing a record takes a lot longer. 

When you get to your sixth— technical¬ 

ly our sixth record (third on Side-One 

Dummy) you’ve got to be careful you’re 

not repeating what you’ve already done. 

Unless you just want to be the same thing. 

I know the Ramones thing only works for 

so long. So we wanted to maintain being 

the same band without boring our fans. 

You get a feel for what the audience is 

into. We just always throw out there what 

we’ve created and then they take it from 

there. It’s like “Oh great, here’s a year of 

my life. I hope people like it,” you know? 

be. People aren’t going to be, like, “Ohh 

it’s the new way to communicate. Well 

we’re not going to use that because it’s not 

punk.” No, it’s a form of technology and 

people that are a little older, maybe my age, 

but maybe even older than me, don’t want 

anything to do with it because they aren’t 

accepting changes. 

[Laughs.] I can’t imagir 

out this record and people were just, 

like, bummed on it. I don’t know if we 

could even do it anymore, because it took 

a lot of arguing and just a lot of...a lot of 

effort on this record.” 

Yeah ... it would be difficult to keep going 

for six albums. 
What have you seen change? 

[There are] a lot less record stores, a lot 

of mom and pop’s are totally disappear¬ 

ing because they can’t compete with places 

like Best Buy. I liked smaller, independent 

stuff. Now, Myspace being the mecca for 

bands, that’s totally odd to me. And things 

like print magazines are in trouble. 

On Under Attack I can hear an evolution from 

On the Front Line—and a strong progression 

from albums like Die Hards and For the Punx. 

Was the concept or production of this album 

significantly different than previous albums? 

Yeah totally! And to keep people inter¬ 

ested. We just want to keep our fans, the 

64,000 people who bought our last re¬ 

cord—which I can’t even imagine—I just 

want to keep those people into this next 

one. I just want to keep that fan base. I’ve 

always felt that we need to create a band 

with some sort of shelf life like Motor- 

head or the Clash or something cool, not 

like a flash-in-the-pan band. I want to 

be a band that, like, people are still into 

in ten years. 

In one song, you refer to Woody Guthrie. 

We went from recording Die Hards for, 

like, three grand in New York, now to 

flying out to Fort Collins and spending 

three weeks out there. But before that 

we were writing songs for six months. 

We saw some imagery about [him] on the 

Anti-Flag tour and Jorge figured out that 

this guy did some really cool stuff back in 

the day. He was about the people and for 

his time he was kind of dangerous, just 
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ggl can’t imagine if we put out this record and people were 
|» just bummed on it. I don't know if we b^uld syen do it 
^j| anymore, because it took a logoff atJgbllScf^djtist a lot 
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playing music. So, we thought that was 

pretty cool and we just wanted to pay a 

little tribute to him, you know, “In It for 

Life." We feel like “He stood for you, he 

stood for me,” which is in the chorus. We 

wanted to pay some homage to that. 

There’s more of a call to action in this record 

than the previous albums. Was that inten¬ 

tional? 

Kids in the scene need to do something in¬ 

stead of just letting things go by. Whatever 

you’re into, get involved, whether it’s poli¬ 

tics or making a fanzine, making a label, 

get involved instead of sitting around. 

Is the reason you play in the band the same 

today as it was when you started playing with 

the Casualties? 

We made the decision to change to this as 

a full-time band and not feel like we have 

to have crappy jobs anymore. So we take 

things a little more seriously and we’re 

working more and we re trying a lot more 

now. I love punk rock and because I love the 

band and I have fun with what we’re doing. 

It’s just a little different because we’re not 

working anymore. There’s no more pump¬ 

ing gas and stuff like that, but it took eight 

to ten years to get to that point.” ® 
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Frida Hyvonen didn't hear many records 

when she was growing up in Roberts- 

fors, a town of 3,000 people in the 

north of Sweden. Hyvonen, who was born in 

1977, did hear her parents performing their 

own renditions of songs by Bob Dylan and other 

American and British pop stars. She doesn’t 

remember hearing anything by Laura Nyro, but 

her debut album of piano-based songs, Until 

Death Comes, has prompted a lot of compari¬ 

sons with the influential ‘60s musician. 

In her videos, this blonde strides purpose¬ 

fully through Scandinavian landscapes and 

dances without any sense of inhibition. Like her 

songs, her movements are sometimes awkward, 

but she appears to revel in the awkwardness. 

In the climax of the video for “The Modern,” 

Hyvonen plays a piano engulfed in flames. 

In “Once I Was a Serene Teenaged Child,” 

she doesn’t sound the least bit bashful as she 

casually drops the track’s opening lines: “Once 

I was a serene teenaged child/Once I felt your 

cock against my thigh.” In the same song, 

Hyvonen tells of feeling intoxicated by her power 

to drive a man wild, while pleading, “Don’t take 

your pants off, ’cause I don't want to see it.” 

(That wasn’t one of the songs she played when 

she warmed up a crowd for the Dalai Lama 

at a Swedish convention for cognitive psycho¬ 

therapists.) 

Hyvonen has a Finnish last name, which 

she inherited from her Finnish paternal grand¬ 

father. She’s now teaching herself to read and 

speak Finnish, hoping that she will someday 

read Finland's legendary epic poems in their 

original language. Meanwhile, she continues to 

write and record songs in English. 

“Until Death Comes” came out in Europe 

in 2005, released by Licking Fingers, a label run 

by the Swedish band The Concretes. Secretly 

Canadian released the album in the United 

States last fall. 

As Hyvonen works on her second album, 

she is also releasing what she calls a “side proj¬ 

ect”—new orchestral arrangements of some 

songs that she originally wrote for Danish chore¬ 

ographer Dorte Olesen’s 2005 dance piece “Pu- 

del.” Hyvonen explains, “I wrote all of the lyrics 

from an alter-ego perspective. So it’s not really 

me, you know? It's quite mysterious to me.” 

She recently spoke by phone from Sweden. 

Interview by Robert Loerzel 

Photos by Frans Hallqvist and Frida Hyvonen 

What was childhood like in a small town in 

Sweden? 

You didn’t see much connection to any¬ 

thing else. It was the countryside, very old- 

fashioned. There wasn’t really much to do, 

but you didn’t question it when you were a 

child. I had horses. I was a horse girl. And 

then as I grew up and became a little older, 

I noticed that almost everyone started to 

do sports of some kind, like football or 

handball. But I was scared of balls, so I 

didn’t do that. So I think, when I became 

a teenager, I started to feel like I wanted 

to move away from there, because I wasn’t 

good at sports. 

So what did you move toward when you were 

a teenager? 

My feeling was that I wanted to move away, 

because there was nothing. No one was 

playing music and no one was doing art, 

and those were the things I was interested 

in, mainly. When I left elementary school, 

I went to school in another town, Skel- 

leftea. I went to the gymnasium there for 

two years, and then I moved to Stockholm 

when I was a teen. 

What exposure did you have to music when 

you were young? 

I didn’t listen much to records, just a few 

records here and there. There was a record 

store in the town, but it was sort of small. 

There was no popular culture, almost, I 

think. Just one hour away in Umea, there 

were all kinds of things going on. I know 

that now because I have friends who grew 

up there. The whole vegan movement, the 

straight-edge thing started there, that’s 

where it happened first in Sweden. But I 

didn’t know anything about that. On the 

weekend, we went to couples dancing. It 

was so old-fashioned. But we had a lot of 

instruments at home. My dad plays folk 

music. We sang a lot. 

What instruments? 

Violins, and piano, guitars, key-harps. 

How old were you when you started to play 

piano? 

I think I started when I was big enough to 

climb up on the chair. It was just some¬ 

thing we did at home. When my parents 

would have parties, they would get together 

at the piano and play. 

Did you take lessons? 

My dad and I used to sit by at the piano and 

play a lot. I think he taught me how to play 

chords from songbooks. And then, when I 

was 9, I started to take piano lessons. But 

that was sort of strange to me. I couldn’t 

really learn how to read sheet music very 

well. I didn’t like that way of playing as 

much as just playing songs and singing. 

When kind of music did your family sing? 

It was a mix of a lot of popular songs from 

the ’60s and ’70s. American songs — Bob 

Dylan or the Stones or whatever. People 

would sing that. 

So you’d heard the family singing a Dylan 

song, but you might not have heard the actual 

Dylan record? 

Yes. It sounds so strange when you say “the 

family singing.” It sounds so Christian or 

something. But, you know, they were the 

age I am now, and they had friends and 

had parties. Some person would have ma- 

racas, and one would have a tambourine, 

and someone would play the guitar badly, 

and someone would sit at the piano, and 

everyone would drink wine and sing. They 

weren’t hippies, but they were like prog 

people. In their generation, it was a lot of 

artists and people like that. 

Once you left your hometown, did you become 

more exposed to pop culture? 

Yeah, I think it happened when I moved 

away from home, at first, when I came to 

Skelleftea—because it was a pop city. They 

had a lot of bands. They had a record com¬ 

pany there/called A West Side Fabrication. 

There was a lot of indie music. 

Did you hear particular musicians that influ¬ 

enced you? 

I’m quite picky with music. I didn’t like 

any of the local bands very much. Of 

course, you would go to the concert and 

think it was fun to han£ out, but I think 

at that age, I mostly listened to Suede and 

Bjopk. 

By then, had you thought of becoming a sing¬ 

er-songwriter? 

No, I hqdn’t. I wasn’t really interested in 

that. I like tp sing, but—I can’t remember 

if I wanted to beComp something. I guess I 

just wanted to be around, go to~ clubs.- 
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Describe your life in that time. \ V 

I worked in a second-hand clpthbs store— 
! \ \ \ \ 

two, actually, for a couple of years. And I 

worked in some cafes. And/their Slowly I 

started writing songs. And, I don’t know, 

doing strange collaborations with p/eopIfe>^ 

Some house produced wanting sonie gifi 

to sing, and I’d go there,/and drink beer 

and si nig. And then, I don’t know When if x 

started, really, but at some point it became' 

my identity—that I was always doing mu¬ 

sic—but I don’t know how it happened. 

How did the recording of “Until Dfeath Comes” 

come about? 

I had some songS'fhat I wanted to record. 

I applied for/money from the Swedish 

Council of Cultural Affairs. And they gave 

me some money to record it. I put one song 

up,oil my Web site, and (Concretes mem- 

' bers Victoria Bergsman and Lisa Milberg) 

contacted me and said they wanted to re¬ 

lease it, that one song as a single. And then 

I asked them if they could release the whole 

record. I told them I’d recorded a whole 

album. 

You’ve been compared with Laura Nyro. Were 

you familiar with her music or is the similarity 

coincidental? 

^ lot of journalists told me that, and I 

xchecked her out. I hadn’t heard about her 

before I wrote and recorded the album. I 

don\ think the comparison is very accu¬ 

rate. Mohave different languages, almpst; 

Of course, the instrumentation is sort of 

similar. 

What’s your process for coming up with a 

song? 

That’s a huge question. I do it all the time, 

in one way or another. I work all the time. 

Does it start with words or music, or does it 

go both ways? 

Yeah, it goes both ways. I would say the 

most successful times,, it comes at the same 

time. That’s wheh I really like it. I usu¬ 

ally write qtfite fast. I travel around a lot, 

so I cqllect ideas. I just do it like everyone 

does it. I collect ideas and melodies, and I 

record it into my camera, actually. It has a 

voice recorder. And then, when I end up 

at a piano, I sit-down and make a song out 

of it. Some songs are written out walking, 

singing quietly and hearing in my head. 

Hopefully, I have a camera with me or at 

least a pen, so I can write it down. 

All the words on “Until Death Comes” are in 

English. Do you write songs in Swedish, too? 

Did you feel it was important to sing in English 

for an international audience? 

When I made the album, I never thought 
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Everything you imagine 

ces and actual experiences 
in my head 

everything you hear 
omeoneelse tell about, 

they blend together and 
hey become songs 

Yeah. I think it’s a mix 
between actual exper 

anybody would listen to^it, so it’s not 

like I thought I would have an audience. 

I think English is a very good language 

to sing in, much better ^han Swedish. 

Swedish is a very self-conscious lan¬ 

guage. It’s really good when you read 

it, but it’s not so good wheh you sing it. 

As soon as you put melody\to it, some¬ 

thing goes lost and something horrible 

comes. I write a lot in Swedish, but that’s 

more toward poetry and things read, not 

heard. 

Are most of your lyrics based on actual per¬ 

sonal experiences? 

Yeal^<T think it’s a mix between actual expe¬ 

riences and actual experiences in my head. 

Everything you imagine or everything you 

hear someone else tell about, they blend 

together and they become songs. 

I understand that your song “Straight Thin 

Line” is about the Canadian-American abstract 

painter Agnes Martin. 

Partly, yes. She has a very special style. I 

read a book of her lectures. It was really 

inspiring. Something about how she talked 

about things and art really spoke to me. I 

could really find myself in it. 

The parts of the song that say, “Here’s what 

Agnes said ...” — are those actual quotes or 

paraphrases of what she said? 

No, it’s not actual quotes. I imagijr&d her 

saying that. / 

But it’s the spirit of what she was saying? 
/ 

Yeah, how I saw it at the time—concerning 

the body and the flesh and the big problem 

with being bpth a consciousness and a body 

in this world. 

Did you think the song “Once I Was a Serene 

Teenaged Child,” which contains the lyrics 

“Once I felt your cock against my thigh” would 

be shocking to people, or are you just comfort¬ 

able discussing things like that? 

I was shocked when people started—I have 

gotten so much response to that song. A 

lot about that sentence, and also a lot of 

women who thought it was a something 

they recognized from their own life, but 

that they hadn’t been able to put in words. 

Which is really extremely flattering. But 

that sentence? People sing about genitalia 

all the time, I guess. I was surprised that 

people would react so strongly to it. 

What is your attitude about relationships? 

Ooh. [Laughs.] I think relationships with 

other human beings are so complex. I 

mean, it’s complex to have a relationship 

with yourself, on the first hand. And to 

have it with someone else, I mean, it’s a 

source of endless confusion. I’m not very 

good at relationships, but I think they’re 

really interesting. 

So it ends up being subject matter for some 

of your songs? 

Mmm. Yes, absolutely. For almost all of 

them, I think. [Laughs.] As someone point¬ 

ed out to me. And I thought about it, and I 

think they were right. ® 
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100 POSTERS, 
134 SQUIRRELS 
by Jay Ryan 

"A colorful collection ... 
homespun never looked 
better." —ReadyMade 

$21.95 

HAIRSTYLES OF 
THE DAMNED 
by Joe Meno 

“Captures both the sweet¬ 
ness and sting of adoles¬ 
cence with unflinching 
honesty.” —EW 

$13.95 

ALL THE POWER 
by Mark Andersen 

“Does organized rebellion 
need its own Martha Stewart? 
Relax, this isn’t it.” 

—Jello Biafra 

$14.95 

LESSONS IN 
TAXIDERMY 
by Bee Lavender 

“Lavender's strength and sheer 
determination to live makes 
this striking book completely 
engrossing.” —Publishers Weekly 

$12.95 

THIS FALL: “YOU MUST BE THIS HAPPY TO ENTER” BY ELIZABETH CRANE 

The triumphant new book from the 
author of Hairstyles of the Damned 

THE BOY DETECTIVE FAILS 
by Joe Meno 

In the twilight of a childhood full of wonder, Billy Argo, boy 

detective, is brokenhearted to find that his younger sister and 

crime-solving partner, Caroline, has committed suicide. Ten 

years later, Billy, age thirty, returns from an extended stay at 

St. Vitus’ Hospital for the Mentally III to discover a world full 

of unimaginable strangeness: office buildings vanish without 

reason, small animals turn up without their heads, and cruel vil¬ 

lains ride city buses to complete their evil schemes. 

Lost within this unwelcoming place, Billy finds the compan¬ 

ionship of two lonely children, Effie and Gus Mumford—one a 

science fair genius, the other a charming, silent bully. With a near¬ 

ly forgotten bravery, Billy confronts the monotony of his job in 

telephone sales, the awkward beauty of a desperate pickpocket 

named Penny Maple, and the seemingly impossible solution to the 

mystery of his sister’s death. Along a path laden with hidden clues 

and codes that dare to be deciphered, the boy detective may 

learn the greatest secret of all: the necessity of the unknown. 

$14.95 
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NICE 
BOMBS 

FILMMAKER 

USAMA 
ALSHAIBI 

| he Iraqi-American filmmaker Usama 

Alshaibi and I meet for lunch in Old 

Jerusalem, a middle-eastern restau¬ 

rant in Chicago’s Old Town neighborhood. Als- 

haibi's drinking tea and wearing a black T-shirt 

when I arrive. He has black hair and a black 

beard with some tufts of gray sprouting through. 

He likes to say “fuck" and “motherfucker.” He 

talks with his hands. Sitting back in his chair, 

he takes up as little as space as possible, until 

bam! he suddenly unwinds and emphatically 

shoots forward to make a point. Point made, he 

quickly retreats to his original position. 

Born in Iraq in 1969, Alshaibi's family left 

Iraq when he was five so his father could study 

at the University of Iowa. The family returned 

to Iraq only to leave in 1980 during the Iraq- 

Iran war. They moved to Saudi Arabia, Jordan, 

and the United Arab Emirates, and then when 

Alshaibi's parents divorced, his father stayed in 

the middle-east, and the remainder of the family 

returned to Iowa. Alshaibi later came to Chicago 

for college, dropped out, and settled here. 

Although slender himself, Alshaibi makes muscu¬ 

lar films that explore interpersonal relationships, 

the horrors he never quite left behind in Iraq, and 

what he refers to as “East-West fusion." His short 

films include Dance Habibi Dance (1999), which 
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has been described as “a music-video-style Ara¬ 

besque disco party” (2006), and Bombshell 

(2004), a video mash-up of Iraqi torture videos 

and a Saddam Hussein birthday celebration. He 

has also made one feature film, Muhammad and 

Jane (2003), a paranoia-driven story about the 

relationship between an Iraqi-Polish man return¬ 

ing to the United State and the young woman he 

falls in love with. 

Alshaibi was the founder and co-curator 

with his Kansas-born wife Kristie of the now- 

defunct Z Film Festival, which he describes as 

“dark and violent, but. . . fun," and the subject 

of a chapter in Studs Terkel’s book Hope Dies 

Last: Keeping Faith in Difficult Times. Terkel, 

who Alshaibi knows through his work at the 

Chicago Historical Society, also serves as Ex¬ 

ecutive Producer of Alshaibi’s new documentary 

Nice Bombs, and it is this latest project that has 

brought us together today. 

In 2004 with Terkel's urging and financial 

support, Alshaibi, Kristie Alshaibi, and Alshai¬ 

bi’s father and second family, visited Iraq for the 

first time in 24 years. Starting from his father’s 

home in Jordan, they drove 14 hours across 

the desert to get there and taped everything, 

ultimately shooting 55 hours of footage, includ¬ 

ing interviews with family members, American 

soldiers, and local Iraqis. 

Nice Bombs, which received the Tribeca All 

Access Creative Promise Award for Documentary 

Feature, had its world premier August 17th at the 

Chicago Underground Film Festival. Alshaibi and 

I found time to speak with the premiere just two 

weeks away. 

Interview by Ben Tanzer 
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How did you get started in film and video? 

I always played with video cameras. A lot of 

us, if we had motivated dads, have archival 

videos. I never thought of that in the 8o’s 

as an art form . . . Video and film seemed 

like a natural progression, I didn’t set 

out to tell my story [with Nice Bombs]. I set 

out to see what is there . . . But as I got fur¬ 

ther in I saw I had to document my journey 

... I don’t just mean the physical journey, 

but the spiritual journey. Keep in mind, I 

left as a kid, with black smoke and bombs. 

What’s your background? 

My family, we have Christians, Turkeman, 

we have Sunnis, we have Shiite. I’m proud 

of being an Arab. Proud of who I am and my 

heritage. But I have no nationalistic pride. 

I’m not tribal. I criticize the place I love the 

most. I’m critical of Iraqis. I’m critical of 

Americans ... I went out there [to Iraq] ask¬ 

ing myself what the fuck is going on. And I 

came out thinking that people just want to 

be happy and there are small groups that are 

preventing this. And it’s not just the Ameri¬ 

can occupation, some of it is a problem that’s 

left over. Is it the Americans? Yes. Is it the 

Iraqis? Yes. Is it Iran? Yes. There are no 

easy solutions right now for Iraq. If people 

care for Iraqis they would think about state¬ 

ments like we should pull all the troops out 

now. That would hurt Iraq. We’re in Iraq 

. . . We’ve left nothing behind, Saddam 

Hussein was no Muslim. He liked wom¬ 

en. He drank. Osama Bin Laden is a scary 

motherfucker. He believes all this. That’s 

why it’s ridiculous to link them. No Iraqi has 

ever tried to attack America. 

You returned to Iraq in Nice Bombs. 

People ask, did you need permission to en¬ 

viewed me for a chapter of Hope Dies Last. I 

started telling him about my idea. He told 

me to go. He asked me what I needed. I said, 

I need money. He gave me some money . . . 

My producer Benz Film said lets get Studs 

as an Executive Producer. He came on . . 

. That gave me a big boost. Studs would go 

out with a mic, and I’m kind of doing the 

same thing. He is sort of telling America’s 

history through peoples’ voices and that’s 

what I was trying to do. 

What do people need to know about Nice 

Bombs? 

I don’t know what purpose my movie serves, 

but if people recognize that Iraqis are just 

people, families, sisters, maybe people will 

think of that before we go bomb another 

country . . . Iraqis have a real sincerity. They 

love the country. All the intellectuals are be¬ 

ing forced to leave. All the people who can 

make a difference. And who’s going to be 

I DIDN’T SET 
OUT TO TELL 
MY STORY. 
I SET OUT TO 
SEE WHAT IS }'. 
THERE. 

ter Iraq? Did you buy a bulletproof vest? No, 

we flew into Jordan. We drove into Iraq. You 

don’t need permission. People have these 

opportunities all the time. I had a window, 

it was nine months into the insurgency, I 

couldn’t go back now. My cousin says I would 

have my head cut off. There’s a religious 

fundamentalism that’s sweeping the coun¬ 

try. Men can’t wear shorts. We’re going back 

to the dark ages . . . When the government 

is weak, when they see no one’s in charge, 

where do you go? Back to your faith. 

It must be painful for you. 

It is painful. Iraq is beautiful. I have all 

these amazing memories. But since Sad¬ 

dam Hussein came into power it’s been 

a black cloud. First Saddam, now the US 

occupation, but now there is no future. 

No electricity, no jobs, no semblance of a 

civil society. How do you survive 14 hours 

a day with no electricity . . . and if you step 

out of the house you might get shot or kid¬ 

napped. Another thing I want to point out 

is that when I speak to Iraqis, how easy it 

would be for Iraqis and Americans to re¬ 

late to each other. Both are in situations 

they don’t comprehend . . . When people 

are scared they will rally around anything. 

Saddam and Bush are quite similar. Sad¬ 

dam is much more crude about it. Bush 

just has a suit. 

How did Studs Terkel get involved in the film? 

I met him about seven years ago. I started 

work at the Chicago Historical Museum. I 

do film and video archiving there. I started 

archiving all of Stud’s interviews in a proj¬ 

ect called Gallery of the Spoken Word. I 

started following him around with my cam¬ 

era. I was fascinated with him. He inter¬ 

left? The poor, the crazy, Nice Bombs is an 

American story. I was in the shower. I had 

a vision: go to Iraq. Sounds kind of hokey. 

Maybe there is something there. Bigger then 

me. Bigger then my ego. An obligation. 

But not so intellectual. I let my humor in. I 

wanted my personality to come out. 

There seems to be a shift in that direction 

in documentaries, directors showing more 

of themselves. 

Supersize Me, that was kind of a model. Also 

Ross McElwee [the director of Sherman s March]. 

I became the subject, but I’m also the creator. 

I wanted people to notice that . . . Through 

my eyes. I think it is an aesthetic choice. 

When I was in Iraq, I stayed in Iraq. We went 

to bed together ... I wanted people to expe¬ 

rience that with me. ® 
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All art is ultimately about grasping for 

nuggets of discovery deep within the 

inner sanctum. Yes, the majority of 

art might be considered diversionary, but even 

the strains of the most mainstream pop hit or 

blase mall-painting offer more than just dance- 

able rhythms and window dressing. No matter 

how predictable the specimen, even a cursory 

listen or glance prompts reflection, rumination, 

and growth. All one needs to do is wallow just 

for a moment in the creation and with a bit of 

patience and willingness the floodgates can be¬ 

come unshackled. 

The five gentlemen behind the bracing, 

ambidextrous post-hardcore/rock outfit Isis 

have consistently embraced this sentiment 

throughout their communal musical expedition. 

It’s no secret to those familiar with the band that 

the quest for revelation through creation is al¬ 

ways a foremost concern for these transplanted 

Californians. Interestingly enough, with each 

new record the group adds fresh passengers 

(listeners) to their journey, which has been one 

of the most intriguing and fulfilling in under¬ 

ground music the past decade. 

Originally hailing from the smoldering 

embers of the 1990s post-hardcore and noise 

scenes, Isis came to fruition as an avenue for 

serious sonic exploration. The band mem¬ 

bers—vocalist/guitarist Aaron Turner, guitarist 

Mike Gallagher, drummer Aaron Harris, guitar¬ 

ist/keyboardist Clifford Meyer, and bassist Jeff 

Caxide—united over shared musical interests, 

which have since progressed far beyond any¬ 

one's expectations, including their own. That's 

not to say Isis has ever lacked confidence—in 

fact, the sheer force and bravado they exude 

onstage is absolutely mesmerizing. Still, it is 

safe to say their bevy of musical experiences 

previous to Isis were merely basic training. 

After releasing a slew of hypnotically-engag¬ 

ing records—beginning with 1999’s The Red 

Sea (Second Nature) all the way up to 2004's 

unprecedented Panopticon (Ipecac)—Isis has 

toiled to harness its sound, forging a colossal 

tidal wave of crushing rhythms, fierce guitar 

riffs, and aired-out song structures that pulsate 

with vibrancy and veneer, dropping jaws with 

each new excursion. 

Despite the well-established respect Isis 

has garnered over the course of its existence, 

the group has never veered from its focus— 

namely, the never-ending construction of its 

own collective sonic odyssey. While the trip has 

been filled with both smooth and rough patch¬ 

es, it is the exploration of emotions that keeps 

them on their search for transcendence. 

Isis' latest offering comes with the bold 

title, In the Absence of Truth (Ipecac Records). 

At first, one might find it strange that a band 

so stridently engaged in pushing boundaries 

would title a record with such a statement. Then 

again, as Turner and Gallagher—ever the ami¬ 

able, down-to-earth fellows—recently told Punk 

Planet, in the duration of the human existence 

we're all grappling with the same dilemmas, 

from our most ancient ancestors on down. Who 

is anyone to think he or she has life encapsulat¬ 

ed in a convenient nutshell? Turner and Gallagh¬ 

er chuckle at such notions. On the other hand, 

these longtime friends do believe that one can 

catch glimpses of insight. Maybe one is able to 

attain a spark of discovery through meditation; 

maybe the results will come via wrestling with a 

great novel. Turner and Gallagher have only felt 

close to “the truth” when pouring every ounce of 

passion into what they care most about—their 

own musical pilgrimage. 

Based on the results in their new album— 

their most ambitious to date—not to mention 

the honesty in the articulation of the matters 

they hold supremely sacred, Turner, Gallagher 

and the rest of their Isis brethren may have long 

since given up on stock solutions for life’s seem¬ 

ingly unanswerable quagmires. Their own per¬ 

sonal quest for illumination, however, is merely 

in mid-stride. 

Interview by Brian Peterson 

Live photos by Mark Dawursk 

Anyone familiar with your music knows you 

have no restrictions when it comes to pushing 

boundaries and bending genres. Why do you 

think some people desire firm genre constructs 

when it comes to music? 

Aaron Turner: The more clearly defined 

things are, the more digestible they are. 

What we get in terms of mainstream me¬ 

dia is the stuff that is made with the de¬ 

sign and purpose of being sold. The stuff 

we consume is generated with only that in 

mind. The easiest way to make money is 

to define what people’s tastes are and to 

fulfill those tastes. In terms of pop music 

those parameters were established years 

ago and the idea of, if it ain’t broke don't 

fix it still holds up in that world. I think 

people most often choose the route that is 

easiest, which holds true in every aspect of 

American culture. People want things 

that are readily available and not too far 

outside the boundaries of what they are 

comfortable with. There’s nothing wrong 

with that per se, but it does make it more 

difficult to do things your own way outside 

those pre-packaged categories. 

A lot of bands are technically proficient but 

don’t necessarily wrestle with thematic con¬ 

cerns in their music. Isis records, however, have 

always contained elements that beckon the 

listener a bit deeper under the surface, which 

deepens the experience of the music itself. 

Mike Gallagher: If I’m really excited about 

a band and their whole aesthetic then I’m 

more than happy to be all over it like a 

rabid dog. [Laughs.] I find it exciting to 

scratch a little deeper and see what is going 

on with what they are trying to present to 

the listener. It’s just one more way to get to 

know what they are ultimately trying to do 

as an artist. 

Turner: You can look at movies, for in¬ 

stance. There are those action-thrillers 

that are totally enjoyable that give you 

instant gratification, but then there are 

those films that reach you at a deeper level. 

There is some sort of lingering aftereffect 

you experience that keeps the wheels turn¬ 

ing and makes for a more memorable ex¬ 

perience rather than just a purely enjoy¬ 

able one. The bands I enjoy the most tend 

to be bands that share something beyond 

the surface level aesthetic. When there are 

interesting characters behind making the 

music it makes the band and their music 

all the more intriguing. 

Your previous record, Panopticon, had philo¬ 

sophical leanings woven beneath the surface. 

What caused the shift from philosophical to 

the more recent, abstract title? 

Turner: I didn’t really think about the 

relation of this album to Panopticon. It was 

more about writing about what was in¬ 

teresting to me at the moment. Some of 

the thematic things I went through on 

the new record are related peripherally 

to Panopticon, but I often find when I get 

down to writing there are these themes 

that keep recurring. There might be dif¬ 

ferent permutations of these themes but a 

lot of them are closely related. When I re¬ 

ally start to dig down I can’t differentiate 
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myself and I can forget about 

gers need to do to play and I 

the music come out . . . 

what fin my 

letting just 

between topics; they all seem to boil down 

to the same basic subjects. I think it’s true 

from the musical end of things, too. We 

have progressed a lot from the beginning, 

but sometimes I’ll hear a riff we wrote at 

the beginning of the group or even things 

previous to Isis. Some of these ideas are 

being brought up again and now we’re 

able to articulate them a little better. But 

essentially we’re still grappling with the 

same stuff. 

Gallagher: People have been grappling with 

the same ideas since way before Plato and 

Socrates. Certain people have articulated 

them well and everyone else has been trip¬ 

ping over themselves to figure them out 

since. Not too much new territory has been 

tread, idea-wise. 

Turner: It’s also about the tools we use, too. 

We’re using different tools to essentially 

work out the same problems. It’s interest¬ 

ing to notice how things are cyclical, and I 

can see that just within the context of our 

own band. Analyzing things on that level is 

a more interesting way to think about mu¬ 

sic. We realize how low on the totem pole we 

are intellectually. [Laughs.] There is really 

something really primitive about certain 

aspects of our music. Rhythm is one of the 

first building blocks of music, even before 

melody and structure. A lot of our music is 

rhythmically oriented. I wouldn’t describe 

what we do as tribal, but there is something 

ritualistic about what we do. In engaging 

the intellectual mind and the primitive 

animal spirit is a really interesting com¬ 

bination. 

In a way, one could almost liken it to a “spiritu¬ 

al” experience, outside the context of religion. 

Gallagher: Yeah, sometimes after we play 

I’ll walk off the stage and say, “What the 

hell just happened?” [Laughs.] It was amaz¬ 

ing on so many levels and I’ll feel really 

moved. That’s about as close to spirituality 

I’ve ever gotten and I used to go to church 

every week with my parents when I was a 

kid. [Laughs.] 

Turner: I don’t know much about any re¬ 

ligions specifically, but I’ve read a bit here 

and there on different eastern and western 

religions. It seems to me whenever I’ve read 

or heard descriptions about enlightenment 

and states of enlightenment and these pas¬ 

sageways that can get opened through medi¬ 

tation I feel like have attained those states by 

playing music and I’ve never experienced 

that in other aspects of my life. It doesn’t al¬ 

ways happen but sometimes you’ll enter this 

state of being that is completely otherworld¬ 

ly. Getting to that moment which usually 

only lasts 30 seconds or a minute is my goal. 

If I can reach that point where I’m outside 

Gallagher: [Cutting in with laughter.] It’s like your 

own little antenna broadcasting . . . 

A lot of people use religion or politics to grasp 

for some sort of truth. Do you feel like life 

should be more about the challenge of grasp¬ 

ing for these answers then just buying into 

someone else’s take on the world? 

Gallagher: Personally, I think it should 

be more of a challenge, but that’s just my 

experience. Some people are perfectly 

content with sitting back and receiving 

whatever standard thing they would like 

to receive and they use that as a vehicle to 

get themselves through each day, which is 

fine. There are some days I would love to 

certainly take that approach wholeheart¬ 

edly. [Laughs.] But I tend to find it much 

more rewarding to challenge myself on a 

daily basis and try to work through what¬ 

ever it is I need to work through. People 

also use things like politics and religion 

to work out their own issues. You know, 

mommy, daddy, whatever. [Laughs.] 

Turner: Everything is subjective. What is 

going to get you through the day? Are you 

content to go with these easy answers that are 
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Gallagher: Were serious about the construc¬ 

tion of songs—it’s something we have to live 

with. Not only are we going to have to play 

these songs for X amount of years, but we’ll 

probably pull these records off our CD shelves 

years down the road and ask ourselves, Is this 

something I can still get behind?” Ideally, 

we’d say yes. We put enough of ourselves into 

it to be satisfied with the results in the end and 

in years to come. 

Could you pull out one of your older records and 

examine it like, say, a high school yearbook? 

Gallagher: Yeah, every record is a reflec¬ 

tion of what is going on in your life at the 

time it was made. 

Turner: In some ways, Isis is an embodi¬ 

ment of things that we want to do but can’t 

do in everyday life. You can’t really walk 

down the street screaming at people the 

way we might scream occasionally in our 

music. Well, you could but that’s when you 

start crossing the line. [Laughs.] None of us 

are going to walk down the street making 

the faces we make when we play and doing 

these bizarre animalistic movements. Isis 

is this place where we can let that stuff out 

and open up doors that under normal cir¬ 

cumstances have to remain shut for pur¬ 

poses of having the appearance of being 

normal human being. ® 

already provided for you? Or do you want to 

spend some amount of your energy in in¬ 

vestigating these things yourself? For me, 

it’s been an ongoing challenge that is partly 

intellectual and partly intuitive. There has to 

be a balance. Feeling what I think to be right 

and following that intuition but also think¬ 

ing about my place, though it is a very small 

one in the stream of humanity and what 

has come before me, but I think a big part 

of coming to terms with these things is that 

there is no absolute truth, at least not in the 

way that I previously defined it. This record 

specifically is an embodiment of that real¬ 

ization and coming to terms with the chaos 

and discord that is every day life. The subject 

matter on the record is due in a very large 

amount to my perception of the world and 

how everything I’ve experienced has helped 

to mold those perceptions. I often find the 

things that help me make the most progress 

as a human being or as a musician is when I 

am able to step outside my own perceptions 

and see things from a different side. 

How much of your music is a reflection of your 

lives and how much of your lives is a reflection 

of your music? 

Turner: I don’t think Isis is the represen¬ 

tation of the totality of the personalities 

of everybody involved. I do think they are 

very integral parts of each other, though. 

Aside from whatever we have going on in 

our personal lives, this is our main fo¬ 

cus. So, Isis has to be true to our own lives 

otherwise we wouldn’t be able to invest as 

much of ourselves as we are to what we’re 

doing. We were talking the other day with 

some of our friends and we were saying 

that off the stage we’re all basically a bunch 

of goofballs. [Laughs.] We all have things we 

take seriously—music being one of them. 

But we’re fairly good-natured, regular 

people. We just wonder once people get to 

know us intimately if they are able to take 

our art seriously. 
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As a band, Drew Daniel and Martin 

Schmitt have pushed the boundar¬ 

ies of electronic music as Matmos. 

They’ve constantly evolved, so much so that 

they've now stepped out of the genre complete¬ 

ly. As a couple, they’ve been together for 12 

years, balancing the stressors of remaining con¬ 

stantly active with being in love. The Rose Has 

Teeth In the Mouth of the Beast, their sixth and 

most recent record—made with the aid of multi¬ 

instrumentalist Mark Lightcap and a handful of 

others—blew the roof off of expectations with 

both its sound and its concepts. 

As soon as I heard it, I knew I needed to 

speak with them. They kindly fulfilled my re¬ 

quest the day after their portable sonic labora¬ 

tory got things popping at Pitchfork Music Fes¬ 

tival in Chicago. 

As they leave their hotel, where I have 

come to collect them, the two flip on pairs of 

cheap shades purchased across the street and 

begin to select a restaurant. Drew takes the lead 

and Martin hangs back to fill me in on equip¬ 

ment woes. When they eventually compromise 

on cheap gyros, neither is thrilled, but as Drew 

informs me, “I get cranky when I haven’t eaten.” 

In the back of the restaurant, the scholarly- 

dressed Martin drinks his coffee and vest-clad 

Drew wolfs down what appears to be Philly 

cheese steak. When their batteries were some¬ 

what recharged, I asked them some questions 

about their work and each other. 

Interview by Steve Mizek 

How did your performance go yesterday? 

Martin Schmitt: We rarely play in places 

where people feel it’s appropriate to be en¬ 

thusiastic. And that’s also my doing, in that 

I have made a huge deal about playing in 

sitting venues. Usually when you play at 

things where people are standing up and 

crowded, as soon as it gets quiet, every¬ 

one starts talking. So I said, “If we play in 

seated places it will be more of something 

you can pay attention to details.” We’ve 

rarely had it where people recognize our 

songs; I didn’t even know that was pos¬ 

sible. When they did get excited when they 

heard the beginning of the songs, that was 

a lovely rush. 

Drew Daniel: It’s somewhat frightening 

too if they know the piece well, because 

they can tell how well or poorly you pres¬ 

ent it. And we try and mutate songs when 

we play live. I don’t think there’s a right or 

wrong way per se to play our stuff. It’s more 

a starting off point than some kind of re¬ 

strictive form. 

What purpose does live performance have for 

Matmos? 

Daniel: For us it’s a way to test our compo¬ 

sitions’ ability to be flexible and live in the 

presence [of an audience]. And in terms 

of electronic music, it’s often derided as 

very fashion-driven, an engagement with 

the latest software techniques and trends. 

For us it’s a very real test, can our own 

history keep up and does it matter? It’s 

about whether these forms are still fun and 

meaningful. 

Schmitt: I’m going to keep harping on 

about this venue thing. In college I stud¬ 

ied theater in 1983 at Humbolt State Uni- 

veristy. There was this new thing at the 

time: it was a combination of people from 

the art and theater departments and it was 

called performance art. It was literally a 

brand new idea for us. It was super excited 

that it wasn’t from a script and it could in¬ 

volve anything with video or music or any 

old thing, but in a theatrical setting. I’ve 

always loved the controlled fantasies of 

theatre, but being tied to a script wasn’t 

something I was interested in. I’ve made 

no bones about wanting to move Matmos 

into a theatrical kind of thing. But the rock 

restraints of having to carrying your gear 

and you have three hours to load in, set 

up your stuff and sound check, it doesn’t 

leave a lot of time for lighting cues. That’s 

what video stands in for, and the actions 

that we do. 

Daniel: That’s a big part of it, represent¬ 

ing the technique of playing objects. Hav¬ 

ing Mark [Lightcap] plays the drums with 

roses isn’t just about the sound it makes, 

it’s about people seeing an object and that 

object making them think about the source 

of the electronic sound. So it’s as much an 

action as a musical performance. I mean, it 

sounds pretentious if you’re a band on tour 

that makes albums but are trying to do this 

thing that’s something else. But it’s us be¬ 

ing honest, that we don’t think first and 

foremost in musical terms. We’re a little 

more interested in the objects that cre¬ 

ate the composition and how to keep their 

presence on stage. 

How long did it take to make The Rose Has 

Teeth In the Mouth of the Beast? 

Daniel: Two years of intense work. But 

we’ve been recording people reading aloud 

Wittgenstein for about eight years and have 

hidden little bits of Wittgenstein in pieces 

for a while now. 

How were the 10 human subjects [for songs] 

chosen? 

Schmitt: Through argumentation. Bitter 

squabbling. 

Daniel: There were tears. 

Schmitt: We take turns being sort of in 

charge of the albums, and this was a Drew 

record. You can always tell, because Drew 

records have 18-word titles and the Martin 

records have two-word titles. He had a core 

of people that he wanted to do, and I was 

already with him for Wittgenstein. 

Drew: In the queer community there’s 

often a desire to come up with a roll call 

of great queers from the past. I watched 

this silent movie from Germany from the 

SO’s called Different From the Others. There’s 

this pageant in it of great homosexuals 

throughout history. That scene is lost, 

but they have a few stills from the scene 

of Michelangelo and Leonardo Da Vinci 

but then also Richard the Lionheart. So 

it s this weird, anachronistic parade of gay 

people. As an image it seemed cool and 

kind of ridiculous, and also kind of looked 

like an album already—all these disparate 

gay people thrown together. 

Schmitt: Joined together by the universal 

impulse of cock sucking. 

Daniel: So we thought, “there’s an al¬ 

bum here.” And just wondering person¬ 

ally, what would your list be? And it’s so 

fun to come up with that kind of thing. I 

knew I wanted to do Wittgenstein and Dar¬ 

by Crash, and Martin wanted to do Bur¬ 

roughs. We argued whether or not to do Joe 

Meek and Valeria Solanas. We weren’t sure 

about musicians, because . . . 

Scmitt: . . . Making musical portraits 

of people who make music is a hard row 

to hoe. 

Daniel: You don’t want to just pastiche. 

But on the other hand, you have to be 
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thinking about always about, what is your 

relationship is the subject, what are you 

trying to say. We made this really crappy 

macho, thuggish track for Darby, and it 

felt like we were trying to imitate the feel¬ 

ing of the Germs—which is stupid, it didn’t 

work. It was better to go in this psychedelic 

noise ritual direction rather than to try to 

be Darby Crash. 

How did your production and assembly pro¬ 

cess change with The Rose compared to the 

other records? 

Schmitt: That album ended up sounding 

different from our others because we were 

trying to do portraits of people, and we 

wanted to do what was appropriate to them, 

which wasn’t always what was already our 

forte. There’s a conundrum with concep¬ 

tual art where you have the idea and then 

you fulfill the idea by doing things, rather 

than what is, for me, a more successful 

model of art making: you putz around with 

what you do and then you make what you do 

best. And I see this back-assward method 

done a lot at my school, where the idea is 

to tell your teacher what you’re going to do 

and then you do it. But that’s the model of 

conceptual art in school and conceptual 

art in general, which is crazy to me. You 

should have an interest in electronics and 

sound and then think, “What can I do with 

that knowledge?” [The Rose] was kind of like 

that, in that we needed to make a portrait 

of Patricia Highsmith, not another Mat- 

mos song and slap Patricia Highsmith’s 

name on it. 

Daniel: It had this condition of success 

or failure that wasn’t based on music, but 

based on our sense of how true it was to a 

personality we didn’t really know. 

Scmitt: With the James Bidgood piece, it’s 

got all these strings and harps; we really 

felt strongly that it needed to be this lush, 

longing romantic . . . and to me, that al¬ 

ways signaled orchestra, orchestra, or¬ 

chestra. We had to figure out a way to do 

that. We took what I wrote with a keyboard 

and sent it to a guy who transcribes things 

and parted it out for a string section. He 

found string players and they practiced it, 

all that stuff of what music generally is to 

most people—which is an immense fuck¬ 

ing hassle. It’s not a typical Matmos song 

and it’s not, “Oh, it’s our sixth album so 

we have to have orchestras/where do we go 

from here?” rock trajectory. I like to think 

we did it well. 

Daniel: What was scary was when found 

out James Bidgood was alive; we had as¬ 

sumed he was dead. When we found out 

he was alive and we had already made this 

song about him, we were worried he would 

totally hate it. 

Schmitt: Or, in the good ol’ American tra¬ 

dition, that’d he’d sue our asses. 

Daniel: But it turned out that he was a re¬ 

ally wonderful man, and we met him in 

New York. It was very strange to meet this 

guy who has been making incredible, su¬ 

per queer, obsessively detailed artwork for 

decades. 

Schmitt: We ended up serenading him in 

New York, we played a show were Antony 

sang. James Bidgood was sitting onstage a 

few feet away watching us in front of a thou¬ 

sand people and we’re telling him, “This is 

for you! ” It was a really lovely moment. 

Daniel: Especially in a queer context, be¬ 

cause queer culture is so youth obsessed 

and driven by exploiting the imagery of 

young people. To do this thing where we re 

in our 30s honoring this older queer guy, 

I think that kind of thing could happen a 

little more. 

To me, The Rose is your most accessible al¬ 

bum. Even at its strangest points, it feels as 

aesthetically pleasing as it is conceptually. 

Was this a conscious decision? 

Daniel: No! If anything, we were terri¬ 

fied that everyone would hate it; because 

albums now are delivery systems for one 

mood or one style. 

Scmitt: And I’m guilty of this too. I want 

to listen to a CD that’s going to make my 

house feel . . . 

Daniel: Peppy, or floaty, or depressed, I 

just want depression for an hour. So to 

make this gathering of IO things that have 

to be different from each other in order 

to succeed is kind of a recipe for failure. 

We were pretty depressed when we realized 

that in order to do this project justice we’d 

have to make it totally self-derived. I’m 

glad people find it accessible anyway. 

Schmitt: [to PP] You do, at least. 

Daniel: I think when there are voices—we 

front-loaded the songs with voices. That 

can welcome people into electronic mu¬ 

sic, when they have an anchor, something 

that’s directly addressing them. Working 

with Bjork gave us more of an introduc¬ 

tion to chord changes and conventional 

musical elements, which we had been 

pretty much [laughs] totally ignorant of 

before we had to play her music. So that 

might have crept in the side door, I don’t 

know. I can guarantee the next album will 

be utterly anti-musical—cold and inhu¬ 

man. [Laughs.] 

To take it back to the origins of Matmos, you 

two met when Martin saw Drew go-go dancing. 

At what point did you connect artistically? 
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Daniel: To what level do you consider art? 

Schmitt: When I saw him dancing—and 

that’s true—he was dancing [wearing] a fish. 

So right off I knew, “Well, he’s not dancing 

in a spangley G-string, he’s wearing a fuck¬ 

ing plastic fish” that was no doubt a lure or 

something, which took actual creative ef¬ 

fort and thought, no matter how puerile, 

to carve out this fish and turn it into a jock 

strap, I was with him on a creative level right 

there. Right with his crotch. 

Daniel: We made up a cut up together at 

his apartment where we took turns adding 

to it. We wouldn’t go back and affect each 

other’s stuff, like you would make a sound 

and I would make the next one. It was like 

taking a string and knotting it at different 

lengths and attaching things to it, it could 

go and go and go. It was really fun and I 

had never done anything like it in my life, 

I was just experimenting with tape. 

Schmitt: Well you’d never had used a com¬ 

puter before. This was when computers 

were much rarer than they are now. 

Daniel: That was one of the first times we 

connected creatively, making something 

that was neither me nor him, but us. 

Schmitt: It was always tied together, in that 

my pick up line was “Do you want to learn 

how to use a computer to make music?” 

Daniel: We had seen each other perform 

before. Martin saw me play solo and I saw 

his band play at Gilman Street. There was a 

bit of awareness of the context we were in. 

Last time I talked with Drew he mentioned 

Martin’s patience while making his Soft Pink 

Truth album. And I know you are both really 

busy in addition to being Matmos. What is it 

like to operate as independent artists, a band, 

and a couple? 

Daniel: It’s fun when the three things 

multiply each other. It’s hardest when you 

feel like you’re not doing a good job at any 

of them because you’re trying to do all 

them. If you’re going to be a ball-busting, 

self-managing band, you don’t have the 

time to do the kinds of things you’d like 

to do as a couple. We haven’t gone on a va¬ 

cation of any kind in years, because we re 

always playing shows. Any time there’s 

free time, someone offers us a show and 

we take it. And when we’re not playing 

shows I personally have been working on 

my dissertation. We’re working or we’re 

working. 

Schmitt: It’s beginning to drive us fuck¬ 

ing crazy. 

Daniel: It’s hard in that sense. I think I 

know Martin so well because we do the 

band we’re a couple. I think if we were 

just one or the other I wouldn’t have the 

understanding I have, and I’m grateful 

for that. 

Schmitt: He’s very sweet. But I don’t know 

if we’re an ideal couple. We fight bitterly 

and say horrible things to each other on a 

regular basis. 

Daniel: And there’s a destructive side, too; 

the band puts us into these positions all the 

time. Couples often want this oasis of trust 

from work responsibilities. Instead we’ve 

bled our relationship with these endless 

petty, “Do we fly on this day or that day, do 

we bring this person or that person? How 

much do we pay this person? Do we want 

this quality T-shirt or that one?” That 

small-business, squabbly crap. 

Schmitt: I think it’s the very kind of thing 

that breaks up bands, and possibly because 

we’re a couple it doesn’t, you know, “If you 

don’t put that high hat intro into this song, 

I am fucking quitting this band.” 

Daniel: [Giggles.] We can argue about some 

seriously trivial shit. 

What’s changed most for Matmos? 

Martin: In what respect? This line in my 

forehead has gotten deeper. 

Daniel: I think the place of electronic mu¬ 

sic culturally has changed a lot. 

Schmitt: Yeah, I don’t think we’d be sitting 

here right now if it weren’t for that amaz¬ 

ing, bizarre surge of interest in electronic 

music in the 1990’s. 

Daniel: There was a) a dot-com boom and b) 

a cultural cache around that so-called IDM 

sound, and we were lucky to get lumped into 

that—that totally helped us. Most of that 

scene has totally died out now. 

Schmitt: I don’t know if that’s necessarily 

true, but it’s certainly less than it was. 

Daniel: Not the pioneers of that scene, 

they’re doing fine; but the endless Aute- 

chre clones, time hasn’t been kind to the 

imitative stuff of that era. So as far as 

what’s changed from the start to now, I 

think we have to fight a little harder for 

our right to exist. 

Schmitt: At this point, I think it’s a stretch 

calling us electronic music because of . . . 

Really, what isn't electronic music these 

days? 

Schmitt: Right, you could call fucking . . . 

Celine Deon electronic music. 

Daniel: A lot of the supposedly electronic 

big hit acts of now are essentially in a rock 

and roll form. There’s a lot of singing and 

a lot of guitar playing; the boundaries are 

changing and they’re always going to be 

shifting. I think for us, the more you do 

something the greater the risk you’re go¬ 

ing to repeat yourself. But you can also get 

into this bad pattern of overcompensation 

where you keep trying to do the opposite 

of whatever the last thing was, and pretty 

soon you’re making some Klezmer reggae- 

ton album for nobody just out of a desire to 

be different. 

How much pressure do you feel to change 

your music? 

Daniel: I don’t feel it coming from other 

people, I feel it coming from the art itself. 

Schmitt: We feel it from each other. 

There’s a reason we take turns, and it’s 

because I get fucking sick of Drew’s ideas. 

I’m just much more of the—it flows from 

what you first do and then, “Oh, it sounds 

like that should happen,” and “it’d sound 

great there with a synthesizer bass line.” 

The sort of conceptual restriction thing, 

while being really cool, sort of drives me 

crazy. “Nope, we can’t have synthesizer on 

this! No synthesizers allowed!” Our next 

record idea, at this point, is going to be 

entirely synthesis, with no microphones 

allowed. 

Daniel: To do something that’s pure elec¬ 

tronic music. 

Schmitt: We can use the same methodolo¬ 

gies, just no microphones. To think about 

it, lots of people do that. Synthpop, Kraft- 

werk, well, without the vocals. ® 
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I’m 28. It’s only the second track of Edan’s 2002 

debut LP, Primitive Plus, and already he’s 

calling out any MC that lacks the ability 

to triple-up and tackle the “triathlon" of rhym¬ 

ing, producing, and scratching. One song later 

and he's calling himself “Humble Magnificent." 

Unlike a great number of hip-hop artists, when 

you listen to Edan’s take on the genre, you get a 

fairly clear idea of what the man is all about. His 

music is not only complex and memorable—two 

characteristics sorely lacking in nearly all cur¬ 

rent music—but it's honest. 

With the release of 2005’s Beauty and the 

Beat, Boston-based Edan solidified himself as one 

of the most successful chance-takers within hip 

hop. Taking his interest in collage art and plac¬ 

ing it within the context of music, he fashioned a 

beautiful hip-hop album. Short on guests, the LP 

was clearly Edan’s baby. In the vein of production 

trailblazers such as Prince Paul or the Dust Broth¬ 

ers, Edan culled samples from a host of genres, 

creating a multi-layer cake of a record in the pro¬ 

cess. His conceptual lyrics are just the rainbow- 

colored icing up on top. 

Edan is also prolific. He's released ten 12- 

inches in conjunction with his two full-length 

albums over the course of roughly six years and, 

in an effort to showcase his skills as a DJ— 

which can be understated on his albums—he’s 

taken the time to release three mixtapes under 

his Edan the Dee-Jay moniker: Fast Rap (a col¬ 

lection of golden-tongued MC’s from hip-hop’s 

heyday), Sounds of the Funky Drummer (which 

includes only songs which have sampled James 

Brown’s “Funky Drummer”), and a party mix 

(with anything and everything present to make 

sure your next shindig achieves legendary status 

without an actual DJ present). 

Call him whatever you want—humble, mag¬ 

nificent, or otherwise—there’s no two ways about 

it: hip hop is lucky to have someone like Edan. 

Interview by Dave Hofer 

What’s your earliest musical memory? 

One that sticks out is taping a plastic mus¬ 

tache to my face and playing the piano. 

Were you playing anything in particular? 

Just playing. It was age three to four, and I 

had this fake mustache on. 

So your parents had a piano in the house. 

Yeah, yeah. 

Did the two of them play music? 

Not that seriously. My mother was more 

enthuastic to the point where she got a pi¬ 

ano. They came from Israel and we lived in 

a small house in Maryland. 

Did you pursue piano or any other instrument 

after that? 

I played piano for a couple of years, but I 

wasn’t that into it. You get these exercise 

books and I don’t think I went through 

them at the required pace. It didn’t re¬ 

ally spark my interest. I remember the 

piano teacher at some point saying, “May¬ 

be you should try something else.’’ But I 

stuck with it for like four years or so, and 

moved onto other stuff, like playing jazz 

in school. I was IO years old trying to play 

flute or some shit. When I was II, I started 

playing guitar. After a while I put down the 

guitar and I was fucking with beats. I got a 

4 track, and here we are now. 

How did it go from more traditional instru¬ 

ments—a mustache on your face banging on 

piano or playing the guitar—to making beats 

on a four track? 

I was an only child with a vivid imagination 

and I put all that into what I was doing. 

All it takes is to hear a song or a band or 

some sort of artist that sparks something 

within you. 

So your parents were supportive? When you 

were like, “I don’t want to play guitar any¬ 

more,” they didn’t try to force it on you? 

They were real cool about everything. Su¬ 

per cool. If anyone had any doubts, it was 

my pops, but he never held me back and 

he s more encouraging than ever now. 

Where did the first exposure to hip-hop come 

from? 

At first it was like in ‘86 when Run DMG 

and the Beastie Boys broke though into 

white America simultaneously. I caught it 

around then. I was definitely taken by it—I 

loved it right away—but didn’t really go out 

and get a lot of tapes. It was like two years 

later when I started buying Biz Markie and 

watching To! MTV Raps. Hip-hop on televi¬ 

sion made an impact on a lot of kids. I was 

in awe of a lot of that stuff. 

How old were you at the time? 

I was ten. 

Can I ask how old you are now? 

So we’re almost exactly the same age. It seems 

that Yo! MTV Raps to a lot of people was a 

completely different world. Did your parents 

have a lot of records around the house? 

They had some—my pops really liked the Su- 

premes for some reason—there was Israeli re¬ 

cords, maybe a Sergio Mendes record. I was 

talking to someone the other day and they were 

saying they liked the last song on Beauty and the Beat 

which samples an Israeli record of theirs. It felt 

good to take something out of their collection 

and utilize it. I think when you first get into 

hip-hop, you’re thinking, “My mom doesn’t 

have any James Brown records—I have to go to 

the store!” It felt good to just pluck something 

out of their collection and sort of make it a 

tribute to them. 5[ I usually undermine them 

about that stuff. My mom’ll want me to do some 

Jewish shit like light the candles and I’m down, 

that’s part of who I am, but I usually undermine 

it a little bit. I have this view—maybe it’ll change 

as I get older—that I just want everything to be 

on a level playing field when it comes to the 

human race. I don’t want to highlight any one 

culture above another. And she’s cool, they just 

have a pride about their heritage, which is very 

natural and very healthy. So, whatever . . . it was 

a tribute to them, and it felt good to use that re¬ 

cord and sort of embrace that a little. 

What did they think of the song? 

She loves the album, actually She really hears 

the richness of what’s going on. I’m blessed, 

what can I say? To have parents that support 

you is nothing to take for granted. It could 

easily go the other way and you could turn 

out a very different person. 

It’s interesting that you used the word “rich¬ 

ness,” because you listen to Beauty and the 

Beat, and it’s rich with all sorts of different 

sounds. How were you making beats with a 

four track, though? 

A lot of people started with pause-button 

shit, and I tried that for a while. I tried 

fucking with belt-drive turntables, the 

ones you can’t even scratch with, just to 

hear the sound. I remember finding some 

shit on an Ice-T album, just like a bonus 

beat and I played the bass over that. Noth¬ 

ing that interesting, but in the suburbs of 

Maryland you don’t really have much else. 

Take that to the kids in the cafeteria and 

that little bullshit impresses them. 
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I found that working in a record store, where 

the world of records is so fucking ridiculously 

vast, that the more holes I fill in my record col¬ 

lection, the more holes seem to open. It feels 

like there’s going to be so many records that 

I’ll never hear, so many cultures and people’s 

stories that I’m never going to understand. It 

kind of kills me a little bit. 

That’s the thing. You don’t want to get 

caught up collecting things on a material 

level. What you can do is look at what you 

have and delve deeply into it and extract a 

lot from that one thing that’s there in front 

of you. Everything around us in some way 

reflects the greater good and reflects the 

laws of the universe. You can catch a hint 

of that in anything you see. We can’t all go 

to every beautiful scenic view across the 

globe and appreciate every beautiful sun¬ 

set that there ever was, but we all have op¬ 

portunities to do that once and a while on 

a small scale and appreciate one place at a 

time or one song at a time. That’s the key. 

If somebody has a hard time finding con¬ 

tentment they need to look at what’s in 

front of them and try to be content with 

that. Appreciate the present. Look for the 

beauty that’s there in front of you instead 

of looking elsewhere. 

Where do you find that beauty? 

I find it in human goodness. Look at some¬ 

body using their creativity to triumph over 

some surroundings that are less than flat¬ 

tering—hip hop is a shining example of that. 

The black community in the Bronx overcame 

gang violence. There’s primitive shit that hu¬ 

manity should be able to transcend, like gang 

violence, and we still haven’t overcome it 

now. War is the same thing. The whole con¬ 

flict in the Middle East is like gang violence 

to an extent—after a while, you’re blinded to 

your initial set of ethics or morals and all you 

remember is the last attack that took place on 

your people, and then you need to retaliate 

instead of just remembering the core prin¬ 

ciples that make life great. It gets compli¬ 

cated. What’s so beautiful about a thing like 

hip-hop is that they were in a bad situation 

and, while they didn’t solve the problem, they 

used their minds and the love in their hearts 

to make something beautiful. That’s the es¬ 

sence of hip hop to me—not that you even 

asked what the essence of that shit is . . . 

So what is the essence of hip hop? 

It’s love. 

So if everyone stopped being stupid and start¬ 

ed living the hip-hop ideal, everything would 

be fine? 

That shouldn’t happen, that’s not natural. 

When people are isolated and sort of con¬ 

fined to their own communities, they come 

up with beautiful, unique cultures and I 

don’t think we should ever lose that. But 

I do think we should share all of this with 

love. I think hip hop preached that idea 

early on with the eclecticism of sampling, 

like Bambaatta playing a Monkees record 

or a Beatles record next to Baby Huey. A 

wise man will see the goodness in every¬ 

thing and mix it all together. 

You seem like a pretty analog guy. 

I always like recorded music to take me 

somewhere different. I don’t want to lis¬ 

ten to some shiny new record and think, 

“I know what keyboard he used. I know he 

used a state-of-the-art studio. I know what 

outfit he was wearing.” There’s no fucking 

mystique in that shit. Unfortunately that 

prerequisite on my part ruins my listen¬ 

ing experience with a lot of current music, 

but I can’t help it. I want to be transported 

to a different place and time and to have a 

mood imposed on me that just stimulates 

my imagination or my heart or stirs my 

emotion. So when I hear a shiny bullshit 

record with 8o8’s pulverizing me like I’m 

stupid, as if I can’t make up my own mind, 

and I need to be physically assaulted with 

bass, I don’t play that shit. I want to listen 

to Billie Holiday or Robert Johnson be¬ 

fore I fuck around with that. There’s a lot 

of honesty there. But if there’s honesty in a 

brand new recording, I’ll see that, too. I’m 

not blind to that. 

Do you think that, with technology being what 

it is, that older-sounding music is going to be 

harder to come by? 

I’m not a dude who walks around with an 

Echoplex strapped to my chest—I’m not go¬ 

ing to champion that. The reason the analog 

stuff is cool to embrace is because humanity 

has a tendancy to place blind emphasis on 

evolution and forward progress, or at least 

the illusion of it. Progress is more of a hu¬ 

mane, soulful, spiritual thing. Progress is 

not owning a car that can parallel park for 

you. That doesn’t progress jou, that pro¬ 

gresses the technology. We as human beings 

need to protect our own interests. I think 

the tendency in music, especially when it’s 

driven by corporate interests that want you to 

consume and dispose, is to get tired of some¬ 

thing quickly and become anxious to buy 

the next thing, because that previous thing 

didn’t satisfy you. You really need to just slow 

down. There’s this old show called The Prisoner 

where they used the penny-farthing bicycle 

as a symbol for the same reason. He didn’t 

like the illusion of progress that everyone was 

sucked into and the old-fashioned bike stood 

for that. We need to re-evaluate what prog¬ 

ress is. Progress doesn’t always mean new, 

new, new. Sometimes you make the right de¬ 

cision or you stumble onto a great idea. No 

need to abandon it. If an Echoplex sounds 

good, or if an old, shitty mic sounds good, 

why are you running away from it? I like 

to slow down and appreciate things. Some 

people even say sampling sounds old-fash¬ 

ioned, they want keyboards, now. I’m tell¬ 

ing you that whatever we come up with at any 

given point along the timeline is valid, and 

it’s timeless. Keyboards are cool. Playing a 

single conga in the evening moonlight is cool 

too. It’s all fucking good. It’s all here for us, 

so why push any of that aside? 

You music is an old-timey bicycle! 

The old-timey bicycle should have a warm 

place in your heart. It’s like home, meta¬ 

phorically speaking. I don’t want to hear 

music turn into a bunch of cold, post¬ 

modern futuristic, inhumane shit. I like 

simple things, and I’m not in a rush. I 

fell in love with sampling and collage art 

through hip-hop, and I want to explore it 

for a long time. ® 
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BLOODSHOT RECORDS’ UFE IN THE TRENCHES’ DVD 
31 videos and live performance clips, 8 Short films, poster 
and photo galleries. 3* hours chronicling our life in the trenches featuring the 
likes of BOBBY BARE JR, RYAN ADAMS, OLD 97s, WACO BROTHERS, NERO CASE, DETROIT 
COBRAS, WAYNE HANCOCK, ALEJANDRO ESCOVEDO. A feast for the senses. 

bobby bare BOBBY BARE 1R 
The Longest Meow’ 
Unapologetically thun¬ 
derous T. Rex boogie, 
psychedelic melancholy, dynamic and down 
and dirty southern rock and a disarming 
charm. Backed by members of MY MORNING 
JACKET. 

Contact us tor a free catalog BLOODSHOT RECORDS 3039 W. Irving Park Rd„ Chicago, II60618 www.bloodshotreeords.com 

□ □ HOT CROSS 
□ □RISK REVIVAL 

NEW ALBUM IN STORES NOW 
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Noir Reunion by Johnny Ostentatious 

[[a punk-rock thriller]] 

"Noir Reunion is a good character driven drama 
that’ll make you chuckle and wonder where the 
story is going.” 

—Askew Reviews 

“Witty, frantic, peculiar, violent, sexy, funny. . .” 
—MaximumRocknRoll 

Available at: 

► Interpunk.com 

► Shocklines.com 

► ActiveBladder.com 

Active Bladder | PO Box 24607 | Phila., PA 19111 

“Forget that this is a self-published DIY novel; it’s 
as engrossing a mystery story as anything I’ve read 
lately by the pros, with believable characters, some 
nice plot twists, and a few unexpected bumps and 
turns along the way.” 

—Jersey Beat 



WE HAVE DUBYA’S BRAIN [HIDDEN IN A RELISH JAR IN OUR FRIDGE]. YES, THAT’S RIGHT. 

DO NOT __ - - [QUALE PRESS] 

BU tbooks 
WE WILL SET IT FREE. [LOOK AT WHAT DAMAGE HE’S ALREADY DONE WITHOUT A BRAIN. 

DO YOU WANT TO RISK WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF HE HAD EVEN A RELISH-SOAKED ONE, NOW REALLY?] 

IF YOU THINK THIS AD’S IN BAD TASTE, WELL, WE JUST DON’T CARE. WHAT’S GOING ON IN THIS 

nothing fictional but the accuracy or arrangement (she 
by Sawako Nakayasu 
Tracking women moving through the world, each prose sequence shimmers, as if 
viewed through a body of water. 

Precise Machine by Dennis Barone 
These poetic fictions takes us around the globe and through history, 

weaving into an epic of moments large and small. 

Even the Java Sparrows Call Your Hair by George Kalamaras 
Take a deeply spiritual and wildly electric ride on these surreal prose 
poems. Irregm 

and B 
The Other Half of the Dream by Cecil Heiman prose p 

Wake up to darkly comic prose poems from the other side of the world. |jfe’s m 

recoveri 
Mid-American Chants by Sherwood Anderson 
In the beginning of the twentieth century these songs expressed the hunger within 
those souls standing in busy city streets and in the shadow of noisy factories. 

Buies of Solitude by Eugene Savitzkaya 
Crystalline reflections on inhabiting our own masks by 

a contemporary Belgian master. 

Arrows in the Gale 
& Other Poems 

by Arturo Giovannitti 
Politically charged poetry by an early 

20th century socialist activist. 

Available directly from 

www.booksurge.com; 

Small Press 

Distribution, 

www.spdbooks.org, 

800-869-7553; or 

www.amazon.com. 

www.quale.com 

*3-ONE DAT 
$0-BOTH DATS 

ALADDIN SHRINE COMPLEX • COLUMBUS.OH 

S.^AiS-E 

GET THE LOmom AT BACKPORCHCOMICS.COM 
For the hotel special rate of $69.99 a night at the ExtendedStayAmerica 
4200 Stelzer Rd. Columbus OH call 614-428-6022 and ask for the ’’SPACE 
Event room block”. Special rate is not available on-line or at the 800 
number. 
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Think being a superhero is easy? Think it’s all jumping 

over buildings, tossing cars and sneering at bullets 

that bounce harmlessly off your chest? Gogglehead 

will set you straight. 

Who’s he? You’ve never stumbled upon Gogglehead at your lo¬ 

cal comic-book shop. He’s not the star of any blockbuster movies or 

Saturday morning kiddie cartoons, either. And powers? Unless you 

count super-chutzpah, Gogglehead doesn’t have any. 

He does have something, though, that his super-powered peers 

don’t: Gogglehead’s real, flesh and blood, a very human superhero 

patrolling the mean streets of Chippewa Falls, Wis. 

This isn’t as glamorous as it sounds. Patrolling the night streets 

isn’t always fun: During his first patrol, fog kept filling Gogglehead’s 

trademark goggles. It’s hard to spot trouble when you’re staring at a 

thick cloud of mist all night. And changing into his costume? Gog¬ 

glehead picked what he thought was a dark, quiet area in the corner of 

a parking lot. It would have been a fine place for a quick change if so 

many people didn’t insist on returning to their cars. Our real-life su¬ 

perhero had to constantly poke his head above the parked cars to make 

sure that no one caught a glimpse of his skivvies as he transformed to 

night-time masked adventurer. 

These days, Gogglehead changes in the woods, where there are 

fewer prying eyes. 

“If anyone gets any photos of a shadowy humanoid figure run¬ 

ning through the woods that they think is Bigfoot, they are sorely 

mistaken,” Gogglehead writes by e-mail. 

Early problems aside, Gogglehead—who won’t reveal his secret 

identity and would only communicate for this story over the Inter¬ 

net—hasn’t forsaken his life of adventure. He patrols at least one night 

a week, looking for people to help and suspicious activity to report to 

the police. 

Is this real, though? Is Gogglehead really out there? Did he re¬ 

ally have fog problems? Hard to say, but there are others out there, 

too, claiming to be real-life superheroes and patrolling the dark 

streets of their cities. 

The members of the real-life superhero community insist 

that they are making a difference, mostly by setting examples for 

others, teaching people that it’s OK to take a stand, get involved 

in the community, and try to help those less fortunate. But high- 

octane battles with criminals just isn’t on the agenda of most real- 

life heroes. Just check out the websites and blogs most of them run 

(They’re relatively easy to find. Some good examples are the pages 

run by Doktor DiscorD, www.myspace.com/doktordiscord and 

Citizen Prime, www.prime.vox.com,) and it becomes clear: Most 

superhero patrols are relatively quiet. 

In fact, Gogglehead and his peers are far from alone. An entire 

community of real-life superheroes patrols the streets from Los An¬ 

geles to Boise, Chicago to Phoenix. They don’t have superpowers and 

fortunately, no super-powered villains to battle, but the members 

of the real-life superhero community do have most everything else 

you’ve seen in the movies: gadgets, sidekicks, super teams, and even a 

secret headquarters (though it’s a virtual one). 

It’s not even a particularly new phenomenon. Dark Guardian, 

in his black-and-white costume, black mask, and black cape, has 

patrolled New York City for four years as a real-life superhero. He 

echoes the thoughts of his peers when he explains why people like him 

exist: “It doesn’t take superpowers to make a difference,” he said via 

telephone. “Anybody who wants to make a difference can go out and 

do it. It’s all about standing up for what’s right. It’s about not ignor¬ 

ing it when someone commits a crime in front of you. It’s about not 

throwing garbage on the floor. It’s about not walking by a homeless 

person and totally ignoring them. It’s about making the world a bet¬ 

ter place.” 

Dark Guardian even offers a promise, or a warning, depending 

on your viewpoint: There will be more real-life superheroes. It’s a 

trend that’s already started and can’t be stopped. 

Real-life adventures 
Mr. Silent, in his trademark silver mask, black bowler hat, black suit, 

white tie and white gloves, is walking the streets of Indianapolis on a 

busy night in September. He’s collected a lost driver’s license that he 

plans to turn over to the police, a feat not exactly on par with stopping 

a runaway passenger train from crashing into the ocean—not that 

there is an ocean to worry about in Indianapolis—but a good deed, 

nonetheless. 

That’s when he hears the shouting. A man and a woman are 

standing outside a bar. The man’s face is bright red, and he’s not hap¬ 

py: He’s shouting at his female companion. 

The shouts get louder, and the man pushes the woman hard 

against a wall. 

It’s time for Mr. Silent to act. 

Brandishing his silver cane, he jumps between the angry man 

and his female companion. He orders the man to leave the woman 

alone. 

The man, fueled by anger and who knows what else, isn’t ready 

to listen. He balls his fists and steps forward, moving closer to Mr. 

Silent. The hero is ready, tensing up, waiting for a confrontation, 

holding his cane in fighting position. 

What happens? Not much else. The police arrive on the scene, 

see the start of trouble and quickly hustle the angry man away. Mr. 

Silent doesn’t startle the police, not even in his full costume. In fact, 

they thanked him for his actions. 

“Strangely enough, they acted like I was supposed to be there,” 

Mr. Silent said. “They acted like it wasn’t unusual for them to see su¬ 

perheroes walking around. I guess that proves that as long as you act 

like you are doing what you’re supposed to be doing, people leave you 

alone.” 

OK, an adventure like that might send audiences streaming 

out of a superhero movie. But for Mr. Silent, it was action enough. 

Like most members of the real-life superhero community, he pre¬ 

fers working as a good Samaritan to busting up criminals. Passing 

out heating pads, food, and other supplies to Indianapolis’ homeless 

population is more his speed. He advises other real-life superheroes 

to follow his example: picking fights with suspected criminals can 

lead to a host of problems, he argues, and can result in everything 

from broken body parts to arrests. 

“That’s vigilantism,” he said. “You can’t be a superhero and 

a vigilante at the same time. Vigilantism is a crime. You can’t be a 

crime-fighter by committing crimes.” Mr. Silent is an important 

member of the real-life superhero community. He and his India- 
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napolis-based partner Doktor DiscorD have received loads of press 

in Indianapolis, appearing on local newscasts and earning feature 

stories in local magazines and newspapers. The two have even formed 

their own supergroup, the Justice Society of Justice, which includes 

members based in Chicago, Phoenix, and Salt Lake City among oth¬ 

ers. The group’s slogan: “The Justice Society of Justice, offering twice 

the justice as the leading competitors.” Mr. Silent describes as a sort 

of United Nations for real-life superheroes. 

This isn’t the only supergroup out there. The Black Monday 

Society, featuring Ghost, Ferox, and others, patrols the streets of 

Salt Lake City. The Boise Brigade patrols, fittingly, Boise. 

The members of these groups, along with the real-life super¬ 

heroes who work alone, take their alter egos seriously. Sure, they’re 

wearing funny costumes and sneaking out along the streets after 

dark. But they’re serious about what they do, and serious about mak¬ 

ing a positive difference. 

This is why Kevlex, a real-life superhero based in 

Phoenix, created the World Superhero Registry, www.world- 

superheroregistry.com. It’s a place for real-life su¬ 

perheroes to hang out. They can chat via an online 

forum, which they use to talk about creating gloves 

that allow them to shoot pepper spray from their 

fingers, the proper diet for a superhero and the 

perfect martial art for street patrols. (The con¬ 

sensus on the site is for Krav Maga, the official 

self-defense system used by the Israeli Defense 

Forces and one particularly useful for fighting 

in worst-case scenarios, such as being backed 

into corner.) There’s also a map showing 

the locations of real-life superheroes, a 

section reserved for superhero gadgets 

(though this section is mostly empty right 

now) and a listing of currently active 

real-life heroes. 

It’s a diverse mix on the registry: 

there’s Captain Jackson, who dresses 

like Batman and is actually sanctioned 

by the police force in Jackson, Mich. 

He’s aided by the Q^ueen of Hearts 

and Crimefighter Girl, his two side- 

kicks. Doktor DiscorD is another 

veteran, and a sometimes part¬ 

ner of Mr. Silent in Indianapo¬ 

lis. Then there’s Polar Man, who 

dresses in costume to shovel the 

snow from the walks of elderly resi¬ 

dents in chilly Canada. 

Of course, there are many more real- 

life superheroes who haven’t yet made the 

list. Kevlex, who admits that he spends more time running the 

registry than he does patrolling, expects the number of real-life 

superheroes to continue to grow. 

“Look at all the vast differences in human experience,” Kev¬ 

lex said. “You have everything from people who are radical Is¬ 

lamists to people who live their lives in silence at monasteries to 
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people who go out and have orgies whenever possible. You have 

people at every extreme. The superhero archetype is so in the 

public consciousness that you think there would be even more 

people out there.” 

What you won’t find a lot of, though, are female real-life su¬ 

perheroes. 

There are exceptions. Terrifica, out in New York City, has 

become semi-famous in her quest to prevent both date rape and 

women from entering into ill-advised one-night-stand encoun¬ 

ters. She, along with her blonde wig, golden mask, and metallic 

bra, have been featured on ABC News and in several magazines. 

Captain Jackson, out in Michigan, works with both the Queen of 

Hearts and Crimefighter Girl, both female. But the community is 

obviously dominated by men. 

Why? Trina Robbins, who knows both superheroes and the peo¬ 

ple who like them, has some ideas. A San Francisco resident, Robbins 

has been drawing and writing comic books for more than 30 years, 

both mainstream and alternative work, including A Centuiy of Women 

Cartoonists and The Great Women Super Heroes. One of her best-known cre¬ 

ations is GoGirl, a comic detailing the adventures of a teen super¬ 

heroine. 

Robbins says that superheroes have always been a male fanta¬ 

sy. It was that way when she was breaking into the comics industry 

and it’s that way now, she says. 

“Do women want to change things for the better? Sure, but in a 

Nancy Pelosi-kind-of way, not by dressing in costume,” she said. 

Of course, the costumes don’t help, either. Too many of the 

women in traditional superhero comics squeeze their bodies into 

skimpy, skin-tight costumes. This might turn off real female readers, 

with real bodies and real measurements, Robbins says. And starts to 

explain why more women don’t identify with super-powered crime- 

fighters. 

“Why is it, in comics, that as soon as soon as a woman devel¬ 

ops super-powers, she loses all sense of taste?” she asks. 

Saints need not apply 
Don’t think that the folks called to don the tights are saints in real 

life. Doktor DiscorD, for instance, during at telephone interview 

requests a break so that he can take a drag on a cigarette. 

“I’m certainly no Superman,” the Doktor says. 

But you don’t have to be perfect to make a difference. Besides, 

Discord, like most other real-life superheroes, doesn’t expect to 

actually jump into fist fights or throw bad guys through walls. 

He’d rather encourage others to do good by setting the right ex¬ 

ample: Passing out water bottles and blankets to the homeless or 

talking Indianapolis revelers out of drunken fistfights. 

Unfortunately for DiscorD and Mr. Silent, not everyone fol¬ 

lows their example. The Doktor admits that he’s heard tales of 

people who take the real-life superhero thing too far. 

“We had great intentions at first,” Doktor DiscorD said. “If 

other people start doing this, we thought it’d be swell. Unfortu¬ 

nately, some started using it as more of an excuse to be asshole 

vigilantes. You know, they’d go out, look real weird and wait for 

someone to be a dick to them. Good ideas always get twisted, I sup¬ 

pose. I don’t want people getting the idea that this is some kind of 

a fight club, some excuse to start fights with people.” 

A lifelong calling? 
Citizen Prime, who also patrols in Phoenix, says that his whole 

life has led him to don the costume—in his case black body armor, 

same-colored helmet, and a dark visor. He’s studied US Army in¬ 

telligence, almost applied to become a cop in Los Angeles and has 

long strived to make a difference. 

He began his patrols in the fall, and is in the process of form¬ 

ing a non-profit organization, WHO (Worldwide Heroes Organi¬ 

zation) with Dark Guardian in New York. He envisions a future in 

which both costume-clad heroes and “normal” civilians regularly 

take to the streets to perform community service in every city, 

neighborhood or town in the United States. 

“I see a future safe society,” said Citizen Prime. “I see us 

all committing good deeds, community service, civic-pride ac¬ 

tivities. It’s about picking up trash, shaking hands, those are the 

civic activities I’m talking about. I want us to form a kinship with 

everybody. I don’t want people thinking we’re all just those weird 

Internet people.” 

Prime’s planning partner, Dark Guardian, says it’s im¬ 

portant for people to step up, to turn themselves into model 

citizens, even if they never solve a crime or slip into a pair of 

spandex tights. Guardian, for example, spends most of his patrol 

time cleaning up trash-filled streets, passing out water bottles and 

clothes to the homeless, and donating toys to local children’s hos¬ 

pitals. He says his car, which does not have a catchy nickname, is 

packed with water bottles, warm clothes, and other supplies. 

Dark Guardian, who teaches martial arts for a living, says that he 

hopes he can serve as an example to others, especially to children. 

“I think people, some young people, are looking up to the 

wrong people,” he said. “I had a kid once tell me that he wanted to 

be like 50 Cent when he grew up. I thought, ‘Why him?’ People 

need new role models, new heroes to look up to.” 

This doesn’t mean that Guardian has never placed himself in 
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I see us all 

committing good deeds, 

community service, 

civic-pride activities. 

It’s about picking up 

trash, shaking hands, 

those are the 

civic activities 

I’m talking about. 

clanger. Most patrols are fairly quiet. But years ago, back before 

Dark Guardian wore a costume, he saw a man running out of a 

bar, into an alley, and then into a convenience store. Something 

about the man seemed odd. 

Guardian stepped into the store to investigate. The man was 

now running around the store throwing bottles and other mer¬ 

chandise from the shelves and onto the floor. Guardian calmly 

stepped in front of the man and blocked him into an aisle. As 

others fled the store, Dark Guardian kept the man in place as the 

clerk called for police. Offices arrived and took the man away. 

Guardian didn’t have to raise a fist to settle the situation. 

“It doesn’t take super powers to do something like that,” Dark 

Guardian said. “It’s something that any man can do, anyone who 

wants to make a difference.” 

That’s pretty serious stuff. But there’s a fun side to superher- 

oing. There’s costume design, for one thing—but it’s tricky, too. 

Ferox, a member of the Black Monday Society in Salt Lake City, 

describes on his blog the challenge his partner, Ghost, has had 

with his mask. Ghost, like any night patroller, occasionally needs 

a coffee break. Problem is, it’s hard to sip at a cup of Joe if your 

mask covers your entire face, as Ghost’s does. 

Ferox has had his own costume problems. Before changing 

his name and look, Ferox went by the decidedly unfriendly mon¬ 

iker American Corpse. His costume incorporated a gas mask, 

which turned out to be a bad idea following the terrorist attacks 

of September II. People, apparently, weren’t comfortable with 

Ferox’s fashion sense. 

Gadgets are fun, too, although most only exist in the 

imagination of real-life superheroes. One popular discussion 

on the World Superhero Registry’s forum centered on the fea¬ 

sibility of personal jetpacks. The conclusion? Yes, it’d be pos¬ 

sible for a hero to design a jetpack capable of lifting him or her 

off the ground. But controlling that jetpack smoothly enough 

to allow a hero to fly between buildings or pursue the speeding 

cars of bank robbers was deemed to be too difficult of a logisti¬ 

cal problem to make personal jetpacks a reality just yet. 

There are other gadgets now available, though. Citizen Prime 

is a fan of the ARMA IOO, a small carbon dioxide-powered hand 

cannon that shoots stun beanbags. Prime hasn’t actually used this 

weapon on his patrols, but has found plenty of other uses for it. 

he’s amused his wife and family members by loading his ARMA 

IOO with miniature Snickers bars and Mardi-Gras beads and fir¬ 

ing them into the air. He even remembers a hero who shot a pea- 

nut-butter-and-jelly sandwich out of his. 

“That’s the way we let off steam and have fun,” Prime said. 

Of course, those brief moments of fun—chatting on super¬ 

hero message boards, shooting sandwiches into the sky—are just 

a small part of the job of being a real-life superhero, Prime says. 

The main job, and Prime’s big goal, is still the business of help¬ 

ing others. 

“I hope one day we see more and more people like us,’ 

Citizen Prime said. “They don’t necessarily need the costume. 

But I would like to see people actually doing something to help 

people. Too often, we just talk about helping. I actually want 

to help.” ® 
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ambodia is full of wonderful stories—some of them told 

best through comics. Unfortunately, it is a waning ar¬ 

tistic tradition, crushed by the current realities of the 

marketplace even after surviving decades of war and censorship. 

I sat in an open-air restaurant, hunched over my amok, a na- 

~~4ional dish of steamed, curried fish and served, here in .an .open- 

coconut, as the sounds and smells of Phnom Penh rampaged about 

me. I mopped at my face sweating in the midday heat, and thumbed 

through my small stack of Khmer (Cambodian language) comic 

books splayed out in front of me. The comics, mostly drawn sev¬ 

eral decades before, had been ripped off, copied, and resold, with 

no money going back to the original artist or publisher, evidence 

' of Th^Tacfk of copyright prmection in one of the^most corrupt "and 

lawless countries in the world. 

Being both a cartoonist and a compulsive traveler, I’ve wan- 

-,^dered,the globe lookingJor comics scemes.TLarely^haveTuruja inJtcua. 

wealth of comics art like that which exists in Cambodia. I had expect¬ 

ed more of an influence from Japan and China, but Khmer comics 

x,, were clearly inspired by French and perhaps Indian and American 

* artists, with an emphasis on realistic figures, cross-hatching, and a 

large amount of text. Unlike their influences, however, Khmer art¬ 

ists rarely use panel borders (with only 

two W three panels' per page created in 

such instances), instead breaking apart 

the page with the use of collaged images 

Clearly, the French colonial oc¬ 

cupation had dropped a Western art 

form into a culture already rich with its 

mill*};*,. 

own tales and storytelling techniques, 

a culture which quickly made the form 

its own. I was, in fact, wearing a symbol 

this~ve ry 

In a country of 
limited resources, a 
high crime rate, and 
endemic corruption, 
the enforcement of 
copyright protection 

is a low priority 

depicting the intrepid reporter on the 

back of a Cambodian tricycle taxi (or “cyclo”), captioned “Tin- 

^^J.1.H^jUlL^^G^fflbQ jge’’^<3"intin in Cambodia”). Herge never wrote a 

Tintin story set in Cambodia, and I’m sure his publisher never re¬ 

ceived a single franc from the guerilla T-shirt designer for the use 

of the character, but there I was wearing it. 

had picked up my pile or comic books at one of the many small, 

street-side shacks selling newspapers, foreign magazines, and sweets. 

Almost all of them had Khmer comics for sale as well, made from 

iribMiedikover**pieee s -ef-eheap *-n«wsprii^paper^ covers— 

printed on the backs of higher-quality, recycled typing paper. And 

by recycled I do mean previously used: on the inside of one of the horror 

„ Cpmics was an employee’s letter of recommendation from the US 

p|V 

Trade Representative, and I’ve even heard of the cover of a romance 

comic unwittingly printed on the back of, ironically enough, a di¬ 

vorce agreement, complete with thumbprints (Plaut, p i). 

The method oT HiTs arfilHc^Theft was particularly amusing to 

me. Every one of the pages in these comics was hand silk-screened. 

In the States, where machines are plentiful and labor and time 

are valuable, simply having a hand-silk-screened cover on a mini¬ 

comic (a self-made, zine-style comic book) makes it worth more. 

Americans find the extra time and effort of the creator intrinsic 

in handcrafted art to be an added bonus, and a point of sale. In 

Cambodia, as in the entire developing world, the opposite is true. 

Labor and time are plentiful and cheap, while machines and their 

products are valuable, making a book printed on an offset machine 

worth more than a book printed entirely by hand. Handmade 

comics aren’t objects of art; they’re simply the standard format. In 

Cambodia, even the photocopier, the ultimate tool of the zine and 

minicomics creator in the States, isn’t DIY at all, but just one more 

expensive machine. 

The lavishly illustrated comics I was devouring along with 

my meal were a lesson in contrast to the frantic bustle of the street 

scene in front of me; for the most part they represented a more ide¬ 

alised Cambodia, often in the historical past or less urban places 

where traditional life continued. Most were either romance comics 

or retellings of folktales and legends. 

Of course there was still plenty of drama in the stories; sub¬ 

jects ranged from a weretiger woman hiding her true identity from 

an unsuspecting village, to a wife who must learn self-reliance after 

being left by her husband to become a Buddhist monk, to a clever 

peasant boy who outwits a king. Alhough modern dramas were also 

represented they were noticeably apolitical, despite Cambodia’s— 

one of the modern world’s most turbu¬ 

lent and blood-soaked political land¬ 

scapes—recent history of death camps, 

foreign occupation, and bombings. 

This is not exactly surprising, consid¬ 

ering that everything smacking of ar¬ 

tistic expression was brutally crushed 

during the Khmer Rouge period, and 

the censors of the Vietnamese regime 

installed for a time afterwards took a 

dim view of political art that did not fit 

within party guidelines. 

The current danger to this artis¬ 

tic legacy of Cambodian comics is perhaps even more insidious 

than war or censorship, however. Virtually all of the comics sold in 

the shops now are illegal reprints of work published from the mid 

1980’s to mid 1990’s, (as well as a few from the 1960’s and early 

1970’s, before the Khmer Rouge took control), when there was 

a great demand for local stories as the country recovered socially 

and economically from the bloody horror of the Khmer Rouge 

regime, and before movies and video games began to enter the 

-market, resulting in the decline of Khmer written material such 

as comics in the largely-illiterate country. The artists and publish¬ 

ers of the original material receive nothing from the current sales 

of their work, though they never made much from the initial ones 

either. Many printed and distributed their comics themselves, and 

when sales were not good, would sell their original art for cash to 

a “middleman,” therefore somewhat accidentally giving up their 

copyrights. But many other comics have been reprinted without 

permission as well. 

Uth Roeun, one of the most respected Cambodian cartoonists 

and the creator of about 30 comics from 1960-1965 and then later 

in the 1980’s, noted in a recent interview that he had found his 

comics reprinted, but with his name taken off. “Most of my comics 
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are lost. I found some in markets, but the name was changed. They 

were my comics, but without my name” (Plaut, p 2). 

This lack of copyright protection even carries over into for¬ 

eign comics coming into the country. I visited a large, friendly, 

Wisconsin man who owns Fantastic Planet, the only comic-book 

store in Phnom Penh (which only has a small.section-devoted- to 

Khmer comics). He had filled the majority of his store with his 

old collection of American comics from when he was a kid, which 

he sold to the Westerners in his largely expat neighborhood. He 

also, however, had hand-photocopied and bound reprints of new 

American comics and books that had fallen into his hands, selling 

on demand. He had a particular fondness for the works of Brian 

"*W<56d, a Bay Area; independent tromics Wf itet4. When 1 toldTiinv 

that I was a cartoonist myself and knew Brian, he blushed .deeply 

and handed me an US$20 bill. “Tell him I’m sorry about ripping 

off hisxomicsy”. he tolcLme,, ”and> thaLthis^sJb^uidj[u^ver.sQxaue o£what 

I’ve made off them.” 

I handed the bill back to the owner, and told him that Brian 

probably didn’t care so much, and that better would be for me to 

tell him that he had a fan and a free place to crash in Phnom Penh 

anytime he wanted to come. 

The copyright problem is no longer 

*^ sr lega Terrier I11 ant i cipatio no f member^ 

ship to the World Trade Organization, 

a Trademark Law entered into force in 

Qjaiixbild 1 a.,Jn _February J2OOgefore 

this came into effect, there was no civil 

law on intellectual property protection, 

and so trademark and copyright issues 

were governed primariTyTjy practices, 

ministerial announcement, and by ref¬ 

erencing provisions in other laws. This 

-is- per haps due C« mb od ian-politic-Si^ copyright law is- »-decid¬ 

edly capitalist preoccupation, and so the socialist Southeast Asian 

countries (Cambodia, Vietnam, and Laos) were much slower to 

^mbrace such legal reforms than their capitalist neighbors. 

There remains, however, the bigger problem of implemen¬ 

tation. Bootlegged comic books, alongside illegal CDs, DVDs, 

books, and other media, still dominate the marketplaces of Cam¬ 

bodia, as in other developihgnationrwft 

pushing out opportunities for legally produced material that would 

carry a higher cover price. In a country of limited resources, a high 

"trimt rate, an eLende mic eorrupt io»t- t^^e-enforeement n£xnpyrtght - 

protection is a low priority. It also requires political will, which has 

been more interested in economic development and regional secu- 

that is changing as investors and trading partners seek_ 

access to an opening market in Cambodia. 

When I left the restaurant, traffic swarmed in front of me. Cars 

barreled through the choked streets, pushing past bicycles and tall, 

statelytricycleHHsrand fighting for position with the real ruIeroT' 

the Phnom Penh roads, the motorbike. There were throngs of the 

latter, carrying everything from frantic businessmen, to five-person 

families, to a butcher with three, large, live hogs tied to the back of 

the seat. There were also motorbike taxis (called “motodops”), which 

were often quite aggressive with foreigners. 

If a society wants 
to reap the benefits 

of art, it must 
provide protection 

Tor.its artists 

I brushed aside several of the more persistent motodops, ex¬ 

plaining that I didn’t need a ride, but was waiting for a friend. 

Luckily he did finally arrive, just as my patience (the single most 

important virtue while traveling in Cambodia) was wearing thin. 

John Weeks hopped off his motorbike, parked it, and made 

a beeline for me. I wasn’t that hard to spot; a Caucasian giant in 

Cambodia. John, while also a white guy, was closer to Cambodian 

size, with a wiry frame, big eyes, and an infectious smile. 

Weeks grew up in Southern California, and was an avid comic 

book fan and creator from early on. In college he was introduced to 

Cambodian culture, which led to an MA in Asian Studies in Mel¬ 

bourne, giving him the chance to learn the Khmer language as well 

as participate in Australia’s thriving DIY comics scene. He even¬ 

tually moved to Cambodia for a position at an academic research 

center in Siem Reap, the town nearest to Angkor Wat, Cambodia’s 

spectacular Hindu/Buddhist ruins and largest tourist attraction. 

Then, in 2003, he relocated to Phnom Penh to delve into the pub¬ 

lishing world. 

“I see you’ve got a copy of an Em Satya book,” he said to me af¬ 

ter the exchange of greetings. “He’s amazing.” 

“Yeah, his work looks a lot like pre-code American comics 

from the 1940’s and 1950’s ...” 

“I actually was planning on tak¬ 

ing you to go see Satya. He lives nearby 

and is a friend of mine. He was part of 

the “Comics of Cambodia” exhibition I 

curated at the French Cultural Center,” 

Weeks told me. We hopped on his bike, 

and plunged into the flow (there is one 

if you know how to look) of traffic. I held 

on a bit too tightly, and tried to continue 

our small talk through clenched teeth. 

Em Satya was one of a number of cartoonists who came to 

prominence in the socialist 1980’s, when Cambodia was controlled 

by its neighbor Vietnam and artists were often referred to as “com¬ 

rades. Fortunately, the Ministry of Culture censors were more 

interested in novels than comic books, and this was quite a prolific 

time for Khmer cartoonists. Satya himself produced a number of 

books then, and became well respected for his storytelling ability 

and the quality of his line work. He also achieved fame as the edi¬ 

torial cartoonist “Nono” during the 1990’s in the newspaper Cam- 

bodge Soir. 

After a harrowing 15 minutes, we arrived at Satya’s home, a 

ramshackle wooden structure in a poor neighborhood of the capi¬ 

tal. We entered, and I met Satya’s wife, son, and finally the artist 

himself. He was a small, quiet man that radiated a sense of poise, 

especially when he took his seat back behind his drawing table and 

picked up his brush. 

“Em Satya lost the use of his right arm after a stroke in 2001.” 

Weeks described the slow and meticulous way that the artist went 

about his craft. He had to learn how to paint all over again with 

his left hand.” Satya applied his lines with painstaking delibera¬ 

tion, but the image on the paper, that of a young woman in tradi¬ 

tional dress, was more extraordinary than even the artwork I had 

seen in his comics. 
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“He obviously regained 

his skills, but the extra time 

it takes him makes it harder 

for him to make his living 

as an illustrator,” said my 

friend. 

“Did he ever make much 

money making comic books 

back in the day?” I asked. 

“No,” replied Weeks, 

“almost none of them did. 

Most cartoonists had a day 

job, maybe as an art teacher, 

an architect, or a portrait 

painter, and would do com¬ 

ics on the side. Sin Yang 

Pirom, one of the few worn- ,, 

en artists, gave up drawing 

comics for a more stable job selling noodles in the market to feed 

her growing family. Now, with the problem of bootleggers, local 

cartoonists don’t even see a point in attempting to publish. 

After my friend explained in Khmer what we were talking 

about, Satya got up and pulled out a manuscript from a heavy, 

wooden box in the clutter behind his desk. He showed me some of 

the pages, clearly done in his old style from before the stroke. 

“He began this book back in 1988.” Weeks translated for Sa¬ 

tya. “It’s a graphic novel almost a hundred pagesdorrgrantl needs 

about fifteen more pages drawn by his left hand. He would love to 

finish it, but he’s sitting on it until the current situation changes. 

It’s too heartbreaking to put a book out on the market, just to watch 

it be immediately stolen from under your nose.” He added, “When 

we did the exhibition, we included an ‘unpublished’ section. We’re 

finding many artists out there with dusty manuscripts, about all 

kinds of subjects.” 

I thanked Satya for his time, and, after getting him to sign 

the (illegally printed) comics of his that I had bought, Weeks and I 

headed out. As I emerged once again into the-chaos of the Phnom* 

Penh streets, I realized that I had stumbled across one more of 

those privileged assumptions I had as a citizen of the developed 

world. When I create a comic book, I don’t worry about people 

stealing my stories and destroying my business; I would actually be 

flattered if someplace like Fantastic Planet decided to-photocopy 

my books and sell them. But that’s because everyone who buys my 

comics knows that they’re my work, and at feast some of that money 

will come back into my hands. 

I touched my Tintin T-shirt, damp from the heat, and 

thought about all the times I’ve been on the other side of this 

copyright debate. The very reason I loved this T-shirt was the de¬ 

lightfully subversive quality of a former colohy illegally swiping 

the images of its colonizer. I make minicomics that are parodies 

of copyrighted characters, and my own boyfriend is now in a legal 

battle with a French court over his right to parody a Che image. 

Copyright protection can clearly have a stifling impact on creativ¬ 

ity, when used too harshly. 

Cambodia, however, showed me the flip side to this, what 

ill 
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happens when there is a complete lack of copyright protection and 

artists have no control over their own material. There are creators 

who do their art for themselves with no thought of either distrib¬ 

uting that work or making money from it, but if a society wants to 

reap the benefits of art, it must provide protection for its artists. 

There must be at least the possibility of generating income and 

garnering recognition as incentives for artists to contribute their 

part in society. If that doesn’t happen, the result is, as in Cambo¬ 

dia, artists sitting on their material, unable to publish it for fear of 

^theft andTiopingTor the situation to change. Ultimately, if changes 

never happen, many artists will never even bother making their 

work at all. 

"~^'Sa*dly," in' a country such as Cambodia with such a vibraiTt 

artistic tradition and dramatic history, where the people des¬ 

perately need to be telling their tales to each other and to us 

- abroad? the end result-oTthis lack oFprotection is a-los^of-ster¬ 

ries for everyone. ® 
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The topic of prison has been on the mouths and in the 

minds of the public more than ever in the past year- 

controversy has erupted around the detainees at Guan¬ 

tanamo Bay, major corruption has been exposed in state prison 

administrations in Florida, Georgia, and California, and the 

battle over lethal injection is still raging strong. However, this 

heightened awareness doesn’t do much for the conditions of the 

3,186,230 Americans currently incarcerated. The prison popula¬ 

tion has quadrupled since 1980—US jails now boast a higher rate 

of incarceration than any other country in the world except Rus¬ 

sia. And a recent BBC expose shows that many American prison¬ 

ers are subjected to intimidation and abuse by attack dogs, cattle 

prods, stun guns, and other torture tactics. It’s no wonder that 

prison reform activism has been taking a new and provocotive 

turn. The most innovative activism surrounding prison issues 

as of late has come from an unlikely source: inmates themselves. 

Despite all literal, figurative, and ideological barriers, many of 

today’s prisoners are coming together, working to change not only 

their own unfair conditions, but also the big-picture injustices of 

America’s prison system. 

Bodies as Protest: Direct Action Behind Bars 
Steven Woods is a Punk Planet reader, a former bassist, and a death- 

row inmate in Texas s Polunsky Unit, a segregated housing insti¬ 

tution where inmates are locked in their cells for 22 hours each 

day. They’re also denied group recreation, religious services, art 

programs, work programs, TVs, and contact visits—even though 

state policy technically allows prisoners most of these amenities. 

After failed attempts to ameliorate conditions through legal chal¬ 

lenges and complaints to the administration, Woods decided that 

he and his fellow inmates would need to take matters to a different 

level: nonviolent resistance, in the form of a hunger strike. The 

protest, Woods and his co-inmates believed, just might be drastic 

enough to catch the attention of both the prison administration 

and the public. Plus, he says, these days, the mood is ripe. 

I think a rising number of people in prison are becoming radi¬ 

cal in the light of prison reform,’’ Woods says. "This was sort of in¬ 

evitable. You keep locking us up and we agitate and educate and help 

our fellows rise above their chains. You place us in a situation where 

all the fuel is already there, and all it needs is a spark.” As prison 

populations continue to skyrocket, the numbers of potential agitators 

increase, as well. Lately, prisoners can also cite the well-publicized 

abuses in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Guantanamo Bay as fuel for their 

actions against the American prison complex. 

The Polunsky hunger strike kicked off at the beginning of Oc¬ 

tober of 2006. The last three strikers ended their fast on November 

4** Woods finally consented to be fed after overhearing a nurse saying 

that his kidneys would soon stop functioning—an ironic example of 

Polunsky’s neglect of prisoners’ medical needs. Though he was will- 

ing to starve to death, Woods was not keen on living out the rest of 

his days in Polunsky with serious internal organ damage—especially 

since only three strikers were still fasting, and it was unlikely that the 

prison administration would begin changing policies in response to 

such a small group. However, Woods says, October’s strike was just 

the beginning. He’s currently working to build a strong coalition in 
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Being an activist in this day and age is a 

constant struggle to get your voice heard— 

now try doing it from behind prison walls 

the prison reform community that will stand behind prisoners when 

they strike again. A second fast is scheduled to begin May 6, 2007- 

“The biggest part of being an activist is reaching out and in¬ 

stilling the spirit of revolution and resistance in our fellows, to 

break the herd mentality,” Woods says. Direct, physical actions 

like hunger strikes are a shock to the system: not only to the ad¬ 

ministrative system, which must come face-to-face with the effects 

of its policies, but to the systems of protesters themselves, who by 

voluntarily taking on trying circumstances, prove that they retain 

some agency over their lives. 

Steph Turner, a writer, zine publisher, activist, and student 

who was released from prison in 2005 after a 12-year incarcera¬ 

tion, points out that some inmates are carrying out direct-action 

protests simply by living their lives in defiance of stereotypes and 

rigid categorization. Responding to harsh treatment with an atti¬ 

tude of grace and personal morality, she says, is a protest in and of 

itself. While in prison, Turner focused on deepening her spiri¬ 

tuality and developing love for herself and others, maintaining 

the view, “Where I exist, there are not disposable souls, for we are 

all connected no matter what we think or do.” As a transgender 

prisoner, Turner faced particularly harsh conditions: prison ad¬ 

ministrators generally force trans inmates to conform to gender 

norms, living a life that feels constantly false and painful. Yet, 

notes Turner, each trans inmate’s physical presence, just by exist¬ 

ing, poses a political challenge to the prison system. 

“It is my view that the transgender experience of transcend¬ 

ing gender binarism implicitly challenges other relative divisions, 

including the relatively arbitrary distinction between ‘guilt’ and 

‘innocence,’” Turner says. “At some visceral level, we are a threat 

to the status quo of Western culture with its heavy reliance upon 

discrete categories. This must be an annoyance to the prison in¬ 

dustrial complex.” 

Indeed, showing up the complexities of all people—including 

those that happen to be in prison—forms a critical part of prison- 

based activism. And reworking the public’s image of “inmate 

requires a deep questioning of one automatic assumption: that 

people in prison are always guilty. 

Prisonroots: Working from the Floor Up 
Death-row inmate Hasan Shakur was executed on August 31 for 

a crime for which he claimed innocence until the end: the case 

against him, he explained, was based on a false, coerced confes¬ 

sion he had made when first arrested. However, beyond protesting 

his own sentence, Shakur founded two organizations and a web 

page—all still in operation—while he was behind bars, in order 

to work toward the liberation of falsely accused prisoners and the 

recognition of the human rights of all inmates. 

When he entered jail nine years ago, Shakur was confused, sad, 

and angry. The years of his life stretched before him, seemingly pur¬ 

poseless. Yet once in prison, surrounded by depression and impend¬ 

ing doom, Shakur was hit with the urge to take action. 

“He turned from a boy into a man in prison,” says his wife, 

Debbie Frazier. “His motivation was all the wrongdoing around 

him. He felt he needed to speak out and let the world know what 

was going on.” 
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Shakur began to express himself via the written word, break¬ 

ing through the psychological barriers that boxed in his potential, 

since he couldn’t break through the physical ones. “With my thoughts 

bleeding through / this pen attacking the lock that / has imprisoned 

my brain!” he wrote in one poem. Being in prison—having most of 

his rights to speak out removed—alerted Shakur to how important it 

was to use the few rights he did have, and he spoke out in any way he 

could. He began to file grievances and urged others to call and write 

to the prison administration about the unfair treatment and lack of 

legal aid given to himself and fellow inmates. He zeroed in on the 

small, practical points that needed to be covered in order to help 

other prisoners with their cases. The constant, physical reality of his 

incarceration kept him driven toward the priorities of the moment. 

Inmate activists often speak of how each small decision they make and 

each minute they spend immersed in service can mean life or death 

for someone else; this reality is much more heavily present for them 

than for prison reformers on the outside. Thus, Shakur took on the 

role of assigning outsiders tasks to further his causes. 

“In practically every letter he wrote me, he would include a list 

of things that I needed to look up for somebody,” says Shakur’s best 

friend and co-organizer, Knut Erik Paulli. “They ranged from look¬ 

ing up a person or an organization, to doing a background check on 

an attorney, to looking up cases and laws, and even contacting family 

and friends of a fellow inmate to give them a push to help and assist 

their loved one behind bars.” 

Determined to plant a seed of prison reform that would con¬ 

tinue growing after his death, Shakur founded Operation Love Inspiration 

Freedom and Equality (OLIFE), a newsletter that—unlike most publications 

about prison issues—features the words of inmates themselves. OLIFE 

focuses on the corruption and injustice that is built into the legal sys¬ 

tem and the structure of prisons. The newsletter includes firsthand 

stories of prison life, interviews with prisoners, poetry, artwork, and 

legal advice. Shakur planned for the development of OLIFE into a full- 

fledged organization aimed at granting prisoners help and educat¬ 

ing the public. (According to Paulli, it’s on its way.) In 2005, Shakur 

founded a second publication, the Human Rights Coalition Texas Branch News¬ 

letter, with the goal of organizing the families of prisoners into a pow¬ 

erful lobby for prison reform. 

“He knew that he would probably not live to see these changes 

that he worked so hard for,” Paulli says. “But he stayed true to his 

visions and goals, and he had a hope and belief that one day—one 

day the change would come.” This type of faith influences much 

prison activism: inmates know that, given the constraints of their 

circumstances, they can’t lead a one-person revolution. They 

don’t expect to watch the world fall in line with their dreams—but, 

by continuing to dream and to act, they are contributing crucial 

pieces to a slow-building force of resistance. 

Building Communication, From the Inside Out 
Since prisoner-initiated activism is necessarily cooperative, inmates 

must work tirelessly for the right to communicate. And since phone 

and in-person communication is severely limited, newsletters (like 

Hasan Shakur s two) have become a favorite mode of spreading the 

word. For Ohio death-row inmate, Siddique Abdullah Hasan, a 

newsletter has served as a vital pathway of communication between 

two groups of people who might never otherwise speak: death-row 

inmates and murder victims’ families. Hasan, who describes his 

prison cell as “just another office,” dreamed up Compassion in 1991, 

and served as its editor until last March. Compassions pages focus on 

the positive contributions death-row inmates are making to society, 

based on the idea that the inmates, as people, are not only composed of 

the worst deed they’ve done in their lives. It also includes a “Victim’s 

Voice” section, which allows family members of victims to express 

their grief. Additionally, Compassion s staffers have established a col¬ 

lege scholarship fund for victims’ family members. The fund has so 

far awarded more than $21,000 in scholarships. In the first issue of 

Compassion, Hasan noted that scholarships are not meant to attempt 

to erase family members’ losses; they are instead a “compassionate 

gesture,” expressing remorse for victims’ deaths and showing how 

sympathy and kindness can arise in all people—even those who have 

committed murder. 

Publishing the words of inmates—especially when those words 

display true emotion—is one of the most important steps that can be 

taken toward the reform of prison conditions and the abolition of the 

death penalty, says Woods, who is in the process of producing a zine, 

tentatively titled The Continuing Struggle of a Nail in My Coffin. 

Our writing shows we’re not what ‘normal people’ perceive us to 

be, puts us on a level with them, connects us to them,” he says. “How 

can we achieve any kind of change if we’re perceived as dumb beasts, 

fuck-ups?” In other words, it’s easy to be pro-death-penalty when 

you don’t perceive those being put to death as people. Additionally, 

writing and seeing their work distributed reaffirms inmate-activists’ 

commitment to their causes, Woods says. And in circumstances as 

dire as those at Polunsky, reaffirming a commitment to one’s cause 

also serves as an affirmation of one’s own existence. “It lifts our 

hearts above the walls,” Woods says. 

Stephen Hartnett, a University of Illinois communications pro¬ 

fessor who also teaches creative writing in prisons, holds that writing 

a good poem can be the first step toward being a political activist. He 

encourages his students to share their creative work with their law¬ 

yers, to convey their identity and history. 

You have to be able to get behind those poems, support those 

poems, Hartnett says. My position is that any act of expression by 

a person that marginalized is a political gesture; it’s expanding the 

realm of who gets to talk in our public space.” 

Hartnett points out that the macho culture of male prisons 

often works against inmates, preventing some potential com¬ 

munication with the outside. The culture discourages emotional 

displays, yet this very type of expression—the admission of vul¬ 

nerability and compassion and the dissolution of the “hardened 

criminal” image—is one of the most important political tools 

available to prisoners, Hartnett says. 

The mixing of personal and political is key to promoting prison 

reform from the inside. When the public begins to tune in to the 

emotions of prisoners, those prisoners become people instead of statis¬ 

tics and inmates themselves, who have tuned out their own emotions 

over years of conforming to the standards of machismo, begin to view 

themselves as people, as well. 

Brandon Gatson, a recently released Michigan prisoner and 

political poet, echoes Hartnett’s sentiment, noting that writing can 
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become a form of inner activism. Chan¬ 

neling strong feelings into words instead of 

into violence is a choice that defies the rigid 

stereotypes and assumptions of the prison 

system, he says. It also provides a calm mode 

for thinking through ideas for larger-scale 

social change. 

“Whenever something’s in my mind 

now that bothers me, I can just write about 

it,” he says of discovering poetry. “People 

don’t tend to deal with things—I do, by writ¬ 

ing about them. I get that stuff off my shoul¬ 

ders.” Getting that stuff is off one’s shoul¬ 

ders, Gatson says, is a humbling experience; 

but it also helps prisoners gain a new respect 

for self. And recouping a sense of self-worth 

while in prison is itself a brave act of protest. 

Maintaining Connections: Activism 
from the Outside In 

For prisoners who developed activist roots 

while inside, the spark usually doesn’t die 

easy. In fact, some of the most important 

allies for inmates working to improve their 

conditions and reform the prison system are 

fellow inmates who’ve been released. For¬ 

mer political prisoner Ed Mead is a prime 

example. Incarcerated for 18 years, he spent 

his time in the Washington State Penitentia- 

ry organizing a Men Against Sexism group, 

writing, and contemplating the prison-in¬ 

dustrial complex. Once out, he immediately 

began sending money to political prison¬ 

ers who were still locked up. After awhile, 

Mead’s pocketbook was hurting, and he was itching for a way to help 

prisoners help themselves. So he created the site Prison Art (at www. 

prisonart.org): both a moneymaker and a political tool. 

“I figured that if I put up a website where prisoners could sell 

their arts and crafts, they could make themselves some money and 

create consciousness-raising art at the same time,” Mead says. He ex¬ 

pected political prisoners to be the main participants in his program, 

but this wasn’t the case—in fact, most of the artists who’ve contributed 

to Mead’s site aren’t in prison for political reasons, but have devel¬ 

oped an activist streak while inside. Prison Art provides them with a 

canvass for that streak, and Mead himself provides them with an ex¬ 

ample of continued activism upon release. In addition to Prison Art, 

he’s founded the Mark Cook Freedom Committee (which lobbied for 

and achieved the release of a co-defendant), organized the Seattle 

Mumia Defense Committee, and served as vice president of the Se¬ 

attle chapter of the National Lawyers’ Guild. 

Like Mead, Brandon Gatson developed an activist drive on 

the inside that has fueled his efforts and dreams since his recent 

release. Though he experienced a major bout of depression when 

first incarcerated, Gatson eventually became involved with the 

Prison Creative Arts Project (PCAP), an Ann Arbor-based or- 

The macho culture of male 

prisons discourages 

emotional displays, yet this 

very type of expression— 

the admission of vulnerability 

and compassion and the 

dissolution of the “hardened 

criminal” image—is one of 

the most important political 

tools available to prisoners 

ganization that provides prisoners with 

opportunities to explore art, creative writ¬ 

ing, music, theater, and dance. Gatson 

discovered both a love of poetry and a rev¬ 

olutionary spirit. He decided that his mis¬ 

sion, while in prison, would be to improve 

conditions for less fortunate inmates. 

“I didn’t expect to change the whole 

prison system; but I did change individu¬ 

als’ lives,” Gatson says. “I wanted to make life 

t % more comfortable for the people who have to 

\ \ be in there for the rest of their lives.” 

Since a passion for language trans¬ 

formed Gatson’s own life, he aimed—and 

continues to aim—to introduce that love to 

other prisoners. Gatson created a series of 

vocabulary classes for his fellow inmates: 

he found a dictionary and selected a list of 

complex words each week, then copied and 

passed out the lists to others in prepara¬ 

tion for periodic quizzes. 

Now that he’s out, Gatson lends his 

firsthand experience to help others be¬ 

come better prison activists: he occasion¬ 

ally visits classes at the University of Mich¬ 

igan, sharing his knowledge and views on 

what students can do for inmates. He em¬ 

phasizes the importance of voting—since 

inmates are disenfranchised, everyone on 

the outside has the opportunity to advo¬ 

cate for inmates simply by going to the 

polls and voting in their interest. Gatson 

also continues to write poetry that chal¬ 

lenges the prison system. He writes in “I’m 

Too Much”: “No form of imprisonment can hold me captive / I’m 

too much / Liberation is a cycle of fate / Regardless of how long 

I’ve been captured / I’m too much / Your forces are not enough to 

keep me remanded / Your chains of bondage shall I escape / I’m 

too much.” 

For those of us on the outside who want to assist incarcer¬ 

ated activists, perhaps the best place to turn is to people like 

Gatson, Mead, and Steph Turner (who continues to run a pris¬ 

on-based zine, communicating regularly with her co-writers 

inside). These folks know the prison experience: its hardships 

and its loopholes; the cracks in its exterior that allow for the 

possibility of change. To connect would-be reformers with the 

prisoners they aim to aid, Daniel Sturm and his wife Angela 

Jancius, prison reform activists in Ohio, recently set up Pris- 

onersolidarity.org, a website that publishes news and views by 

prisoners and their allies. Its goal: to bolster the inside/out¬ 

side connection, helping the “concerned public” lend a hand to 

activists behind bars. 

“We wanted to give prisoners a microphone to tell their sto¬ 

ry,” Sturm says. “It’s a powerful strategy, to seek an analogy with 

journalism, to ‘let the people’s voices speak for themselves.’” ® 
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Facing budget 
hostile to free 

By Ken Krayeske 

It Youth-Self 
cuts and administrators 
speech, 

ligh-school journalists look Outside 
school walls to find their voices 

eith Hefher edited The Optimist, his high-school paper in KAnn Arbor, MI in 1972- But it wasn’t a story he wrote 

that showed him the importance of giving voice to the 

concerns of young people. Before he joined the paper, The Optimist 

ran a story describing how the football coach maneuvered to keep 

a black student from playing quarterback, Hefner says. 

“The coach put him in a different position, even though he 

was the best player for quarterback,” Hefner Says. “When that is¬ 

sue came out, the principal locked it into the safe and refused to 

distribute it.” 

Ensuing protests forced the principal to hand out the paper, 

and within a week, k new quarterback marshaled the offense. His 

chance to play arrived at the hands of high-school journalism. 

Reflecting on the events 35 years lateif, Hefner says the inci¬ 

dent taught him and everyone in his school an important lesson. 

It showed me that it was important to have a voice, and it 

jshowed me the power of the press—racial justice was addressed,” 

Hefner says. It showed me how the stuff you can criticize the 
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communities the opportunity to pursue writing where their high 

schools have failed thein. 

The high school newspapers that didn’t fall victim to budget 

cuts in the late 1970s are today constricted by a 1988 US Supreme 

Court opinion, Hazelwood v. Kuhlmeier, which says that if the 

school pays for the speech, the school can censor it. 

The common law decision arose from a situation where the 

principal at Hazelwood East High School in Missouri, reading 

a proof of the Spectrum before it went to press, literally ripped two 

stories out of it—one about teen pregnancy, the other about the 

impact of divorce on high-school students. 

The students sued to protect their free Speech rights. They 

lost. The court’s decision for the Hazelwood school district repre¬ 

sented a massive shift from Tinker v. Des Moines, the court’s 1971 

expansion of student speech rights. 

Tinker ruled that the Des Moines school district wrongly 

suspended lead plaintiffs John and Mary Beth Tinker for wear¬ 

ing black armbands to school to protest the Vietnam War. Tinker 

held that if the students create the speech outjside of school with 

out using school resources to produce it, and if the speech doe 

not disrupt normal classroom activities, students can say wha 

they please. 

“The famous line from the case-students don’t shed thei 

constitutional rights at the school house door’j—that energized th< 

whole underground press movement,” Hefner says. 

Come 1972, Hefner edited an underground paper that servec 

all Ann Arbor s high schools and middle schools. Despite Tinker 

though, school administrators still tried to lock speech. 

His paper published a teacher’s account <hf her firing for us¬ 

ing an underground paper from the Black Panthers, the radica 

racial justice organization targeted by the US government, foi 

Iclassroom exercisesl.!....j.. 
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“There was a teacher in a middle school working with a group 

of kids who were non-readers,” Hefner recalled. “She brought in 

copies of Black Panthers’ newspapers. Kids were interested in it 

and she started using it as a supplementary text. 

Her story recounted how the paper inspired students, then 

described the hammer falling. 

“I was dumbstruck when I saw a professional educator banned 

for using a tool for literacy,” Hefner says. “It was more important 

that the kids be kept docile than be learning to read. We had no 

idea that this kind of hypocrisy was going on.” 

The jump to start NYC and lead a youth journalism revolution 

[wasn’t far from there. Hefner had heard about a paper in Chicago 

called New Expressions that was an independent citywide newspaper 

for teens. 

“It was not an underground newspaper like others at that 

time. A lot of underground papers were outrageous—filled with 

sex and drugs and curses—in addition to alternative politics, He¬ 

fner says. 

But New Expressions Was different. “I was intrigued by the idea 

that kids could have a jvoice and not get shut down, he says. He 

moved to the east coast in the mid-l97^-|s> $nd someone chal¬ 

lenged him to establish a New Expressions for New York City. 

The papers following NYC’s wake—Youth Outlook! in San Fran¬ 

cisco, LA Youth, Vox in Atlanta and Echoes from the Streets in Hartford! 

(which this reporter started in 200l)—were formed with the pa¬ 

rameters of Hazelwood and Tinker in mind., i -.1 

Youth Outlook!, or YO! was started by the Pacific News Service in 

San Francisco in 1989 because of Hazelwood, says managing edi¬ 

tor Kevin Weston. He began working for YO! in 1990 as a 22 year 

old, helping to develop radio programming. 

‘TO/ has been about getting the youth voice into the public 

discourse,” Weston sayS. “It is a communication initiative.” 

At the founding of YO! in 1989» Weston says, the combina¬ 

tion of the Supreme Court decision and the mainstream media: 

ignorance of young voices led to the need for outlets where young 

people could become the media. 

Former elementary school teacher Donna Myrow founded LA 

Youth in 1988 as a direct answer to Hazelwood, LA Youth adult editor 

Libby Hartigan says. 

“That was always the underpinning and the foundation of 

that work, trying to respond to that limitation of the student 

press,” Hartigan says. 

The California state legislature was one of six states nation¬ 

ally to respond to Hazelwood with a student free speech code. But 

administrators can still skirt the laws. 

“In reality there is some good high-school journalism going 

on here and there, but there are many people in education whose 

first instinct is to crush dissension,” Hartigan says. “It’s very Mac- 

chiavellian. It’s about power, who has the power to control the 

school’s image, the students or the administration, and usually 

the administration wins.” 

Hartigan has her own tale of censorship from 1979* Her first 

assignment for the Dial, the student mouthpiece at Hamden (CT) 

High School, was to write about the cheerleading squad. 

“I attended their practice, and I wrote down the words to one 

of their cheers,” Hartigan says. “I still remember the lyrics: I’m 

your boogy-woogie baby / If you want to see me boogie / All you 

have to do is wind me Up. ” 

Mr. Wrona, her adviser, wouldn’t let her print it because it 

was too suggestive. “But I says, ‘They’re singing it at the football 

games in front of everybody,’” Hartigan says- “I wasn’t angry. I 

thought maybe the advisor knew something I didn’t. Maybe it was 

suggestive.” 

Shortly thereafter, the advisor for the cheerleading squad was 

arrested for drug dealing and prostitution. Thle girls in the cheer 

leading squad were making some extra income with her help. 

What a scoop it would have been for Hartigan, but despite the 

early problems, she loved journalism. 

“When I was a teen, I was shy and I found it tough to connect 

with my peers,” she says. “"When I wrote, I could be the clever in¬ 

sightful person that I knew I was. I was freC, and I loved it. 

After graduating College, she tested the waters at the Los Angeles 

Daily News, and traveled to South America on assignment. But one 

day in 1989, while visiting her parents in Connecticut in 1989, 

she read a story in the New York Times about Keith Hefner winning 

the MacArthur Genius Award for his work with NYC. 

“I read it and thought it was really cool,” Hartigan says. 1 

loved the idea of offering youth that opportunity.” She called He¬ 

fner and asked to visit. 

“I don’t think he wianted me to come. When you work for these 

papers, you get a lot of phone calls from people who take up a lot 
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of time, you have to focus on getting the paper out and raisingf 

a sex-toy shop—I walked in and I was star 

was what I wanted to d 

he 

money,” Hartigan says. “When I visited—this is when they had 

an office across from 

struck—I just knew thai 

Hefner didn’t hav 

row in Los Angeles 

At the time Donna was doing stuff out of her house, she had 

nothing,” Hartigan says. “Donna had part-time use of a local se 

to walk past seniors doing polka, and she 

2 any openings, but 

nior center. Teens had 

bad some manual typewriters at the time. T 

file cabinet.” 

pointed her to My- 

hey kept them in a 

After volunteering on Saturdays and doing other stuff to 

earn money, Donna got a grant, a computer, and hired Hartigan 

part time. Resources were slim. 

We had a 4°0 square-foot office. I remember turning the 

computer box over to use as a table,” she says. 

I still feel the same excitement today as I felt 

Keith’s office.” 

of the papers remains 

not produced with school funds, on school 

school resources, writers are free to speak 

per has grown a lot 

when I walked into 

The freshness 

Youth! and NYC are 

grounds, or using 

All an aspiring u 

the pages of NYC, 

she says. Since LA 

(whose name has been 

partment of Children 

their minds. Students can delve into difficult subject matter. 

nderground journalist need do is inspect 

LA Youth or YO! These adult-led, teen-writ 

ten magazines share a common editorial of first-person nar 

ratives, and liberated from censorship, the journalists cover 

newspapers would hesitate to touch, like the 

lies of Army recruiters, genocide in Darfur, gender identity 

issues, and teen pregnancy. 

In the December 2006 issue of NYC, Anonymous earned the 

cover with a piece about life in prison. “I got in trouble with the 

law last year after I tried to rob some kids and I was sent to Riker’s 

Island. I was 17 and I d never been in jail before. When I first got 

to Riker’s, I was scared. I’d heard about it from my friends who’d 

been there. They’d tell me that it was crazy and that people were 

always getting cut in there. I found out my friends were telling 

the truth.” 

These honest stories attract readers 

changed because she i 

and Families), an 18-year-old who writes 

For Echoes from the Streets in Hartford. 

She first saw Echoes at her school, an Adult Education facility 

in Hartford. Kids read it because it has a lot of things that kids 

are interested in,” Princess says. 

She joined Echoes in September 2006, 

about a young man from New Haven who refused to allow security 

guards to search him as he entered his high school 

“He led a three-day protest,” Princess says. “But now he is 

back in school.” 

Princess decided to write for Echoes because she says she 

thought it was the easiest way to express herself. 

I have a lot to $ay,” she says. “I want other people to read what 

I write. It is important to let other people know how things are 

nowadays for children or kids our age. 

Her co-worker Ja’ShellSmith, 15, began writing at Echoes 

according to Princess 

s a ward of the De- 

and her first story was 
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in January, 2006. Smith is currently wordsmithing an article 

about bullying, a topic the writers of NYC and LA Youth have also 

approached. 

ing is a problem,” S 

bullied end up in c 

“In general, bully 

people who have be 

are bullies end up goin 

cent of bullies end up doing time. 

ory was about the dangers 

mith says. “Most of the 

ounseling. People who 

g to jail. By the time they are 24, 60 per- 

When Ja’Shell saw people reading her story 

ey High School, she was thrilled. 

says, “because I have been writing it for so she 

st see someone reading it 

of sexual predators Smith’s first st 

lurking on MySpace 

at Hartford’s Bulke 

“It feels good,” 

long, and when I fir 

It makes my day.” 

She pestered people to read her story, and she was at first sur¬ 

prised by the feedback. “A lot of people didn 

it,” she says. “I found that strange.” 

That need for recognition by peers is cen 

tor Weston in San Francisco. “In a media saturated culture, to be 

recognized is almost vital to your humanity. You need to be rec¬ 

ognized for who you are and what you do and 

by someone else, and have it validated by stor 

coming from foster care, juvenile centers, homelessness, or the 

suburbs and middle class, you want people to know who you are 

and recognize who you are.” 

Rather than seeing MySpace as dangerou; 

ner both agree that self-publishing online avenues like YouTube 

and MySpace fulfill a need for young peopl 

“Young people are making videos, they have blogs,” Weston 

says. “They make music and poetry and they have all these ways to) 

express themselves 

I get super excited 

t think that I wrote 

tral to YO!, says edi- 

have that validated! 

y telling. If you are 

s, Weston and Hef- 
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Yet Weston says as a mentor who works* with youth, he cannot 

Forget the economic separation between those who can afford a 

who cant. 

ink of it as a racial divide, but it is an urban 

well,” he says. “If I’m in San Francisco, 

computer and those 

“We tend to th 

versus rural divide 

where there are dozens of youth media initiatives going on versus 

if I am in Iowa where there is nothing, the Internet can make up 

For not having an institution.” 

Maybe it means working with some friends to pool money 

:ogether to buy a cdmputer and a camera. 

happen, people do that 

the story from the 

Sdmehow you make it 

,” Weston says. “I also think that there is a 

wealth of experience from folks we are not hearing from because 

ihey are not hooked up* If you are out in the boon docks, or in ur 

ban landscapes, you have to find the technological means to make 

things happen on the web.” 

As Smith from Echoes can attest, telling 

outh perspective is vital. 

“I think that because the police and authorities, they put out 

Smith says. “Sometimes they don’t get the 

whole story as the way kids may see it. When kids have something 

what they want.” 

still faced censorship, 

the paper, in September 2001, students 

4-year-old who shot and killed his father 

gave him. 

e ease with which students can obtain fire- 

r a camera and within 

a .09 mm. Under the 

Violence,” we ran the photo of the gun pointing at the reader on 

the cover. 

iews on what kids are 

/hole story as the w 

ike Echoes, they can say 

Despite that, when I started Echoes, we 

n the second issue of 

wrote a story about a I 

with the gun his father 

To demonstrate th 

arms, I gave a reporte 

urned with photos of 

30 minutes he re 

headline “Youth v. 

The principal at Bulkeley High Sthojol, where the 14- 

year-old gunman werit to school, threw ouf more than 1,000 

copies of Echoes, in direct violation of Tinker. We didn t sue 

but it is the legacy of Hazelwood that embbldens administra¬ 

tors to make decisions like that, and it undercuts education 

Hefner says 

School newspapers don’t have the kind of energy that one 

would expect,” he says. “If you are going to be told what to^d^. 

kids who have interesting ideas will do something else. They will 

make their own videos, or start a garage band. Hazelwood tilted 

the scales so far in the direction of adult control that it is hard in_a 

way to be a self-respecting teen journalist, because you are subject 

at any turn to them saying, ‘Sorry, you can’t do that^ 

It may get worse for students, too. The Supreme Court, in 

February 2007, will hear a case that may restrict student speech 

irights further. In January 2002, Alaska’s Juneau-Douglas High 

School let students out early to watch the Olympic torch pass 

on its way to Salt Lake City. Student Joseph Frederick stood 

across the street from the rally and held a sign that read Bong 

Hits 4 Jesus.” 

Principal Nancy Morse ripped up the banner and suspended 

Frederick for ten days, ostensibly under Hazelwood, and she says 

his sign didn’t promote school values. Frederick sued under Tin¬ 

ker, and the case has wound up in the Supreme Court. 

Ken Starr, who wjas the special prosecutor who worked to 

wards President Bill Clinton’s impeachment, 

of the School of Law at Pepperdine University 

on behalf of the Juneau school board. He refused an interview 

through Pepperdine University press office 

If Starr’s arguments win, it may not impact NYC directly, but 

Hefner has concerns about the implications on the free speech 

rights of any student trying to start their own paper or web site 

criticizing schools off school-grounds. 

“Administrators are really worried about kids creating web¬ 

sites or blogs where there is no school involvement, about the 

school,” Hefner says. “In wealthier districts, you can create an en 

tire underground newspaper from home. IFyou were doing a good 

job, kids would log On everyday when they get home from school to 

see what you are saying, Schools desperately want to control that. 

Understanding that students won’t be able to raise the kind of 

cash that Hefner can to run NYC, Hefner knows from experience 

students can self-publish cheaply. 

‘If I were a teen, I would do one of two things if my in¬ 

tended audience was connected to computers, I would create 

something online—'something between a blog and a newspaper, 

:e wasn’t online, I’d he says. “If my audi 

that I could pass arou 

see it. If the school 

and is now the dean 

will argue the case 

ind in enough quantity that people could 

s after me, I would try to make sure that 

ction to school—try to create it off school 

t outside the school, not inside the school.” 

aw around student press activities is as impor- 

e and writing. And, as Jdartigan can attest 

create a zine, a Xerox 

I would have no conne 

grounds, pass it on 

Being aware of the 1 

tant as getting out t 

‘Even if you work for a bad. school paper, you learn a lot. 
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columns PP78 
al burian 

elizabeth crane 

nomy lamm 

allison wolfe 

larry livermore 

The state of Il¬ 

linois has sus¬ 

pended my driver’s 

license. One more 

indignity; yet an- 

__ other assertion of my 

inability to function 

as a normal adult human. But on the other hand, one less respon¬ 

sibility, one less logistic to worry about. Losing my driver’s license, 

when coupled with my recent chiropractic problems, has trans¬ 

formed me into the kind of guy who will only play the show if you 

drive me there, set up the amps for me, and gingerly place the guitar 

around my neck right before it’s time to begin. I have always wanted 

to be that type of person. If fame could not provide such a state of 

affairs, at least now incompetence and physical dilapidation have. 

As to how this sad state of affairs came to be, one must 

track down my column of late 2004, where (you might recall) 

my housemates were in the midst of berating me for participat¬ 

ing in the sham democracy of voting in the primary elections. 

Democracy, in the broad national sense, having been publicly 

retired from the playing field during the 2000 elections (if 

not long before), the theory being popularly expounded at that 

time was that participation in the charade was tantamount to 

endorsing the de facto coup d’etat of the Cheney-Halliburton 

regime, and that the intake of oxygen which would transpire 

while traipsing over to the voting booths was a waste of lung 

capacity better saved for bong hits around the apartment. Per¬ 

haps a valid point, although for me the issue was less ideological 

and more pragmatic. “Look at my face!” I had argued, “I’ve got 

mothering instinct written all over me! When I go to court, I want a 

woman judge!” 

And indeed, when I was hauled into traffic court, finally, 

for a minor offense (running a stop sign), I got lucky: I got a 

woman judge. Who knows? Maybe I even voted her in. I can’t 

quite recall. In any case, my theory turned out to be wrong: hav¬ 

ing a representative of the fairer sex presiding did not help me 

out one bit. 

What went wrong? Well, OK: my behavior in the courtroom 

was, admittedly, a little erratic. Neither the judge nor the pub¬ 

lic defender seemed particularly out to get me; both seemed to 

have only my best interests at heart and seemed to want to guide 

me toward the path of least resistance—a guilty plea, acceptance 

of a small fine, and back out the door. This was clearly the mo¬ 

ment to bow my head, nod meekly, accept a slap on the wrist and 

depart. Somehow, though, once on the stand and under oath, I 

just couldn’t help it—something came over me, and I vehemently 
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professed my innocence, began lying my ass off, making up crazy 

excuses, rambling incoherently. I felt, as I did this, almost liter¬ 

ally possessed, taken over by some evil imp who moved my mouth 

and limbs for his own devious purposes. To what end? Somehow, 

in that moment, I was overcome by the conviction that I had done 

nothing wrong, that I was exempt from the laws of the land, from 

a social contract I had never agreed to sign, and . . . and ... As 

I snapped out of the spell in the middle of the phrase, exempt 

from the laws of the land,” up there on the podium, under oath 

and on tape, my voice trailing off as the arresting officer, the 

judge, and the public defender all stared at me with confused in¬ 

credulity, a realization crept in: I had fucked up. Blown it. And 

the feeling this elicited in me, rather than horror or shame, was 

just dull recognition. 

“Uhh . . . anything else to add?” her Honor solicited cau¬ 

tiously. I shrugged my shoulders. The evil imp had all kinds of 

things left to say, but I was awake now. I was back in control. 

I wish I could describe this courtroom fiasco as an isolat¬ 

ed incident, but in fact the evidence against my mental stabil¬ 

ity seems to be mounting. Looking back through my writing in 

this magazine over the past few years, I notice a pattern emerg¬ 

ing: continual reference to these moments of demonic posses¬ 

sion, moments where I cannot fully account for nor explain my 

behavior. In short, moments where I am not in control of my ac¬ 

tions. Broken fingers from punching the wall, head wounds and 

emergency room visits, the panic attacks on the way to the party, 

the mania, the neuroses. A portrait emerges of a scrambled, dys¬ 

functional person. The writing down of it, perhaps, is the act of 

reasserting control, of bringing the insanity in line with the rules 

and structure of grammar, syntax, descriptive language. When it 

works out, it is this dichotomy, between form and content, that 

makes an anecdote entertaining. But consider that it is me who 

this is actually happening to, that you are laughing at a person too 

maladjusted to do something as simple as hold down a driver’s li¬ 

cense, and that ... or perhaps you shouldn’t. Maybe this is TMI? 

Too much information? 

‘Ah, the meta-column,” my former Punk Planet colleague Jon 

Strange had advised me, back when I first got this gig, but still 

didn’t know what to write about, and was throwing my ideas out 

at him. “The column about why you write a column. Bad idea. 

There’s nothing worse, actually, except maybe the re-typed tour 

diary.” Good advice, Jon, but by column number three I was re¬ 

typing my tour diary, and now, here, I find myself failing at goal 

number one. I’m getting meta, and, like lying to the judge, even as 

I do it I can’t seem to muster up shock or horror. No, I feel com¬ 

fortable. I’m fucking up. Here we go again. 
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Blurb, n. — a 

brief descrip¬ 

tive of the contents 

or character of a 

book, printed as a 

commendatory ad¬ 

vertisement on the 

jacket or wrapper 

of a newly pub¬ 

lished book. Said 

to have originated 

in 1907 by Gelett Burgess in a comic-book jacket embellished with 

a drawing of a pulchritudinous young woman whom he facetiously 

dubbed Miss Belinda Blurb. 

Don’t ask me to look up pulchritudinous too or we’ll be here 

all day. 

As put forth in the dictionary definition above, the idea of 

praise in this fashion seems innocuous enough. You send an ad¬ 

vance copy of a book to a respected writer: they read it; if they like 

it, they say something nice and someone picks up the book and 

says, “Well, if Elizabeth Crane liked this book then . . . (insert 

wildly positive thought leading to purchase of book).” But I’d like 

to take this moment to expose the murkier side of blurbing. 

A recent conversation with an author friend of mine prompted 

me to consider this whole, somewhat dubious matter of blurbing. 

This particular person had given up blurbing as well as asking for 

blurbs (choosing instead to use either old ones or quotes from re¬ 

views), and the ensuing conversation got me to thinking that perhaps 

I had an opportunity to propose some other options for book-pro¬ 

motion. It had begun to come to my attention that in mainstream 

publishing, not only does the burden of obtaining blurbs largely fall 

upon the author—particularly vexing for the new author who hasn’t 

started chilling with published authors—but that the value of the 

blurb given by authors one is often friends or acquaintances with 

becomes automatically suspect, at least to my mind. I knew exactly 

one published author (who kindly blurbed me) when I put out my 

first book, and it was strongly suggested I not mention him in my 

acknowledgments, in spite of the huge amount of encouragement 

he’d given me prior to this publication, so that it wouldn’t appear 

that he d done me a favor, which he had, however sincere I still be¬ 

lieve he was. That’s part of the thing—one hopes that one’s literary 

friends are sincere in their blurbs—but can you be sure? And even if 

you can as the author—the tiniest bit of research can often connect 

the blurbee to the blurber and cast doubt in the book-buyers—and it 

would seem, the bookseller’s mind. At which point, I have to won¬ 

der—who are these blurbs really for anymore? The one dude or the 

one bookseller who truly just isn’t in on this secret? With the excep¬ 

tion of books blurbed, perhaps, by Stephen King or Thomas Pyn- 

chon, how many books, do you suppose, are sold on the basis of any 

given blurb? I don’t think I ever bought a book based on a blurb even 

if I was impressed by the name, even if I was impressed by what they 

said, even before I knew what I know now about the whole blurbing 

deal. Unfortunately, I don’t have much in the way of a viable alterna¬ 

tive, except, as my friend has, to abandon blurbs altogether. 

So my friend and I brainstormed and came up what we think 

is an efficient new system to replace blurbing. 

Stickers. 

Right? Gan t you see it? “This book approved by (insert sup¬ 

posedly impressive author name here).*” Short, sweet, to the 

point. Instead of the same old tired adjectives that may or may not 

be sincere and/or based on who the author happens to know or 

doesn’t. Time-saving, and cool! Gome with me here, won’t you? 

Now I just have to put my money where my mouth is. Anybody 

out there wanna sticker my next book? 

’Who may or may not know the person who wrote this book, so take that for what it’s worth.” 

Why does it 

take only a 

matter of days after 

a blissful vacation to 

fall right back into 

the pit of hell that 

is your daily grind? 

Is eternal summer 

really too much to 

ask? I guess I just 

gotta hurry up and 

write this all down before I forget, before my trip Down Under fizzles 

into nothing but my computer backdrop photo, constantly remind¬ 

ing me of somewhere I wish I fucken was. 

But hey, my spoiled ass just got back from tour in Australia 

and New Zealand, so I ain’t got no right to complain. My band 

Partyline was invited to play Ladyfest Brisbane, and then Lady- 

fest Wellington, New Zealand, so we asked our pal Sarah Blaby 

(Revolver Upstairs, Origami) and Jack Mannix (Kiosk, Goo Goo 

Ga Ga, Hysterical Pregnancies) and the Coolies in New Zealand 

to set up some surrounding shows for us so we could turn it into 

a tour of sorts and kinda sorta hope to break even on the trip. 

I don’t know yet if that bit happened, but hey—who knows, who 

cares? At least we can say we had the time of our lives . . . 

Monday & Tuesday, November 20 & 21-LA and in 
limbo (you lose a day, or two!) 

So Partyline played a weekend of shows in California before 

high-tailing it to Australia from LA. Our drummer Crystal, our 

rock, sadly had to go back to DC at the end of the weekend due 

to serious grad school, but me and Angela bravely soldiered on. 

Luckily we ended up with an open seat between us on our Qantas 

flight’s three-peep row, so we could spread out and sleep a little. 

It s 14 hours over the ocean man, so get cozy. There were only one 

or two people in two of those long middle rows near us on the 

plane, so other people were thinking of moving over there to get 

some leg room. But dude, as soon as the plane got up in the air, 

two different ladies in each row just shot out horizontal all of a 

sudden and took up the whole row! One lady even kicked another 
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girl who was sitting at the end of her row. It was so piggy and in¬ 

sane! They had on-demand movies and TV and video games and 

shit. I got to watch Muriels Wedding, first time since when it came 

out, which is so great, but so sad too. 

Wednesday, November 22 - Brisbane, Australia 
Kinda two days later . . . yay, we re here! That flight wasnt so 

bad, thanks to a sleeping pill and some free wine. We arrived at like 

seven am, and two Ladyfesters Nikola and Nadia were there to fetch 

us, and surely blown away by our massive bags. Why does everything 

American have to be so big? Ha ha. After dropping our stuff off at 

Nikola’s, they took us straight to the fake beach at South Bank. It s so 

awesome—a swimming pool, but with sand and palm trees, that over¬ 

looks the river, office buildings, and the freeway. Angela got sun¬ 

burned immediately, like within hours of landing in Australia. 

Jack Mannix, our recruited drummer for the tour, showed 

up that afternoon from Melbourne in time for our first prac¬ 

tice with him, since super sadly Crystal couldn’t make it. But hey, 

he bleached his hair blonde and almost looks like Crystal if you 

squint hard enough. The Ladyfesters rented us a practice space 

and equipment for three days. Aside from a pedal mishap be¬ 

fore we knew it, someone plugged Angelas guitar pedal into the 

wall without using the converter, and it totally blew—the practice 

went well, with me and Angela fucking up more than Jack, prob¬ 

ably ‘cause we’re so used to playing with Crystal and whatever other 

excuse! This rad ex-hippie motorcycle dude named Fog (he plays in 

a Creedence cover band!) runs the practice pad. He showed us the 

ropes and tried for days to get Angela’s “Demonizer” pedal working 

again (to no avail). After practice we got picked up and carted over 

to the opening event of Ladyfest Brisbane: an art gallery with some 

spoken word, ambient music, visual art, and—most importantly— 

snacks and wine! Angela passed out sitting up with a cup of coffee 

in her hand by like nine pm. Go to bed girls—no karaoke for you. 

Thursday, November 23-Brisbane 
We woke up automatically at the crack of dawn, and it’s bright 

hot heat out there. Cruised up to the Alibi Room coffee shop and 

tried to go online. I thought it was my computer, but no—AOL 

kicked me off for “spamming” or whatever, just ‘cause I sent out 

our tour dates to alotta people I know at the same time. Whatever! 

AOL’s so goddamn expensive, how dare they boot me! Anyways, I 

worked it on out . . . 

We got carted off to the West End to practice again with li’l Jack¬ 

ie. Afterward, this wild girl Kristen came to fetch us and gave us a 

spin . . . then get psyched, ‘cause Erase Errata’s playing tonight! 

Opening for Erase Errata was this great Brissie band I Heart 

Hiroshima, featuring a hot Ladyfester by the name of Susie on 

drums and some mouth. She was on fire! But after that, I scoped 

the big weird room, checkin’ out the scene, and my eyes screeched 

to a halt on the cutest guy in Australia (so far?). But he seemed to 

be with someone . . . hmmm . . . gotta figure that one out. Well 

anyways, next up was Macromantics. That s the captivating Romy 

(formerly of Noise Addict!) and li’l DJ Amy hailing from Mel 

bourne, soon to put out an album on Kill Rock Stars. Supporting 

the whole Erase Errata Oz tour, they’re Aussie girl hip-hop, raw, 

spare, and cool. You’ll be seeing more of them around for sure. 

I cruised up with Kristen and co. to watch Erase Errata. They 

just blow me away every time I see them. Those girls are the saving 

grace of this indie era . . . strong, powerful, skilled, hott, fun, and 

ready to party. In the middle of their show, at the stroke of mid¬ 

night, li’l Jackie turned 18! So I weaseled my way up to the front with 

a glass of champagne for him and everyone sang him happy birth¬ 

day. Good on ya, Jack! After the show I saw Katy of Dear Nora fame 

hanging around in sunglasses at night, striking as usual. She said 

it’s ‘cause she broke her normal glasses, but I think it gives her the 

edge at Ladyfest. Then I saw her talking to the cute Aussie dude, so 

I quickly introduced myself. His name’s John Tucker! Can you be¬ 

lieve it? Just like that dumb teen movie! He told me he’d be playing 

a show with us in Melbourne with his band Spider Vomit (totally 

amazing, PS by the way) and then introduced me to his “significant 

other” none other than his sister! Gillian, who plays guitar in Spi¬ 

der Vomit and used to be in this cool Melbourne band the Young 

Professionals. Well all right! What happens in Oz, stays in Oz . . . 

(or maybe not? Stay tuned . . .) 

So OK, where’s the after-party? It’s off to jock central (or 

bloke, lad, whaddya call 'em here?) on Brunswick Street, the heart 

of hot Brissie nights, the all-hours bar Rick’s! We had the whole 

posse there, EE, Macromantics, Ladyfest ladies, Sarah Blaby with 

Michelle and Lia up from Melbs, Jack-n-Alex, etc., and the place 

was pumpin’. Everyone was going for it, and that’s where Angela 

launched her intense Galaga obsession. Somehow we managed to 

keep it going all night long, only to be thrown out into the harsh 

morning light with the trash and the ibises. Have you seen an ibis? 

Even Australia’s common trash birds are exotic and beautiful! Fi¬ 

nally, we all stumbled the walk of shame together up Brunswick St 

back to our various crash pads, hoping to survive tomorrow. 

Next issue: More from Down Under. 

My friend 

Caldwell is 

living in my base¬ 

ment for the week¬ 

end. The storm 

knocked out the 

electricity, phone, 

and water at his 

cabin in the woods, 

flooding his yard 

and felling trees 

across the main roads into town. Most of Olympia doesnt have 

power still, but somehow our house wasn t affected. Books to Pris¬ 

oners volunteers are downstairs, chattering and happy to have a 

warm place to come hang out. Caldwell and his cat-eating pup 

Malachi pass through Books to Prisoners to the other side of the 

basement to sleep, where they curl up on the floor among stacks of 
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books, paintings, furniture, and craft supplies. 

My mom has managed to make tbis house feel safe, cozy, open, 

alive, and welcoming. A couple friends came over the other night, 

we talked about radical Jewish responses to genocide and assimila¬ 

tion (new motto: “fight, flight, or ignite!”), played the piano and 

sang, and lit Chanukah candles. My mom was happy to have her 

space alive with light and hope and music; it distracted her from the 

pain in her knee and the fact that her dad isn’t speaking to her. 

In a week, my girlfriend Melodie will be here, and then my 

brother and his girlfriend, and then my sister who lives in Eng¬ 

land. I don’t generally worry about presents but this year, for some 

reason, I’m obsessed. I think I’m lonely. 

I’m making a doll. It looks like me—long torso, big belly, one 

big leg, and one little leg. Her skin is pink with silver stars, and 

she wears a little red and white striped cheerleading skirt. She has 

a full head of black hair, a pink and white sundress with an Egon 

Schiele print on it, and yes, she is anatomically correct. This is 

just one of many gifts I will be giving my girlfriend, who is not 

Jewish, but hates Christmas. If our Thanksgiving debacle was any 

indication, I can see how holidays with the family would have been 

hard for her to negotiate as a kid. 

The drive from Chicago to Detroit was fun. We played inap¬ 

propriate games (who would you rather screw—this friend or that 

friend?), ate delicious junk food (mmm smartfood), had great con¬ 

versations like we always do. It seemed like Melodie had covered all 

the bases. She rented a hotel room for the last two nights so we’d 

have our own space. She told her mom I’m Jewish, and have a fake 

leg, and not to say dumb shit about it. I was excited to meet her 

mom and uncle, and see baby pictures, and get a sense of where 

this person I love comes from. 

We got there around midnight. Her mom lives with her gay un¬ 

cle, and their home is a combination of suburban comfort (the TV was 

always on) and extreme orderliness (the fridge was organized in neat 

exact rows), with a splash of homo style (black hand towels in the bath¬ 

room). They were welcoming and hospitable, offering us anything we 

wanted, making sure we would be fed, warm, and comfortable. 

Let me look at my little girl,” her mom cried as we dragged 

our suitcases in the door. “I’ve been so happy, I’ve been crying all 

day long, thinking about seeing you,” she gushed. “I think I’m 

schizophrenic.” Hmm. 

The night went OK. Next morning we woke up and had pan¬ 

cakes. I got to look at family photos, and her mom’s collection of 

lambs gathered around a picture of Jesus. We prepared our To- 

furkey and I made cranberries. I learned about Melodies uncle 

Jim, who was chosen to play Santa in the Traverse City Christmas 

Parade, a huge honor. Her mom explained to me that astrology is 

real, but god doesn’t like it, so she stays away from it. I tried not 

to say too much. After the meal we took our drinks downstairs 

and played music for each other on her uncle’s electric piano. Her 

mom’s lesbian friends came over and she joked about being the 

only one who wasn’t gay. I marveled at how well it was all going. 

And then. Her uncle got into telling funny stories. When he 

started a story about using disabled parking, I got a little worried 

about where it was headed. There’s always a moment when something 

horrible is happening where you still think you can stop it. Melodie 

and I stared at each other in horror as he got up and did this crazy 

“disabled person” walk, and the rest of the room howled with laugh¬ 

ter. Seeing our reaction, her mom pointed at us and laughed louder. 

“I didn’t mean to offend you,” her uncle said, sitting down. 

Well, it was offensive,” I said. Suddenly everything felt dif¬ 

ferent in the room, as if I had dropped the bomb, not him. “I’m 

OK, I just don’t think it’s funny.” 

I could have moved on, having spoken my truth. But he kept 

trying to explain himself to me, what a dangerous neighborhood 

it was (now communities of color are responsible, not him). Then 

her mom started telling me about someone else she knew with a 

fake leg. “Let’s go,” Melodie nudged. 

Upstairs, Melodie was furious. “I knew this would happen. 

Let s get out of here.” I felt calm and aware of the crisis, wanting 

to make good decisions. Maybe we could talk about it with them? 

“You don’t understand,” she said, “they don’t talk like that.” 

Her mother came and told me I was stronger than all of them, 

and that silence is golden and it would have blown over if we didn’t 

make a big deal over it. In the kitchen her uncle lectured me about 

forgiveness, telling me how terrible he felt. I gave him a hug. When we 

went downstairs to later, Melodies mom said she didn’t want to see us 

anymore, that she didn’t fit into Melodie’s life, and not to bother. 

I think it was the point where Melodie yelled, “Fuck you, I hate 

you! and ran out of the room that I realized that things were definite¬ 

ly ending badly. We got ourselves out of there, went to our hotel, and 

had a great couple days in Detroit. We did not see her family again. 

My mom is playing her erhu (a Chinese stringed instrument) 

in the other room. Caldwell has returned to his cabin in the 

woods. Books to Prisoners volunteers will get here later this after¬ 

noon. I will probably spend most of the day working on my doll in 

preparation for Melodie’s arrival. 

I’m excited to see my chosen family. I feel lucky that members 

of my birth family are in that group, and I feel proud that I’ve been 

able to create a loving family community, because I need it, be¬ 

cause the world is alienating for me and I feel alone a lot. The work 

we’ve all done on ourselves should be enough to let us accept and 

love each other without needing everything to be perfect. There 

are no predators here. 

There was a time 

when I bel¬ 

ieved that every¬ 

thing wrong with 

my life would be 

put right if only 

I could get to 

London and stay 

there. 

Sounds goofy, 

I know, but I’m not the first, and certainly won’t be the last, to get 

obsessed with the idea that by changing one seemingly superficial 
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thing, I could change everything else. 

It’s obvious now that I didn’t leave my family, friends and 

business behind to move to London because of a deep-seated need 

to wander around in the shadow of Big Ben or acquire a new ac¬ 

cent, though I’ve done a fair bit of both. 

No, what I was looking for was what the British call a 

bolthole, somewhere I could hide out and feel safe. The opposite 

of Cheers, a place where nobody knew my name. Where I wouldn’t 

feel judged or criticized, pigeonholed or characterized. Most 

of all, where I could go to hell in my own private way, which for 

me meant drinking myself into oblivion on a pretty much daily 

basis. 

London’s a great drinking town, but so is any town if a guy is 

determined. London is also where I came face to face with myself, 

decided I didn’t want to die a lonely, squalid, and pointless death, 

and began the sometimes painful, sometimes scary, but nearly always 

exhilarating adventure of learning to live without booze and drugs. 

I spent the first half of my time in London in a self-pitying 

stupor, the second half—a bit more than five years now—in com¬ 

ing back to life. During that latter period I came to see, know 

and love London in ways that would never have been possible be¬ 

fore. Which makes it all the more remarkable and not a little gut- 

wrenching to be leaving. 

I left London the way I’ve left so many places: barely bother¬ 

ing to pack, selling, giving, or throwing away most of my posses¬ 

sions, slipping matter-of-factly out of town with a minimum of 

fuss or goodbyes. It’ll be next year before some people get around 

to noticing that I’m gone. 

For a long time I resisted the idea of leaving. Since I was al¬ 

ready in one of the world’s biggest, most cosmopolitan and vital 

cities, wouldn’t anywhere else be kind of a comedown? Of course 

there was still New York: even bigger, even more cosmopolitan, 

and at least marginally more important. 

But there was a problem with moving to New York: what do 

you do for an encore? It’s bad enough giving up on London, con¬ 

sidering Samuel Johnson’s dictum equating being tired of Lon¬ 

don with being tired of life. But if New York, arguably the most 

amazing and many-splendored place on the planet, fails to satisfy, 

then it’s time to ask yourself some hard questions about life and 

what you’re doing with it. 

Like most people, I don’t enjoy asking myself questions, es¬ 

pecially “big” ones about life and the meaning thereof. Leave that 

to the college students, I always said, and once I finally graduated, 

that’s exactly what I did. 

In attempting to recover from having spent my entire adult¬ 

hood and half my adolescence trying to escape and/or blot out 

reality, however, I learned that asking those questions is the only 

surefire way of making it. 

I had to examine how I’d thought, how I’d lived and made a 

living, how I’d treated other people, how I’d treated myself. In 

theory, we think about this stuff all the time; in practice, we re¬ 

duce such highly loaded questions to pat, formulaic answers like, 

“I want to be a good person,” or, “I want to give something back 

to the world.” 

Or we go out and get blotto. 

I don’t dismiss goals like being “a good person” or “giving 

something back to the world.” It’s just that in my case such aspira¬ 

tions can lapse into the realm of mindless rhetoric. Until I know 

what “good” means, until I know whether the world wants or needs 

what I’m hoping to “give back,” my best efforts amount to no more 

than what my mother once called “a big ego trip. 

We were talking about the Golden Rule, which I d pomp¬ 

ously claimed was my guiding principle in life. “How dare you 

presume,” she demanded, “that people want done to them what 

you want done to you? Shouldn’t you be thinking about what they 

might like?” 

Mom had a good point, but I don’t think she was completely 

right. Just as we don’t always know what’s best for ourselves, we 

can’t assume that others are making wise decisions about what 

they need. 

If a street beggar asks me for a buck toward his next bottle or 

hit of dope, am I being crueler to refuse or to give it to him? If a 

friend is drinking himself to death but wants me to ignore what 

is happening, am I wrong to disregard his wishes and speak up 

about my experiences with alcohol? Will it do any good if I do? 

I often don’t know the answer, and am constantly feeling my 

way through situations like this. Half a dozen people I like and 

care about have serious drinking problems. Some of them will die 

as a result, or lead lives severely truncated by anxiety or depres¬ 

sion. But they’re convinced they’re “having a good time,” that they 

have nothing in common with the puke-covered drunk passed out 

in the gutter or being wheeled into the emergency room with acute 

kidney failure. 

I’m not an anti-alcohol crusader. Just because I couldn’t han¬ 

dle drinking doesn’t mean other people can’t. Most of my friends 

drink normally, and I don’t have any problem being around them 

when they do. And when it comes to those who don’t, who may be 

headed down the same road I was, I’ve found that the best way I can 

help is not through preaching or lectures, but by setting a good 

example. 

By example, I don’t mean simply not drinking. That’s a 

meaningless act in itself; a non-drinker can be just as mean 

or miserable as a drinker, and make it look a lot less enjoyable. 

To be of any use, I have to be living the kind of life that others 

find admirable, that might prompt them to approach me and 

say, “Hey, how can you be having so much fun when you don t 

even drink?” 

I’ve never been a “fun” kind of guy, but though it seems to go 

against my nature, I’ve realized that a big part of my purpose here 

on earth is to have a good time. Not in pursuit of my own selfish 

desires, but because—and who can blame them?—people aren t in¬ 

terested in listening to someone who, regardless of how important 

or vital his message, comes across like a miserable old git. 

And yes, in case you’re wondering, I am moving to New York. 

I’m very excited about it, and I promise all eight and a half mil¬ 

lion of my soon-to-be fellow New Yorkers that I’ll do my very best 

not to be miserable. If you see some goofy guy smiling happily on 

the subway while everyone else has a despairing why-the-hell-do- 

I-have-to-go-to-work-again grimace pasted across their puss, 

that’ll probably be me. Feel free to come up and say hi. ® 
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READINGS 

Buy Nothing Day 
by Mickey Hess Instead of buying nothing he bought 

something. Tents in the Wal-Mart 

parking lot, protestors demonstrat¬ 

ing for one day of no purchases. He de¬ 

clined to participate in the nonaction. 

Jean-Paul Sartre has been dragged 

to a Buy Nothing Day demonstration. His 

niece is an activist. She is yelling at the 

influx of customers, begging them not 

to go into Wal-Mart. She covers her face 

with a camouflage bandana. Sartre does 

not cover his face. There is no need. He is 

unrecognizable. 

A man calling himself Diddy will in¬ 

troduce Sartre as the keynote speaker, but 

Sartre will not say anything. When Sartre is 

introduced, he will hide behind a fat woman. 

Cardboard signs declare that Wal-Mart 

is killing small business, that it has rac¬ 

ist business practices, that it builds Wal- 

Marts on Aztec ruins. On these card¬ 

board signs, wordplay is king. Sprawl- 

Mart. Appall-Mart. Some of them don’t 

even make sense. 

Diddy is late. The activists look at 

their wristwatches. Wal-Mart’s mechani¬ 

cal doors open and close. 

It is the day after Thanksgiving, the 

biggest shopping day of the year. Con¬ 

sumers are looking for bargains, but re¬ 

ally they are looking to be part of some¬ 

thing. Sartre’s niece and her friends have 

linked arms to form a human chain across 

the front of the soda machines. 

Diddy arrives by helicopter. He lands on 

the Wal-Mart roof and rappels down the 

side of the building, dressed in clothes 

that all bear his own signature. 

The activists cheer. 

Diddy adjusts his sunglasses. ‘As I 

stand here, the best way to describe how I 

feel is that I’ve arrived this morning to a 

party that’s been going on all night. Now 

I know the party has been going on for 

some time, and even though I am late, I 

am right on time.” 

He holds up a magazine with his face 

on the cover. “We read magazines so that 

they filter all the crap out there and tell 

you what you need. We pay them money 

to do this ... we trust them. People are 

going to buy phones, subscriptions and 

downloads ... a thing that they want, but 

someone has to tell them what they need. 

That’s what they will pay for.” 

Sartre’s niece, Samantha, is making 

out with an activist boy. They have lifted 

their bandanas to kiss. Another boy is 

lovingly decorating a brick to be thrown 

at the plexiglass windows of Wal-Mart. He 

asks Sartre to autograph it. 

Sartre searches for his sister in his 

niece’s face, for his ancestors, his grandfather. 

Diddy unfurls a large chart. “Billions 

of dollars every year on music, on fast 

foods, on cosmetics, on soda, and yes, on 

consumer electronics and wireless com¬ 

munications technology. I’ve been doing 

my thing while you all have been play¬ 

ing with your cellphones. It’s all about 

the cellphones ... cellphones, cellphones, 

cellphones.” 

Sartre has become distracted, watch¬ 

ing a small boy ride a mechanical di¬ 

nosaur. The child is unaware of Buy 

Nothing Day, unaware of the quarter his 

activist mother has furtively dropped into 

the dinosaur to propel it into motion and 

stop her son’s screaming. The boy is four 

years old, wearing a tiny Che Guevara 

shirt. 

“Most of you are familiar with the 

book Understanding Media by Marshall McLu- 

han,” Diddy continues. Sartre raises an 

eyebrow. “How you received the informa¬ 

tion changed the w^y you perceived the 

information... Not wanting to appear 

stupid, I waited a few minutes to see if I 

could figure out what it meant.” 

Sartre has not prepared a speech. In 

fact, he came here with no intention of 

speaking at all. Say nothing day. Not in¬ 

terested in attaching his name to a cause. 

Diddy announces Sartre, but he is 

hiding behind a fat woman. 

When Sartre doesn’t appear, Diddy 

continues. “Try sitting in a car with no 

CD player or radio or IO speakers.. .it 

won’t be easy. It will happen. It takes time, 

but everything is moving faster than it was 

two years ago.” 

Instead of buying nothing, he bought a 

small plastic keychain. He dropped in a 

quarter and turned the metal crank of the 

keychain machine. 

No one saw him except for the four- 

year-old, who began crying for his moth¬ 

er to buy him one too. The keychain was 

shaped like a monkey. 

This story samples Oiddy’s speech at a March 14,2005 New Orleans cellular phone 

industry conference. Mickey Hess is an Assistant Professor of English at Rider Univer¬ 

sity. His stories and essays have been featured in McSweeney’s, Punk Planet, The 2T* 
Hand, Verbicide, and Opium Magazine. He is the author of Big Wheel at the Cracker 
Factory and El Cumpleanos de Paco. He is the editor of Greenwood Press’ Icons of 
Hip Hop, a two-volume collection of critical essays, and the author of From Bricks to 
Billboards: The Hip Hop Career (forthcoming from Praeger). 
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"A report on clandestine Central 

Intelligence Agency activities, 

including the maintenance 

of secret military bases with 

detention facilities, known as 

black sites, in Afghanistan and 

elsewhere.... We're so used to 

being fed politics as fantasy 

entertainment, by art and the 

media, that we end up never 

being sure when we're looking 

at the real thing.... [Torture Taxi] 

is the real thing... and not on the 

evening news. Go figure." 

—The New York Times 

"The book shows just how far two 

guys without any high-placed 

government contacts can go in 

blowing open a story of global 

import." 

—The San Francisco Chronicle 

"What Paglen and Thompson offer 

here is a glimpse at the logistics 

of torture, and the public's role 

in the brutal business of the 

CIA.... the book excels at filling 

in blanks, painting a mysterious 

and frightening picture of our 

'wartime' actions." 

—TIME OUT Chicago 

"The cool, almost dispassionate 

tone taken by Trevor Paglen and 

A.C. Thompson makes their book 

all the more disturbing.... Their 

conclusion is that the end of this 

story is not yet written." 

—The Washington Examiner 

PUBLISHED BY MELVILLE HOUSE 
WWW.MHPBOOKS.COM 

AVAILABLE WHEREVER BOOKS ARE SOLD. 



BOOKING TOURS IN NORTH AMERICA 

The Haywire Booking Agency 

is seeking new acts that would like to 

tour in north america - please email 

submissions@haywirebooking.com 
for more info. 

Haywire is also seeking interns 

(with the opportunity to become 

agents) - please email 

manager@haywirebooking.com 
for more info. 

Visit our website at: 

WWW.HAYWIREBOOKING.COM 

\www.myspace.com/murderinmemphis/ 
^ _ For Details _ nf 
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A KNIFE IN THE FIRST ACT. 
A MURDER IN THE THIRD. 

Out Early Summer 2007 
on Falcom Records 
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LAS VEGAS 
4640 Paradise Rd 

NEW YORK 
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WHAT WE 1»0 *s SECRET. 
WH BitOTHEBHOOPp^CTmCiTV 

FACELESS WEREWOLVES 

NERVOUS EXITS 

HOTRAILS 

SPARKLE motion 

TOKYO NITES 

manikin 

500 Bulk CD's 

9ulcb.erDi.se 
gaol.com 

The manufacturing arm of 

GULCHER RECORDS 
www.gulcher.gemm.com 

THE CREEPY CREEPS DEBUT LP 

Pressed on monster green / dear hall-half vinyl and limited to 500 

copies EVER comes the killer debut by San Diego based garagepunk 

band. 12 tracks to provide the soundtrack to the ultimate dance 

partea!!! <fnkaoo3} 

COMING SOON.... 
THEE CORSAIRS -12* PIC DISC mum) 
LTD 500 COPIES / 258 COPIES WETS Q0U8180K BtOTOSS 

HER GRACE THE DUCHESS - LIVE IP (IKMS8S) 
ITS 500 COPIES DM PI** StITTEI ¥!««. 
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FREE CD 
FREE 12 SONG CD, 

“PAIN ON PARADE” 
FROM SKIDD FREEMAN 

MASTER OF LOW FI D.I.Y. 

JUST SEND YOUR MAILING 

ADDRESS TO EMAIL: 
SKIDDFREEMAN@WEBTV.NET 

OR POB 4281, E LANSING, Mi 48826 

pdfz «B: 2GDS Featuring... 
Asobi Seksu Jessica Bailiff 
The Beautys Kanda 

Betty Marla Barnes Karling Abbeygate 
Bidston Moss Kevin Blechdom 

Boyracer Mark Robinson 
Buck Melody Licious 

Candypants Mummy The Peepshow 
Christine Back Nicky Click 
The Chubbies Panicsville 
The Come Ons Pianetakis 

The Cutters Rose Melberg 
Danny And The Damage Oone Saturday Looks Good To Me 

Delta Waves Scream Club 
Electrocute Slumber Party 
The Ettes The Starlette Canvas 

The Falldowns Stereo Total 
Frankie & The S.E.M.M. Steward 

Gaze Super Maxi 
Genders The Sweethearts 

Gito Gito Hustler Third Grade Teacher 
Gore Gore Girls This Spells Disaster 

His Name Is Alive Tiny Microphone 
The Hissyfits Tourister 
HyperBubble V/VM 
The Icicles Windy & Carl 

International House Of Karen The World Provider 
JenTurrell The W-Vibe 

topiuiaiiCBrockandroii-cani 
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DIY Beer Brewing 
By Mike Wendling If you’re sick of tasteless mass-produced beer but also hate shell¬ 

ing out for hipster microbrew, there is a different way to get 

your favorite foamy beverage. Homebrewing is cheap, crafty, 

and relatively easy. You need never choke down a Budweiser again. 

First, a note on safety: Humans have developed two basic ways 

of making alcohol. Fermentation involves putting yeast into a 

sugary medium. Distilling involves concentrating alcohol by boil¬ 

ing liquid and recovering the booze. The first results in drinks 

with a relatively low alcohol content (beer, wine) and is a fairly 

simple and natural process. The second makes hard liquor, is a 

more technical process, and usually takes quite a lot of skill. 

So while it’s a good idea to pass on Uncle Bob’s moonshine, 

the worst that will happen when you make your own beer is that 

your brew will taste bad—or that it’ll taste great, and you’ll drink 

too much of it and have a sore head in the morning. 

The Ingredients 
Despite nasty additives and artificial flavors used by the big brew¬ 

ers, beer is at its heart a simple drink. There are only four basic 

components: 

I. Water. Beer is about nine-tenths water, so this is the best 

place to start. Tap water is fine, but you can always run it through 

a filter if the local H2O tastes nasty or if you’re worried about 

chemicals. Bottled water is doable but usually not worth the cost or 

all the plastic bottles. Distilled water, because of its lack of miner¬ 

als (which give beer depth and character), should be avoided. 

2. Malted Barley. The natural sugars in grain are what give 

beer most of its taste and all of its alcohol. First, barley is germi¬ 

nated then lightly toasted. When the grain is added to water and 

the temperature gets to somewhere around 150F, starches start 

turning into sugars—perfect food for yeast. Malted barley (some¬ 

times just called ‘malt’) comes in different varieties. The basic 

stuff is light-colored pale malt, but progressively darker malts can 

be used to make dark beers or to add rich chocolately and cara¬ 

mel flavors to your grog. You can use pretty much anything plant- 

based containing some sort of sugar to flavor your beer, e.g.: dif¬ 

ferent grains (like rice, wheat, corn or oats), sugars, or flavorings 

such as fruit or even coffee or tea. 

3. Hops. The hops flower provides beer with its trademark 

bitterness but is also a natural preservative, allowing your beer to 

age and mellow without spoiling. The bitter taste of hops provides 

aroma, which balances the sweetness of the malted barley. There 

are dozens of types of hops, each with its own particular, if subtle, 

characteristics. 

After the sugars are converted from starches in the malted bar¬ 

ley, the liquid (technically called ‘wort’) is boiled with hops for at 

least 90 minutes to extract the flavors. Other hops can be added later 

or even to the finished product to provide unique characteristics. 

4. Yeast. This strange and wonderful fungus eats sugar and 

squirts out alcohol and carbon dioxide. Pure genius. Although 

you could possibly get by using standard bread yeast from your 

cupboard, it’s much better to seek out dried brewer’s yeast from a 

local homebrew store or even live yeast from a microbrewery. 

After letting the wort cool from boiling to room temperature 

(and ideally a bit lower—to 68 degrees F or so), it’s safe to chuck in 

the yeast. It’ll take about three to five days to fully ferment, and you’ll 

need to keep the wort at a cool temperature. If everything is working 

properly, a big foamy head will first develop and then slowly dissi¬ 

pate. The beer should then be transferred to another vessel and aged 

for at least two to three weeks (longer is better, if you can wait!). 

The Three Levels 
There are three basic ways to make homebrew. It’s advisable to start 

with the first—beer concentrate—to get the hang of how brewing 

works (especially the fermentation part, which is difficult to control). 

But soon you’ll want to progress to malt extract and a full mash—at 

which point, you’re getting close to fully autonomous brewing. 

1. Beer Concentrate Brewing. This comes in the form of 

a can containing malt already boiled along with hops. These are 

quite simple to make and come with instructions: simply add wa¬ 

ter, check the temperature, and add the yeast. Steer clear of heav¬ 

ily branded beer “systems,” which are often of dubious quality and 

tie you into buying overpriced specialized gear and ingredients. 

However, smaller brewers sometimes make their own beer con¬ 

centrate kits in the style of their brews, and these are well worth 

seeking out. All you need for beer concentrate brewing is a couple 

of large buckets and a barrel for aging. A thermometer, sterilant, 

and a long spoon are also pretty useful. 

2. Malt Extract Brewing. In this process, the concentrated 

malt comes in a can. You add water and raw hops and give the wort a 

good old boil. Since you choose the quality and variety of the hops, 

you have control over the beer’s bitterness and aroma. You can also 

throw in other grains (the tech term here is “adjuncts”) for extra fla¬ 

vor. For malt extract brewing, you’ll need the gear used for beer con¬ 

centrate brewing, and it’s also good to get your hands on a hydrom¬ 

eter (which measures potential alcohol content) and a stand-alone 

boiler (though an enormous pot on the stove works just fine). 

3. Full Mash Brewing. Here’s where you get serious about 

homebrewing. Starting with the malt, you control the sugar-ex¬ 

traction detailed above, right through to the fermentation. 

This is, of course, a more complex operation, but a full mash 

gives you more control over taste and sourcing of ingredients, so 

that you can go entirely local and/or organic. And you can take the 

process even further: I’m planning to plant hops, and if you ve got 

the space and time, growing and malting your own barley is not 

entirely outside the realm of possibility. 

The Last Drop 
Remember that brewing is about a third science but two-thirds 

art. Relax, experiment, and remember that as long as it’s wet and 

you can drink it, you’ve succeeded. Prosit! ® 
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Spawn a log 

ushroom hunting is a curious sport. It is a game of strat¬ 

egy—locating a hospitable environment for mushrooms 

to grow, like a dead elm, and then keeping it secret. Once 

located, a wild mushroom spot might produce for quite a long 

time. I learned this from one of my dad’s customers who used 

to bring him paper bags stuffed with morels. Innocently, I once 

asked him where he found them. Gruffly, he told me he’d never 

tell. Here in my urban environs I’ve never been able to join in that 

game. However, I have discovered how to bring a little bit of the 

woods indoors: the mushroom log. 

Mushroom logs are just that: mushrooms that grow on logs. 

The log can be anywhere from two to four feet tall, the perfect 

height to sit on the kitchen table, or any shaded environment in 

your home. With minimal input you can harvest almo’st a quarter 

of a pound of mushrooms every few weeks. A common type of log 

is the shiitake—a healthy addition to the daily diet. 

Shiitake mushrooms have long been associated with both cu¬ 

linary and medicinal properties. Originally from Japan and Ko¬ 

rea, the shiitake is also called the Chinese black mushroom and 

the forest mushroom. Shiitakes are now cultivated in the US and 

often called the golden oak. 

Shiitakes are a major protein source, offering amino acids, 

vitamins, and minerals essential for healthy living. They natural¬ 

ly produce compounds that strengthen the immune system. They 

have long been used to build the body’s resistance to infection and 

disease. Lentinan, a polysaccharide complex, possesses signifi¬ 

cant immune-enhancing properties. It also stimulates produc¬ 

tion of infection-fighting agents against viral infections. Shiita¬ 

kes also have antitumor properties and have been found useful in 

the treatment of ovarian cysts. Additionally, shiitake mushrooms 

lower blood cholesterol. 

In nature they grow on hardwood logs under trees near cold- 

water sources. Japan has retained at least ten precent of its forests 

with this cultivation. The cap, a dark brown, averages about five 

inches diameter. It is the only part that is eaten due to the tough 

nature of the stem. Stems should be saved and added to stocks or 

sauces for flavor, then discarded. 

rHING THAT EATS, LIVES 
by stacey gengo 

When purchasing a log, it’s best to use a reliable source, like a 

mushroom farm. These logs are inoculated with cultures from the 

farm, so you will be getting shiitake mushrooms, not a mysterious 

fungus or weed. Once the log is yours, it needs to be fully shaded 

all day, but not in total darkness. Abasement is ideal, or under the 

kitchen sink. It needs some humidity, so now may be the best time 

for that humidifier purchase. 

The log should be placed a couple of inches off its standing 

surface. Place it horizontally on a couple of sticks. Hold the log 

and feel its weight. Remember that feeling, so you’ll know when to 

water it again. As it dries out, it loses weight and begins to crack. 

You’ll notice the signs when it happens. Generally, they produce 

mushrooms for about four years, every two months. First, the log 

must be soaked for 24 hours to shock it into production by trig¬ 

gering the fruiting cycle. Then, the log must be soaked again be¬ 

fore sprouting. 

Some farms sell the whole kit, soaking container and all. If 

you don’t want to spend that much (that’s about $30 extra), find a 

bucket or container to use for soaking. Since it’s a 24-hour pro¬ 

cedure, the log might require its own container. To begin, it may 

take six months to produce the first mushrooms. Then: happy 

harvesting! 

If you find yourself with too many mushrooms, drying is the 

best method. One way is to dry the mushrooms on a screen. Sepa¬ 

rate stems from caps. Reserve stems for another use. Cut caps into 

thin strips, about one-eighth inch. Let dry in open air, in a warm, 

dry place without full sun, which can damage the quality of the 

mushroom. An easier method is covering a board with paper and 

setting it on the radiator, if it’s that time of year. 

A second more decorative method is to string the mush¬ 

rooms. Once the mushrooms are cut into pieces, thread them 

through with needle and string. Hang the garland over the radia¬ 

tor—again, season permitting. Generally, the mushrooms will dry 

in a couple of weeks. Unthread them. With any dried mushroom, 

they should be stored in tightly sealed containers and labeled. 

Store in a dark dry place. They will keep for up to two years. ® 
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DIY 
EARLY TO BED 

j/r by sex lady searah 

Who nof to take sex advice from. 
hese days there are all kinds of way to get sex information. Sex 

columnists, books, friends, parents (maybe), instructional 

videos and so forth. Lots of what is out there is great informa¬ 

tion and I firmly believe that you can never know too much about 

sex. But as I was flipping through my industry publication Adult Video 

News (AVN)f I was reminded of the one place you shouldn’t look for 

sex info . . . Porn. Don’t get me wrong: I’m not against most porn 

(hell, I even make it myself), I am just against it being confused for 

reality. Let me give you a few examples of what I mean . . . 

Healthy & Safety 
OK, we all know that when you are having sex with an entire 

football team (Debbie Does Dallas) or a co-worker on a Xerox machine 

(8 to 4) that you wanna use a condom, right? So we’ll skip the part 

about how you should always use safer sex practices because I know 

you do. Religiously. 

But you know what makes me gag? Well, lots of things actu¬ 

ally (esp. snot), but when it comes to porn, I cannot handle it when 

a dude is plowing a woman up the ass and then sticks his cock right 

back in her pussy. Now, I sleep at night by telling myself that they 

probably are just faking it and he cleaned off real good in between. 

But ugh—the potential bacteria infection he is giving her is so 

icky! No matter how sexy it seems in movies, never put anything 

(cock, finger, toy . . .) into someone’s vagina once it has been in 

her (or anyone else’s) butt. Jut remember the old nursery rhyme, 

“Pussy to butt is fine. Butt to pussy, no friend of mine”. 

Tricky Techniques 
Have you even seen a woman receiving head in a porn movie? 

It goes something like this ... A man (or woman) sticks out his 

tongue as far as he can and flicks a bit around the clit. Sometimes 

he spits on his partner (more about spitting later). Then he stops 

like four minutes late and plows into her. No good! The main 

problem with how cunnilingus is filmed is that filmmakers are so 

intent on getting as much pussy in the shot as possible that they of¬ 

ten don’t let the licker get up close to the lickee. If you want to rock 

a woman’s world with some oral lovin’ get your face up in there! 

And love it. One shouldn’t be able to see any light filter in between 

your face and her yum box. 

And on the other side of the coin, let’s talk about the Deep 

Throat. Porn makers (and therefore, I assume, viewers) are 

obsessed with women who take a whole porn-sized cock in her 

mouth. No easy feat I am sure. But is it necessary? Obviously, in 

real life there are women who can relax their throats enough to 

get a lot of penis in there and I am sure that is smokin’ hot when 

it happens “naturally,” but let us not make it the end-all, be-all 

of being able to “please” a man. Sex is something that is supposed 

to be fun, loving, sometimes tender, sometimes nasty, but should 

never really run the risk of making you throw up. Boys and girls 

who like to smoke the pole can give a guy a great amount of de¬ 

lightful pleasure by using their hands and mouth together to 

create a sensation of fully enclosing a cock. And for those of you 

getting your pole smoked, don’t ever jam your partner’s mouth 

further down on your cock. The blowjob giver decides how deep 

she/he is willing to go. You should just close your eyes and be hap¬ 

py for all the attention! 

Questionable Use 
OK, back to the spitting. I have watched enough people get¬ 

ting spit on in porn to last me a lifetime. I never need to see that 

again. You’d think with 30 people standing around watching you 

fuck that at least one of them could hand you some lube, but ap¬ 

parently not. If spitting is really your thing, fine, go for it as long 

as your partner is cool with it. But please people, don t substitute 

it for lube! Your spit may work in a pinch, but if you are healthy, it 

shouldn’t be very um . . . viscous. If you are putting a cock or toy 

into a pussy or ass, use real lube made for the purpose intended. 

You know that first sex scene in Brokeback Mountain? One spit into his 

palm that he slapped on his dick and then he just shoves it into the 

other guy with no foreplay? OuchW I am not kidding. Serious ouch. 

Please, people . . . get some lube, your whole life will be better. 

So that is some of the bad, but if you want to watch a movie 

that is sexy and can give you some good ideas, check out the awe¬ 

some instructional videos by Nina Hartley or some alternative 

porn that has more authentic sex. Stuff by Comstock Films, Libi¬ 

do Films, and of course, Early to Bed Productions are good places 

to start. Remember, porn is entertainment, not education! ® 

Come visit my shop, Early to Bed, we’re at 5232 N. Sheridan Rd in Chicago. We’re online at www.early2bed.com. 
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NEW RECORDS BY... 
™E INTERNATIONAL 

PLAYBOYS 
COBRA BLOOD HANGOVER' 

TIA CARRERA SELF TITLED 

GORCH FOCK thrilller 
DIANE AND THE SHELL 

30,000 FEET TARANTELLA 

SNAKE TRAP I 
AT HOME IN A HOSTILE WORLD | 

COMING THIS SPRING... 3 
ATTACK FORMATION 

“We Are Alive in Tune” 

AUSTRALIAN CATTLE GOD 
_ www.australiarKsattlegodl.Gom 

Visit Columbia, Mo., for hands- 

on workshops and in-depth 

discussions April 13-15, 2007 

Topics include: 

» Urban farming 

» Making community media 

» Examining your own cervix 

» Book binding 

» Subverting gender 

» Filmmaking 

» Community mental health 

» Dealing with sexual assault 

We’ll provide meals, housing and 
quality child care and kids’ 
workshops 

www.createconference.net 
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MIXED TAPE DEVILS 
BELOW SEA LEVEL 

TSWS7 
limited edition CDR w/ handmade covers 

S5.D0 ppd US / S7.DD ppd World 

What happens when hip-hop meets experimental noise 

and punches it square in the face, forcing experimental 

noise to unleash its powerful death ray on all of humanity? Who the fuck 

knows? We do know you can get this mixtape for very cheap and hear 

some of the weirdest rap music coming out of Chicagoland. featuring 

Kaptain Nemo, Sharkula (aka Thigahmahjiggee), PJ Sumroc, and oth¬ 

ers. Available for only a short time longer, as we have to clear the lane 

to make way for the 'LEGEND DF K. NEMO' mixtape coming up featuring 

MC Serch, Vakill and other special guests. 

http://www.secrEtlifGDfsound.com 
http://tslos.libsyn.com/rss 

http://myspace.com/RCF 

http://myspace.com/therealkaptainnemo 

tslos@secretlifeofsound.com 

STILL AVAILABLE 

Remote Control Frequencies '2D,ODD' CD 

$8.00 pdd US / JID.DD World 

Skoweyajeed' Trepanatio earworm' CDR 

$8.00/$10.00 

Forbes Graham 'Return from Annihilation' CDR EP 

$5.00/$7.00 
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limited run 'brown reason to live' JL 
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internet. If you absolutely hate computers send us 
a smoke signal and well work something out.... I# 
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100 ZIPPER HOODIES 513 50* 
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1000 COLOR STICKERS too 
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CUSTOM FULL COLOR 
APPAREL & STICKER 

PRINTING 
• Place your orders online 24/7 

• Browse 100’s of products 

• Download digital templates 

25 avails We colors»5000 qty - $350 

two 

1000 COLOR STICKERS &45H 
■ mm mm mm 4” Circles or Squares ♦ Choose stock & ink 8 '%mmm 
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tJ** We Print *rom your digital files 

* Online tracking of order status 

x y • Real time shipping estimates 

25 available caters ♦ 5000 qty • $450 

ONE COLOR 

1000 BUMPER STICKERS $400 
* 11.5*3 with peel strip * Tee choose stock & ink ^m 

25 available colors * 2000 qty $350 

Stuoit option* include; white matte paper, white gfoss paper silver or quid toil, clear 
polypropylene ur white vinyl with Samination. Hailtooefgf a die nl screens are available for 
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MUSIC 
Against Me! - Americans Abroad!!! 
Against Me!!! Live in London!!!, CD 

There hasn’t been much precedence for live 

records with all things considered punk, 

hardcore, and everything in-between. In the 

past, chances were not that great it would 

be something worth listening to over and 

over again. Be it because of the sound qual¬ 

ity, performance, or both, the idea of a good 

sounding live punk record is still relatively 

new. So what happens when a punk band 

has the luxury of making a good sounding live record of a great performance? You get some¬ 

thing like AmericdnsAbroed. 

More often than not, live records are made to cap off an era. Face to Face’s LIVE was 

issued before the band tried out darker, moodier rock. Blink-182’s The Mark, Tom, and Travis 

Show was a part of their record company squeezing the most out of their breakout album, 

Fnema of the State. The Get Up Kids’ Live at the Granada Theater was their final goodbye. So 

where does Against Me’s contribution fit in this pantheon of live records? Well, they’ve adhered 

to the Foghat Rule (“Your fourth album should be double-live!” as mentioned in Yo La Tengo’s 

“Sugarcube” video). All joking aside, Against Me (AM) is at a career crossroads here. With a 

record deal with Sire Records and Butch Vig producing their next album, a certain percentage 

of AM fans are not looking forward to what they have coming up next. My feeling is to judge the 

album for what it is versus the idea of what it might be. As someone who prefers Searching for 

a Former Clarity and As the Eternal Cowboy over their older material, Americans Abroad hints 

that the band is just getting started. All this said, this is a satisfying collection for AM fans, but 

not absolutely essential listening. 

The set list features a healthy dose from the band’s proper albums. Five tracks are from 

Searching, seven are from Cowboy, four are from Reinventing Axl Rose, and there is one new 

song, the X-ish, “Americans Abroad.” Performance-wise, the band is strong and pretty human. 

There are plenty of tempo shifts that would call for a retake in a studio, but are permissible in 

a live setting. There’s only one moment where a song feels awkward because it’s a little too 

slow: “From Her Lips to God’s Ears” just doesn’t succeed here as it does on Searching. As far as 

the vocals go, Tom Gabel is very clear and punchy. Plus, you hear James Bowman and Andrew 

Seward tear it up on the backing vocals (and the occasional lead vocal). Some live records push 

those vocals way back, but J. Robbins’ mix thankfully doesn’t do that. 

The overall sound quality is pretty open and full. You feel like you’re standing right in 

front of the stage. The audience is a little drowned out during the songs, but that’s OK with 

me. I’d much rather hear the rattle of a guitar strum than a random “woo!” from the audience. 

Yet it’s the parts where the audience claps and sings along that make the record a worthwhile 

live record (“Those Anarcho Punks are Mysterious” and “We Laugh at Danger and Break all the 

Rules” are the best examples). 

It seems like Against Me has always been in a position where they could go any direction. 

Their music has matured beyond its humble beginnings as songs you only heard around bon¬ 

fires and laundry rooms in Gainesville. Yes, there are more people coming out to the shows and 

buying the records, but does that mean that Americans Abroad is an “adios” to their longtime 

fans? Nope. I’m hoping it’s just another step in a promising direction. - Eric Grubbs 
Fat Wreck Chords, PO Box 193690, San Francisco, CA 94119-3690, fatwreck.com 

Melvins, the - A Senile Animal, CD 

During the two decades the Melvins have 

been churning out records and wreaking 

havoc on stereo speakers, they’ve featured 

more bassists than the US has had presi¬ 

dents. Appropriately, the revolving door 

that’s accompanied guitarist/vocalist Buzz 

Osborne and drummer Dale Crover often 

turns with a shift in the group’s thunder¬ 

ous administration. Matt Lukin, who left in 

the mid-80’s to join Mudhoney, represented the Melvins’ grungy early days in the Pacific 

Northwest, Lorax and Joe Preston its sludgy Boner Records years, Mark Deutrom the addic¬ 

tive hooks of its Atlantic-era catalog, and Kevin Rutmanis the noisy, experimental leanings of 

its Ipecac-sponsored rebirth. So, it’s completely fitting that the group’s latest full-length, the 

pitch-perfect successor to 2002’s critically lauded Hostile Ambient Takeover, helps shift gears 

with a new lineup. The rumors are true: the Melvins have enlisted not only a new bassist but the 

kit-pounding assistance of a second drummer. 

The group begins its days as a quartet with a sound that’s both inherited from previous 

records and refreshingly new. Sure, long-time followers will hear much of the Melvins’ distor¬ 

tion-drenched back-catalog in the record’s 10 floor-rattling tracks but, more than anything else, 

the disc sits near the intersection of raw Ipecac outings like The Maggot and studio-refined, 

mid-’90s full-lengths like Houdini, Stoner Witch, and Stag. In short, it barks, kicks, and screams 

but makes sure to put the hook in your mouth before pulling you along for the ride. 

The whole package is broken into three loosely defined parts. In the first, we get anthe- 

mic punk-metal and Houdini-era hard-rock (“The Talking Horse,” “Civilized Worm”), as well as 

“Blood Witch,” an addictive, stop-start jaunt that owes some debts to the Melvins/Lustmord 

gem “Bloated Pope.” The disc’s mid-section boasts a quartet of pounding barnburners that, 

thanks to the joys of CD sequencing, blur together like the band’s don’t-stop-to-catch-your- 

breath live sets: “A History of Drunks,” “Rat Faced Granny,” “The Hawk,” and “You’ve Never 

Been Right.” To close, they return to the drum patterns of “Civilized Worm” but then pull the 

carpet from beneath you, serving up three tracks whose repetitions and longer-winded verses 

might remind the faithful of “Anaconda” or Lysol. 

What’s most amazing about A Senile Animal, though, is how the whole disc holds 

together in light of all these seemingly disjointed elements. You could chalk it up, I guess, to 

great songs that have been given the time to percolate and brew. Despite a non-stop string of 

releases-two discs with Jello Biafra and the Mangled Demos set, CDs with Lustmord and as the 

Melvins/Fantomas Big Band, numerous side projects-Osborne and Crover haven’t cut a proper 

Melvins record in about four years. But even purists would have a tough time arguing that the 
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new lineup doesn’t add a sharpened sting to the Melvins’ signature attack. Bassist Jared Warren 

and drummer toady Willis—the duo Big Business, in their own right-bring out the best in the 

group’s core members and make trover’s already storied rhythm section all the more volatile. 

Willis, in particular, does more than just add volume to the mix, expanding on trover’s delivery 

with impeccably timed fills and drum patterns that force the proceedings into a kind of percus¬ 

sive echo chamber. Listen to the pounding rattle-and-rumble that closes “You’ve Never Been 

Right,” the off-kilter notes bumping into each other like overheated atoms, for evidence. 

The past 20-odd years have taught us the Melvins’ lineup is an ever-evolving one and, as 

in American politics, it’s likely the names of those steering the ship will change in coming years. 

But, really, that’s beside the point, isn’t it? Years and years after most bands have split over 

“creative differences” or resigned themselves to reunion junkets chock full of stale material, 

the Melvins continue to release new records as good as what they were doing when some of 

their fans were in diapers. A Senile Animal is proof that a new lineup simply reinforces a familiar 

sentiment: there’s a new Melvins record out and you’ve got to hear it. - Justin Vellucci 

Joanna Newsom - Ys, CD 

As early as high school I was anxious to 

hear the music people my age would create 

when we had all grown into adults. Every 

generation has its own idiosyncrasies, flaws, 

and hopes, and surely those things manifest 

themselves on records. After all, we grew up 

in the same period of American history and 

would have been exposed to the same mu¬ 

sic, pop culture, cringe-able fashion trends, 

and world events together. I always figured this future music would speak to me (and for me) 

in a way that records before my time hadn’t. Now, I know that most of the feelings conveyed 

on any record are timeless and could be applied to any generation in any part of the world, but 

I was still excited about the idea of hearing records from artists who would remember how 

exciting it was when a new Nintendo game came out and Full House was every kid’s favorite 

television show. I don’t know if Joanna Newsom watched TGIF Fridays on ABC or played “Super 

Mario Bros. 3” until her thumbs had blisters, but I’m still excited to have this amazing and origi¬ 

nal record come from someone who was born the same year as me and might therefore have 

the same outlook or understanding of the world that I do. 

One of the things that makes artists like Joanna Newsom so special is the intimacy of 

their records. You won’t find any distortion or John Bonham drum solos-it’s just a voice and 

an instrument. Oftentimes it’s so quiet the only way you can really take anything in is by 

just paying attention and listening; it’s not the type of record you can clean your house to 

or converse over. This was true of Joanna’s first record, The Milk-Eyed Mender, which wasn’t 

comprised of any instruments or sounds save for that of Joanna’s voice and her harp. It's for 

this reason that the most noticeable change on this new record is undoubtedly the addition 

of Van Dyke Parks’ orchestral accompaniment. This sort of thing can certainly take away 

from an artist, especially one who’s whole “thing” is just her and her harp, but the strings 

(and the occasional brass or woodwind instrument) don’t detract from Joanna or her harp at 

all. Her music and voice is still the centerpiece-the orchestra just complements it in a way 

that isn’t overbearing. 
Another notable change from the first album would be the length of the songs. With 

only five songs on the album the tracks range from just under eight minutes to 16. The song 

structure itself is linear, in that there is no verse-chorus-verse structure. Each song tells a story 

and as it progresses along it expresses wonder, happiness, sadness, and everything in-be¬ 

tween, so there might be several climaxes within a single song. It’s this longer song length, 

coupled with the orchestra that give Ys an epic feel similar to that of a movie or classic Greek 

tale. I’ve never considered lyrics an integral part to music, but the lyrics on Ys are so good at 

painting a picture-telling stories about characters-that once a song finishes, I feel like I’ve 

just read a short novel. Unaccompanied by music, the lyrics could hold up on their own as 

poems or short tales. 
Overall, the combination of the vocals, harp, and orchestration paints a musical picture 

that could be described as otherworldly. Ys could be the musical equivalent of a Jim Henson 

movie-this fantasy world without computers or cars, where your only worry is the struggle 

between the good king and an evil race of goblins from a nearby land. I picture Joanna living 

alone in a cabin atop of a mountain, drinking tea with a race of talking deer, and picking magi¬ 

cal berries off the rainbow bushes for dinner. 

It’s hard to give something this spectacular any justice-no matter how many descrip¬ 

tive words you use or paragraphs you write, some records just need to be heard. It’s beauti¬ 

ful, sad, mysterious, and full of wonder in a way that few records or artists ever accomplish. 

There might not be any lyrics about watching Perfect Strangers on the hide-a-bed with your 

parents on a Friday night, but I’m still excited to have Joanna Newsom on my birth year's team. 

- Krystle Miller 
Drag City, 2000 West Carroll Ave #201, Chicago, IL 60612, dragcity.com 

Xasthur - Subliminal Genocide, CD 

You have to feel a little sorry for young Ma¬ 

lefic (AKA Xasthur). Upon deciding to poke 

his head out of his murky bedroom for a 

quick look around at what was going on in 

the outside world, he fell under the spell of a 

bad crowd. Malefic didn’t have time to blink 

before he found himself rudely snatched-up 

by some young ne’er do wells looking for 

their latest fix of independent rock; they 

seized him and rode him into town on their 

shoulders. All in attendance hailed his strange new sounds and many lauded his efforts from 

the rooftops, praising his “droning textures” and his “hypnotic dirges.” Many of the town folk 

tried to understand his strange ways and whilst stroking their beards, asking whence he came 

from and what brought him to make such strange music. 

Ipecac, PO Box 1778, Orinda, CA 94563, ipecac.com 
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Reviewer Spotlight: Eric Action (EA) 

Vibrators, the, We Vibrate. After reviewing the awful new Vibrators record for this 
issue, I had to pull out their wonderful first single, We Vibrate/Whips and Furs. The 
first two Vibrators records, Pure Mania and V2 are both classic early punk rock and 
easy to find on compact disc. This single isn’t the easiest to find and isn’t even on the 

We Vibrate compilation named after the title track (huh?). News flash! If you don’t own Pure Mania, it turns 
out that Captain Oi Records has tacked this single onto their version of the classic debut LP. What makes this 
a classic 45 to add to your collection? Released in 1976, this is one of the first punk singles to ever be pressed 
and the title track is pure pogo bliss. The guitar riff on the chorus of “We Vibrate” is classic rock and roll and 
will stick in your head for days after just one listen. This is the beginning of a 26-year-long rocky adventure 
that has had many bumps along the way. There are only a few Vibrators highlights after their first few years, 
and I’ll admit that many have bought the wrong releases and come to me asking why I suggested this band 
in the first place. So here you go: hunt down their first few singles and the first two long players and thank me 
later. The Vibrators are often overlooked compared to other British bands of the time, but with some classic 
tracks and fun punk looks, they should be a staple in everyone’s collections. 

Currently playing: Boys Christmas album, Creedence Clearwater Revival box set, Giant Haystacks, and the 
last Buff Medways single. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Dan Agacki (DA) 

Last Sons of Krypton, I Want Action. After extensive brain combing, I have no clue where my initial exposure 
to the Last Sons of Krypton came from. Possibly, it was the December ‘96 issue of Maximum RocknRoll that 
featured them on the cover, opposite the Zeros. Placing a modern band on the cover next to a truly classic punk 
band is a surefire way to make a person look like a halfwit right? Well, luckily for Tim Yohannan he chose a 
band that had the songs to back up that sort of accolade. Their first 7” proved to be a perfectly executed slab of 
Killed by Death-influenced retardo punk. I Want Action, their follow-up 7”, ruffled a few feathers. Musically, it 
was up to snuff with the first record. The problem was with the title of the song “Kristina K is Gonna Get Raped.” 
The demo version of the song even used her actual last name! I could see where people were coming from in 
objecting to the lyrics, but they never phased me. It was kind of like Sid Vicious wearing a swastika shirt. The 
controversy surrounding this 7” and the band’s reputation as troublemakers didn’t alienate me in the slightest 
bit. In fact it made me like them that much more. My first band even flirted with covering the aforementioned 
song. So why should you care about this record? Well, you know all those KBD bands that are later found to 
have more than just two songs? The Last Sons of Krypton are a modern version of those of bands, except all of 
their songs are great, versus the average KBD bands, who spent their loads writing one great song. 

Top 5 non-reissue 7 inches of 2006: Pink Reason, S/T; Tyvek, Mary Ellen Claims/Honda; Homostupids, The 
Brutal Birthday EP, Home Blitz, S/T, and Live Outside. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Abbie Amadio (AJA) 

Gossip, the, Arkansas Heat. Albums of this type are hard to describe in writing be¬ 
cause they accomplish what any good rock-and-roll album should: they appeal to 
the emotions most of us have to keep bottled up inside of us on a daily basis—our 
sense of freedom, rebelliousness, and recklessness. Arkansas Heat, in addition to the 

whole of the Gossip’s output, inspires both solo and public dance performances, hip-thrusting, air-humping, 
fist-pumping, and a way heavy dose of lip-biting. Or, maybe all the humping and pumping is just me. Nev¬ 
ertheless, they have kept the garage-punk sound feeling just a little bit dangerous, a feat a lot of other 
current bands have failed to accomplish. Arkansas Heat gives the band a greater feeling of authenticity: the 
recording is muddled, the drums and guitar spastic, and feeding the low howl of Beth Ditto’s vocals are their 
Southern roots, which they acknowledge and decidedly move away from on this album. Arkansas Heat isn’t 
just an exercise in bluesy-punk-dance-goodness, the Gossip permeate their songs with politics, which get 
made more explicit on 2006’s Standing in the Way of Control. From "Gone Tomorrow” to the marathon closer 
“(Take Back) The Revolution,” they cover the experiences felt by those who don’t fit in and, in turn, what our 
society does to those people. Those people who live in small towns full of born-again Christians, and those 
people ostracized by a born-again in the White House, always hoping for their own revolution. I don’t know 
if that day will ever come, but it’s nice to let this album do some of the motivating. 

Five Cassette Tapes On The Floor Of My Car: The Best Of The Andrews Sisters; Duran Duran, Decade: Greatest 
Hits; Bobbie Vinton, Roses Are Red; Siouxsie and the Banshees mixtape; Dr. Dre, 2001. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Bill Angelbeck (BA) 

Smog, Red Apple Falls. Smog is Bill Callahan playing with different people. Lately, he’s been (Smog), and 
I don’t know what the parentheses mean. But I don’t care either way as I’ll listen to every album he puts 
out. Each of his later albums has their proponents, but I think everyone can agree that Red Apple Falls is 
among his finest works. His early stuff could be pretty scruffy, lo-fi bedroom recordings and other stuff like 
his epic EP, Kicking a Couple Around, was stark in its solo minimalism. Red Apple Falls, though, represents 
Callahan experimenting with a bit more orchestration, adding some piano to that steel guitar, or horns on 
top of “robot” drums, as the liner notes have it. Plus, Callahan puts forth some well-crafted lyrics that can hit 
you in the gut like a Raymond Carver short story. Sure, they’re often dark, but it just shows the depth of his 
connections into the inner workings of social life. He can even be humorous when he does it, like that classic 

A Heartwell Ending - Trust Us We Lie, CD 
In the mid-’90s film Multiplicity, America’s favor¬ 
ite everyman, Michael Keaton, concocts a way to 
clone himself in an effort to spend more time do¬ 
ing the things he loves to do. At first, our hero’s 
plan works out smashingly. He sends his duplicate 
to work, leaving him with plenty of time to do the 
important things in life. Golfing! Leisure time with 
Andie MacDowell! Everything seems to be perfect. 
Keaton eventually gets greedy and within the span 
of this topical, two-hour anti-cloning romp we learn 
the tough lesson that the more copies produced, the 
worse the quality. Midway through the movie, we’re 
shown a bumbling, seemingly mentally deficient 
version of our protagonist whose very existence 
could potentially foul up the whole operation. This 
colorful analogy finally brings us to A Heartwell End¬ 
ing, a similarly water-downed creature whose Trust 
Us We Lie is nothing more than a record that’s been 
Xeroxed so many times that its contact-high-induc¬ 
ing odor has long since faded. Extra cringe points 
awarded for name checking MySpace.com in a song 
title. Someone get Mr. Mom on the phone to straight¬ 
en these youngsters out! (MS) 
Mediaskare, mediaskarerecords.com 

Adrian and the Sickness - Adrian for President, CD 
Adrian Conner has a clear, honeyed voice that pairs 
well with heavy licks and mid-’90s alterna-rock 
soundtracks. (That’s a compliment: Andrew Keegan 
was on my bedroom wall for a long time). Plus, she 
has a reputation for showmanship and snarl, thanks 
to several years playing Angus Young in Helle’s 
Belles (Seattle’s all-female AC/DC cover band) and 
a taste for performing in bra, skirt, and dreadlocks 
only. So I’d love to see her live, and I definitely ap¬ 
plaud the move from covering songs to singing 
her own. Album-wise, though, she’s yet to hit her 
stride. Adrian for President is energetic but structur¬ 
ally repetitive, and needs a few surprises (or at the 
very least, a few more tricks from the AC/DC bag). 
Still, there’s a lot of cheeky promise to a song like 
“Weenie Roast,” and also the honesty of “Birthday.” 
“If I could get my head out my ass,” sings Conner, 
“this song would be about you / but it’s not / it’s 
about me.” Fair enough. (MC) 
Self-released, myspace.com/adrianandthesickness 

An Epic at Best - There Will Be Rain, CD 
An Epic at Best offers homegrown emo musings from 
Athens through pensive, piano-driven constructions 
in a style that is slow and disarming. There Will Be 
Rain is their debut, and comes through with a healthy 
serving of angst and idealism as lead Roy Coughlin 
traverses the land of prepubescent anguish with 
strained, affected vocals reminiscent of Ben Bar¬ 
nett (Kind of Like Spitting). They’re not attempting 
big hooks but reflecting past hook-ups, death, and 
traveling, and plod along without much flourish for 
most songs, allowing Coughlin's songwriting to take 
the spotlight. “Carolina” is an early standout with 
sheets of plucked guitars and captivating lyrics, and 
fans of Tilly and the Wall will appreciate the quick 
acoustic romp of “Birds.” There Will Be Rain is the 
sort of record made for gloomy days and staring out 
windows or to listen to while writing a long tirade to 
your ex for corrupting your entire life. It’s blatantly 

hokey at times, especially for the entire duration of 
“The Day Stephen Finally Set Himself on Fire” (in case 
the title wasn’t a tip-off), but there are just as many 
moments that triumph to make up for the missteps. 
This is only their debut-given time and a few tweaks 
in their sound, they can only get better. (SBM) 
Two Sheds, P0 Box 5455, Atlanta, GA 31107-5455, twosheds- 

music.com 

Arma Secreta - A Century’s Remains, CD 
“You took too much off the top,” Christopher Wark 
and Bradley Bean repeat in "Salon Song,” the ninth 
track on A Century’s Remains. They bark the main riff 
along with their clipped, syncopated instruments. 
Then, Wark’s guitar buzzes like a hair dryer or elec¬ 
tric hair clippers. The song subtly imagines that ap¬ 
pointments at the salon brainwash the clients. The 
lyrical meaning is another layer of creativity that 
supplements how the sound of the words and the 
music work in tandem. Eleventh and final track “Re¬ 
garding Your Tone” features Wark’s woven arpeggios 
and overdubbed riffing. After beginning like a Slint 
song, the arpeggios morph into heavier chord work 
and ultimately give way to slowly chiming chords. By 
the end of the record, Arma Secreta’s covertly catchy 
tunes; controlled, fully realized post-punk (or, some 
would say, math-rock) arrangements, and thought¬ 
ful lyrics have revealed themselves like blossoms 
on a sunny m'orning. After a few more listens, more 
layers of the record, as well as its unassumingly high 
quality, emerge. Good stuff. (JM) 
Rthmtc, P0 Box 11461, Memphis, TN 38111, rthmtc.com; Smith7 

Records, smithseven.com 

Beatings, the - Holding on to Hand Grenades, CD 
Following up their 2002 full-length Italiano, the Beat¬ 
ings continue on their Husker Du/Pixies-esque indie 
rock with Holding on to Hand Grenades. This release 
features a nice balance between slower, melodic 
tunes, such as “Upstate Flashbacks” and “Stockholm 
Syndrome Relapse,” and follows up with harder, 
more intense rock and screaming vocals on tracks 
like “Feel Good Ending,” and “Remedial Math Rock.” 
A mix up of tempos and male and female-fronted 
tracks makes the whole album more interesting 
and keeps it from slipping into background music. 
One of the best examples of this balance is the track 
“Scorches Earth Policy,” which abruptly switches 
from a slow, dreamy tune before breaking down 
into a driving, male-female rockin’ duet. Overall, 
Holding on to Hand Grenades is a fantastic collection 
that would be music to the ears of most Bob Mould 
and Frank Black followers, including this reviewer. 
The disc probably would benefit from cutting a few 
tracks as it runs a bit long. But considering this is the 
Beatings’ first full length since 2002, you gotta take 
what you can get. (SSW) 
Midriff, 119 West 25th St, 7th Floor, New York, NY 10001, thebeat- 

ings.com 

Blackbird Suite - S/T, CD 

It’s been a while since a record completely took me 
by surprise and made its way into my personal heavy 
rotation. It’s been longer still since a record did so 
without any advance warning, arriving in near ob¬ 
scurity and almost immediately making itself at 
home in my collection, spending weeks on end in¬ 
side the player and spinning almost nonstop. That is 
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exactly what this little gem of a long player accom¬ 
plished only a few tracks in, winning me over with 
passion, energy, and sincere delivery. Managing to 
combine the earnestness of Latterman, the urgency 
of Defiance, Ohio, and the aggression of Against Me, 
Blackbird Suite take things one step further by in¬ 
stilling a great deal of raw energy into the delivery. 
Utilizing an acoustic guitar to drive the melody and 
then encasing it with bursts of noise from the electric 
guitar, bass, and percussion leads to a sound familiar 
yet entirely original. Combine this with the raspy vo¬ 
cals which exhibit influences raging from hip hop to 
punk rock and spoken word, and the end result is as 
stunning as it is vital. If you have a chance to see this 
band live, take it and pay special attention to “Three 
Cheers,” Goddamn,” and “Castillo Straits.” Blackbird 
Suite is not only the best new band I’ve heard in 
years, this debut full-length is my favorite album of 

2006.(BN) 
hellcitydetroit.com 

Brainhandle - S/T, 7” 
On their tour last summer, Brainhandle treated Mil¬ 
waukee to a double dose of their awesome hardcore. 
The first show was an energetic basement show, 
highlighted by a set- encompassing Play-Doh war. 
The end of their tour looped back through Milwau¬ 
kee, playing with Tragedy, and Brainhandle blew the 
headliners off the stage. With that bit of background 
knowledge set in place, I’m happy to say that Brain- 
handle’s records stand up to their great live shows. 
This 7” seems to be split into two sides comprised of 
two songs of similar feel. The A-side starts out with 
a rocking intro that moves into a song that reminds 
me of a sped up Adolescents. They know the secret 
to playing fast hardcore, or any music for that matter, 
but don’t forget to write catchy songs. The B-side is 
more mid-tempo and reminds me even more of the 
Adolescents. Also check out the artwork on this re¬ 
lease. The cool drawing coupled in black and purple 
ink on the white background just screams for you at¬ 
tention. This is everything a record should be. (DA) 
Fashionable Idiots, P0 Box 580131, Minneapolis, MN 55458 fash- 

ionableidiots.com 

Born/Dead - Endless War... Repetition, CD 
I have previously gushed, in these pages, about my 
love for bands that can apply to the anarcho scene 
and the hardcore scene at the same time. In the late- 
’80s/early-’90s, Econochrist fit that billing. Talk is 
Poison had a similar effect in the late-’90s. In 2006 
this honor belongs to Born/Dead. Their combination 
of influences, from Discharge’s music to Crass’ imag¬ 
ery, presents an amazing package. The material on 
Endless War... Repetition is culled from their split 
with Consume, an ultra-limited, tour-only 12”, and 
the Repetition/Fear EP. There are also a couple of live 
videos as well as a slide show of live pictures. The 
CD is split between the original lineup and present 
day lineup with no signs of letting up in overall qual¬ 
ity. The Necros cover is a nice touch, and Born/Dead 
is one of those bands that never fail to make a high 

quality release. (DA) 
Prank, P0 Box 41089Z, San Francisco, CA 94141-0892 

Briggs, the - Back to Higher Ground, CD 
The Briggs need to release a recording that captures 
how terrific of a band they are. Joey LaRocca is an 

ideal frontman, and every time I’ve seen the Briggs I 
found the show more than satisfying. Unfortunately, 
their prior records all left a lot to be desired despite 
containing well-written songs. Overproduction ru¬ 
ined the band’s rawness on these early records, tak¬ 
ing away all of the in-your-face glory of the band’s 
live performances. It pains me to say it, but there’s 
not a lot going for this album either. This time, the 
production is much better, but the songs themselves 
are now overwritten. They’re still playing street 
punk, but they’re trying to include too many parts 
per song, and the newfound We-Must-Emulate- 
the-Clash obsession is not working either. There are 
a few really good songs included on Back to Higher 
Ground, with “Wasting Time” serving as the high 
point. The Briggs is one of the best bands of today, 
but they’re not a studio band. This album will do if 
the Briggs isn’t coming to your town in the near fu¬ 
ture. Otherwise, wait and experience them firsthand 
before delving into their sadly uneven recorded out¬ 
put. Fans of the band’s earlier releases will sense an 
improvement with Sack to Higher Ground due to the 
enhanced production, but it’s an ultimately disap¬ 

pointing album. (AE) 
Side One Dummy, PO Box 2350, Los Angeles, CA 90078, sideon- 

edummy.com 

Busdriver - Kill Your Employer, 12” 
Busdriver (born Regan Farquhar) has rapped his way 
through countless singles and albums over the last 
few years, and “Kill Your Employer” is the first single 
from his upcoming fifth effort, RoadKillOvercoat. The 
usual subliminal ramblings are here, but in a more 
aggressive and blunt style this time around, which 
perhaps speaks to Epitaph’s new interest in skater- 
friendly politi-hop. The rhymes are nothing more 
than frustrating diatribes about veggie dogs, politics, 
and dinosaur dung, and only cause this track to sound 
stale and scattered. The beats here come courtesy of 
Boom Bip, and while they shine in the included re¬ 
mix, they do nothing to compliment Busdriver’s rants 
on this track. As such, both the instrumental and a 
cappella versions are lifeless filler, and the one hook 
that the single offers is really nothing to be flaunted. 
Here’s hoping the rest of the upcoming album makes 
up for what this preview sorely lacks. (SBM) 
Epitaph, 2798 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90026, epitaph.com 

Cat Scientist-Cicada, CD 
It takes prodigious skill and a carefully crafted ap¬ 
proach to make music that’s both patently asinine 
and listenable. Without these, inane tunes are easily 
dismissible for being just that. Austin, Texas group Cat 
Scientist (CS) certainly is silly. Penning tunes about 
cat scientists, bugs, severe weather, elves, sex (and 
the precursors to sex), CS make no bones about their 
desire to quirk out habitually. Their sound-colorful 
but musically thin synth “funk” only dorky white 
people could make-is no less peculiar. Featuring 
dueling male/female vocals and keyboards, CS calls 
to mind a middle-aged, modestly-talented Mates of 
State with a bassist and guitarist. Cicada, the band’s 
first full-length, could be mistaken for children’s mu¬ 
sic if not for the explicit and repeated references to 
sex. In fact, “Rocks and Trees” boasts the recurring 
lyrics “I’ve been having sex with live things for a long 
time.” Using unfunny inside jokes for lyrics only dis- 

MUSIC 
And so ends our tale. Or does it? Maybe it’s easy to make fun of black metal today 

as being merely the latest hipster fad, and Xasthur as the victim of its fleeting admiration, 

but it’s usually the last on the bandwagon who make such blithely reductionist statements 

(or death metal fans-we just make fun of everything). For drawing together the disparate 

strands of the Black Legions, Greek death metal, and funeral doom, Malefic deserves a place 

in the as-yet-to-be-written history books. The new album, his Hydra Head debut, Subliminal 

Genocide, marks a return to form for Xasthur, and a signpost for new directions realized by 

the constant mutation of his music. 
Like Nocturnal Poisoning, Subliminal Genocide is absolutely soaked in reverb. It’s this 

haunting musical interpretation of faded grandeur and blackened romanticism that was 

evoked by Mutiilation, but never fully realized until filtered through the four-track of a re¬ 

clusive kid in California. Anyway, gone are the harsher textures of recent Xasthur; the synths 

and thick, gooey layers of fuzz have made a triumphant comeback. Anyone who lamented 

a lapse in quality in recent Xasthur will be thrilled by Subliminal Genocide, and like the best 

Xasthur, the newest album works best when he’s not attempting straight-ahead black metal. 

In a nod to the recent output of Drudkh and Hate Forest, Subliminal Genocide is epic in scale, 

but simple in its themes, especially on the 12-minute plus “The Prison of Mirrors.” The instru¬ 

mentation is also much improved over earlier releases, at times recalling the likes of Red 

Sparowes and Zombi. In fact, it’s to classic Italian horror soundtracks that the album has its 

closest ties, the simple plaintive melodies a definite throwback to Fabio Frizzi or Goblin. 

Perhaps this explains Xasthur’s crossover appeal: its metal for kids raised on Coc¬ 

teau Twins or My Bloody Valentine. But while everybody today is falling over themselves to 

praise Malefic’s blessed-out, reverb-drenched vistas ad nauseam, they fail to look beyond 

to the songs buried underneath. It’s Xasthur’s uncomplicated melodies-more Satie in their 

minimalism than Wagner in their bombast-that give Xasthur’s music its unique flavor. With 

any luck, Malefic will survive his moment in the limelight and get back to what he does best: 

tinkering with his four-track, making some of the strangest outsider metal on the planet. 

-Chay Lawrence 
Hydra Head, hydrahead.com 

Bad Lieutenants - Every Time I Come Around, CD 
Bad Lieutenants guitarist Steve Theriault wrote all the music and most of the 
lyrics on this record for the Chinks, the band he was in more than lO years ago. 
Bad Lieutenants revived the songs, recorded them, and ended up with a pretty 
good-but flawed-record before Theriault’s death in 2005. Theriault left us 
a few great slightly grungy punk-rock songs that might offend some people. 
For instance, “Little Hitler” compares an ex with perhaps the most notoriously 
evil figure of the 20th century. “Little Hitler /1 really miss her / she’s a pisser /1 

wanna kiss her / little Hitler / don’t wanna dis her / please don’t dismiss her / my little Hitler,” vocalist Brian 
McCaffrey sings in a husky tone. At the chorus, he sings, “She left me sitting on her porch / like a bag of burn¬ 
ing shit!” On paper, the lyrics seem juvenile and insensitive. In fact, the words aren’t any more sensitive on 
record. Nevertheless, the song simply communicates the indecision of a person dealing with a broken heart. 
On one hand, the woman who jaded the narrator is a terrible person; The break-up feels like persecution and 
torture. On the other hand, the main character remains loyal to the woman even though she reduced him 
to a “bag of burning shit” because he hopes to renew the better days of the relationship. With a wounded 
voice, McCaffrey sells the song. The simple construction, minimum number of chords, straightforward pop 
rhythm and 98-second length complement the song’s basic sentiment. Another simple song stands out on 
the record. Over the testosterone-filled bar band groove of “AA Meeting,” McCaffrey recites, "I’m Brian / and 
I’m an alcoholic,” in a slurred voice. He responds for the support group, too, “Hey, Brian / how ya doin’?” At 
the end, the lyrics turn and commit the speaker to more alcoholic behavior. Already dealing with a touchy 
subject, the song ends with the uncomfortable line, “I will drink this shit / ‘cause it makes me so much bigger 
/ none of you can accuse me /1 am the white nigger.” The message isn’t obviously hateful, but the word is 
nonetheless loaded and derogatory. The use of that word is a misstep on an otherwise tuneful record. Neither 
“Little Hitler” nor “AA Meeting” use complex language. Both use familiar diction to confront complicated 
themes, and both show the band at its wittiest and most meaningful. When Bad Lieutenants carelessly (and 
gratuitously) shoves a bunch of curse words up its other songs’ asses, though, the result is positively shitty. 
Final track “Midnight Beefcake” assumes the perspective of a promiscuous man, but it just sounds like a list of 
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intro line of “Ex-Con,” “Whenever I get dressed up /1 feel like an ex-con trying to make good” or “When I go 
to your house /1 feel like I’m casing the joint.” But, while the lyrics will stick in your head, the music is also 
as hard-worn. Smog is always able to aptly match the feel of the music to the tenor of his lyrics. And, Jim 
O’Rourke did fine production for this album on top of it all, if that matters to you. 

Recently Added: Bonnie “Prince” Billy, The Letting Go; Eric Bachmann, To the Races; Califone, Roots & Crowns; 
Castanets, First Light’s Freeze; Max Richter, Songs From Before. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Mike Barron (MB) 

Mock Orange, The Record Play. I have never been fond of emo. It’s just not a style that 
I associate myself with as a listener. Although you can find Braid records on my iPod, 
I never come right out and say that I like emo. However, Mock Orange is an exception. 
They’re emo, but they absolutely rock. I saw them play a show with Wesley Willis over 

at the Fireside Bowl probably around the time that this record came out, and they blew my mind. Since then, 
they’ve made their reach for fame, coming in second place on some “Finding the Band” type-show on MTV2. 
Their music sucks now, too, which is very unfortunate, because this record is so damn good. The melodic, dual 
guitar lines and the sugary-sweet lyrics about relationships... too perfect. But it’s an extremely complex 
and dense record, and that is why I’ve taken to it so well. It reminds me of Braid a bit, with a few more twists 
and a bit more intricacy, which is a good thing, because these Indiana boys knew how to bring the Midwest¬ 
ern post-hardcore thing (see, I can’t even bring myself to say emo again). I don’t know why they gave it 
up-they had such a good thing going. I mean really, who would trade shows with Wesley Willis for MTV2? 
Go check this out... it will bring you back to the wonderful world of the Midwest. (MB) 

The best releases of 2006 (in no particular order): Joanna Newsom, Ys; Mission of Burma, The Obliterate, TV 
on the Radio, Return to Cookie Mountain; The French Kicks, Two Thousand; Xiu Xiu, The Air Force. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Joanna Buchmeyer (JB) 

Roots, the, Phrenology. The Roots is a really interesting group. For most of their career, they have been 
considered a commercial hip-hop group, but they have this sound that appeals simultaneously to under¬ 
ground and mainstream hip-hop lovers alike. They have sold records reaching gold status, won Grammys, 
and reached top slots in the Billboard charts, yet they still maintain that vital element of originality! 2002’s 
Phrenology is a perfect demonstration. Although the Roots strayed from their signature jazzy-influenced 
hip-hop jams and delved into different musical varieties like rock, neo-soul, and electronica, this album is 
pretty exceptional. When first released, Phrenology turned old fans of previous albums like Things Fall Apart 
and llladelph Halflife away because they had “sold out.” I call that accusation a bunch of rubbish... bollocks, 
even. The Roots are both experimental and progressive with this album, and Phrenology holds the Roots’ 
best song to date, “The Seed (2.0),” a remake of Cody Chestnut’s jam featuring the soulful man himself. 
“Sacrifice” featuring Nelly Furtado and “Rock You” are just another two of the 17 tracks the Roots nailed on 
this album. I highly suggest Phrenology as a staple to any good discography. 

Musak: Frank Zappa, Absolutely Free; A Vague Sound, Jianglai SS7; The Blow, Paper Television; Discount, 
Half Fiction. 

REVIEWER SPOTLIGHT: Mairead Case (MC) 

Cure, the, Staring at the Sea. The Cure is the sort of band that most people can’t talk about 
without getting personal. Maybe the Maybelline-d rad-ass babysitter introduced them to 
you, or maybe you learned them from an ex’s mixtape. Maybe it’s easier to be narcissistic 
than to categorize them. (Goth? Punk? New Wave? Who cares!?) Regardless, if you’ve yet 

to introduce yourself to the lipstick-smeared, whine-cum-hum of emo’s fairy godfather Robert Smith, this is a 
good place to start. Staring at the Sea contains 17 singles culled from the band’s early years, ranging from the 
head-over-heels tumble of “A Forest” to “Close to Me’s” bright handclaps and heavy breathing. The album’s title 
(and the band’s first single) comes from Camus’ L’etranger, in which a man named Mersault kills an Arab, then 
goes blind when he stares at sunshine on ocean waves. Less emotionally wrought critics have explicated that 
quite well, so I’ll just say that I’ve spent entire train rides copying “The Love Cats’” lyrics onto index cards, also 
falling asleep while “The Caterpillar” is playing gives you lovely, lovely dreams. 

Cyclonic winds drive a 10-foot 2x4 through a palm tree (11.13.28): Ramon Cordova, Ramona Cordova (re¬ 
viewed this issue); Waterbabies, Shorthand for Epic, S/T; Ben Davis/Des Arc, Battle of the Beards; Paul Robe¬ 
son, Ballad for Americans. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Simon Czerwinskyj (SC) 

Julia, S/T. Before the complete and utter bastardization of the term “emo” took place, bands existed that 
brought meaning to an otherwise limp and lame term for a musical genre. Julia was on top of the writhing, 
weeping, mic-spiking heap that was the ‘90s emo renaissance. Their entire discography is urgent and heart¬ 
felt, with no posture, makeup, or hair gel obfuscating their sound. Julia’s sole full-length album is a bonkers 
amalgamation of emotional hardcore, punk, noise, math, experimental art, and a tiny bit of metal, with 
some fucked up, off key singing/screaming/yowling on top of the whole genius output. Song topics range 
from sadomasochism to off-kilter takes on religion, sex, and authority, well beyond the typical melodramatic 
middle-school lyrical content of most emo. While Julia operates within the opaque lyrical realm, the words 
are not ephemera, but gather meaning as a whole, rather than being strictly topical or hopelessly vague. The 

tances listeners, making it even easier to guiltlessly 
browse for a new album to put on. Though music 
doesn’t have to be serious to be appreciable, Cat Sci¬ 
entist and their eccentric tunes are hardly compelling 
enough to be taken seriously. (SRM) 
Australian Cattle God, 1306 E. 6th St. - Austin, TX, 78702, aus- 

trallancattlegod.com 

Chesterfield - Destination Nowhere, CD 
These six songs are definitely brought to us by fans of 
Jawbreaker (I’m guessing due to the band name se¬ 
lection possibly after the song “Chesterfield Kings.” 
If I’m wrong, sorry!), but these guys aren’t trying to 
sound like Jawbreaker. It’s more like they’re taking 
cues from bands that were directly influenced from 
Jawbreaker’s earlier years. Now that I’ve wasted 
more than enough time on this topic, how do they 
sound? They sound pretty darn good. As a power trio, 
they tend to be both aggressive as well as melodic in 
their consistently-driving punk-rock sound. Chester¬ 
field has two vocalists that bring two different styles 
to the table that are still complimentary to the gen¬ 
eral direction of this band. They don’t tend to sing 
in unison except at key lyrical points in their songs. 
Chesterfield also tends to have a lot of cool guitar 
hooks and great fills on all the tracks, proving that 
you need to know how to play your instruments in 
punk rock. And, if you can play really well, you sound 
much better than your peers. Overall, these guys rock 
it out tenfold. There are a couple of heartfelt mo¬ 
ments, a lot of angst, and aggressive parts to keep 
this record more than interesting. Dig that! (DM) 
Mental, 2640 E. Barnett Rd„ Suite E-331 Medford, OR 97504, 

mentalrecords.com 

Child Abuse/Miracle of Birth - Split, CD 
This is what the music from Ninja Gaiden and Mega 
Man (the original NES versions, mind you) would 
sound like if it were played by live bands. Every 
time a new song starts I think I’m about to fight a 
level boss. I love over-the-top synth-driven music 
(Rah Bras, Genghis Tron) and both the bands on this 
split have plenty of that going on, although there 
are a few differences. The first band, Child Abuse, 
are instrumental and also interject a lot of weird 
experimentation that ranges from traditional jazz 
(seriously) to futuristic, sci-fi prog that is composed 
entirely by one synth and one drummer. Miracle of 
Birth is much less jazz-oriented, though they still 
have a certain amount of experimentation. They’re 
also more aggressive (blast beats and breakdowns, 
anyone?) and disorienting, and even feature some 
vocal stylings influenced by Cookie Monster. As you 
can imagine both bands are freaking awesome and 
I’m praying they’ll tour around my way. I wasn’t 
bored with this even after listening to it three times 
in a row. I recommend the Miracle of Birth songs 
in particular if you dig Genghis Tron. If you’ve ever 
found yourself humming along with the Double 
Dragon as you fought your way through those chicks 
with mohawks and nun chucks, this is for you. (KM) 
Lovepump United, PO Box 3241, Poughkeepsie, NY 12603 

Cobra Skulls - Draw Muhammad, CD 
Blindsided I was... completely and utterly blindsid¬ 
ed by the Cobra Skulls. The artwork looked like some¬ 
thing I would throw in the tray and skip from track to 
track, sighing with each click of the mouse. Instead, 

I was treated with seven tracks of offbeat, strangely 
familiar (and fresh at the same time) music. I could 
easily compare a handful of the tracks to Against Me, 
and any denying the influence would be a lie. Draw 
Muhammad is not a clone, but rather a peppy and 
bouncy take on a revolution spinning at high RPMs. 
The vocals are excellent and the lyrics well crafted. 
Criticisms are welcome in the land of punk rock so 
here it goes. The bass playing is great but needs to 
sound more natural and less compressed. The guitars 
could use a little dirt to them, and the drum levels 
are a little off. Having someone in the studio with the 
Cobra Skulls who could help their sound would make 
this one of the top releases of the year. The song writ¬ 
ing and craftsmanship is that good. It sounds exactly 
what it is, a first release that needed more time spent 
twiddling the knobs at the board. Draw Muhammad 
should be picked up though and wait to see if they 
can get into a proper recording session soon. (EA) 
Self-released, cobraskulls.com 

Ramona Cordova - The Boy Who Floated Freely, CD 
Listening to The Boy Who Floated Freely feels like 
near-perfect carousel ride, only with saw, tambou¬ 
rine, and organ; accordion, whistled choruses, and 
birds instead of horses. Ramon Cordova is a 22-year- 
old boy from Kingman AZ; Ramona was his grand¬ 
mother, and The Boy Who Floated Freely is his first 
album. It’s the story of Giver, a boy who washes up on 
an island where he eventually finds a bar filled with 
gypsy musicians. One of them is named Marcia. She is 
beautiful and lovely and gives him a sleeping potion 
which makes him stronger and in love with her. The 
two sing together, after which Giver realizes that his 
feelings are true but Marcia’s not the woman for him. 
The album ends with Giver, alone and light and flying 
“free as a paper airplane.” Cordova’s voice is a bright, 
Tiny Tim trill, and his lyrics dance from Spanish to 
English to pure surrealisme, plus faerie tale quirk 
worthy of Dame Darcy. Somehow, the components 
blend to a pleasantly un-forced, non-schlocky, jewel- 
beautiful whole. (MC) 
ECA, 520 8,h Ave. Suite 2001, New York, NY 10018, ramonacor- 

dova.com 

Damsel - Distressed, CD 

Here is another wandering, noodling side project 
from Zach Hill of Hella. This time, he’s teamed up with 
Nels Cline of Wilco, and the material on Distressed 
was recorded in Chicago the day after the 2004 
presidential elections. In that time, the two musi¬ 
cians attempt to bring back free jazz through a spazz 
filter with horns replaced by electric guitars, fitting 
an entire album into just four tracks. The muddled, 
killer attack drums of Hill pummel through, as an 
electric guitar saws and clicks along with push-pull 
impulses and timing. The first half of the 17-min- 
ute "Deathwatch on the American Empire” is a feat 
in itself, showing more variety and a slight nod to 
melodic intent, unlike the others. Hill’s drumming is 
mesmerizing, and while there is still plenty of guitar 
noodling and general brain static, it’s bearable in this 
case. Basically, this sounds like two dudes locked in 
a time/space/noise continuum-but no revelations 
will be found here, only retreads of the past and a 
strange self-importance. It’s an interesting experi¬ 
ment, though unless you’re a diehard fan of either 
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MUSIC 
musician, this might be an easy pass. (SBM) 
Temporary Residence, PO Box 60097, Brooklyn, NY 11206, tem- 

poraryresidence.com 

Dead Science, the - Crepuscule With the Dead 

Science, CD 
Building on two outtakes from the sessions of their 
sophomore effort, Frost Giant, this five-song EP 
helps tide fans over until the next bout of hiberna¬ 
tion. There’s a satisfying emptiness to this record 
that feels like the blood draining from one’s arteries. 
While many bands refer to technology to create cold 
and impersonal tones, the Dead Science’s organic 
approach gives a true lack of life. It’s a black-death 
parade that Nick Cave would approve of. They’ve 
held back on the post-rock nods (or made them more 
subtle) and seeped deep into atmosphere. Strings, 
saws, and eerily minimal synths creatively creep like 
an Argento film and occasionally build into climactic 
pay-offs. These bursts of warmth implement ethe¬ 
real pop hooks to create brief optimistic spells that 
really shine in clever contrast. Some songs just dissi¬ 
pate like one dying from pneumonia, watching their 
breath get thinner into the night. Ending with a 16th 
century Baroque cover, this addendum to Frost Giant 

is an inspired piece of work. (VC) 
Slender Means Society, thedeadscience.com 

Del Rey - A Pyramid for the Living, CD 
With their baritone guitars and dual drumming (in 
parts), Del Rey manages to separate themselves 
from the typical, run-of-the-mill instrumental math- 
rock bands. While their songs run a little long for my 
taste, they consist of varied structure and time, but 
maintain an overall aggressive Chi-town rock vibe. 
The middle of the record kicks it the heaviest, provid¬ 
ing listeners with the most confident effort from this 
quartet. I give credit where credit is due, and these 
guys are tight. While their songs aren’t as techni¬ 
cally dense as a band like Don Caballero or Hella, the 
members of Del Rey know exactly what is going on, 
from the juxtaposed guitar/baritone guitar rhythms 
to the dual drumming. However, I expected a more 
epic release from a band whose songs run longer 
than my showers. I’m a huge fan of their low sound, 
but I think they’re still withholding a bit... what? 
I’m not sure. Why? Damned if I know! But somewhere 
within their math-infused minds, I sense a hook that 
is bound to be released. Come on guys, I know you 

have it in you. (MB) 
My Pal God, 47 Hardy Dr, Princeton, NJ 08540, mypalgodrecords.com 

Digital Kill, the-StareCD 
Ladies and gentlemen, ready your US Census forms 
and add another Chicago quartet to the list of aspir¬ 
ing artists crouched beneath the ever-expanding 
post-rock umbrella. At first blush, the Digital Kill 
seems to fall into some of the right stereotypes for 
the definition-prone: sprawling, two-guitar attack a 
la early Rodan or Jawbox at their most furious; frag¬ 
ile, piano-laced melodies paying homage to Sunny 
Day Real Estate or Codeine; the random punk-rock 
tip-of-the-hat to Corey Rusk. But put aside some 
of the jaded expectations and you might be sur¬ 
prised by the diversity the group displays on this 
self-released, 11-song gem. Like Zykos, the group’s 
four members-each of them a multi-instrumental¬ 

ist—use a bizarrely refined radar to find the best ter¬ 
rain the genre offers while avoiding the pratfalls. The 
disc, in turn, wanders roughly between the emotive 
(“Her,” "Sometimes”) and the inspiring (the album- 
dosing “Frail”). The band’s songs, which often aspire 
to be as epic as their corresponding one-word titles 
are short, can teeter near melodrama but if that’s the 
worst you can say about a young group excited about 

making music, I’ll take it. (JV) 
The Digital Kill, 52 Country Squire Road, Palos Heights, IL 60463, 

thedigitalkill.com 

Disco Students, the -1 Beg to Differ CD 
Now that more people have taken an interest in old 
punk music, it seems everyone is coming out of the 
woodwork with reissues of obscure and rare material. 
This is not a bad thing, it’s in fact a very good thing. 
As someone who was there at the time (for most of 
it anyway) and a fanatic record collector, even I can’t 
hear it all despite how much I’ve tried. A lot of stuff 
slipped through the cracks, especially if it came from 
overseas. Enter the Disco Students, who are a prime 
example of the scenario I just described. They were a 
musically inclined punk band sort of reminiscent of 
later Clash or 999. Their songs were definitely pop 
laced with a punk sensibility. This double CD collects 
all their early material and a few newer songs, as the 
band has reunited in the past couple years and start¬ 
ed recording again. Sadly the packaging had no notes 
so I still have no clue about the history of these guys 
but the music was all right. It sounds like the early 
material was mastered directly off some not quite 
mint vinyl, so I have to say they’re losing points on 
the presentation, but the music contained within will 
likely have me keeping an eye out for the old vinyl to 
put in the vault. (MXV) 
Self-released, discostudents.com 

Draft, the-In A Million Pieces, CD 
Composed of 3/4 of Hot Water Music, the Draft basi¬ 
cally picks up where their prior project left off. In 10 
years of existence, Hot Water Music followed a slow 
and steady progression from soul-baring, blood and 
guts basement-bound post-hardcore to refined, cal¬ 
culated, power-pop-punk anthems. For those who 
are familiar with Hot Water Music’s final record, the 
Draft’s debut (although it’s slightly more saturated) 
won’t come as much of a departure. Perhaps the lack 
of Chuck Ragan (who’s now playing solo) further 
contributed to the removal of gritty characteristics, 
or perhaps with the formation of the Draft a heavier 
emphasis on pop and polished flair came naturally. 
Regardless, In A Million Pieces, in its rigid adherence 
to perfect production, sing-a-long fist-pumpers, an¬ 
gular guitar interplay, and noose-tight syncopation, 
reflects the four members’ veteran status. However, 
given the band’s longstanding association with un¬ 
derground sounds and communities, the synthe¬ 
sizers, organs, layered harmonies, and third track 
(which sounds like Against Me covering a mediocre 
ska-punk song), stand out as slightly odd. Then 
again, whether or not it’s successful, credit should 
always be given to bands that opt to expand their 
stylistic influences as opposed to remaining boxed in 
by repetitive formulation. Purveyors of punk’s more 
accessible side are sure to take a liking to this record, 
but enthusiasts of Hot Water’s early material-or for 

bad words. A few regrettable decisions elsewhere can’t harm the great songs, though. (JM) 
Teenage Heart, badlieutenants.com 

Brothers and Sisters - S/T, CD 
According to the band, Brothers and Sisters leader Will Courtney moved to Los 
Angeles from Texas to pursue a music career. LA frustrated him, so he moved 
to Austin to start Brothers and Sisters with his sister, Lily. The tension between 
LA culture and Southern life definitely fuels Brothers and Sisters’ country-rock 
sound, which nods to the warm sounds of mellow middle-of-the-road 70s 
songs. The battle between the West Coast and the heartland also inspires the 
lyrics in several tracks on Brothers and Sisters’ self-titled record. In the end, 

though, Courtney finds himself in the middle. The song “Los Angeles” builds into a mid-tempo rock song with 
a decent guitar solo. “It’s just a game that we play / LA!” Courtney and company sing. Courtney sarcastically 
accuses the sun of shining 24 hours per day in the city. Despite the sunshine, everything there seems shady 
and fickle. Courtney mocks people who live at a slower pace, too. “Shootin’ shit with Virginia on her porch 
in the front yard,” Courtney sings to open “Sunday Living.” Neither culture suits Courtney. He can’t give the 
band a clear identity, and the band’s performances sound unconvincing as a result. Will Courtney’s voice is too 
frail to emphasize the twang, Lily Courtney forces her country harmonies until they are flat, and for the most 
part, the band can’t steer out of a mid-tempo rut. “Lost and Found” ambitiously alternates between sunny 
pop with a Beatles-esque stomp, organ, harmonies, and a shuffling strum pattern and steel guitar. Here and 
there, the record shows that the band is capable of brilliance, and Will Courtney turns a few phrases. Overall, 
the record is fine, but Courtney and the rest of the Brothers and Sisters are still finding themselves. (JM) 
The Calla lily Company, thebrothersandsisters.com 

Chaotic Alliance - A New Breed of Terror, CD 
I lived in and around Cleveland from 1993 through 1998, right during the 
peak of ‘90s fashion punk revival. It was an exciting time in punk music, with 
those of us favoring straightforward sounds being reenergized constantly 
with powerful and fast bands. Unfortunately, there was a backlash against 
street punk and fashion punk first focused on appearance makeovers. The 
powers that be determined that over the top fashion somehow became 
standardized, as did the music. By the end of the decade, most mohawks 

were shaved and re-grown into shaggy long hair, typically accompanied by facial hair. Bands steered clear of 
anything resembling spiky punk in the vein of the Exploited, and more adult sounds took over, as did metal 
and classic rock revivals. Cleveland has a huge music scene for a city its size, more closely resembling the size 
of Chicago’s music scene than is typical for a mid-level city. As is expected over time, older people retired 
from punk and new kids emerged. Finally, Cleveland loosened up again and made room for bands like Brazen 
Rogues and Chaotic Alliance. Interestingly, you can almost pretend that the ‘90s never happened when lis¬ 
tening to Chaotic Alliance. They play straightforward, fast street punk, but have an early hardcore edge more 
akin to Verbal Abuse than ‘90s heroes the Casualties. The recording on A New Breed of Terror is perfect, never 
masking the rawness with effects. Songs like “Don’t Need You” include scream along chants, and there’s a 
Broken Bones cover in deference to the band’s roots. I heard a prior 7” of theirs, and they seem to be getting 
faster and faster. Charged Records gets kudos for continuing to release all of its releases on vinyl as well as 
CD. A New Breed of Terror won’t terrorize your turntable, although your neighbors might want you to listen to 

something else from time to time. (AE) 
Charged, PO Box 3118, Jersey City, NJ 07303, chargedrecords.com 

Dicks-Hungry Butt CD 
The Dicks were one of the first (and one of the best) punk rock bands to 
ever come from the large state of Texas. They say everything is bigger in 
Texas, and the sound of the Dicks was very large indeed. In their short time 
together, the original band put out only one 7” and one LP before singer 
Gary Floyd left the state for San Francisco and started a new Dicks who put 
out another 7” and LP before giving up and moving on to other bands and 
styles of music. The original Dicks were raw, unique, and powerful, and were 

fronted by a “commie fag” who would wear dresses on stage and make people rethink just what a front man 
of a band-punk or otherwise-was. In 2005, the surviving members (three out of four) of the original Dicks 
reunited for a handful of shows. It took two guitar players to recreate the unique sound of the deceased Glen 
Taylor. One of the shows was recorded and is found as the first part of this CD. The sound quality is excellent, 
in fact it stands as the best live Dicks recording I’ve heard. If you never told me it was a reunion show, I would 
have thought these 16 songs were from a recording from 1980. It sounds exactly like the Dicks I knew and 
loved, and in their old age they haven’t lost even a half step. There is also a live recording from 1980 that 
contains six songs. The sound quality is pretty damn good on that one too, though a little hissy. The last two 
songs are studio outtakes from the Hate the Police single and are mandatory! The CD booklet has some nice 
liner notes as well as flyer scans and a great old band photo. As a long-time Dicks fan, this was a nice surprise 
and is required owning for anyone who wants a punk history lesson. Now if they’d only get around to doing a 

full discography collection, my life can be complete. (MXV) 
Hotbox Review, hotboxreview.com 



REVIEWER SPOTLIGHTS 
emotion on this record is palpable: everything sings (the instruments, song structures, voice, recording; all of 
it). Julia was bringing the genre to the next plateau, and were soundly ignored for trying to do so; this record 
is one of the last really creative and innovative releases of the ‘90s emo movement. The songs are dynamic 
statements of melody, feedback, nimble and abrasive drumming, and an intense dedication to making cap¬ 
tivating music. I’ve always wondered what the members are involved in nowadays, as this record could have 
spawned an outgrowth for a dying scene, rather than be its’ death knell. 

Bitten By The Hand Of Winter: 1349, Hellfire; Black Moss, Pillars Ov Thee Ancients; Bohren & Der Club of Gore, 
Black Earth; Death in June, But, What Ends When the Symbols Shatter?-, Eyes Wide Shut, OST. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Vincent Chung (VC) 

Colin Newman, A-Z. Say what you will about Wire, but most everyone agrees that the 
first three Wire albums are essential punk. When the relationship between EMI and the 
band fell into ruin after 154, the band split. Bruce Gilbert and Graham Lewis focused on 
Dome, while frontman Colin Newman rounded up drummer Robert Gray to start a solo 

career. Often cited as the fourth Wire album, but generally overlooked, A-Z conjures up a band on the brink 
of mainstream appeal, but still pulling from its edgy punk roots. You know, often when the band is at their 
best. The first few tracks are perfect, off-centered pop and they simply slay. In particular, the peppy “&Jury” 
and mesmerizing “Alone” (which made an appearance in the film Silence of the iambs) are standout enough 
to compete with some of Wire’s best songs. The latter half of the album showcases Newman’s songwriting di¬ 
versity and willingness to experiment. Using more synths than guitars, he proves that he can still create terse 
and caustic atmospheres in other genres. Some of the songs drone on with ambient noise, but in the scope of 
the album, it fits. Despite their repeated reunions, Wire’s later creative output was never this inspired. 

1-2-3-GO: Jay Reatard, Blood Visions; Flamin’ Groovies, Shake Some Action; Ghostface, More Fish; Icepick, 
Violent Epiphany; Patton Oswalt, Feelin’ Kinda Patton. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Art Ettinger (AE) 

Scherzo, Suffering and Joy. By 1991, Lookout Records and Gilman-bred bands already faced tremendous cred¬ 
ibility obstacles in the fickle underground. Scherzo did not impress judgmental punks in the early ‘90s with this 
full-length follow-up to their 7”, becoming musical casualties of an overly competitive time and place. Suffer¬ 
ing and Joy is one of the better punk subgenre-melding releases to date, and it’s a shame that the vinyl version 
is out of print. Taking the bourgeoning pop-punk sound of the time and placing a Dave Dictor vocal clone at 
the microphone, Scherzo sounded more like Pegboy than any of their West Coast counterparts. Mid-tempo and 
morose, the album gets off to an impeccable start with “Promise Me,” with other high points including “Life to 
You,” “Suffering and Joy,” and “Walls.” The members of Scherzo went on to be in other notable bands including 
Araby, Fade, Mercury, John Henry West, and Enemy You. Suffering and Joy shows up in vinyl bins all the time, so 
there are still plenty of opportunities to check it out without settling for the digital version. I’m confident that 
decades from now there will be a resurgence of interest in this often overlooked album. 

It is 2007, but these V/A 2006 releases are still keeping me going: V/A, Maximum Rocknroll Presents Public 
Safety, V/A, Brats on the Beat: Ramones for Kids; V/A, Wassup Rockers; V/A, American Hardcore: The History 
of American Punk Rock 1980-1986; V/A, Killed by Canada. 

Reviewer’s Spotlight: Kristen Grayewski (KG) 

Dexy’s Midnight Runners, Too-Rye-Ay. Partly with resentment toward their “one hit won¬ 
der” status in the US, partly with offense that the hit in question only made it to the paltry 
position of 18 on VHI’s latest 100 Greatest Songs of the ‘80s countdown, but mostly with 
reverent glee, do I approach this pop treasure. Scoff if you will, but I challenge any naysayer 

to find a band that so successfully fused punk, soul, Celtic folk, gospel, and pop by utilizing brass, banjo and-bless 
my soul-the most innovative of violin pop hooks. Imagine the confidence it would take to don matching dunga¬ 
rees and introduce such an unabashedly theatrical blend of genres to audiences in early-’80$ Britain. Even now, 
from the gospel swells of “All in All” to the brass-tastic revelry of Van Morrison’s “Jackie Wilson Said (I’m in Heaven 
When you Smile),” Too-Rye-Ay is full of hits erased or absent from the musical memory of American masses. Why 
is that? I’m not denying the brilliance of album closer and worldwide hit “Come On Eileen,” but just suggesting that 
what made that song great (brassy sass, string hooks, lyrics that the mouth loves to sing, that "too-loo-rye-ay” 
breakdown...) makes this whole album worth whatever search it takes to find. No one else sounded quite the 
same then, and few have tried since (but Ted Leo’s Hearts of Oak lineup may have come darn close in spirit). Will 
we see another generation of Celtic soul brothers? Would anyone else care if we did? 

I’m gonna hum these tunes forever: Sleeping States/Francois split cassette; Belle and Sebastian, Tigermilk; 
The Evens, Get Evens; The Teeth, Carry the Wood; The Pogues, If I Should Fall From 6race With God. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Eric Grubbs (EG) 

Paul Westerberg, Eventually. I’ve come across way more people that prefer rough-and-tumble Westerberg 
than polished Westerberg. I’m not going to argue about which is better (“Kids Don’t Follow” is as great 
as “World Class Fad” in my book), but Eventually is one of Westerberg’s most consistent solo albums. Ten 
years after its release, it doesn’t sound even a day old. The guitars, drums, keyboards, and vocals still pack 
a punch and that’s pretty remarkable. Though the album gets a little dodgy in the middle, tracks like “Love 
Untold,” “Angels Walk,” and the Byrds-like “These are the Days” are killer. Fellow ‘Mat Tommy Stinson makes 

that matter music and scenes in which raw emotion, 
homegrown recordings, and mistakes are viewed as 
terms of endearment-aren’t going to find the record 
appealing. (BM) 
Epitaph, 2798 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90026, epitaph.com 

Duke of Uke - Follies, CD 
Once upon a time, Urbana, Illinois’ David King was 
playing Gameboy outside a pawn shop. On a whim 
(or so he claims), he walked inside, swapped the 
Gameboy for a $20 ukulele, christened himself “Duke 
of Uke” and his instrument “Little Louis.” Follies is a 
10-track, 30-minute CD with cheaply Xeroxed pictures 
of the Marx Brothers and King’s bugging eyeballs. All 
told, 13 other artists are credited in the liner notes, 
and non-ukulele instruments run the gamut from 
tuba to bass to violin to piano. The whole is easy and 
sweet, like a jaunt in new summer, with the occasion¬ 
al fratboy-style interjection (“Sexy! Se-xy!”). If the 
world were just, Davis could spend his days strum¬ 
ming from tree branches, a la Jonathan Richman in 
There’s Something About Mary, who hopped down 
every once in a while to serenade joggers, pigeons 
and pedestrians. (MC) 
Self-released, myspace.com/dukeofuke 

First Step, the-What We Know, CD 
A general rule of thumb about youth-crew hardcore 
is that people usually either hate it or they’re on eBay 
contemplating selling major organs so they can bid 
on a copy of Judge’s Chung King LP. The First Step is 
an exception to this rule. While they definitely under 
the umbrella of youth crew, their sound is light years 
ahead of every other band around that’s doing this 
sound. They show a superior grasp on the songwrit¬ 
ing craft, similar to greats like Youth of Today or In- 
sted. With What We Know, the First Step avoids the 
pitfall of coming off sounding too clean. This rough¬ 
ness combined with the speedy pace and yelled (but 
melodic) vocals makes the album stand out. One of 
the highlights of this outstanding release is the fact 
that the lyrics are positive without being cheesy. For¬ 
get hardcore, this is one of the best punk albums of 
the year! (DA) 
Rivalry, PO Box 5242, Concord, CA 94524, rivalryrecords.com 

Foundry Field Recordings, the - Prompts/Mis- 
cues, CD 

This disc leaves me torn. On one hand, this collection 
of tracks led by Billy Schuh and co. of Columbia, MO 
fame heavily borrows its sounds from bands such as 
Pavement, Badly Drawn Boy, and even Bright Eyes. 
Their sound is so heavily borrowed, I’d go so far to 
say it’s unoriginal. Now, I could just end the review 
there: it’s trite and overdone. End of story. But then 
on the other hand-1 really like it. Schuh’s soft voice, 
stuttered timing, and memorable lyrics are instantly 
attractive. The pacing is both placid and interesting. 
There are no sudden jolts or drastic changes in style, 
and that’s comforting. The tracks do vary a bit from 
standard slow indie-rock tunes such as “Assembles 
Hazardly” and “Spain Never Made It” to more up¬ 
beat, poppy tracks like the super-catchy "Holding 
the Pilots/Holding the Facts.” Overall, this debut full- 
length isn’t revolutionary, daring, or earth shatter¬ 
ing. But it’s good nonetheless. (SSW) 
Emergency Umbrella, emergencyumbrella.com 

Graffiti, Greg - Cold as the Clay, CD 

Greg Graffin’s Cold as the C/ay-surprisingly-was 
not as self-indulgent and lackluster as a dozen other 
punks-gone-folk albums released in past years. 
Rather than completely stripping down his solo 
project to himself and an acoustic guitar, Graffin is 
assisted by the Weakerthans as his back-up band 
and Jolie Holland on “Talk About Suffering.” The 
songs themselves are upbeat with memorable melo¬ 
dies and, surprisingly, don’t sound watered down. 
However, Cold as the Clay’s collection of Americana- 
/bluegrass-/gospel- influenced songs sound entirely 
too nostalgic, ending up feeling contrived rather than 
personalized. Graffin achieved his goal in putting to¬ 
gether an album of old-timey music reminiscent of 
his childhood (or his parents’ childhood) and back¬ 
ground, but fell short in making that music his own. 
Besides his distinctive yowl, the songs feel like imita¬ 
tions of old Americana, missing any sense of moder¬ 
nity in their presentation. (AJA) 
Anti-, 2798 Sunset Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90026, anti.com 

Hinson, Micah P and the Opera Circuit - S/T, CD 
Old-timey and melancholy are apt descriptors for this 
downbeat, sad-sack disc. Working within the frame¬ 
work of classic country and folk, Hinson delivers 11 
songs of love, loss, and other depressive topics in a 
tired and yearning voice. The opening song, “Seems 
Almost Impossible” has a campfire intimacy (includ¬ 
ing crickets) that feels warm and inviting, even while 
being cold and distant. Hinson picks things up with 
hootenanny-style numbers throughout the rest of 
the disc (“Diggin’ a Grave,” “Letter From Huntsville”), 
but keeps the music and vocal delivery in a molas¬ 
ses mold, slow and insidious, with a certain gloom. 
Following a specific blueprint of music from times 
past can be confining, -as it sometimes is on this 
record-where the overt stylization of old country 
overshadows the songs buried underneath and a 
distinct blandness sets in (there are tons of fucking 
instruments on this record; sometimes a stripped- 
down approach would have been more effective). Is 
there anything that helps distinguish the record from 
the large population of county/alt/old-time bands 
that exist? Hinson writes decent songs, for one, and, 
secondly, busts out of the classic-country mold at 
times, especially with “You’re Only Lonely,” which 
explodes in a frenzy of post-rock guitar, strings, and 
spectral vocals, offering a refreshing departure from 
the rest of the record. While Hinson is sometimes 
bogged down in the formulas of classic country, the 
record finds a way to stand out and remain interest¬ 
ing within the genre. (SC) 
Jade Tree, 2310 Kennwynn Rd. Wilmington, DE19810, jadetree. 

com 

Jesus and the Devil - Let Them Have It, CD 
I’m on the fence about this disc. Jesus and the Devil 
play a sometimes engaging, sometimes wince-in¬ 
ducing mix of garage, pop, and post-punk. When 
they play Stooges licks and aim for that big radio 
hook, they’re tolerable (“Burn thy Love”). I suppose 
it’s the post-punk parts I could do without. Some of 
the chord progressions they use don’t really hit my 
ear right. It just sounds distracting or annoying rather 
than whatever it is they intended it to sound like. The 
other major problem is the lyrics. Most of them are 
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MUSIC 
fuckin’ cheesy: “I’m a tortured artist who just needs 
to find my muse and fuck her all night long,” type 
garbage. But they do play with a lot of fire, and the 
dude rips his vocals out of his throat with real gusto. 
That’s got to count for something, right? (AJ) 
Fudge Sickill, PO Box 7052, Villa Park, IL 60181, fidgesickillre- 

cords.com 

Knurl -Scyamine CD 
The latest offering from noisemaker Alan Bloor takes 
an interesting premise-that an instrument forged 
from found stainless steel can shatter eardrums as 
readily as amp-fueled hardcore-beyond its logical 
conclusions. So, alongside the highly distorted but 
still percussive claptrap of metal-on-metal, we get 
the buzz and wail of aching speakers and the endless 
reverberations of a scrap-yard being hauled three- 
quarters of the way to hell. This is a vicious, relentless 
record. On “Exteroceptor,” the pounding transcends 
into a seven-minute cacophony of white noise and 
battlefield chaos. On the album-dosing “Pana- 
somiasis,” the machinery almost sounds like it’s 
shrieking in agony. It’s a fascinating, experimental 
exercise -industrial-metal in the truest senses of the 
word-but a lack of variation keeps this 46-minute 
disc from sounding genuinely inspired. It’s on tracks 
where listeners sometimes can isolate the shifting 
spaces between Bloor’s metallic tools and the envi¬ 
ronmental noise they breed (as on “Perparaphy,” a 
horror-film score just waiting for a murder sequence) 

that the premise works best. (JV) 
PACrec, PO Box 544, Hollywood, CA 90078, iheartnoise.com 

Lil’ Hospital, the - Heavy Metal, CD 
This is a nicely done, upbeat, indie-pop album that bor¬ 
ders on twee and ‘60s pop at times. There’s some great 
hooks in most of the songs and a few of them even 
have “ah ah ahs” to complement the vocals-a clas¬ 
sic component of indie pop. Most of it’s pretty catchy 
and reminiscent of a just about every generic twee- 
pop band in the Northwest. The recording is lo-fi, but 
you can still hear everything alright. Actually, I think it 
gives the record a nice vibe, like it’s more organic that 
way. This sort of reminds me of a project Rose Melberg 
would be involved in, which is a good thing. I’d recom¬ 
mend this to indie-pop fans any day. (KM) 
Total Gaylord, totalgaylordrecords.com 

Man at Arms - Being and Commerce, CDEP 
Considering all things musically heavy, given the 
amount of focus that’s currently being placed on 
metalcore and hyper-exaggerated musical dramat¬ 
ics, it’s refreshing to hear a band that takes their 
cues from hardcore’s more obscure and inventive 
moments. Michigan’s Man at Arms plays with abra¬ 
sion and dynamics, and a sense of spastic mathemat¬ 
ics, dissonance, and speak-scream that isn’t all their 
own (Twelve Hour Turn and Lungfish both come to 
mind), but I’ll take it over what 90 percent of the 
loud-minded bands are going for these days. The 
six-song, 14-minute EP features constantly shifting 
lashes of chopped-up riffs and rhythms that keep 
things interesting and pack a hard punch, accenting 
artistic intent instead of muscle. Although the lyrics 
are somewhat abstracted, brief explanations are 
included in the booklet, providing insight into the 
band’s fixation on politics, the errors of western cul¬ 
ture, critical analysis, and introspection. The album’s 

recording is a weak point in that the guitars are blar¬ 
ing and upfront while the drums are drenched in re¬ 
verb and sound as though they’re being played from 
a mile away. I’m a firm advocate of DIY recordings, 
but with all the low-cost digital technology that’s 
available these days, sometimes I long for the sim¬ 
plicity of a static-plagued distorted four track. In this 
case, it’d make Man at Arms serrated spirit all the 

more enticing. (BM) 
Friction, PO Box 6605, Grand Rapids, Ml 49516, frictionrecords.net 

Middle Distance, the - From: Inside, CD 
Remember the ‘90s? Remember all those post-emo 
bands with college rock dreams? The Middle Distance 
definitely do, and you can trace the path of the poppy 
emo genre from Samiam through Promise Ring to 
Jimmy Eat World on From: Inside. While it’s great to 
hear a band still playing octaves on their guitars in 
2006, the Middle Distance are a little more Shift than 
Quicksand in the songwriting department, and the 
singer sounds a little too like Geddy Lee at times (no 
disrespect to Mr. Lee). For those still desperate for a 
‘90s alt-core fix, then this self released album is well 
worth checking out, everyone else might want to 

take a listen first. (CL) 
Self-released, themiddledistance.com 

Modwheelmood - Enemies & Immigrants CDEP 
The packaging for this six-song disc provides an im¬ 
age familiar to many aspiring home-recorded acts: 
a god’s-eye view photo of the duo, apparently mid¬ 
recording, surrounded by a gaggle of wired gadgets, 
guitar effects pedals, and waiting synthesizers. 
What’s surprising is how the resulting record sounds 
little like a basement-captured affair. The produc¬ 
tion—from electronic-assisted beats and soaring 
guitars to the slick, multi-tracked vocals—is border¬ 
line-pristine and the group’s songwriting doesn’t 
seem to line up with the makeshift “studio” they’re 
showing us. Oddly enough, that pretty much sum¬ 
marizes the disc, which hooks listeners on the quirky 
indie-rock details-a patchwork of danceable glitch- 
beats, a wavering falsetto, a quirky bass line-but 
really is peddling textbook, chart-ready pop rock. 
Most these four-minute offerings, which grow more 
conventional as the EP progresses, cater to fans of 
Coldplay and the like, but you’ve got to give these 
guys credit for building such commercially accessible 
fare without immediately announcing any stadium- 

rock ambitions. (JV) 
Buddyhead, PO Box 1268, Hollywood, CA 90078, buddyhead.com 

Mojave Three - Puzzles Like You, CD 
In 1994, the three members of the now legendary 
British shoegazing band Slowdive reformed under 
the moniker of Mojave Three. In stark contrast to 
the densely layered and effect-smothered efforts 
of Slowdive, Mojave Three rapidly established them¬ 
selves as a slow-paced, minimalist, country-tinged 
pop band. Sounding like a slightly more down-home 
version of their peers in acts such as the Jesus and 
Mary Chain and Mazzy Star, Mojave Three’s first three 
records were all relatively consistent. Their fourth re¬ 
lease, Spoon and Rafter, took the band in a different 
direction, embracing many of the atmospheric tech¬ 
niques they employed during their time with Slow¬ 
dive. Now, in what could be considered a medium 

Digital Leather - Monologue, CD 
Locked away in his bedroom in Tempe, Arizona, Sean Foree crafted Mono¬ 
logue, his debut album as Digital Leather. Containing 11 dense, roughly- 
hewn blasts of what can be considered industrial punk or severely dam¬ 
aged synth punk, the album is an uneasy and at times rewarding listen. 
Foree built his tracks around hordes of keyboards varying in sound from 
haunting to pathetic, then added grumbling guitar and bass lines (of¬ 
tentimes provided by members of the Wongs, Reatards, Lost Sounds, 

and Destruction Unit) and a brutally efficient drum machine. Several coats of noise shroud and distort his 
grim melodies, like several years of detritus covering a long-forgotten Polaroid. Foree’s voice has the same 
downtrodden timbre of the late Ian Curtis, but his delivery is more disgruntled and unhinged, lending a 
further nerve-wracking mood to the dreary lyrics. Frequent references to hatred, death (both Foree’s own 
and others’), broken relationships and emotional disturbance can be melodramatic and trite at times, at 
others they’re the only subject matter fitting of Digital Leather’s imposing sound. Monologue wildly var¬ 
ies in quality from track to track. The Velvet Underground-influenced “He’s Minstral” pits rattling snare and 
bulbous keyboard lines against sharp swipes of guitar and Foree’s frantic vocals in a contest to be the most 
raucous. “Black Flowers From the Future” and its persistent tribal drumming coupled with weeping synth 
lines are gentle in a creepy, discomforting manner. As quickly as the reprieve comes it’s ripped to shreds by 
the hypnotizing “I Tell My Sorrows to the Stones.” Other songs, like “Omens,” “Physical Man,” and his cover of 
Nervous Patterns’ “These Patterns” sound gaudy a result of hackneyed synth lines and tawdry drum machine 
patterns. Add to that depressive lyrics cribbed from his DeadJournal and it can be a bit much to swallow. Still, 
Monologue shows moments of promise and could be appealing to fans of synth-punk forefathers the Units or 
the Screamers. In order to join their respected ranks, Digital Leather could stand to add more merciless sound 

in place of stale synths and cringe-worthy lyrics. (SRM) 
Empty, PO Box 12301, Portland, OR 97212, emptyrecords.com 

Motion Picture Demise - Zip.Boom.Hah, CD 
Between their first and second albums, Motion Picture Demise (MPD) made a 
complete shift in musical direction. Once a Christian screamo group, the Vir¬ 
ginian quintet suddenly abandoned its hoarse-throated mission and took a 
turn for the lurid and secular. lip.Boom.Hah-their second album-finds them 
worshipping at the altars of Slash and Axl Rose. Chug-a-lug breakdowns are 
swapped for cocky, power chord-driven riffs; cathartic howls are discarded in 
favor of full-throated melodies. But MPD has yet to expunge its “emo” roots, 

which in turn saturate each of the album’s seven tracks. Zip opens strong with a buzzing, neon-lit guitar lead 
on “Causin’ a Stir,” which collapses into a pop-punk song with thicker, more technically-able instrumenta¬ 
tion. Regardless of its saccharine structure, the massive hook buries itself in listeners’ brains like an aural 
chisel. “The Way it Goes” follows closely behind with the same fervent energy and frenzied guitar and bass 
work, but this, too, crumbles, becoming an impotent whine-fest begging someone to “let it go.” And with 
each song the cycle continues: veiny, potent riffs tease listener interest then recede into half-assed “emo" 
tunes with vague, catchphrase lyrics like “we’ve got the new disease” and “just fail with me.” The faux-cock 
rock of “Inhuman Touch” attempts to salvage their harder aesthetic with diving finger-tap parts and smutty 
lyrics, efforts which go up in smoke at the opening strums of the pillow-soaking acoustic ballad, “Innocent.” 
With this emo/hard rock hybrid sound Motion Picture Demise are damning themselves to audiences full of 
14-year-olds whose only exposure to Guns ‘n’ Roses is parental rants about the good old days. Instead, the 
group should seriously consider further developing their swaggering aesthetic and leave the “emo” for the 

eyeliner sect. (SRM) 
Orange Peal, 12 S. First Street, 3rd Floor, San Jose, CA 95113, orangepeal.com 

Pink, Caesar and the Imperial Orgy - Gospel Hymns for Agnostics and 

Atheists, CDEP 
The third of the four tracks on this EP is one of the worst songs ever written 
and recorded. “So It Is” emulates the faux world music of Rusted Root, a mid- 
’90s Dave Matthews Band wannabe. The guitar is limp. The organ belongs in a 
Jimmy Buffett song. The drums tap on the rims until the song tries to bring the 
funk, and then the drums can’t keep the pace. Pink and his two female backup 
singers begin the track by singing a couple lines in a foreign language or-beg 

your pardon-gibberish. Pink over-sings throughout the rest of the track and, really, the entire EP. Perhaps 
he’s trying to give the lyrics some direction with his voice. With the exception of one clearly narrative track, 
“Happy Endings,” the lyrics are nonsense, non-sequiturs, and ambiguous assertions that amount to nothing. 
In the first track, Pink sings, “I don’t know no equations / or if Eddie Vedder’s queer / but one thing I know / 
when a woman walks / she don’t look back / and there ain’t no use to beg.” Pink also declares, “It’s a Jerry 
Springer world / and you can’t stand tall in a shopping mall / so you’d better learn to crawl.” The chorus 
features the word kumbaya. The title is a mouthful: “The Amazing Tenacity of Job & His Brethren.” Through¬ 
out the song, a vocal sample repeats, “Oh, lord.” Oh lord, indeed. What Job, Jerry Springer, Eddie Vedder’s 
sexual orientation, and a number of words that relate or allude to Judeo-Christian spirituality (lord, kumbaya, 
preach and sow, to list a few) have to do with each other is anyone’s guess. The song is a mess. Pink’s persona 
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an appearance on the funky party that is “Trumpet Clip.” “Good Day” is a heartfelt tribute to fellow ‘Mat 
(and Tommy’s brother) Bob Stinson, who had died only a year before. Eventudlly is not adult-contemporary 
schmaltz, but it’s definitely not drunken anarchy either. Westerberg’s critical hosannas as a solo artist came 
years later when he started making records in his basement. I can’t say this approach has made for the most 
qualitative material, but he hasn’t lost his knack for writing a heart-tugging rock song. 

Records I’m digging that aren’t by Sonic Youth: Killswitch Engage, 4s Daylight Dies; Scott Walker, Boy Child; 
Sparta, Threes; Converge, No Heroes; Fucked Up, Hidden World. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Dave Hofer (DH) 

Cannibal Corpse, Vile. Thirteen issues ago I spotlighted Cannibal Corpse’s The Bleed¬ 
ing, their last album with original vocalist Chris Barnes, and a major turning point in 
the band’s career. Released only two years following the departure of Barnes, Vile 
was clearly a statement to any metal fans that may have doubted Cannibal-newcomer 

George “Corpsegrinder” Fisher’s ability to replace their classic frontman, as the album begins with a quick 
four count followed by a barrage of blast beats united with Fisher’s insane scream, the force of which Barnes 
could never muster. Probably the band’s least-polished record in their discography, Vile can be a bit of a 
whirlwind. Once your ears settle into the sound, though, the one-two punch of “Puncture Wound Massacre”/ 
instrumental (!) "Relentless Beating” and the heavy-as-can-be “Bloodlands” are simply confrontational to 
your senses. Though it’s easier to make the vocalist switch in a genre like death metal, Vile stands strong as 
a testament to Cannibal Corpse’s dedication to their craft and set the pace for a decade’s worth of excellent 
albums with no missteps thus far. 

Two knives / one mind / that hate has broken: Torture Killer, Swarm; Aeon, Bleeding the False; Clipse, Hell 
Hath No Fury; Hey Mercedes, Everynight Fire Works, Arbiter, Three-Song Demo (reviewed this issue). 

Reviewer Spotlight: Ari Joffe (AJ) 

George Jones, First Time Live! Despite the title, this isn’t actually George Jones’ first show. It’s just that “No 
Show” Jones was notorious for getting hammered, getting arrested, and not showing up for his concerts. 
He’s an old man now, and I’m not sure if his singing career is even active, but back in the ‘60s, 70s, and '80s, 
Jones was a big name in country music. I don’t think he was associated with the Outlaw thing (Waylon, Wil¬ 
lie, DAC), and he never had long hair or grew a beard or hung with coked-out bikers, but George Jones was 
one fast dealing, raw-living, rebel in his day. Shit, this is the dude that, after having his license revoked after 
multiple DUI’s, tried to drive to the bar on his tractor, and got himself another DUI on his John Deere. But that 
doesn’t really have anything to do with this album. This concert, recorded on October 13,1984 in Tennessee, 
represents one night when George didn’t fuck up and get drunk. He didn’t blow his chance. He didn’t let 
everybody down, which is often the reality of what’s left in the wake of all those crazy rascal stories. He and 
his band showed up and killed it with a mix of honky-tonk and “sad, slobbin’, tear-jerkers,” as George calls 
them. Warning: this is sappy stuff, in a lot of ways. I figure you’ve had to have had your heart handed to you 
a few times to really understand. (AJ) 

All my friends agree / Ain’t many a fool like me: Grateful Dead, American Beauty; Shortstack, The History of 
Cut Nails in America; Bloodcow, Railroad City; ThunderDriver, S/T; Lynyrd Skynyrd, Gimme Back My Bullets. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Chay Lawrence (CL) 

Go-Betweens, the, 16 Lovers Lane. As much as I like to pretend that I’m all about skull¬ 
crushing hardcore, there comes a time when you have to go to bat for albums with real 
tunes and stuff. So welcome to part two of the ongoing guide that I like to call Great 
Pop Albums You Should Have Purchased Instead of That Sufjan Stevens Album (Prefab 

Sprout’s Swoon was a couple of issues back). Today’s topic is: the Go-Between’s 16 Lovers Lane. If there was 
ever a contender for the Greatest Album You’ve Never Heard Award, 16 Lovers Lane would be a shoo-in to win. 
I’ve met folks who’ve dug into the very deepest recesses of the Rough Trade back catalog, and yet still seemed 
to have missed the Go-Betweens entirely. Nothing illustrates this sad point better than the complete reissue a 
few years ago of the band’s back catalogue, which was given the deluxe reissue treatment with double disc 
CDs, bonus tracks, fat booklets, etc. Just six months after these swanky reissues hit the shelves I found a ton of 
them in a bargain bin at Tower Records for seven bucks each. Surely, there must be more people out there that 
enjoy perfectly crafted jangly post pop? 16 Lovers Lane is one of those albums that makes me want to march the 
uninitiated to my house so I can restrain them while I force them to listen. Let me lay it on the line for you: you 
will love this album. You can send your thank-you’s to the regular Punk Planet address. 

Yo, forget about dat because this jam is gonna bust da house down: Ennio Morricone, The Thing Original Soudtrack; 
Motley Cure, Shout at the Devil; No Comment, Discography, Patton Oswalt, Fee/in’ Kinda Patton; Botch, 061502. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Justin Marciniak (JM) 

Vince Guaraldi Trio, A Charlie Brown Christmas. By now, Christmas 2006 exists mainly in stacks of receipts and 
weight gained. Christmas 2007 is distant, but let’s be punk and discuss transcendent Christmas music: Vince 
Guaraldi Trio’s soundtrack to the classic Peanuts Christmas special. A few days before deadline, I wrapped lights 
around my own pathetic Charlie Brown tree while watching the program. Besides appreciating Charlie Brown’s 
existential qualms, the anti-commercial tone and the grown-up humor (all Lucy wants is real estate!), I remem¬ 
bered how timeless the music is. For the show, jazz pianist Vince Guaraldi wrote five original songs. Really, only 

point between all of the band’s stylistic growths and 
restorations, the band has recorded and released 
Puzzles Like You. While it’s not groundbreaking work, 
the record boasts superb pop that glistens with airy 
melodies and gentle strums. The primary difference 
between their current release and their prior ef¬ 
forts is the presence of numerous mid-paced tracks. 
There’s still a handful of melancholic tear-jerkers in 
the mix, but predominantly the record functions as 
a soothing and uplifting jangler perfectly tailored 
to provide the soundtrack for a lazy afternoon, late- 
night solo drinking, or a lengthy top-down road trip. 
An inevitable piece of adoration for fans of upper 
echelon roots-minded indie-pop. (BM) 
4AD, 4ad.com 

Molina, Juana - Son, CD 

From odd, unsettling grooves to the clarity of Juana 
Molina’s voice sailing over an expanse of strings, Son 
can be both haunting and beautiful. Layered atop 
electronic effects, acoustic guitars, and more tradi¬ 
tional rhythms, Molina’s voice is delicate; it is used as 
an instrument itself, bending and yelping and making 
itself unrecognizable. It sounds non-human at times, 
but then it returns to its more beautiful form and the 
music- and the mood it creates-calms. Molina’s 
unique songwriting combines established musical 
elements with odd electronic cuts (birds chirp, cats 
meow, aliens land), however, such peculiar touches, 
through repetition and overlap, meld together in 
harmony with Molina’s vocals. As well, the Latin-folk 
elements running throughout the album are subtle 
and/or turned upside down to the point where they 
are only seemingly familiar. The songs on Son flow 
from one to the next, from piece to piece; the album’s 
fluidity is impressive. As well, the combination of in¬ 
genuity and restraint in Juana Molina’s songwriting 
makes for songs that are dynamic and unique-two 
hard-to-find qualities and which make Son one of the 
better albums I’ve heard this year. (AJA) 
Domino, Ltd., 55 Washington St, #458, Brooklyn, NY 11201, domi- 

norecordco.com 

Mono & World’s End Girlfriend - Palmless 

Prayer/Mass Murder Refrain, CD 
More collaborations need to happen like this. Take the 
sonic juggernauts of Mono and align them with the 
quiet orchestrations of world’s end girlfriend. Both 
groups are from Japan, which seems to be the place 
where all the post-rock has gone. Their collaboration 
combines the beauty of a small chamber orchestra 
that’s infused with the dominating power that Mono 
generates seemingly by thought alone. But this time 
the power is handled and distributed in slower ways, 
as there are no crescendo climaxes that turn the amp 
knobs all the way up. World’s End Girlfriend, while 
calmer in nature, bring a vitality to this as the sounds 
and melodies shape-shift-they aren’t relying on the 
incessant overturning of riffs that post-rockers, even 
Mono, have been guilty of playing. Fronting strings 
and piano with Mono simply really works well here, 
and it makes for some beautiful moments through¬ 
out these five tracks. For Mono fans and other post¬ 
rock holdouts, this is a refreshing departure that just 
should not be missed. (BA) 
Temporary Residence Ltd., PO Box 60097, Brooklyn, NY 11206, 

temporaryresidence.com, humanhighwayrecords.com 

National Razor - Naked Before God and Country, 
CD 

Bastions of the Baltimore punk scene, National Ra¬ 
zor have recorded this LP with Mapleshade Records 
who specialize in no frills, butt-naked, two-track 
analog documentation. The result is 17 songs in 39 
minutes, which sound like rough-and-ready, catchy, 
classic punk (read: Ramones and Clash), without 
feeling merely punk-by-numbers. These guys lace 
their social commentary-taking on TV, drugs, and 
bombs-with noxious irony. They sing in “TV Song,” 
“The operation channel on when you sit down to eat 
/ makes sense to me,” and go absolutely ramshackle 
when singing about how “dead heroes are funny.” 
Erik Sunday and Frank Burgess share lead vocals, 
really spitting out the lines about avoiding people 
they’ve dated, sounding out-and-out livid when 
singing about diplomacy’s failures, and most heated 
in “Out of Control,” when carping about how every 
day is pissed away. Dueling guitars and drum strikes 
explode on the breakdowns, making for a sound and 
message that are stark and razor sharp. (KG) 
Mapleshade, 5905 Old Crain Highway, Upper Marlboro, MD 20772, 

mapleshaderecords.com 

0 Pioneers!!!-Black Mambas, CD 
I really want to love the 0 Pioneers release that found 
its way into my player this month. In fact, I can hear 
a lot of influences from bands that I love. I also re¬ 
member when emo meant something totally dif¬ 
ferent, and not the crap that has been on the radio 
the last however many years. Black Mambas is really 
good but eventually starts to sound like the second or 
third generation of the non-distorted, heart-on-the- 
sleeve-sound that replaced emo with whatever we 
shall call this... punk rock. The recording is clean but 
not sterile, and the vocals are dirty but intelligible. So 
what gives with this one? Why isn’t it exciting me? I 
feel guilty for not liking this one more. The lyrics are 
sing-along and the music is peppy enough to keep 
you dancing along. Hunt this down or at least go to 
their site and hear a track or two, because it is good 
stuff and maybe you aren’t as burnt out on this sound 
yet. (EA) 
Self-released, 11 Birchwood Park Place, The Woodlands, TX 

77382, opioneers.com 

Order of the Vulture-S/T, CD 
Hailing form Portland, OR, Order of the Vulture 
rip out some of the frostiest crust I’ve heard in re¬ 
cent times. In fact, to describe Order of the Vulture 
as crust is a little bit of a misnomer; this is some of 
the rawest, most primitive death thrash this side of 
Revenge-those with a fondness for the classics (So¬ 
dom, Slaughter, Master, etc) should take heed. Crush- 
ingly simple riffs and some seriously out-of-control 
drumming are complemented by a healthy amount 
of guitar solos and throat-shredding dual vocals. 
While some of the songs could use a little trimming 
(I could live without the over-long intros and outros), 
there’s really no reason for any red-blooded lad or 
lass not to pick this up. (CL) 
Aborted Society, abortedsociety.com 

Parkway Drive - Killing With a Smile, CD 
Even when I was a wee whippersnapper I was never 
a fan of Epitaph’s output. After all, if you don’t like 
Bad Religion or NOFX, what did they have to offer you 
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in the early ‘90s? Insted?! So when the label signed 
Converge a few years back I took it as a move in the 
right direction. Judging by the latest slew of releases 
that I’ve received from the label, Converge were 
merely a by-product of an exercise in blanket-sign¬ 
ing to corner the market in This Type of Thing. This 
Type of Thing being what the kids today are calling 
metalcore, and what we adults refer to as “the kind 
of crap they’re always blasting in Target when I go to 
buy kitty litter.” This could be interpreted as a shal¬ 
low dig if it weren’t borne out by the label’s huge 
hype stickers on every release bearing the legend 
“For Fans Of” followed by a shopping list of current 
bands of a similar ilk currently enjoying major label 
success. Anyhow, Parkway Drive: they’re really a lot 
better than some of the bands on the Epitaph roster. 
Although I’m sure that without the early-’90s Ear¬ 
ache roster, the band wouldn’t have a clue what to 
do (think later Carcass and At the Gates), there are 
some flashes of creativity on Killing With A Smile that 
recall the likes of more musically adventurous acts 
like Between the Buried and Me, and make me think 
the band could probably squeeze out a really good 

album before they hit puberty. (CL) 
Epitaph, epitaph.com 

Pinback - Nautical Antiques, CD 
The duo of Armistead Burwell Smith IV and Rob 
Crow performed in a variety of cherished groups 
(Three Mile Pilot, Thingy, Heavy Vegetable) before 
joining together under the Pinback moniker back in 
‘98. Here, they have pilfered the Pinback back cata¬ 
log and come up with this, an 11-track compilation 
of rare or previously unreleased tracks culled from 
1998-2001. As such, it presents a window into the 
beginnings of the group, and offers longtime fans a 
respite from overpriced eBay finds. Sparse, jangly, 
and quiet, Crow and Smith make a craft of pinpoint¬ 
ing melodies and intertwining them, always mak¬ 
ing it sound effortless. The two voices harmonize 
seamlessly, with slow, wandering guitars, lulling 
the listener into a hypnotic musical blanket un¬ 
like any other. Articulate and melancholy, Pinback 
has always managed to remain innovative while 
remaining true to their own sound, which is both 
lush and simple and no small triumph. While Nau¬ 
tical Antiques might not be the best introduction 
to the band’s current sound, it is essential for any 
fan of what Pinback was doing for their first two 
albums. Highlights are “Byzantine” and “Clem- 
enceau,” each with their own delicate interplay, but 
the whole thing is well worth a listen, and serves 
as a nice distraction until their next proper album 

materializes. (SBM) 
Ace Fu, P0 Box 5ZZ, New York, NY 10009, acefu.com 

Ribzy - ‘81-’85 Recordings, CD 
Ribzy were a San Jose, CA hardcore band who had 
more lineup changes and less records released than 
probably any punk band in history. In fact, they never 
put out a record! In the four years they were together, 
they only appeared on a couple of compilations and 
it seemed that every time they had a deal in place 
to put out a record, something bad would happen. 
Well, 20 years after they called it quits, the band’s 
recordings have been resurrected and they finally 
have a record out. Their odd style of hardcore owes 

more to earlier and artier bands like Flipper than it 
does to Black Flag, and it still sounds relevant today. 
The booklet contains excellent liner notes telling the 
full story of the band and it was as amusing as it was 
educational. The lyrics are included as well as a lot of 

great old photos. (MXV) 
Vinehell, vinehell.com 

Roman Numerals, the - S/T, CD 
Overall, this record is pretty strong, but the trail gets 
twisted early on. “My Life After Death” parts one and 
two sound like the Futureheads could have put onto 
News and Tributes. By the third track, the album be¬ 
comes an annoying, dance-driven, neo-Joy Division 
record. (And this is coming from a fan of Editors and 
Bloc Party!) The synths are the problem here. More 
often than not, they get in the way of the guitars. Not 
all is lost though. By the time you get to “Can We Trust 
Your Architect?” and “Msr. Control,” things are back 
on track. These are nice little stompers that bring the 
guitars into the front. Though the band seems to like 
this kind of variety, I’d zap those laser-like synth lines 

so better songs could come out. (EG) 
Anodyne, P0 Box 014095, Kansas City, HO, 64102, anodynere- 

cords.com 

Samiam - Whatever’s Got You Down, CD 
I wasn’t a huge Samiam fan back in the day or any¬ 
thing, but I liked them all right. I sort of stopped liking 
them when Billy came out and I read the lyric sheet 
before listening to that record. One of the songs has a 
line that goes, “I’m out on a limb / you’d like to trim 
that tree,” which I thought that was a fairly clever 
turn of phrase. Then I heard the song, and they re¬ 
peat that line about a thousand times. It kind of both¬ 
ered me, like the guy was so proud of that one line he 
felt he should repeat it over and over again to prove 
how clever he was. I basically ignored Samiam after 
that, until I got this record to review. Whatever’s Got 
You Down is a bit tamer than the Samiam I remem¬ 
ber, and the tunes are melodic but not particularly 
catchy or memorable. I’m not one to begrudge any 
band for reforming or continuing to play past some 
arbitrary, fan-defined “prime,” as long as the band is 
doing it because they’re having fun. I just hope that 
after all these years, Samiam aren’t still trying too 

hard to prove anything to anyone. (JC) 
Hopeless, hopelessrecords.com 

Schoolyard Heroes - Fantastic Wounds, CD 
This band would be at home on the soundtracks for 
“Night of the Demons” and “Return of the Living 
Dead.” Metal and rock fused with an original goth 
feel (not in a high school thespian sense, though) 
from the artwork to the lyrics (think Bauhaus, 45 
Grave, or Wombat Suicide) that is only partially suc¬ 
cessful; Schoolyard Heroes eventually sounds like 
many other bands in the post-punk, goth/dance 
mold. While the music knocks you around, the vo¬ 
cals are jarring and clash with the songs, as the lead 
singer jumps from affected and whiny to operatic to 
what can only be described as “Stefani-esque.” Also 
included is a DVD with a video for the song “They 

Live!” (SC) 
The Control Group, controlgroupco.com 

Sea, Like Lead, the/Belegost -Split CD-EP 
So guess who’s been holed up in basements study- 

MUSIC 
does not help. He seems to vacillate between sympathizing with and condemning religious beliefs. Perhaps 
he means to comment on a certain belief system. At this rate, Pink and the Imperial Orgy will be preaching to 
empty college-town coffeehouses on open-mic nights for the foreseeable future. (JM) 
Chief Logan, 64 DuPont Street, Suite 2L, Brooklyn, NY 11222 

Plastic Little - She’s Mature, CD 
On Plastic Little’ first full-length record, She’s Mdture, the production is 
much more mature than the words. The Philadelphia hip-hop quartet 
writes lyrics that are in poor taste, but they have good taste in production. 
The first track, “Hi Bitches,” a remix produced by King Honey, samples Tag 
Team’s mid-’90s song of the summer “Whoomp! There It Is.” Amazingly, 
the absurd sample choice sounds as cheesy as a vegan pizza. By introduc¬ 
ing the album with an ironic party-song sample, King Honey and Plastic 

Little establish a festive, carefree mood. Plastic Little and member Michael “SQUID” Stern, who handles the 
majority of the production, maintain that mood throughout about 90 percent of the record. “Rap O’clock” 
and “The Jumpoff” (an ode to the finer things in life) are bright, energetic, up-tempo numbers. “Rap 
O’clock” is a tag-team effort that calls to mind De La Soul or more old-school hip-hop songs. Stern samples 
disco super-hit “The Hustle” on "1-800-GRUSTLIN,” and King Honey remixes “Get Close,” which is built on the 
Cure’s “Close to Me,” and “Going Back to Brooklyn (Baltimore Remix),” which interpolates the Smiths’ “Big- 
mouth Strikes Again.” As a guest producer, Diplo makes PJ Harvey’s “Down by the Water” sound crunk in 
“Now I Hollar,” which also features Spank Rock. Steven James Ward and Billy Blaise construct the aptly titled 
“Steven and Billy” with woodwind samples and beat boxing but also insert eight seconds of “Gin and Juice.” 
There aren’t many dull musical moments, but the lyrics, however, become monotonous pretty quickly. The 
Plastic Little MCs preoccupy themselves with using dirty words to boast and describe raunchy sex acts and 
all forms of naughty business. The first line in “Dopeness” instructs a woman to “shake your baby maker, 
baby.” In “1-800-GRUSTLIN,” the letter U“is for the uterus-gotta’ get laid.” After rapping about cocaine, No 
Body’s Child (AKA Kurt Hunte) raps, “Give me a minute / I’ll be in your mouth.” For “4$ Love Song,” a parody 
of an R&B bedroom jam, PackofRats (AKA Jayson Musson) assumes an amorous persona named Javon who 
offers to treat the object of his affection to cunnilingus for the following reason: The woman, he says, is 
“the shit.” “4$ Love Song” and many others are undoubtedly funny, but only to some and to a point. Some 
listeners will be turned off by lines such as one Jon Thousand (AKA Jon Folmar) delivers in “Hola Plastique,” 
“Why date her / if I can rape her?” Cherry-picking lines out of context for a review can mislead readers, but 
overall, the lyrical content is much less sophisticated than the production. She's Mature is like an American 
Pie sequel directed by Martin Scorsese. True, sometimes a gross-out comedy at the multiplex hits the spot. 

She’s Mature is perfect for those times but not many more. (JM) 
Tone Arm, tonearm.com 

Retainers, the - Teenage Regrets, 7” 
With a release like this I expect a crappy, photocopied insert, not a ‘90s 
hardcore-esque stenciled manila envelope sleeve. All kidding aside, these 
guys are cranking out a high- quality racket. Their Milwaukee shows up to 
this point have been consistent and left me thinking that their records 
would be good. I can’t comment on the first 7”, but this one’s a rocker. A 
word of caution with this one: If your sissy ears can’t handle a recording 
that sounds like it’s coming from a boom box with blown speakers, then 

I’d steer clear. For the trashy garage rock genre, the no-fi recording fits perfectly. The title track opens the 
7” with an Oblivions-styled rocker, borrowing from the bluesy garage style that they did so well. “Zombie 
Caliente” follows it up with another Oblivian/Reatards-feeling song, but with a dash of Super Teem style 
thrown in. The A-side fits together nicely with its Memphis garage punk-influenced sound, but it doesn’t 
quite reach the heights that it hints at, leaving it up to the last two songs to bowl me over. “Kill My Boss” 
starts the second side out with a slightly different feel. It opens with a monster of a riff! The sound shifts 
more towards sounding like late-’90s Michigan band the Metros. The rich guitar tone and amazingly catchy 
hooks make the B-side stand out a little more. With every song, the quality meter is cranked up a notch. 
The closing track, “Blue Jean Attack,” has me looking again at the Metros for comparison. With this song, 
they introduce a dark, surfy feel that gives me visions of surfers being swallowed by waves. Hey guys, 
license this shit out and make yourselves some money! Then, use the royalties to pay for the recording and 
pressing of a full length. Here’s hoping that these guys have the chops to pull off a full-length to accompany 

this stellar EP! (DA) 
Fashionable Idiots, P0 Box 580131, Minneapolis, MN 55458, fashionableidiots.com 

Schwaber, Mark - The Killing Card, CD 
The Killing Card is the second solo album of Massachusetts scene veteran, 
Mark Schwaber. Best known for his work with the band Hospital and studio 
work with Lou Barlow, Schwaber’s solo work encompasses a wide swath of 
styles and moods. Though many other instruments are found on the album 
(and most of them are played by him), Schwaber is particularly proficient 
with an acoustic guitar. “The Pressure it Feeds” finds him needling a trem- 
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four of the 12 tracks on the album are traditional Christmas songs. In “My Little Drum,” Guaraldi improvises while 
peppy children coo the “Little Drummer Boy” melody. The children also sing in Guaraldi’s “Christmas Time is 
Here” and “Hark, the Herald Angels Sing,” which is the TV special’s climax. Conveying an adequately Christmas-y 
mood requires little more than the children’s choir and Jerry Granelli’s brushed cymbals evoking falling snow¬ 
flakes. Guaraldi’s arrangements, however, find the true meaning of Christmas-restoring idealism (peace) in 
reality (on Earth)—that Charlie Brown pursues. "Linus and Lucy” and “Christmas is Coming” swing and symbol¬ 
ize time off from work and feasts with family and friends. Out of “What Child is This” and “The Christmas Song,” 
the pianist coaxes the blues of finding no more gifts under the tree and doing homework over winter break. Like 
truly good jazz, Guaraldi’s soundtrack balances the happiness with the hangover. 

Glory to: Arma Secreta, A Century’s Remains (reviewed this issue); Beck, The Information; Belle and Sebas¬ 
tian, The Life Pursuit, DJ Shadow, Endtroducing; Wilco, Being There. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Krystle Miller (KM) 

Slant 6, Soda Pop * Rip Off. Dischord’s Slant 6 always seems to get lumped in the Riot 
Girl genre, but I always thought of them as a rock band. They weren’t writing politically 
driven lyrics like Bikini Kill or Bratmobile and they didn’t have the attitude and sass 
that seemed an essential part to any Riot Girl band. However, what the band lacked in 

sass and attitude they made up for with their energy and drive. The sound was more influenced by rock than 
punk, but the rough edge never made you doubt they were a punk band. Their guitar leads were angular 
but melodic, and singer/guitarist Christina Billotte had a wicked style of playing that made any of the band’s 
songs instantly recognizable. It’s funny ‘cause the last few times I’ve pulled this out and listened to it, I notice 
this Cars influence in the chord progressions. Aside from that unmistakable guitar sound/style Christina had 
a great lower voice, like that of (former Autoclave bandmate and Helium member) Mary Timony or Billotte’s 
own sister, Mira, of Drag City’s White Magic. Slant 6 only released two albums and disbanded a few years 
later. Billotte went on to work in both the Casual Dots and Quix Vtic, both of whom released an album or two 
on Kill Rock Stars. I haven’t actually checked out either of those bands, but I’ve been meaning to for years, 
because it’s comforting to know ol’ Billotte’s still out there kickin’ out the jams. 

Currently listening to: White Magic, Dat Rosa Mel Apibus; Joanna Newsom, Ys; Indian Jewelry, Invasive Exot¬ 
ics; Party of Helicopters, everything; Deerhoof, Apple O’. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Steve Mizek (SRM) 

Neil Young, After the Gold Rush. Neil Young’s third solo album is an astounding vehi¬ 
cle for re-evaluation and consolation. Departing from the hardened rock aesthetic he 
championed on Everyone Knows This is Nowhere, Young turned to a more introverted 
style of heart-rending folk tunes, angst-ridden country rock screeds, and beautifully 

orchestrated songs that bared his soul for all to see. Throughout, After displays Young’s astute and deliber¬ 
ate use of the tools around him, never falling into overindulgence. “Tell Me Why” and “Birds” are stripped 
to a primary instrument (acoustic guitar and piano, respectively) and ornate vocal harmonies. Others uti¬ 
lize a full band, embellished by 17-year-old Nils Lofgren’s evocative piano motifs, filling out Young’s wide- 
angle songwriting with tight performances. Neil’s charmingly creaky voice is in top shape, which lends the 
most characterless song a lifetime of hard-earned humanity. Instead it’s combined with Young’s lonesome, 
plainly spoken but brilliantly formed lyrics. Though it’s best known as the vessel for the Lynrd Skynrd-bait- 
ing “Southern Man,” After the Gold Rush is a masterpiece and more: the perfect score to the moments after 
heartbreak and the anguished soundtrack to the furious drive home. 

Five albums I’ve been spinning lately: Clipse, Hell Hath No Fury, The Slits, Cut, Les Razilles Denudes, Live 
1975; Pharoahe Monch, Internal Affairs; Manuel Gottsching, E2-E4 

Reviewer Spotlight - Sarah Moody (SBM) 

Pagans, the, Live - The Godlike Power of the Pagans. Given all of the things that can affect a one-shot recording, 
live records can be tricky business, but Treehouse Records thankfully took a chance on these Cleveland punks 
back in ‘87 and they fully delivered. Recorded at Seventh Street Entry in Minneapolis (next door to the legendary 
First Ave.), this album encapsulates all of the rollicking, messy energy of the Pagans show that I was never able 
to see. The record is admittedly top-heavy, with classics “Street Where Nobody Lives,” “I Want It All,” and “Dead 
End America” all making a show on the first side, but no matter. Not only does the band perform an incredible 
set, but the banter is hilarious as well, as anything lead Mike Hudson says is roundly returned with a wholesome, 
truly Minnesotan “faack yooh!” It is a full on, snarling triumph all the way through, and offers a vital document 
of this short-lived but hugely important band. Plus, it contains what is still one of my all-time favorite song titles 
in “She’s a Cadaver (And I Gotta Have Her).” If you haven’t yet gotten ahold of their records, try to dig up the Crypt 
reissue of The Pink Album... Plus, which is a great summary of their brief, mostly out-of-print career. 

Ear fluff: Joanna Newsom, Ys (reviewed this issue); Beach House, S/T; Niobe, White Hats; Benoit Pioulard, 
Precis; Rusty Santos, Eternity Spans. 

(Mr.) Dana Morse (DM) 

Lonely Kings, What If? While I was living in Berkeley I saw many a show-many of my favorite bands and a 
whole lot of new music that tickled all the senses. However, it was these guys I saw open for another band (I 
can’t honestly remember which band) at the Bottom of the Hill in SF. I immediately became a huge fan of the 

ing old Godspeed You! Black Emperor and Silver Mt. 
Zion records? Two guitar-driven East Coast acts split 
a three-song set by crafting sometimes-mournful, 
sometimes-furious prog-punk epics worthy of their 
forebears. Pittsburgh’s the Sea, Like Lead follows up 
its recently released self-titled EP with two songs 
worth all the same accolades. But here, the fragile, 
post-rock guitars and A Minor Forest mannerisms 
from the trio’s debut lean more toward the eruptive, 
with glassy guitars trembling as the group works 
itself in a carefully plotted roar. Belegost, a sextet 
whose “Nightwalker/Deergod” passes the 22-minute 
mark, shows equal passion and precision but also de¬ 
mands patience. If you give the group’s meandering 
and volatile instrumental time to unfold, it pays off 
dividends and then some. When the curtain finally 
drops, if your ears haven’t given way to the volume, 
the clattering of buzz saw guitars and cymbal crashes 
feels like Armageddon. Worth the investment. (JV) 
Electric Human Project, 500 South Union St., Wilmington, DE 

19805, electrichumanproject.com, Hard Travelin’, PO Box 8131, 

Pittsburgh, PA 15217, hardtravelin.net 

Shotgun Monday - Read Compare Adjust, CD 
Shotgun Monday bursts out of the gate-or more ac¬ 
curately digital music playback machine-with Hot 

! Snakes guitars and strained, high register vocals. 
And I’m like, “Alright.” Then it’s all like a couple more 
of the same, so cool. Right? Then it gets kinda weird, 
so I’m like, “OK. I like weird. Good weird. And this is 
that, so it’s cool.” Then there’s this one where you 
just know it’s one of those things where they goof 
around for a few minutes, record it, and they’re all 
like, “Just upped the track total by one, suckers.” It’s 
short, so I’m OK with that. Then the frantic post-punk 
thing comes back from the beginning, so it all makes 
sense. Except for the "Wash your pussy,” line. That 
was just strange. Next, they stretch out and mix the 
post-punk with the good weird. So, that’s good. Then 
it’s some mellow weird, but still good, and it’s over. 
Seriously, right? I know. (RR) 
Modern Radio Record Label, PO Box 8886, Minneapolis, MN 

55408, modern-radio.com 

Sol.iLLaquists of Sound - As If We Existed, CD 
Orlando-based Sol.iLLaquists of Sound (SOS) is 
comprised of two couples that promote activism, 
veganism, politics and community though a posi¬ 
tive filter in their rhymes, and As If We Existed is 
their fascinating debut. The vocal interplay between 
lead emcee Swamburger and vocalist Alexandrah is 
impressive right off the bat on “Property & Malt Li¬ 
quor,” as Swamburger’s exuberance is balanced out 
by Alexandrah’s smooth, soulful voice. Unlike many 
acts, SOS comes wearing their conscience on their 
collective sleeve, and this album is a call to action 
that puts all self-involved hip hop out there to shame 
(which is called out on “Black Guy Peace”). Offering 
everything from a scathing critique of advertising 
(“Mark it Place”) to addressing sexism and pornog¬ 
raphy ("Ur Turn”), the rhymes are jam-packed with 
quick manifestoes, but the unique presentation and 
smooth cadence carries it through, especially on the 
exceptional title track. Compared to most of the woe- 
is-me, look-at-my-gun MCs out there, this album is a 
breath of fresh air, as SOS delivers a true purpose and 
not just another throwaway hook. Chock full of good 

beats, innovative rhymes and well timed exchanges, 
it’s a powerful message, and As If We Existed shows 
cerebral hip-hop at its new best. (SBM) 
Anti-, anti.com 

Static Age, the - Blank Screens, CD 

I quit Instant Messenger in 2005, and since then I’ve 
been pretty wary of profile-ready lyrics. (For exam¬ 
ple: scattering doves, divine poison, or bitterness, all 
of which play prominently on Blank Screens). I’m even 
warier of anyone who thinks that singing something 
like “as we watch the soldiers count the dead / rain¬ 
water come and wash this ash alive,” means you’re 
a legitimate protest band. You might be pretty, but 
you’re hardly protesting. But all that’s personal bag¬ 
gage, possibly also media spin, and in part irrelevant 
because, well, I really like Blank Screens. These are 
carefully crafted, multilayered songs complete with 
synth, rhythm, and lullabye-like keys, nods to new 
wave and a remix by the uberawesomely-named 
ocelot mthrfckrs. I wish I had a copy for my less bitter, 
16-year-old self. She’d adore it. (MC) 
Reignition, 12 West 13* St. #3AS, New York, NY 10011, thestati- 

cage.com 

TSR - As One Voice, CD 

Like some strange flower stemming up from a dried 
out wasteland, TSRs positive and mostly traditional- 
ized take on bromega supreme left coast chant-out 
punk must seem entirely out of place in their home¬ 
town of Blythe, California. Situated on the barren 
outskirts of Death Valley, the mini-city is commonly 
associated with rusty cars hibernating on bricks, 
basement meth labs, conservatism, utter boredom, 
and record breaking high temperatures. So, while As 
One Voice isn’t really something my age and experi¬ 
ences can permit me to indulge in, if I was 15, full of 
angst, outcast, and living in a hellish shit hole, songs 
like “Bombs to the Oval Office” and "Punk Kid” would 
surely get my blood moving. (BM) 
Mental, 2640 E. Barnett Rd. Suite E-331, Medford, OR 97504, 

mentalrecords.net 

Theo and the Skyscrapers, S/T, CD 

If you don’t recognize Theo Kogan’s voice, which rings 
like Debbie Harry’s lower registers, deep and full and 
fearsome as needed, then you might know her as the 
former Lunachicks frontwoman. You know, fully tat¬ 
ted sleeves and a ripped babydoll dress? Theo and 
the Skyscrapers is Kogan’s newest incarnation. The 
New York quartet is heavy on the bass and canned 
punk metaphor (“First Bleach”), but the same-old, 
same-old is invigorated by lasering keyboards and 
tongue-twisters like “Doppleganger Death Disco.” 
There’s also the visual radness that is three six-foot- 
plus guys and one woman with a death stare. The 
kicker is the supplemental DVD, complete with photo 
gallery, a screen test from Kogan’s performance in¬ 
stallation piece at PS 122, and three videos directed 
by Kogan and Rob Roth. There are fractured faces, 

impossibly ornate dresses, and delicious amounts of 
eyeliner. I’m not so sure if Kogan’s doing much more 
than watching herself in a mirror, but whatever. I’m 
mesmerized. (MC) 
Morpheus, PO Box 67082, los Angeles, CA 90067 

Triple Threat - Into the Darkness, CD 

Hell yeah! I’m not sure what to call it, but I totally 



MUSIC 
dig the rock Triple Threat serves up. It’s definitely 
hardcore punk, but there’s a hell of a lot of Black Sab¬ 
bath thrown in (check the riff in “Something More” 
and tell me that ain’t “Sabbath Bloody Sabbath”). 
And most the songs have hip-shakin’ tempos, not 
slamdance-like-a-monkey blasts of speed. Sort of 
like the Fartz (if you don’t know them, get on it, bud). 
Triple Threat shares their not quite perfect quality, 
too. Lyrically, the dude’s talking about socio-politi¬ 
cal stuff, barked out with a slight slur. This is one of 
the strongest rock-influenced punk records that I’ve 

heard in quite a while. (AJ) 
Bridge Nine, bridge9.com 

United States-Divorce Songs, CD 
Dissonance-the whine of the discontented-can be 
torturous when it’s used to no effect, but sometimes 
restless citizens use noise to say something, arrang¬ 
ing their beef with the universe into a four-minute 
off-key rant where each jagged melody preaches. 
Even better, sometimes those punks can use both 
their music and their words to articulate precise 
problems by barking nuggets of insight. On this level 
of expression, we have United States, post-punks 
who manage melody in the chaos and sing-along 
choruses in the style that echoed through halls in 
DC circa the late ‘80s. They sing about what mistakes 
look like without sounding like one; lyrics depict lack 
of bearings (“I want to be a writer but I never write / 
I want to be a fighter but I don’t know how to fight”), 
criticize the unthinking life, and triumphantly declare 
the need to speak up, or at least to say that you’ve got 
something to say, before the chance passes (“Grand 
Stand”). And with all this restless discord, the album 
still feels personal. In “Radio On” the band shouts to¬ 
gether, “we all got a different walk home at night,” 
as if to remind us that we’re all on our own once the 
show is over, but we’ve all still got to walk home. 
Divorce Songs sure sounds dissonant, but when the 
voices of malcontents raised together form such an 
agreeable fellowship, who needs harmony? (KG) 
Iron Pier, PO Box 279, East Setauket, NY 11733, ironpier.net 

Vopat- Sometimes It Will CD 
This somewhat-anonymous act shows no love for 
boundaries on a 10-song outing that refuses to ad¬ 
here to genre formulas or even the conventional 
borders of a CD track. Spare ambient asides bleed 
into soaring, Mogwai-inspired refrains before revert¬ 
ing to quiet, shimmering bits of pop rock. And none 
of this seems to bother containing itself to a single 
track. Songs begin and end in silence, or sprout sud¬ 
denly from some half-ominous found sound, making 
the record’s best passages difficult to pinpoint. When 
taken in a single sitting, though, the disc’s instinc¬ 
tive sequencing suggests an instrumental narrative: 
the booming title track yields to the morning-after 
pop-sunshine of “Soldier On,” then a succession of 
remorseful acoustics (“Pause”), frustrated stomp¬ 
ing (“Winter Nails") and white noise (“Substitute 
Smile”). It’s a surprisingly engaging story that ends 
well, if not happily, with the melancholy reprise of 
“Sometimes It Won’t.” Even then, Vopat refuses to 
close the proceedings, as one might anticipate, with 
the delicate repetition of paper-thin guitars that 
swim through the middle of the song. Instead, we get 
a quiet drone-a swelling of sound so low in the mix 

it’s nearly imperceptible-and then nothing but a cu¬ 
rious desire to follow the story through again. (JV) 
Inam, inamrecs@yahoo.com 

Vulturines, the, Fowl Language, CD 
If the Vulturines were ice cream, they’d be one of the 
kiddie smorgasbord flavors, complete with bubble¬ 
gum balls and a chocolate ribbon. Vocalist/guitarist 
Jennifer Saez is a Spanish speaker who grew up in 
New Orleans, Saudi Arabia, Colombia, and DC before 
moving to Austin to study the blues. There, she met 
Corbin Supak, a child of Czech tuba players and Mexi¬ 
can balladeers. The Vultures, the now-married cou¬ 
ple’s second band (their first was called Vidi Vittles), 
works on a structural level, but I wanted less jumble, 
more jags. They’re often compared to Deerhoof, but 
I think that’s because they mix genres and sing in 
several languages-Saez is hardly going to impale 
herself with a banana, a la the cover of Milk Man. This 
is mellow music: sparkly, pink and perfect for an easy 

afternoon. (MC) 
Grey Dawn, greydawnrecords.com 

Wasted Freaks, the - Fright Rock, CD 
If you list Nirvana or Alice in Chains as some of your 
favorite bands on your MySpace.com page, beware 
of the Wasted Freaks. One-man-band Randy Pike 
proves a point that can be misconstrued as snobby: 
there is a downside to the fact that anyone who 
has some instruments, microphones, and recording 
software can make a record. Pike’s Cobain-like yelps 
are hilarious (the hook in “Lying Liar” sounds like a 
certain Nirvana anthem we’ve all heard before). The 
guitars are straight out of 1992, but not in a good way. 
There’s no imagination with the melodies; it’s just 
droney, alt-sludge. This feels like a joke where you’re 
waiting for the punch line, but it never comes. (EG) 
Self-released, myspace.com/thewastedfreaks.com 

We March - Waste Management Volume 1, CD-R 
Shuffling through my stack of review materials, I 
welcomed this one with a smile. Milwaukee is basi¬ 
cally We March’s second home. In a little over a year, 
I witnessed their live show roughly five times. Every 
single time, it’s been nothing short of amazing. They 
embody the feel of bands like the Stooges and Black 
Flag without sounding overly like either of those 
bands. We March doesn’t write great hardcore songs 
or great punk songs; they transcend labels to write 
great songs, plain and simple. On this well recorded 
live set, you can hear hints of greatness, but it’s not 
the same as being at a show. Even still, this release is 
worthwhile. A band that can pull off covering Weird 
Al’s “Dare to Be Stupid” and “Purple Haze” in the 
same set is definitely worth your time. They’re true 
road warriors, so keep a look out for these guys com¬ 
ing through your town. (DA) 
Non-Prophet Records, wemarch.net 

Wolf Eyes With John Wiese - Equinox, CD 
Wolf Eyes have a massive discography, and here’s 
another one to their litany of noise recordings, 
most of which were only available on limited dis¬ 
tribution tapes. What sets it apart this time is the 
collaboration with John Wiese, an electronic, lap¬ 
top artist comfortable in noise and death metal— 
actually, it’s their fourth collaboration with him. 
The result of this mixture is, for the most part, a 

bling sound out of his guitar, while “The Drugs Have Shaped the Angles” rapidly fingerpicks cyclical riffs to a 
similarly brooding affect. Schwaber’s kind, melancholic voice and tasteful acoustic tunes align him with key 
influence Elliot Smith and the least irritating Kinsella project, Owen. Schwaber also shifts gears a handful of 
times throughout the album. “Torture Ground,” “The Whisper No One Else Can Hear,” “Island of the Burning 
Trees,” and “Forever Every Evening” are fairly standard fuzzy indie-rock tunes somewhere between Matt 
Pond, PA and Death Cab for Cutie. “The Pressure it Feeds” begins as a swaying, overcast acoustic song and 
then electrifies with deftly-channeled feedback forming one massive bolt of piercing sound (not unlike the 
efforts of Mono and Mogwai). Even more surprising is the massively heavy riffing of “The Combing of the 
Bottom of the Sea,” and it proves to be an album highlight. Acoustic tunes make up the rest of the album, 
some of which are beautiful keepers (“Everyone is Gone”) and others which demand to be thrown back for 
being overly histrionic (“Man Down”) or poorly written (“Medicine You Sent”). Though there might be a ty¬ 
ing thread running through The Killing Card’s 16 tracks, it’s difficult to track down through the style changes 
and esoteric lyrics. With a more concentrated album, Mark Schwaber could have garnered serious attention. 
Instead, he delivers a grab bag of tunes that leaves the listener playing quality control. (SRM) 
Pigeon, PO Box 3723 Portland, ME 04104-3723, pigeonrecords.com 

Steinways, the - Missed the Boat, CD 
This album is fucking awesome. Though it’s obvious from their style of music 
the members of the Steinways worship the Queers and Screeching Weasel, 
they breathe new life into a genre in which this is incredibly difficult to do so. 
First of all, this is the way to do a “long” album. Yeah, there are 20 songs on 
Missed the Boat, but only two top two minutes, and a number are less than 
one minute long (some even shorter than 20 seconds). Now, in addition to 
the short attention span style of songwriting, there are a number of other 

excellent factors to this album. First, the songs themselves are simple, but the structures offer enough chang¬ 
es to keep things interesting within a verse/chorus-like structure. Next, the vocals have great harmonies, but 
not too many so that it gets irritating. The best part, though, about this album, is the lyrics. My girlfriend and 
I were playing Super Bust-a-Move and listening to this disc, and it had us laughing a number of times. Take, 
for example, “((Holy Shit) I Can’t Believe I Still Don’t Have) a Girlfriend,” when Grath Madden sings what starts 
out as typical pop-punk bullshit, and then ends with a curveball, “Oh baby / can’t you see /1 need you here 
with me /1 don’t know what to do / All I know is I’ve been / feeling all emo since I ran out of weed.” Or, take 
“Warped Tour,” for another example: “One million bands / one million hours / too bad all of it sucked.” That 
song is five seconds long. I could listen to this album all fucking day. One thing that sort of bugs me about this 
record, though, is that all of the members of the Steinways are all over 21, but only their bass player (who hap¬ 
pens to be dating another member of the band) is under 25.1 just want to grab them and shout, “Aren’t you 
too old to be writing these lyrics?!” But the music is so good and heartfelt, I can look past the slight oldness of 
the members. One word of advice to Grath and Michelle: don’t break up, because while I’m sure you’re in love 
or whatever, your band is really, really, fucking awesome. Definitely the sleeper hit of the issue. I’m begging 

this band to come to Chicago so we can get trashed together. (DH) 
Cold Feet, PO Box 91233, Raleigh, NC 27675, coldfeetrecords.com 

White Demons-Say Go, CD 
There’s something satisfying about an artist naming an album after the 
one song that stands out the most. In a way, title tracks are direct mes¬ 
sages between artist and listener that say, “This song rocks.” Tony Bennett 
probably predicted that “I Left My Heart in San Francisco” would become 
his signature song. AC/DC recognized that “Back in Black” would serve as 
a blueprint for countless other songs-even other AC/DC songs. The Clash 
knew that “London Calling” was both timeless and ahead of its time. Title 

tracks remind listeners that musicians are fans, too. Title tracks are best when they’re obvious singles and 
when they serve as mission statements or abstracts for the artists’ aesthetics. The title track of White De¬ 
mons’ debut is a quintessential title track. The centerpiece of the album, “Say Go” is a prime specimen of ‘70s 
and ‘80s hard rock. The track features the best guitar work (played by Tony Krank, founder of an amplifier 
manufacturer, and Nick K) on the record, a shout-along chorus, a rhythm break, and a solo that begs for air- 
guitar accompaniment. “Say Go” embodies the band’s straightforward message, too. It is a meta-song-a 
rock song about rocking people. The two monosyllabic verbs in the title are the linguistic equivalent of a gui¬ 
tar/bass/drums lineup. Like many title tracks, “Say Go” is the most perfect song on the record. By following 
the hard-rock formula, the other songs will raise fists but might not lodge in listeners’ minds. Lead track “Spit 
on My Liver” especially sounds like AC/DC. “Cancelled Show” hovers near the airspace of Jet, the Australian 
band that has earned mainstream success by emulating AC/DC and other classic-rock bands. Although the 

musicians are talented, White Demons won’t survive if “Say Go” is all it has to say. (JM) 
Sonic Swirl, sonicswirlrecords.com 
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Lonely Kings. What If? had just come out, and it contained the best, most enjoyable elements of punk rock. 

Not only was it a powerful sound from a trio, but it was also emotional in that late ‘80s Dischord Records kind 

of way. The band combined from-the-gut sincerity with a whole lot of angst, awareness, and a ferocity that 

demanded your attention. The Lonely Kings utilized big guitar sounds and a pounding rhythm section. They 

were one of those bands that hit hard but always below the radar. Yet those in the know definitely had an 

appreciation for this record and more so this band. 

This rocks the party that rocks the body: Lifetime’s return single, Buck 65, Dirty Work EP; Buck 65, Strong Arm 
mixtape,; Bloc Party, Weekend in the City, Samiam, Whatever’s Got You Down (reviewed this issue), Planes 

Mistaken for Stars, Mercy. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Brian Moss (BM) 

Murphy, Eddie, Delirious. On extremely long-winded interstate voyages even the most extensive collection 

of compact discs, cassettes, or digital media files can grow tediously repetitive. In such cases, truck stop 

bought audio books, stand up comedy albums, or even foreign language instructional series can provide 

well-needed variation and relief. On a recent trip out West a co-conspirator of mine picked up a George Carlin 

tape somewhere in Nevada. Needless to say, Carlin’s Sahara-dry comedy antics and nasal yelps of to-be- 

expected politicized righteousness made the already painful 12-hour drive even more grueling. Amidst the 

dog-day heat and seemingly endless supply of mile markers, I found myself drifting into a haze, jonesing 

for laughs a la my long-lost copy of Eddie Murphy’s Delirious. A few months later when packing up for a 

cross country move along with finding numerous embarrassing band demos from my high school years, 

I stumbled across the treasured relic of a tape. Raunchy and potentially detrimentally offensive, when it 

comes to Murphy’s famed performance at Constitutional Hall in DC everyone is a target and dealt with relent¬ 

lessly. While those sensitive to political correctness may be troubled by the routine, I’m into the dirty taboo 

shit and all for jokes about Mr. T engaging in man-on-man pleasure, old obese family members tumbling 

down flights of stairs while begging for the aid of Jesus, white people, and Stevie Wonder operating a motor 

vehicle. But most of all, I’m into Eddie’s command of the audience and his preposterous circa-’81 matching 

red and black leather pants and jacket. I swear, as long as I live the tape will never see the bottom of a milk 

crate again. In fact, for every dull moment I may encounter in future travels it will be there waiting for me, 

inside an emergency Walkman placed safely in the bottom of my road-worn backpack. 

Recipients Of Recent Eardrum Attention: Mercury Program, A Data Learn the Language; Beachwood Sparks, 

Once We Were Trees; The Wipers, Is This Real?; The Thermals, The Body, The Blood, The Machine; Blackali- 
cious, The Craft. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Bart Niedzialkowski (BN) 

Fifteen, Buzz. Fifteen was always one of the bands that worked as an instant pick-me-up, like a jolt of caffeine 

to the system. Maybe it was the way the band always exuded positivity, even when discussing some of the 

prevailing social, economical, and political problems of their day. Or maybe it was just the way they always 

mixed fervor and energy into unforgettable performances. Either way, I always cherished the records the band 

released throughout the years. I recently came across a press release stating that Buzz was being reissued to 

benefit Food Not Bombs, and I immediately made a mental note to cover it as a spotlight. Buzz is by no means a 

perfect record, but it makes up for some of the shortcomings with its passion and sincerity-qualities more and 

more rare in today’s scene. Like any Fifteen record, Buzz has its share of inspirational and thought-provoking 

moments, but what really defines it as great is the underlying belief that change is possible if we’re willing to 

bring it about, and the urgency with which it conveys that point. Buzz is all about striving for a better tomorrow, 

and that’s something to be appreciated in this day of dull and shallow music. If you don’t already own a copy, pick 

up the reissue. It benefits a great cause and you’ll feel better about having taken that first small step. 

Bands I’ve been listening to lately: Latterman, Defiance Ohio, the Draft, Lifetime. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Rex Reason (RR) 

Bad Brains, S/T. It seems too obvious to spotlight this record, but as soon as I realized it hadn’t been written 

up yet, I felt obligated to do it. The idea that someone somewhere may need this and might have missed it 

makes me feel like I’m doing a service. If you’ve ever wondered what it’s like to stick a fork into an electrical 

socket you can have the experience without risk of death by electrical shock. Just play this. Nothing done 

after this record has equaled its energy or intensity, although every hardcore band since has tried. I’ve never 

been a lyric sheet reader, so at least 80 percent of the verses are unknown to me. But that doesn’t matter be¬ 

cause this is before HR completely lost it and his voice was as much an instrument as a word delivery system. 

Being completely honest, Bad Brains were a middling-at-best reggae band, but the handful of reggae songs 

here work to give you a chance to catch your breath between the utterly hard charging hardcore master¬ 

pieces. The punk records better than this can maybe be counted on one or two hands. It’s utterly essential. 

Five things I scavenged from the corpse of Tower Records: DJ Muggs vs. GZA, Grandmasters; Kalas, S/T; 
Dozer, Through the Eyes of Heathens; Boris, Pink; John Coltrane, Stellar Regions. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Matthew Siblo (MS) 

Weston, Matinee. It might seem like a geek-rock overload to spotlight Digger and Weston consecutively, but any 

initial hesitations were trumped upon receiving the news that Weston would be briefly reuniting for three shows 

this holiday season. After revisiting each of their records with immense anticipation, Matinee is certainly the band’s 

most controversial within its discography. Of course, this statement presupposes that enough people liked Weston 

to create any sort of debate, but we’ll take this as a given for the sake of argument. Regardless, Matinee rests 

firmly between the departure of beloved member Chuck Saltern and the never released Japanese only imports 

and major label bloatation that followed. Songs like “Mrs. Perfect Girl” and “Record Shop” are both thematically 

and musically consistent with Weston’s preceding work but also alluded to budding maturity and alternative rock 

crossover that had my toes tapping but long time fans grumbling. While the soundtrack concept did seem like a 

clunky bid to be taken seriously, the newfound polishing served Weston well. “In April Sometime” and “Matinee” 

capitalize on the album’s cinematic leanings, incorporating the band’s signature lyrical weepiness with a much 

fuller, rock-oriented sound. Closing Matinee is “Radio,” a song that would become one of the band’s most recog¬ 

nizable of their later era, if only because it continued to be re-released. As the song fades out, the subtle harmony 

asks, What happened to the radio?” Years later, it’s easy to look back and wonder why the band was never given 

a chance to fix the problem. Yet Weston’s eventually fate only makes the songs original intentions more poignant; 

an earnest band’s inability to reform the system they were never even allowed to infiltrate. 

But I thought she said Maple Leaves: Ted Leo and the Pharmacists, Living with the Living; The Blow, Paper 
Television; Swan Lake, Beast Moans; Hot Chip, The Warning; Tokyo Police Club, A Lesson in Crime. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Sarah Stone-Wunder (SSW) 

V/A, The Commitments Motion Picture Soundtrack. I was just a young lass when this Irish flick first came out 

in 1991, and it’s to this film and its subsequent soundtrack that I credit my first exposure to soul greats such 

as Wilson Pickett and Otis Redding. However, what makes this collection fantastic is the caliber of singers 

gathered for the film. Most notable is the remarkable Andrew Strong, who was only 16-just a just a few years 

older than myself at the time-when he made the movie. His voice carries the strains and pain of seasoned 

soul singer. It still amazes me to think he was just a teenager at the time. The soundtrack contains some soul 

standards, such as “Mustang Sally, “Do Right Woman, Do Right Man,” and “In the Midnight Hour.” However, 

it’s their rendition of “Try a Little Tenderness” that steals this compilation for me. After a brass intro, the song 

starts out with just Strong singing slowly and soulfully, accompanied by the piano. At this point, you already 

know they song’s going to break out into a full-blown, all brass explosion. But instead of getting on with it, 

they tease you, fondle you with more verses and basically string you along.for 60 percent of the song. And fi¬ 

nally, when you can’t stand build up anymore, they bust it out, and oh man, it’s orgasmic. Dare I say it’s better 

than the original? Well, I’ll just say that when I need to get my “tenderness” on, this is the version I go for. 

Helping me with a little more tenderness: Belle and Sebastian, If You’re Feeling Sinister; Gram Parsons, 

Another Side of This Life: The Lost Recordings of Gram Parsons; Bob Dylan, Love & Theft; Susan Tedeschi, Wait 
for Me, Macy Gray, The Id. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Justin Vellucci (JV) 

Melvins, the, Gluey Porch Treatments. I was, admittedly, in grade school in 1986 when Buzz Osborne, Dale 

Crover, and Matt Lukin drove from Washington to California to record their first full-length record. By the time I 

did hear it, some five or six years later, the group was being courted by the majors (thank you, Kurt Cobain) but 

Gluey Porch Treatments had not achieved the sacred status of a founding document. Instead, it languished in 

bizarre anonymity at the end of a Boner Records pressing of 1989’s Ozma. Though Ipecac has since championed 

the Melvins’ early work, Gluey Porch Treatments still doesn’t get the respect its due. Why? Well, you could chalk 

it up, some might argue, to the fact that few of these songs ever surface at live shows. (“I couldn’t tell you 

what’s even on this thing if I had a gun to my head,” Osborne wrote in the 1999 reissue.) The record, though, 

introduces listeners to parts of why the Melvins’ two-decade run has been worth following. There’s the menac¬ 

ing lurch of “Eye Flys,” the stop-and-start wallop of “Echo Head/Don’t Piece Me” and “Flex With You,” sludgy 

punk-metal hybrids like “Big as a Mountain.” “Exact Paperbacks,” a precursor to “Honey Bucket,” could have 

served as a grunge template back in the day. Even songs whose running time doesn’t break 60 seconds-the 

classic title track or the blistering “Glow God”-are tough to shake from memory. So, why try to forget? 

And ever the infinite loop: Tom Waits, Orphans; Lesser Birds of Paradise, Space Between; Calexico, The Black 
Light, Do Make Say Think, Winter Hymn Country Hymn Secret Hymn; Vexed, The Good Fight. 

Reviewer Spotlight: Mike Vinikour (MXV) 

Jawbreaker, Unfun. Back around 1989 or 19901 got really disillusioned with punk rock. That youth-crew crap was 

all the rage, and it seemed everyone was buying into it and becoming jocks. I started distancing myself from a lot 

of those people and started listening to a lot of industrial music. I was still doing a fanzine and my friend Mel from 

Shredder Records sent me this Jawbreaker LP to review. Not halfway into the first song I knew these guys were 

something special, and it renewed my faith that punk rock wasn’t only about a bunch of head-shaven goons. I 

listened to that record thousands of times and it wasn’t long after its release that Jawbreaker came to town. They 

played at Reckless Records and then at Louge Ax. I was one of seriously seven people to see them play at Lounge 

Ax that evening and we hung out with them the entire day before the show. They were some of the nicest people 

in a band I’d ever met at the time and that was one of the most fun days of my life. Over 15 years later, I still put this 

record on regularly (as well as the records that followed) and remember that care-free summer day fondly. 

While not listening to the Battle of Mice CD on endless repeat, I’ve been known to play the following: 
Mouth of the Architect, The Ties That Blind; Sex Pistols, Spunk, These Arms Are Snakes, Easter, Naked Raygun, 

Throb Throb; Harkonen, Shake Harder Boy. 



MUSIC 
calmer album than one might think. It has a cav¬ 

ernous atmosphere of low tones and a cascade of 

tinier sounds that fill in various voids. Other waves 

pierce through it all suddenly, but all of it enters 

the fold. Some bits can be beautifully harsh on the 

ears... be forewarned. There is mainly just one 

long track here, “Equinox,” but it is followed with 

a recording of live fireworks show, complete with 

commentary (seemingly the band) and the explo¬ 

sions sound blue, green, and sparkly: boom boom, 

b-boom. In truth, it makes for a nice metaphor of 

their noise collaboration-like a fireworks show, 

it’s not the harmony, bass line, or narrative that 

carries it along, but they’re great to witness even 

so: just pure treats for the senses in the textures, 

rumblings, and firepower. (BA) 
Troniks, PO Box 544, Hollywood, CA 90078, iheartnoise.com 

Your Heart Breaks - New Ocean Waves, CD 
Attraction is a funny thing. Pretty awkward, too. 

Your Heart Breaks have a shoe untied, their shirt 

buttoned crooked, and tend to laugh too loudly 

when she’s in the room. Charmingly imperfect boy/ 

girl harmonies sing stories about making mixtapes 

for faraway flirtations and that kind of graceless 

way we have about us when he’s in on the con¬ 

versation. And oh, the sugar-smacked melodies! 

They’re humable and joyously melancholic as a 

Shins tune, with the refinement of Kimya Dawson, 

and the charm of a doo-wop party in a basement. 

New Ocean Waves whips through power pop and 

lo-fi love songs featuring typewriters, androgynous 

falsetto, and friends clapping along. As long as this 

rotating lineup of Bellingham buddies stays away 

from future forays into rap (“Freight Train”) and the 

wrong side of wacky (“The Party in the Basement”), 

they’re quite hard to resist if not too cute for their 

own good. (KG) 
Plan-lt-X, P0 Box 3521, Bloomington, IN 47402, plan-it-x.com 

V/A-The 666 Rarities LP, CD 
Let me start with the positive because I’m about to rip 

Altercation Records a new asshole in a minute. This is 

basically a split between four very cool bands. Dead 

Unicorn plays heavy, jagged, experimental sludge: 

Blase Debris goes for the goofy hardcore thing, which 

I personally am less crazy about; Casket Architects is 

raw garage punk band fueled by keyboards and brat- 

ty vocals: and Plastic Jesus deal in barroom tailored 

country-punk. Each band contributes four cuts. The 

big problem I have with this release isn’t the music 

itself, it’s the way the disc is sequenced. Rather than 

going “Band #1: tracks one-four; Band #2: tracks five- 

eight,” etc, the label feels fit to jump around from 

band to band. That, to me, doesn’t allow the listener 

to really soak up each band’s vibe. Like you wouldn’t 

go to a show and say, “OK, each band is going to play 

one song and then pass, until we each finish our set, 

one song at a time.” That fucks up the momentum. 

So, Altercation Records, excellent choice in bands, but 

you’re plan of attack needs work. (AJ) 
Altercation, PO Box 68533, Austin, TX 78768, altercationrecords.com 

V/A - Shielded by Death Vol. 4 CD-R 
This is the fourth in a series of mostly obscure punk 

and hardcore from the late 1970s and 1980s. What 

makes this different from the previous volumes, 

however, is while those were actually released on a 

real label with covers, liner notes, etc, this version 

was made in someone’s bedroom. The cover is noth¬ 

ing more than a Xerox with cover art and the track 

list and a bunch of URLs for the bands contained on 

the CD-R disc. I don’t know why the label who did the 

previous ones opted out of continuing the series but 

it’s a shame because this is a really strong collection 

of old punk bands you likely may not have heard of 

but should have. It’s a shame more time and care 

wasn’t given to the presentation, because this 

music deserves to be heard and the bands on here 

deserve a lot better of a document than what looks 

like a homemade mix CD that your friend burned for 

you. (MXV) 
Dagger, PO Box 380152, East Hartford, CT 06138-0152 
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3 Pill Horning -Life Dynamic EP, CD 

120 Days- S/T, CD 

Abuse, the - Digging Your Own Grave, CD 

After the Fight/Highball - Bone Split Series Vol. 

One, CD 

Antidote - Another Dose, CD 

Applicators, the - My Weapon, CD 

Aquarium, the - S/T, CD 

Asinine-S/T, CDEP 

Balomai Brothers, the - A Ghoul Skit, CD 

Beach House - S/T, CD 

Black Sand Desert - Choking on Grave Soil, CD 

Blag’ard - Blank Faced Clocks, CD 

Blase Debris-Creep Cool, CD 

Bodhisattva - Brain Candy for Insanity, CD 

Boss, the - Lay Down Your Firearms, CD 

Brill, Paul - Harpooner, CD 

Brunt of It - Certain Uncertainty, CD 

Bullys, the-BQE Overdrive, CD 

Candygram for Mongo - The Red Pill, CD 

Capricorns, the - Pure Magical Love, CD 

Cheat, the-S/T, CD 

Complete Control/Krum Bums - Death Can Wait, CD 

Cowboy Mouth - Voodoo Shoppe, CD 

Cracker-Greenland, CD 

Crazy Stallion - Nuns Fucking Each Other, CD 

DSC Project, the - Animato, CD 

Darkest Hour - Archives, CD 

Darlington-Sex, CD 

Daughters - Hell Songs, CD 

Dead City Shakers - Ship of Beggars, CD 

Dead Pets, the - Too Little Too Late, CD 

Deadbolt -1 Should Have Killed You, CD 

Death Breath - Stinking Up the Night, CD 

Death is not Glamorous - S/T, CDEP 

Destroy Babylon - Oligopuzzled, CDEP 

Disaster Strikes - Liberty Toast, CD 

Drugstore Cowboys, the - Chapter 3006, CD 

Elation, the -S/T, CDEP 

Ellegarden-Riot on the Grill, CD 

Envy on the Coast-S/T, CDEP 

Epsilons - S/T, CD 

Escape the Fate - Dying is Your Latest Fashion, CD 

Fahrenheit451 - The Catastrophe, CDEP 

Fascist Fascist -S/T, CD 

Final Prayer - Right Here, Right Now, CD 

Finger of God - Release the Wolves, CD 

Flowers in the Attic - Human, CDEP 

Dominic Frasca- Deviations, CD 

Garcia, Jon - S/T, CD 

General Miggs - Broken Hoof, CDEP 

Griddle - Klimty Favela, CD 

Gut Instinct -1989-1992 Discography, CD 

Have Heart - The Things We Carry, CD 

Heavens - Patent Pending, CD 

Hope Con - Death Knows Your Name, CD 

Hunchback - Ugly on the Outside, CD 

Hundred Hands - Her Accent was Excellent, CD 

Iconoclast - The Body Never Lies, CD 

Impala - Night Full of Sirens: Anthology 93-97, CD 

JigGsaw-Zero Generation, CD 

Kaffer, Andrew - Idle Idol, CD 

Kevin K - Rockin Roll Dynamite, CD 

Kover - Assembly, CD 

Leftovers, the - Party Tonight, CD 

Lemuria/Kind of Like Spitting - Your Living Room’s 

all Over Me, CD 

Lillingtons, the - The Too Late Show, CD 

Mary Celeste -1 Like Selling Symptoms to the Sick, 

CD 

Mercy Killers - Bloodlove, CD 

Mercy Killers/Enemy Rose - Split, CD 

Michael Jordan Touchdown Pass - Cash, Money, Etc, 

CD 

Mind of Asian - Chinnmokus No Kiri No Naka, CD 

Minutes too Far-Let it Roll, CD 

Misery Signals-Mirrors, CD 

Miss 45-S/T, CDEP 

Monster Squad - Strength Through Pain, CD 

Morning 40 Federation - Ticonderoga, CD 

Most, Dennis and the Instigators - I’m Not Dead 

Yet, CD 

Mouse on Mars - Varcharz, CD 

Nelson, Cynthia - Homemade Map, CD 

No One’s Hero - Start a Revolution, CDEP 

Northside O’Donnells, the - 5 AM in the City of Chi¬ 

cago, CD 

Of the Opera - Study Natural Law, CD 

One Ring Zero - Wake Them Up, CD 

JP Thunderbolt Patterson With Ross the Boss 

-Thunderboss, CD 

Phoenix Bodies - Raise the Bullshit Flag, CD 

Pinebender - Working Nine to Wolf, CD 

Plate Six - Battle Hyms for a New Republic, CD 

Procedure - Shift Pacific, CD 

Prozacs, the/Johnnie 3 - Split, CD 

Raccoo-oo-oon - Is Night People, CD 

Receiver, the - Decades, CD 

Rezurex - Beyond the Grave, CD 

Rifu - Bombs for Food, Mines for Freedom, CD 

RunnAmucks - Inferno, CD 

Russo, Randi - Shout Like a Lady, CDEP 

Sailboat!/Old Bat-Split, CD 

Sairaat Mielet - Controversial History: 1988-1992, CD 

Satura Lanx - No Fighting the Furies, CD 

Scare, the - Snakes Among Saints, CDEP 

Self Destruct Button - Natural Selection of Accidents, 

CD 

Shat - Cuntree, CD 

Sheglank’d Shoulders - Endless Grind, CD 

Snitches get Stitches - Even a Butchered Carcass Can 

Shine, CD 

Streetwaves - The Pleasure to end all Pleasures, CD 

Stressface - Oh... You’re Welcome, CD 

Sub Rosa-Slings & Arrows, CD 

Russ Substance - The Safest Place to Hide a Book, CD 

Suburban Lockdown - Locked In, CD 

Take, the - Dolomite, CD 

Take my Chances - Down Here With Us, CD 

Tar... Feathers - Make way for the Ocean Floor to 

Fall to the Surface, CD 

Test Icicles - Dig Your own Grave, CDEP 

Trentalange - Photo Album of Complex Relation¬ 

ships, CD 

Truckfighters - Gravity X, CD 

Venomous Concept/324 - Split, CDEP 

Vibrators, the-Buzzin, CD 

Wax and Wane - Winter, CDEP 

Withdrawal - The Perfectionist Blacklist, CD 

Wrister - Chuckle Chuckle Motherfucker, CD 

XYZRJX- INANOMIE OP.221, CD 

Yellow Swans-Global Clone, CD 

V/A-Ghouls Gone Wild, CD 

V/A - Music to Make Your Ears Hurt Trey, CD 

VA - Tales From the Australian Underground Vol. 2 

1977-1990,2xCD 

V/A - The Girls can Dish it out Too, CD 

V/A-Under the Radar Vol.1, CD 

V/A - We Will Bury You: a Tribute to Killdozer, CD 
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COMICS 
Hotwire Comix #1 

Hotwire editor Glenn Head is dearly weary of the tendency 

toward highbrow self-importance sweeping through the under¬ 

ground comics world. So he’s gone ahead and created a large- 

format anthology that is very much the bastard child of R Crumb’s 

decidedly lowbrow anthology series Weirdo. Indeed, the inside 

front and back covers are beautifully detailed, full-color render¬ 

ings of the typically sleazy scene on Coney Island’s boardwalk. But 

those are mere bookends to the seediness within, such as David Paleo’s full-page pin-up girls 

for the “Inbreed Illustrated Swimsuit Issue." In a clear homage to Basil Wolverton, cartooning’s 

king of grotesquerie, Paleo has created a series of split-headed, multi-eyed, oozing pustuled 

“beauties.” And fittingly enough, Johnny Ryan checks in with his usual vulgarity, though, sadly, 

his signature character Loady McGee is not involved. Matt Madden’s ’“Fuck Freely and Without 

Fear” is the centerpiece of the issue. A sweet-tempered traveling salesman is unaware that his 

new age gadget is popular as a sex device rather than for its supposed health properties. Rick 

Altergott’s criminally underrated Doofus closes out the issue in a two-page bit where Doofus 

teaches his pal Henry Hotchkiss how to distinguish between male and female crabs. Like many 

such anthologies, Hotwire can be hit or miss. But this particular volume has so many notewor¬ 

thy contributors and enough solid material that it’s well worth the cover price. (AC) 
$19.95, edited by Glenn Head, www.fantagraphics.com, ISBN: 1-56097-728-0 

Baobab #2 

Departing from the series’ starting point in Japan, 

where it began, Baobab 2opens on a South American 

Island in the early 1900s, where an innovative young 

cartoonist struggles to publish his work while sup¬ 

porting his sick sister. The dreamlike subplot of this 

character’s own work blends with his sister’s feverish 

delusions and makes for an amazing read. Igort skill¬ 

fully combines drawing styles and media in develop¬ 

ing his plotline, referencing the histories of painting, 

comics, and printmaking while maintaining an ex¬ 

traordinary graphic sensibility of his own. (CD) 

$7.95, Igort, Fantagraphics Books/Coconino Press, www.fanta- 

graphics.com, ISBN: 1-56097-813-9 

The Collected Alison Dare: Little Miss Adven¬ 

tures, Vol. 2 

This hefty, high-quality book stars a 13 year-old girl 

living out her Indiana Jones fantasies within the con¬ 

fines of a Catholic boarding school where the nuns 

are ninjas in disguise and wield drool-inducing in¬ 

stant-sleep powder. The entire comic contains great 

drawings and humor, along with fun characters that 

play against stereotypes. My only beef is that the 

episodes wrap up too abruptly, leaving the story at 

loose ends. (LG) 

$11.95, J Torres and J Bone, Oni Press, www.onipress.com 

Cool Name Pending 

In about half of this comic, Julie Durgee skillfully 

combines a penchant for charming, vintage-inspired 

illustration with a real sense of story. Her short tales 

rely on only a few, sometimes monosyllabic, lines of 

dialogue to carry them across a page or two. These 

tales entertain briefly but condescend too often, 

thanks to Durgee’s idolization of roommate Gabri- 

elle, featured in two one-page anecdotes, “Gabrielle 

Ruiz the Market” and an untitled, well laid-out page 

about one of Durgee’s freelance illustration jobs. In 

the latter, Gabrielle assumes women buying plus- 

size shirts at Wal-Mart need subliminal messaging 

informing them “you are capable of love.” Yet Durgee 

displays a touching note of warmth for the Dunkin’ 

Donuts customers at the end of “Hamptons Bakery”; 

her online illustration and poetic ode to the Garment 

District point to a promising future as a children’s 

book author and illustrator. Another comic wouldn’t 

be bad, especially if it took off where “A Female 

Bodybuilder’s Unrequited Love” left off-the simple 

contradiction between two buff women chatting on 

cell phones and doing one-handed pull-ups, while 

talking about a guy who had enough charm to carry 

her books.to the Pita Pjt but not enough to pick up the 

tab. Durgee would be well-served to ditch her funny 

roommate and spend a little more time on the street, 

where she’s sure to find material for her next untitled 

collection, whether it be comic or a kids story. (DA) 
[No price given], Julia Durgee, www.juliadurgee.com, ju- 

lia_durgee@earthlink.net 

Cry Yourself To Sleep 

Intentionally or not, this small book serves as a wry 

commentary on the recent preponderance of mopey 

white guys wallowing in everyday angst via comics. 

Cry Yourself to Sleep begins with a trio of cute but 

depressed characters: a grumpy bunny who has just 

lost his job, a sad robot searching for meaning in the 

world, and an aspiring novelist whose rejected man¬ 

uscript is a slightly tweaked version of his own boring 

life. The novelist’s friends give us our first clue that 

this isn’t a straight-up emo fest, discussing his book’s 

flaws and offering their own hilarious suggestions to 

spice things up. In the end, though, it takes a small di¬ 

saster to put things back in perspective, as disasters 

often do. The result is funny, hopeful, and a gentle 

smack in the head to anyone mired in self-pity. (CD) 
$7, Jeremy Tinder, Top Shelf Productions, www.topshelfcomix. 

com, ISBN: 1-891830-81-3 

Drawn and Quarterly Showcase #4 

The D & Q Showcase gives comics artists a chance to 

publish ambitious feature-length work, and almost 

always results in lovely and interesting projects. The 

fourth compilation in this series highlights works by 

Dan Zettwoch, Gabrielle Bell, and Martin Cendreda- 

artists whose storytelling and drawing styles are 

very different but complement each other nonethe¬ 

less. Bell starts things off strongly with the story of 

a misanthropic young painter tutoring the son of a 

famous artist, her spare style befitting the tone of 

her character’s life. Cendreda follows with his tale of 

a superstitious Filipino immigrant and his grandson 

in the throes of a neighborhood mystery, his orange 

and blue inks carrying the weirdness and heat of an 

LA summer. Zettwoch rounds things out with the 

duotone adventures of a paper deliveryman and his 

homemade boat during the great Saint Louis flood 

of 1937. Though his pacing throws me at times, his 

graphic sensibility is the strongest of the bunch. All 

in all, this is a solid introduction to the work of three 

talented creators. (CD) 

$14.95, Dan Zettwoch, Gabrielle Bell, and Martin Cendreda, 

Drawn and Quarterly, www.drawnandquarterly.com, ISBN: 

1-896597-98-X 

Dungeon Twilight, Vol. 2: Armageddon 

One of many installments in the expansive Dungeon 
universe (Dungeon Zenith, Dungeon Parade, etc.), 

Armageddon begins with the Dust King’s quest to 

recover his arms (by which I mean limbs, not weap¬ 

ons). A truly gonzo fantasy adventure, Armageddon 

manages battles with dwarves, corpse reanimation, 

and dragon law without any burdensome self-seri¬ 

ousness. Frantically episodic, events don’t develop 

out of earlier circumstances so much as leap from 

nowhere. This series has been compared to a Mup- 

pet send-up of Dungeons and Dragons. I can’t think 

begin to think of a better description, but I would add 

that it doesn’t quite do justice to this book’s remark¬ 

able range of tone. Favorite creature: the slug-like 

thing in the aquarium. It molts once every 60 min¬ 

utes, and our heroes must cart it along with them in 

order to tell time. (CB) 
$14.95, Joann Star, Lewis Trondheim, Kerascoet, NBM Publish¬ 

ing, ISBN: 1-56163-477-8 

Fallen Angel 

Fallen Angel, originally published in French in Cana¬ 

da, contains about three sentences of text in a spare 

little book with three-color drawings. The storyline is 

an odd, dreamlike hybrid of An Inconvenient Truth; 
Men are From Mars, Women are From Venus, and the 

Teletubbies, as told in mime. The quirky, expressive 

drawings are hypnotic. (LG) 
$7.96, Nicholas Robel, Drawn & Quarterly, www.drawnandquar- 

terly.com 

Flight of the Penguin and Other Stories 
Flight of the Penguin is an undersized, big-hearted 

comic that takes another look at some charming 

members of the animal kingdom. Unfortunately, the 

drawings are greatly reduced and barely readable. 

This is especially frustrating considering the amount 

of action and detail packed into each one. With this 

kind of potential, I think Danzi has a career ahead of 

him doing dancing animal movies for Disney. (LG) 
[No price given], Nick Danzi, njdanzi@hotmail.com 

Gnome 

Gnome is a zine-style comic starring a tiny ewok-type 

creature sporting a messenger bag and having a re¬ 

ally bad day. With no dialogue, the highly textured 

drawings carry the bleak story. As my husband com¬ 

mented after reading this comic, “Perhaps some¬ 

body’s dealing with some pain.” (LG) 
[No price given], Alex Narring, peaceoutgirl@hotmail.com 

I Am Going to Be Small 

Cartoonist Jeffrey Brown might be best known for his 

autobiographical relationship-focused comics such 

as Clumsy and Unlikely, but he is also a gifted gag- 

meister. This tiny, but super-thick volume is largely 

comprised of one-panel jokes. Although there are 

a number of plays on words and stabs at surreal 

humor, Brown more than makes up for it with his 

sharp take on relationship foibles. Brown seems to 

especially delight in revealing the creepy Cro-Ma¬ 

gnon that lurks beneath all men-even the sensitive, 
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tousle-haired hipster who just wants to “hold hands 

and listen to some whiney indie rock.” One such 

panel shows a couple in bed in mid-grope when the 

girl inquires, “You washed your hands after chang¬ 

ing the cat litter, right?” The boyfriend’s halting reply 

indicates otherwise. But the single best panel in the 

entire book turns out to be from the absurdist side of 

Brown’s humor spectrum. Brown wonders, “What if 

men could have babies, too?” The hilarious (and hor¬ 

rific) answer imagines an operating room scene with 

a man perched on the edge of a bed straining as a 

baby’s head has just emerged from his stretched-out 

peehole. Even better, in the midst of this sick scene, 

Brown has included a heartwarming display in the 

lower left of the panel: his hand if being held, in a 

show of support, by his off-panel partner. While this 

might be the ultimate toilet reading for short atten¬ 

tion-spanned comics enthusiasts, there are a suffi¬ 

cient number of duds in this volume that likely makes 

the $14 cover price a bit hefty for most folks. (AC) 
$14, Jeffrey Brown, www.topshelfcomix.com, ISBN: 1-891830- 

86-4 

Kibbles and Bits #1 
Nathan Doyle presents rough but promising draw¬ 

ings to accompany storylines centered on the perils 

and rewards of the “punk lifestyle.” There’s nothing 

too surprising here. I hate to blame Doyle for this 

(since it’s not like he invented it), but I am getting 

a little sick of stereotypical portrayals of punk people 

as suicidal heavy drinkers who can never pay the 

rent. (LG) 
$2, Nathan Doyle, 1410 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn NY 11213, wel- 

fare_nate@yahoo.com 

Love and Rockets #17 
In this installment of Love and Rockets, Fritz accuses 

her father of sexual abuse and drinks copiously. And 

what’s up with her relationship with Pipo? Hopey 

struggles to hit her stride in a job at the Palmetto 

School and sports glasses. Julio remembers snow 

in Texas. Mark is annoying, smarmy, and schmooz¬ 

es. The events of the stories-most of them quite 

short-aren’t especially satisfying but, as usual with 

this series, the small snapshots of these characters’ 

relationships with one another is the real story. (CB) 
$4.50, Gilbert Hernandez, Jaime Hernandez, Mario Hernandez, 

Fantagraphics Books, 7563 Lake City Way NE, Seattle, WA 98115, 

www.fantagraphics.com 

Love the Way You Love 
There are tales that bear retelling (see Red, or any 

fable out there), and there are tales that will be told 

ad nauseam regardless of total lack of intrinsic value. 

Love the Way You Love is an example of the latter-a 

tale of a rejected pseudo-emo star and the next girl 

he falls for (and her attached problems). As a subplot 

(one perfect for the tween girl who can’t get enough 

Lindsay Lohan-style princess romance), we also en¬ 

counter the next girl: the cute, off-beat girl whom the 

little brother-cum-bodyguard falls for, and of course 

the first girl’s dumb and evil fiance. Sappy but cleanly 

written and with straightforward illustration, Love 

the Way You Love is a pleasant read-just big-eyed 

enough to appeal to manga readers, but with an alt- 

comics base. At times, the artist’s fear of negative 

space leads to a muddied, visually overwhelming 

page, and the authors ask too much of the off-hand 

song titles and literary references sprinkled through¬ 

out the comic. Overall, though, LTWYL serves to bring 

teen and younger girls into the comic scene and per¬ 

haps keep the dream of dating the singer alive (and, 

if readers notice the lead guitar player’s a girl, pos¬ 

sibly the dream of being in a band). Fans can buy the 

next issues in this “to be continued” story, though for 

this reader, one issue will suffice. (DA) 
$5.95 Oni Press, James S. Rich and Marc Ellerby, www.onipress. 

com 

Major Domo 2: Out An Innertube 
Major Domo lies somewhere between surrealist con¬ 

juring and adolescent doodling, but try as I might, I 

just can’t get too excited about these tableaux of the 

inscrutable. Each page is imaginative but not jolting, 

unplanned but hardly untethered, anti-narrative but 

often rather topical. Still, I can’t help but think that if 

I stare at this long enough, I’ll find something to sink 

my teeth into. But, I mean, I could say the same about 

my tube socks, and they have red stripes! (CB) 
$4, Matthew Thurber and Eamon Espey, www.ambiguousmass. 

org 

Niger #1 
The incredibly rich style of this gorgeous volume 

feels a little at odds with its characters-googly-eyed 

owls and the cartoonish little mystery-worm they’re 

inexplicably sworn to protect. Marzocchi’s luminous 

scratchboard drawings are at their best when they’re 

exploring the semi-abstract atmospheres of the dark 

forest, but the plotline feels overly cute at times and 

the pacing uneven. At this rate, amping up the story 

to parallel its graphics will be a tough challenge, but 

the imagery’s compelling enough that most readers 

will happily come back for more. (CD) 
$7.95, Leila Marzocchi, Fantagraphics Books/Coconino Press, 

www.fantagraphics.com, ISBN: 1-56097-811-2 

Night Trippers 
Night Trippers takes the legend of the original “It” 

girl-the 1960s swingin’ London model Twiggy-and 

recasts the story as a macabre tale of vampiric con¬ 

spiracy. A secret cabal of vampires, led by a nearly 

thousand year-old undead Darien Pendragon, con¬ 

trols all of the levers of hipdom in London, hosting 

acid-laced orgies that devolve into bloodlettings and 

taking last week’s nobodies to the Top of the Pops. 

Of course, this wouldn’t be a vampire story without 

a vampire hunter, who, after the extensive set-up, 

forces the conclusion a bit too quickly. Even so, the 

shortcomings of the narrative can be overlooked 

in favor of the beautiful artwork. The drab grays, 

blues, and greens of overcast London work well for 

this noirish tale. Additionally, they make the inevi¬ 

table bloodbaths all the more vivid, as ruby red gore 

splashes especially bright over a grayscale back¬ 

ground. And the stylized angular features of each 

character’s face are the perfect complement to the 

sharp angles of their mod haircuts. All in all, this is 

solid mainstream comics entertainment with a wel¬ 

come edge. (AC) 
$16.99, Mark Ricketts and Micah Farritor, www.imagecomics. 

com, ISBN: 1-58240-606-5 

Over-Due 
Few things are more loveable than cumbersome 

metal robots. Especially ones that read newspapers, 

rake leaves, mail letters, and incur library fines. Todd 

Webb’s cartooning melts hearts and is quite well 

served in this truncated format. A similar story is 

available on Webb’s website, but we need even more 

banal adventures of robot quotidian, Todd! (CB) 
[No price given], Todd Webb, 501 Kemp Lane, Chesapeake, VA 

23325, www.toddbot.com 

Real Boy 
This self-published version of Pinocchio digs deeper 

than Disney ever did, taking a less romantic peek into 

the everyday life of a puppet with low self-esteem. 

In Neal lannone’s revision, Pinocchio is taunted by 

bullies at school, treated badly by cobbler-turned- 

single-dad Geppetto, and, before long, our small 

wooden hero falls into a self-destructive cycle of self¬ 

doubt and substance abuse. Yep, he still turns into a 

“real boy,” but instead of offering a happy ending, 

this comic opts to comment on the less positive as¬ 

pects of human nature. (CD) 
[Nopricegiven] ,Neal lannone. Self-published, nealiannone@yahoo. 

com 

Red 
Going to your sister’s house in the city can be risky, 

especially when the creeps come out to play with 

their big butcher knives. But women have learned 

how to turn the wolf’s fatal flaw against himself 

for as long as the “Red Riding Hood” story has been 

told: it’s good to see women making comics about 

it, too. The artist aptly heightens the claustrophobia 

and anticipation of Genco’s story with dashes of red 

ink scattered through heavy black ink, which serves 

as a relief in panels filled with gray backgrounds and 

harsh black lines. Genco twists an everyday creep- 

gets-girl story into a highly satisfying feminist comic 

based on a classic tale. At the end of Red, the eternal 

question remains: who really holds the power in the 

ancient battle of the sexes? (DA) 
$3.50, Paypal, includes shipping, Elizabeth Genco, Kevin Colden, 

www.streetfables.com 

Rhythm 
Featuring a bisected metronome on its cover, Rhythm 
is a creative group project with nine contributors 

who all riff on the theme of “rhythm.” Like many 

group projects, it’s hit and miss. My favorite is Jesse 

Reklaw’s offering, which literally bounces off the 

page with an origami-type insert that adds punch to 

the story. I laughed out loud at Joe Sayers’ “D.J. Mom 

at the Homeschool Prom.” (LG) 
$4, Turk Street Projects; www.turkstreetprojects.com 

Rocketo, Vol. 1: Journey to the Hidden Sea 
Rocketo chronicles the adventures of a “mapper” and 

his crew in a chaotic world where a good navigator can 

earn the reverence of many. At first glance, it’s easy 

to dismiss the square-nosed, heroic-jawed Rocketo 

as just a corny update of bygone comics heroes. But 

Frank Espinosa has taken the purely escapist comics 

serials from the 1930s and updated them with his 

bold, expressionistic renderings. At times, however, 

it can be difficult to make sense of the flurry of broad 

strokes that comprise some of the action sequences. 

But this dashed effect does propel the reader from 

panel to panel, which is useful for the myriad action 

sequences. Espinosa’s color sense is also extraordi¬ 

nary. Each panel is often limited to just two colors 

which allows for dramatic contrast and striking pop 

art. And during one sequence, Espinosa’s mastery of 

light and color (he comes from an animation back¬ 

ground) perfectly captures the parched, sun-baked 

delirium of a crew lost on a raft in the middle of the 

ocean. While the art is exceptional, occasionally the 

narrative can be less than absorbing. Still, if you’re 

looking to lose yourself for a few hours in some old- 

time escapist fare, this may be the next best thing 

after Min. (AC) 
$19.99, Frank Espinosa, www.imagecomics.com, ISBN: 1-58240- 

585-9 

Roosevelt and Company 
In fiction-writing school, students often learn to write 

in the distinctive styles of classic and modern writers 

like Dickens, Carver, and Moore. In comics school, stu¬ 

dents frequently take on the daunting task of drawing 

like the masters of the funny pages. Chari Pere is no 

exception. A cartooning major at the School of Visual 
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CBGB: Decades Of Graffiti 

Christopher D Salyers 

While trundling ‘round the European club 

circuit in the 1980s, the Mekons often fanta¬ 

sized about redecorating the dressing room. 

We found there was never anywhere peace¬ 

ful or inoffensive to rest our eyes during the 

long hours between sound check and stage 

time. All those spurting cocks, anatomically 

suspect naked frauleins, and potty-mouthed couplets could be easily obliterated with a nice big 

bucket of emulsion or maybe some floral-patterned wallpaper. The bulk of this slim photo essay 

celebrates the endless layers of felt-tip and spray-can mayhem that graced the walls of New 

York’s late great punk citadel CBGB. There are no bands or music here, just the empty shell of the 

bar, lavatories, and (alleged) green rooms pristinely documented with wide shots and ghastly 

details. Extreme close-ups of scrawled phrases like “Booger Tits 4 ever!” (with phone number 

attached), “fuck you” and “I can’t stop shitting” will speak volumes to future generations of 

anthropologists eager to comprehend the social habits of the Sharpie-wielding pinhead. Look 

there’s actually a roll of toilet paper! It’s an eerie thing to see this hive of counterculture entirely 

depopulated and silent-its walls a defiant scrawl of drunkenness and bravado, puffing out their 

chests one last time while the bulldozers roll down the Bowery. The book claims the history of the 

club is contained on these walls (and maybe you will spot a fragment of your band’s sticker inside 

a urinal on page 34) but let’s face it; the Ramones are dead and this tedious “punk aesthetic” can 

be studied on the walls of any dumb-ass punk club in the western hemisphere. Richard Hell dig¬ 

nifies proceedings with a typically literate and unsentimental introduction, but if this book exists 

for any useful purpose, it’s to remind us what a shit hole CBGB really was. -Jon Langford 
Nark Batty Publishing 

Arts, she has put her pen to paper and created a 

presidentially-named canine cross between a single- 

mom version of Adam and Garfield. Most of the strips 

herein revolve around the anthropomorphic antics of 

an annoying miniature schnauzer called Roosevelt. 

Roosevelt wants his own room, thinks dog food is 

gross, dresses up like Sherlock Holmes (in a series 

of three strips about the Appell family’s household 

security system), uses a computer while listening 

to a Discman, lounges in a tub with a martini and a 

paper... One gets the joke, the same joke, over and 

over again-whether it’s the dog, the one-note single 

mom, the nerdy friend, or the sporty sister he has a 

crush on-two panels before the punch line. Chari 

has the comics artist’s signature nailed, and shows 

promise in relaxed moments where she reverts to 

“draw what you know”-a Mutts-esque cat fleeing 

the scene of a dog chase, and a cute self-portrait- 

as-zombie-with-caffeinated-dog on the inside of 

the back cover. She needs to work on her depiction 

of black characters in an unpublished format; while 

caricatures of dogs and white folks are mildly offen¬ 

sive, the same treatment of a black woman comes 

across as racist blackface: big lips and eyes, shad¬ 

ing via diagonal black lines across the face. In spite 

of the comic’s overall mediocrity, a quick review of 

the funny pages these days reveals that, with certain 

improvements, for better of for worse, Rooseve/t and 
Company would fit right in. (DA) 
[No price given], Chari Pere, www.charipere.com 

Spidder #10 

This intriguing comic contains an incomprehensible 

storyline but gets major bonus points for its cover, 

which is hand-printed on the back of a recycled ce¬ 

real box. More bonus points for the included 7”! (LG) 
$5, Spidder, 1925 Hwy 69 S., Savannah, TN 38372 

The Surrogates 

Top Shelf isn’t particularly known for publishing 

sci-fi action thrillers, but The Surrogates isn’t any 

old sci-fi thriller; it’s an engrossing and thought¬ 

ful science fiction comic. Its strength lies in Robert 

Vendetti’s writing, which takes cues from Philip K 

Dick, even exploring many of the same themes of 

identity and the implications of new technology. The 

story centers on “surrogates,” which are basically 

human-looking robots that people control from the 

comfort of their home. These real world avatars al¬ 

low people to be whomever they want, while taking 

away the fear of things like violence or injury. What 

makes the comic so interesting is how Vendetti fully 

explores the impact of this new technology on so¬ 

ciety, and the tension that results from those who 

rebel against it. It’s the kind of book that you’ll keep 

thinking about long after having read it. (HD) 
$19.95, Robert Vendetti, Top Shelf Productions, www.topshelf- 

comix.com, ISBN: 1-891830-87-2 

Tadpole Twins 

If anybody from the Cartoon Network is reading this, 

pick up Tadpole Twins right now. These characters 

could totally be the next Powerpuff Girls! The story 

follows the adventures of the two toughest tadpole 

sisters in the pond, Mint and Cinnamon. Need¬ 

less to say, it’s completely adorable. McGuire has a 

real knack for storytelling, and his art is clean and 

expressive. This book is sure to put a big smile on 

your face. (HD) 

[No price given], David McGuire, self-published, 

piratepeppy@hotmail.com 

Unholy Kinship 

Billed as a graphic novel, presumably to usher man¬ 

ga-loving adolescent girls into full graphic novels, 

Unholy Kinship should certainly be of interest to a 

Sweet Valley High readership, though it holds a more 

darkly intriguing, Rats of NYMH appeal than does 

Jessica Wakefield’s simple deviousness. Although 

Nowak’s full-color artwork is dreamy-fulfilling 

fantasies of having the just-right outfit and makeup 

on the just-right teen body (in the daytime/reality 

panels) and creating vivid, pretty-yet-weird dream- 

scapes (in the nighttime/alternate reality pages)—it 

relies too heavily on current trends, especially feath¬ 

ery-dark eyeliner. Still, Unholy Kinship kept me up 

late with the simple pleasure of its story. Its Rats of 
NYMH aspects and tale of unsolved mystery drew 

me in. Although, the narrative follows two orphaned 

sisters, it is essentially a story about being punished 

by society for deciding not to accept the norms. The 

graphic novel poses the questions: ‘who gets to de¬ 

cide who’s sane or insane and who determines soci¬ 

etal norms and standards?’ As mentioned, the comic 

is designed—or was published-with an eye toward 

transitioning girls from manga consumers to comic/ 

graphic novel consumers. But it may also have the 

effect of bringing young adult novel consumers to 

graphic novels, and, well, it’s a bit like getting choco¬ 

late in your peanut butter, isn’t it? (DA) 
$9.95, Naomi Nowak, NBM Publishing, nbmpublishing.com 

Visionary Sequintal Narritives 
It’s difficult to tell if this zine’s motley collection of 

comics is intended to be a goof on the current glut 

of highbrow comics anthologies. On the one hand, 

there are the deliberate misspellings in what would 

otherwise be a rather self-serious and pretentious 

title, as well as the cartoonist’s ludicrous concepts of 

“high theory” and “gay science.” On the other hand, 

editor David Stawar states that these comics were cre¬ 

ated while he was attending storytelling class, taught 

by noted cartoonists Matt Madden and Jessica Abel, 

at the School of Visual Arts in New York. One crudely 

drawn story follows the bad influence that a magpie 

has on his human friend from selling crack to top¬ 

ping off malt liquor with orange juice (the unlikely 

cocktail known as brass monkey). Another brief story 

depicts a pill-popping, bike-riding redneck that robs a 

pharmacy with his friends and then cheats them out 

of all the money and swag. Fortunately, some of the 

more surreal pieces are interspersed with amazingly 

detailed portraits of various grotesques such as what 

seems to be a multi-headed, multi-boobed psyche¬ 

delic sculpture on one page or a pudgy side-burned 

hipster lounging sleazily on another page. “High 

theory” aside, Stawar is clearly a capable artist, and 

even the more disjointed narratives are nevertheless 

entertaining. It will be interesting to see what sort 

of work Stawar produces once he moves beyond this 

embryonic stage. (AC) 
[No price given], David Stawar, DavMichstaw@yahoo.com 

Impeach the President 

Edited by Dennis Loo & Peter Philips 

Impeach the President is a comprehensive col¬ 

lection of essays detailing the myriad of abuses 

committed by President Bush and Vice President 

Cheney of which they could be convicted if the now 

Democrat-controlled House of Representatives 

votes in favor of furthering measures such as House 

Resolution 635 (a recommendation to create a com¬ 

mittee to investigate crimes of war and torture, 

introduced into legislation by Michigan Congress¬ 

man John Conyers). Anyone who defines a patriot 

as one who questions the actions and motives of his 

or her leaders, or is unclear about the definition of 

a war crime or how a president is impeached, will 

find this to be essential reading. Mark Crispin Miller 

reminds us in his essay "Bush-Cheney’s War on The 

Enlightenment,” the so-called war on terror has no 

determinable end, as if it were a war on smoke or 

darkness. If this governmental power continues 

to grow, a dangerous precedent for further presi¬ 

dential administrations will be established. The 

essay “War Crimes are High Crimes,” by Jeremy 

Brecher, Jill Cutler and Brendan Smith, explains in 

great detail how the government has violated the 

Geneva Conventions, which includes starting a war 

of aggression, negligence in protecting the lives of 

innocent civilians in a war zone, and torture. Point 

by point, each essay in this collection deconstructs 

the history of impeachment in America, why it was 

created, and, most importantly, the examples of 

impeachable offenses perpetrated by the current 

administration. Judith Volker gives a comprehen¬ 

sive primer on the process of impeachment and 

the most famous examples of presidents who have 

been impeached in her essay, “Impeachment." A 

few essays, such as Dennis Loo’s "Never Elected, Not 

Once,” elaborate on how the media is failing to fully 
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report the truth, trading their credentials for insider 

access into the White House. Peppered into a few 

essays in the book is the core solution of furthering 

the impeachment process, the most notable found 

in Howard Zinn’s short but powerful introduction 

to the book. Zinn reminds us that in the history of 

America, social change has come from the bottom 

down, starting with the citizens protesting injus¬ 

tices, including civil rights, labor unions, and the 

women’s movement. - Nancy Rohlen 
Seven Stories Press 

Torture Taxi 

Trevor Paglen and AC Thompson 
For more than two years, investigative reporters 

Trevor Paglen and AC Thompson mapped the flights 

of civilian airplanes with eccentric flight patterns run¬ 

ning from small-town American airports to sites like 

Guantanamo Bay, Kabul, Algiers, and Baghdad. With 

the help of hobbyist planespotters, Human Rights 

Watch researchers, and other investigative journal¬ 

ists, Paglen and Thompson compiled an impressive 

body of data defining these flights as “torture taxis” 

that transfer prisoners to and from secret CIA pris¬ 

ons around the world. Reports have been filed on 

the subject following President Bush’s September 

2006 admission to a network of secret CIA prisons, 

and the administration’s near-sanction of torture as 

an integral part of counterterrorism operations. But 

the thing that stands out in Torture Taxi is the en¬ 

trenchment of CIA covert operatives within American 

corporate and bureaucratic structures. Paglen and 

Thompson visit the small town of Smithfield, North 

Carolina, where CIA front company Aero Contractors 

has been an open secret since the 1950s, and church¬ 

goers use the Bible’s swarms of locusts as evidence of 

God’s permission to torture nonbelievers. Since the 

story of Abu Ghraib, media coverage of the “war on 

terror” has forced Americans to confront our involve¬ 

ment in torture, but national response to the prob¬ 

lem has been ambiguous at best. Torture Taxi draws 

a chilling picture of US counterterrorism policies, and 

the authors’ rigorous approach to fact-finding makes 

it hard to deny the brutality of American paramili¬ 

tary operations. With Donald Rumsfeld’s resignation 

and Congress’s call for prohibition of torture, there is 

cause for hope. But, as the book points out, the CIA 

is a well-oiled machine that knows how to keep its 

gears turning. As CIA plots become public knowl¬ 

edge, front companies might close and planes might 

be decommissioned, but new ones will replace them, 

. with new registration numbers and flight plans to 

new secret prisons. It’s a dark story with no happy 

ending in sight. - Sarah Coffey 
Melville House Publishing 

The Uncomfortable Dead 

Paco Ignacio Taibo II and Subcomandante Marcos 
When Mexico’s most famous crime writer and bi¬ 

ographer of Che Guevara teams with the Zapatista’s 

most famous and mysterious leader to write a sur¬ 

realist crime novel, you expect nothing less than 

an incendiary romp of political intrigue. But what’s 

surprising is how funny The Uncomfortable Dead is, 

even if the plot is as bumpy as the ghosts that lay 

beneath Taibo’s corruption-haunted Mexico City. 

Marcos’ narrator is Elias Contreras, an Investigation 

Commissioner who used to be a Zapatista sup¬ 

porter, while Taibo’s character is the world-weary, 

one-eyed gimp of a Mexican PI Hector Belascoaran 

Shayne. From the mountains of Southeast Mexico to 

the smoggy streets of Mexico City (where residents 

believe earthquakes are bigger in the city because 

of the tossing and turning of the uncomfortable 

dead), they search for Mexico’s version of the Smok¬ 

ing Man, a shadowy murderer named Morales who 

is implicated in everything from Mexico’s Dirty War 

to the right-wing secret society El Yunque to for¬ 

mer President Vicente Fox’s corporation-friendly 

economic policies. Both authors possess unique 

and sometimes warring strengths. Marcos favors 

loopy, absurdist humor and resists linear narrative 

while Taibo’s understated, gritty characters prefer 

to unfurl metaphysical and fatalistic ruminations. 

At times Taibo seem to be nudging Marcos to move 

the crime plot forward only to have Marcos pull back 

into broader, Pynchonesque conspiracies that never 

resolve. The result is an uneven but often hilari¬ 

ous mix of crime noir and picaresque fiction full of 

memorably absurd characters, including a cameo 

from Osama bin Laden as a taco vendor named 

Juancho, who thinks he is filming commercials for 

field tents and rifles for the US government. The Un¬ 
comfortable Dead never quite comes to life as the 

plot movements are more discursive and expository 

than organic and character-driven. Nonetheless, 

Taibo and Marcos have a blast, cackling in the face of 

three decades of corrupt, brutal, and inept Mexican 

government. - Leland Cheuk 
Akashic Books 

The Bedroom Secrets of the Master Chefs 

Irvine Welsh 
In Bedroom Secrets, Danny Skinner is a rakishly 

handsome, carousing restaurant inspector living 

in Edinburgh, plugging away just fine until Brian 

Kibby arrives as his co-worker. Kibby is seem¬ 

ingly unthreatening-quiet with “cowlike” eyes, 

a bit of a mama’s boy, but generally inoffensive. 

However, Skinner immediately hates Kibby with 

an intensity that even he doesn’t understand. 

Via his contempt and competitiveness, some of 

his long-languishing problems, long-clouded by 

booze, begin to rise to the surface and throw his 

whole life into upheaval and disarray. He begins 

to pester his formerly punk-rock mother about his 

father’s identity, (which she’ll only jokingly give 

as Joe Strummer of The Clash), and throws away 

whatever was left of his relationship with Kay, a 

beautiful dancer who’s been finding his drinking 

bouts increasingly tiresome. Skinner eventu¬ 

ally puts a curse on Kibby that results in the Star 

Trek and model train-obsessed boy beginning to 

suffer the damage of Skinner’s abusive lifestyle. 

This sets in motion Kibby’s declining health and 

Skinner’s gleeful indulgences in even more booze, 

drugs, fighting, and sexcapades. Simultaneously, 

Skinner’s search for his father’s identity takes 

him to San Francisco and back via information he 

learns in a book written by an obnoxious TV chef. 

Once he returns home, the tension builds as Kibby 

approaches death and begins to figure out the ins 

and outs of the curse and how he might be able to 

do to reverse it. 

This is Welsh’s eighth novel centering 

around gritty, urban environments and one 

common critique of his work is that he’s never 

departed from stock characters and themes 

from Trainspotting. It’s true that the ho-hum- 

by-now grit is Welsh’s schtick, but he’s also 

got substance in spades. For all of his stock 

use of transgressive content-booze, drugs, 

orgies, sickness (and gratingly flagrant use of 

the c-word, by the way)-Welsh knows how to 

tell a story in the old-fashioned sense of the 

word, a narrative that subtly builds tension 

in increasingly complex characters, delivers 

unexpected plot twists and resolutions, and 

conjures a reader’s genuine investment in 

outcomes. Few writers handle the-beauty- 

of-ugliness themes as well as Welsh, and the 

warm humanity of his deft language coupled 

with his insights into ego and the dark side of 

human nature makes Bedroom Secrets a com¬ 

pelling read. - Gretchen Kalwinski 

WW Norton 

Able to... 

Various authors, edited by Neil Ellis Orts 
A collection of 13 short stories about superpowers, 

the characters described in Able to... are people 

of ordinary appearance and profession-the type 

one might encounter daily-and so human, I was 

left searching for some superpower of my own. 

Many of the abilities represented here are remi¬ 

niscent of childhood longings-the power to read 

minds, the ability to alter time, a superhuman 

sense of smell. Still other stories exhibit strikingly 

theological powers, like communication with the 

dead, walking on water, and resurrection. Yet no 

matter what a character’s unique gift happens to 

be, the authors’ messages of faith, corruption of 

power, tolerance, and the importance of human 

connections are hard to ignore. “Lucky Max” by 

Mark Jansen and “The Changing Light” by Vincent 

Craig Wright especially rely upon the reader’s in¬ 

telligence to decipher the plausibility of the char¬ 

acters from the subtle unrealities of their not-so- 

explicitly-stated powers. Able to... is a book worth 

reading and rediscovering, from a fresh voice in 

publishing that may just succeed in bringing to 

light the extraordinary abilities of some quite or¬ 

dinary people. - Katie Capaldi 

neoNumaArt 

Life on the Ledge, a memoir 

Ivor Hanson 
Ivor Hanson earned a near-Ivy League education 

and instead of fulfilling all the potential and privi¬ 

lege his class and talent provided him, he became a 

window washer in New York City and a drummer in 

a series of bands that never made it big. 

His memoir, Life on the Ledge, details his 

sense of mild shame and panic as he comes to 

terms with the failure of his music career, and the 

fact that he isn’t sure just what to do next. Where 

do you go, after all, when you find yourself an 

educated man moored in the working class? 

Hanson has real narrative skill, deep honesty, 

and the willingness to explore his own failures, 

ego, and obsessions. With some careful cutting 

of unnecessary detail and repetition, along with 

some ruthless rewrites, Life on the Ledge could 

have soared above the New York it describes. 

Then Hanson could have given us, from his own 

unique vantage point, that clean, clear view that 

we were hoping for.- Erin Caffall 

Two Dollar Radio 
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Loudmouth #13 

Before the masthead, before the Letter from the Editor, Loud¬ 

mouth defines feminism: “a movement to end sexism, sexist 

exploitation, and all oppression.” I cheer for two reasons: (1) 

many (maga)zines call themselves feminist, but very few ex¬ 

plain why or how, and (2) this particular definition clearly links 

feminism with class, race, and even ecological struggle, which 

is rad because Steinem fights for more than my right to wear 

white jeans and pink lipstick after Labor Day. Loudmouth #IIs theme is Trash, and its editors 

take it to levels both literal and metaphorical, as demonstrated by articles on dumpster diving, 

organic food, Hurricane Katrina, student/worker movements, and the disposability of MP3s. 

Look for a guest column by the Sharp Ease’s Paloma Parfrey and an inspirational interview with 

activist/sex worker Amber Hollibaugh, which crawled into my skull and punched out a skylight. 

Loudmouth is a University of California publication, so it can be a bit campus-centric (how could 

it not be?) or righteous without substance (ever been there?). Some of the pieces would be a 

lot stronger with a little editing, but whatever. It’s important to own your confusion, and then 

write it anyway. Loudmouth does both, and well. (MC) 
“Free and Priceless,” Irina Contreras, Frederick Smith, University-Student Union, 5151 State University Drive, Los Angeles CA 90032, 

www.calstatela.edu/usu/loudmouth 

At Both Ends #8 

This Canadian punk zine offers a few twists that en¬ 

liven the typical punk zine format of endless inter¬ 

views, columns, and reviews. In many of the band 

interviews, the interviewer has clearly done his or 

her homework, leading to thoughtful questions that 

inspire thoughtful responses. For instance, a conver¬ 

sation with the band Undying delves into the works 

of writer Daniel Quinn, whose novels inspired much 

of the group’s political philosophy. And another in¬ 

terview with the singer of Killing the Dream includes 

a fascinating discussion of the singer’s various throat 

ailments and how to preserve one’s vocal chords 

when the music necessarily involves screaming gig 

after gig. Beyond interviews, the “Mixtape” feature 

enlists No Idols’ Ryan Canavan to offer 40 or so of 

his favorite tracks, with accompanying commentary, 

for a heavy mix and a “Less Heavy Mix.” Another 

feature on Canadian politics polls punks from sev¬ 

eral different regions of Canada and allows them 

sufficient space for an informative overview of the 

nation’s politics. And possibly the greatest feature 

of all, “Why Didn’t I Think of That?” asks members 

of a couple dozen different bands (including Vinnie 

Stigma of Agnostic Front) what special items they 

bring on tour. Not surprisingly, moist towelettes fig¬ 

ure prominently, as “swamp balls” seem to plague 

many a touring band. (AC) 

$2 plus postage, PO Box 21530,1424 Commercial Dr., Vancouver, 

BC V5L 5G2 Canada, www.atbothendsmagazine.com 

Big Hands #4 

Big Hdnds has come a very long way in its time, suc¬ 

cessfully bridging the Cometbus influence with its 

own identity and voice-the punk kid who bought 

the myth about living in harmony on shared ba¬ 

gels and dreams. This is a collection of short stories 

riddled with clever lines and double meanings. Each 

story is readily accessible and leaves you wanting 

more. Instead, the reader is left to patch together the 

holes and remember that, from time to time, we all 

want to be a little anonymous. (JB) 
$1, Aaron A., 1104 Imperial Rd. Cary, NC 27511 

Captive Voices #14 

An anarchist currently serving time in a Texas state 

prison edits this semiannual zine. Unlike some of the 

more personal expressions that are characteristic of 

prisoner-produced zines, Captive Voices is purely 

political. And nearly all of the content is culled from 

other sources (sources as diverse as Green Anarchy, 
The Week, Prison Legal News, The New York Times, 
etc.), so this news feed is unlikely to be of much 

interest to those in the outside world. Instead, it 

seems to be more useful as a resource and network¬ 

ing tool for fellow prisoners who are interested in 

sharing information about prison conditions, pris¬ 

oner rights, legal matters, and political resistance. 

Incarcerated punks, however, are encouraged by the 

editor to make submissions, so the dearth of original 

content seems to be the result of a current lack of 

contributors rather than the intended format for ev¬ 

ery issue. Still, there are occasional nuggets of inter¬ 

est for those of us on the outside, such as the blurb 

touting the Poverty Postal Chess League, which ap¬ 

parently is a way for prisoners to play one another in 

chess through the mail. (AC) 
Free to prisoners or $5/year, C/0 Houston ABC, PO Box 6677614, 

Houston, TX 77266, houstonabc@riseup.net 

Celebrity Pets, #3 

Punk’s beautiful people collaborate on Celebrity 
Pets, which features interviews with the Groovie 

Ghoulies, the Pink Spiders, and Love Equals Death. 

Along with the interviews are fashion snippets, re¬ 

views, and a wee bit of pop culture commentary. A 

pretty standard zine, Celebrity Pets’ strong point is its 

major-magazine-style layout. And its brevity. (AJA) 
$2, Celebrity Pets, PO Box 28211, Fresno, CA 93729, www. 

myspace.com/celebritypetszine 

Crumbs On the Cutting Board 

Artist/author Alexis McQuilkin’s zine (or arguably, 

artist book, or even in some circles, children’s zine 

thing kinda aimed at adults) is a collection of paper 

cuts made with an X-acto knife. Think: Nikki McClure 

but with more color. Each letter of the alphabet is il¬ 

lustrated by some type of food that has often under¬ 

gone painful treatment (marshmallows impaled by 

sticks, edamame split at the seam, zucchini brutally 

sliced, and so on). It’s not bad, but what really kills 

me is its attempt to take itself so seriously: it says 

“first printing” on the inside cover like this is some 

high profile collector’s item; there’s an introduction 

written by someone else (ooh, just like a novel!), a 

sound bite-ish bio at the end, and a conclusion that 

raises a glass to Edward Gorey, which all seems pretty 

silly if you ask me. Still, it would be worse if the art 

sucked. And if you can cut through the pretension, it’s 

not too bad. (LM) 
[No price given], Alexis McQuilkin, www.candybandit.com 

Cryptozoa 

I met Androo Robinson a few years ago when he 

was in Chicago for a reading at Quimby’s. I’d already 

run across the linear stories in his Ped Xing comix, 

but I wasn’t prepared for this performance: he held 

up enlarged 11x17 drawings taken from his quarter- 

page single-panel Cryptozoa series and intoned a 

sentence or two of narration. After trading him for a 

couple of his comix (“I love trades!” he exclaimed), I 

couldn’t help but absorb his drawings the same way 

he did. Each page consists of a sublime line drawing 

that serves as a snapshot into someone’s life, but 

the images themselves don’t impart much with¬ 

out the hand-lettered captions. Alternately funny, 

critical, philosophical, and wise-not to mention 

consistently perceptive-the comix’ end result is a 

cross between dry British humor and that recluse 

from your freshman dorm who read too much Kant 

and Nietzsche. This book collects 176 of these panels 

from the Cryptozoa series, although there’s no indi¬ 

cation whether or not this is a complete collection, 

and there’s no obvious order either (chronological? 

thematic?). Whether or not you find Androo’s “odd 

little picture fictions” to be engaging and insight¬ 

ful likely depends on your threshold for pretension: 

each page is an independent idea and there’s no 

narrative arc, while the captions’ charm sometimes 

overshadows whatever message lies at the heart of 

the drawing. If you’ve never seen his stuff before, I 

recommend checking out his website (leekinginc. 

com/pedxing/cryptozoa/) or picking up an issue of 

the zine, but if you know you like it, this collection 

can’t be beat. (AM) 

$14.95, Seventen Bishop, 710 N Bishop, Chicago, IL, 60622, 

mail@seventenbishop.com, www.seventenbishop.com 

Diamonds 

This zine consists of one sheet of paper and is sub¬ 

titled “a teen girl’s guide to baseball.” I can’t quite 

tell if I should be insulted or if I’m just not catching 

the joke. Diamonds is basically a one-sheet compila¬ 

tion of nonsensical illustrations and tips, all entirely 

tongue-in-cheek and vaguely baseball-related. As 

far as I can tell, there isn’t much of a purpose to it, 

and even in one page this zine only comes across as 

frustrating and insular. (SBM) 

25 cents, 201 South Elm St Apt. 6, Champaign, IL 61820-4666, 

diamondsismybestfriend@hotmail.com 

Fat Is Beautiful 

Fat is Beautiful is a general intro to the ideas of fat ac¬ 

ceptance and sizeism, including reprints from other 

mags and books, long quotes, reprinted stuff from 

the ‘70s, and more. It’s not a bad zine, and certainly 

its heart is in the right place. The topic is important 

and zine-worthy. Unfortunately though, FIB feels 

like a packet your health teacher put on reserve at 

the library for you to photocopy for class. It would 

be fresher and more compelling if it contained more 

original writing. However, it is better for this to exist 

than for it to not exist. (LM) 
[No price given], Crystal_hartman@hotmail.com 

Go Metric #21 

Go Metric-a long-running, odds ’n’ ends, newsprint 

rag-reads like a poor man’s Chunklet. Its self-depre¬ 

cating humor, wackiness, and the occasional insight 

(despite all attempts to the contrary) make this zine 

a fun read. It contains interviews with the current US 

Air Guitar Champion, an executive with Rock ‘n’ Roll 

Fantasy Camp, and writer/Underground Literary Alli¬ 

ance member Leopold McGinnis. Features (if you can 

call 'em that) touch on testicular swelling, a Spring¬ 

steen-inspired walk through modern-day Asbury 

Park, and “A Beginner’s Guide to Motorhead” [sic]. 

Despite the fantastical nature of each of these topics, 

true fiction also rears its ugly head throughout the 

zine. See, for example, “Ragnarok: The Downsizing 

of the Gods,” in which a cube farm is populated with 

Nordic deities. Your responses will likely range from 
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About our reviews- We make every attempt to review all the zines (or magazines) we receive, as long as they are released independentlv. However, despite our best efforts, not every zine ends up m here for a mvnad of reasons. The zines to 
the left on the opening page-the ones with the magazine cover reproduced-are designated as lead" reviews by the reviewer. That means it's a zine that really stands out for them this time around. But it certainly doesn t mean that the 

many other zines reviewed aren't good. Finally, if a reviewer doesn't like your zine, it's just one person's opinion, so don't freak out. We're sure you put a good deal of work into your project and that alone is worth some congratulations! 

This issue’s reviewers: Abbie J. Amadio (AJA), Joe Biel (JB), Mairead Case (MC), Ari Charney (AC), Vincent Chung (VC), Andrew Hall (AM), Liz Mason (LM), Brian Moss (BM), Sarah Moody (SBM) Edited by Laura Pearson 

ROTFL to groan, which is probably exactly what the 

editors are hoping for. (AM) 
$2, Five-issue subscription: $10/US, $15/Canada and Mexico, 

$20/elsewhere, 801 Eagles Ridge Rd, Brewster, NY 10509, 

gogometric@vahoo.com 

Herbivore #12 
This extremely polished and well-designed quarterly 

journal is dedicated to covering “cruelty-free culture” 

and the “vegetarian lifestyle.” Perhaps mindful of the 

humor deficit that afflicts some of its lesser peers, the 

editors weave random bits of levity throughout the 

issue, such as the lyrics from ‘70s glam rockers T. Rex 

that grace the masthead or the round-up of news clips 

that’s sarcastically subtitled “Because ham is loads 

more delicious than Tofurkey.” The theme of this par¬ 

ticular issue is activism, and the features cover every¬ 

thing from obvious examples, like direct action and 

protest, to producing investigative media or operat¬ 

ing animal sanctuaries. And because vegetarianism 

and activism often dovetail with punk culture, vegan 

punkers are treated to interviews with punk luminar¬ 

ies (and vegetarians) such as Black Flag bassist Chuck 

Dukowski, Afro-Punk documentarian James Spooner, 

and the Beatnigs’ Michael Franti. An entertaining trav¬ 

elogue documenting Hong Kong’s annual three-day 

vegetarian bun festival rounds out this entertaining 

and informative issue. (AC) 
$5.95, 5519 NE 30th Ave., Portland, OR 97211 www.herbi- 

voremagazine.com 

Ideas In Pictures #5 
Milwaukee’s Colin Matthes, along with a crew of tal¬ 

ented guest contributors, has put together a series 

of striking images for the fifth edition of Ideas In Pic¬ 
tures. In what appears to be a mixed bag of screen¬ 

ings, hand-drawn illustrations, and etchings/wood 

reliefs, all of the artists effectively express their politi¬ 

cized beliefs on imperialism, the war machine, capi¬ 

talism, and culture. A worthwhile issue and a potent 

addition to any home or public space collection. (BM) 
$3 in person, $4 ppd, Ideas In Pictures c/o Colin Matthes, PO Box 

510214 Milwaukee, Wl 53203 www.ideasinpictures.org 

The Inner Swine, Vol. 12 #3 
In this issue of The Inner Swine, editor Jeff Somers 

tackles the ever-present topic of breeding. Given that 

I am in agreement with him on most points (reasons 

as to why most people have children; better reasons 

not to; the fact that they are indeed “horrible little 

sacks of DNA”), it is impossible not to like the theme 

being presented here. While the fiction chapter, 

which revolves around an intern, can be passed over, 

the various editorials and random other sections are 

well worth it, with the highlight of all of these be¬ 

ing the quarterly Humiliating Revelation (with foot¬ 

notes!). In the vein of Here Be Dragons, Somers offers 

a grab bag of insights that feign self-deprecation, 

while he simultaneously grants himself a hearty pat 

on the back. Well deserved, I say. (SBM) 
$2, Jeffrey Somers, Oinking Sow, PO Box 3024, Hoboken, NJ 

07030, mreditor@innerswine.com 

Lust for Lists #1 
From June 1 to August 31, Matt wrote a daily list of 

‘his activities. While it’s an interesting concept, Lust 
for Lists fails to engage. Matt never exceeds six items, 

including working and watching tons of baseball. 

Yeah, it’s the life, but is it really worth this form of 

documentation? (VC) 
$1, three stamps, or trade, Matthew Bodette, 6466 Vt Rt 125, 

Vergemes, VT 05491, mystupidlife41@hotmail.com 

Mean Zine Submarine 
Five year-old zinester Herbie Meyer presents his zine 

to the world with the help of his editor and father 

Christoph (the creator of 28 Pages Lovingly Bound 
with Twine). A special highlight is a letter written 

to Andy Runton, the artist behind the Owfy graphic 

novel series, followed by a response from Andy with 

a personalized drawing for Herbie. Another high¬ 

light includes Herbie’s award for “Crazy Hat Day” at 

school followed by a photo. Man, when this kid is in 

his twenties and he’s still publishing zines, he’ll love 

looking back on this (and thank his dad for exposing 

him to independent publishing!). (LM) 
[No price given], YOPSE, Christoph Meyer, PO Box 106, Danville, 

OH 43014, TWINEMAN.com 

Mildred Pierce, Vol. 1 #2 
A dangerous element of political zines is snarky in- 

accessibility-the tendency to eschew hard-edged 

substance for smug nods and really unfunny jokes. 

Perhaps the elbow jabs and sarcastic potshots are a 

method of “humanizing” a piece, but, in my opinion, 

this alienates rather than relates. Mildred Pierce con¬ 

tains a range of contributors, so some pieces fly (“In 

Defense of Style” and “Craft Under Siege”), while 

many others fall flat (a Bodyworlds critique). But 

overall, readers are subjected to half-baked politi¬ 

cal rants written for the choir. It’s very obvious that 

the writers are well read and learned, but there’s 

a hint of condescension in the tone. Which is what 

distinguishes a knee-jerk rant from an intellectual 

editorial. Opining is easy; objectively educating is 

difficult. (VC) 
$4 to Megan Milks, 824 South St. #1W, Philadelphia, PA 19147, 

mildredpiercezine@gmail.com, mildredpierce.wordpress.com 

Morbid Curiosity #10 
Morbid Curiosity is a perfect title for this zine; most 

of the articles lure you in by way of their morbid 

topics, and even though few of them possess top- 

notch writing, you still can’t pull away. Reading MC 

is like experiencing gaper’s block at a gory accident. 

There’s a piece written by an attorney for a hammer 

murderer. One writer details covering a dead cat in 

lime. Don’t forget the bizarre surgery stories and old 

people who hoard things. Oh, and did anybody men¬ 

tion the alcoholic fantasy novel illustrator with brain 

abscesses? The best thing about a lot of the pieces 

is that after the articles, down at the bottom of the 

page, there are often ads for whatever creative proj¬ 

ect that writer is enmeshed in. So once you’re sucked 

in by their crazy, fucked-up story, you can visit their 

respective websites and order “fine art” or “dark po¬ 

etry” or whatever. After a while, I started to actually 

think, “Yes, I might be interested in ‘pendant jewelry 

in fancy stylos (sic) featuring images of post mor¬ 

tem/mourning subjects.’” This magazine lets you 

live out the fantasy that life is theatrically, gothily 

morbid instead of just nitpickily quotidian. Too bad 

this is its last issue. (LM) 
$6, Automatism Press, PO Box 12308, San Francisco, CA 94112, 

morbid@chamel.com, www.charnel.com/morbidcuriousity 

Picaresque #9 
The third story in this zine details how our author shit 

his pants in the middle of a group hike. Really, the 

perfect icebreaker is to lead off with a pants-soil- 

ing story. This personal zine features little insight 

into life, no emotionally wrenching outpour, or 

even a narrative. But it’s fucking hilarious. Lacing 

together short and funny anecdotes about grade 

school hijinks and odd characters, Brendan’s stories 

are extremely well written and his comic timing is 

perfect. The humor is mostly of the lowbrow variety, 

but the dry and smart delivery is subversive, usually 

hitting far after the punch line is delivered. Perhaps 

the most interesting aspect is that Brendan doesn’t 

live a wacky or ridiculously abnormal life; instead, he 

pulls humorous observations from ordinary circum¬ 

stances. Brendan’s parade of friends weaves in and 

out of the episodes, and some are referenced for rea¬ 

sons as simple as having a white-spotted cat named 

“Cum Stains.” Readers are immersed in their idiosyn¬ 

crasies, transforming this zine from a good read to a 

satisfying experience. (VC) 
[No price given], Moonee Dams Press, 112 Mt Pleasant, Hudson, 

Quebec, Canada, JOP1H0, mooneedamspress@hotmail.com, 

mooneedams.Blogspot.com 

Poetic Justice #3 
Introspective and alluring, Poetic Justice is truly the 

perfect name for this perzine. Over stark photos of 

cityscapes and abstract close-ups, author Stephanie 

takes you on a tour through recurring dreams, per¬ 

sonal turmoil, and quick vignettes of a variety of hel¬ 

los and goodbyes that she has recently encountered. 

It is, in essence, an encapsulated attempt to find an 

outlet for her overabundant reaction to daily life. 

While the handwritten segments can be a bit difficult 

to decipher, overall it is quick and beautifully written, 

with a clean layout to boot. Bravo. (SBM) 
$2, Stephanie Carlin, sowingmachine@yahoo.com 

The Post-It Diaries 
I related much too much to former Punk Planet re¬ 

viewer Amy Adoyzie’s The Post-It Diaries, a collection 

of journal writings that trace her time working in the 

humdrum office sphere. For over a year, she docu¬ 

ments the boredom, apathy, anger, and few happy 

moments (the latter of which come in the form of 

free office snacks and lusting after a coworker). Her 

writing is funny, and she doesn’t hold anything back 

or censor any of her experiences. As well, Amy sets a 

timeline for herself to retire early from the rat race 

and live her own dreams, rather than those of her 

blue-collar parents who stressed the importance of 

finding a job with “air-conditioning.” She accom¬ 

plishes that goal and is inspiring to the people work¬ 

ing in the same fluorescent-lit, grey-cubicle working 

conditions, hiding in bathroom stalls, drawing pic¬ 

tures on post-it notes, and wishing they could get 

away from the monotony of it all, and still have their 

working-class parents be proud of them. (AJA) 
$2 ppd, The Post-It Diaries, c/o Razorcake, PO Box 42129, Los 

Angeles, CA 90042, www.amyadoyzie.com 

Product of the Eighties, Vol. 1 
This brilliant zine, subtitled “Teenage Confessions 

from the Reagan Era,” has culled various junior high 

and high school yearbook photos from the mid-‘80s 

for use as fodder for the editor’s hilarious and insight¬ 

ful commentary on adolescent angst and ‘80s trash 

culture. The format for each page is the same-one 

photo repeated as four separate panels with each 

panel accompanied by a bit of text that is part of an 

unfolding monologue (sometimes in the present 

tense, sometimes in bitter reminiscence) by each un¬ 

fortunate subject. All of the photos have black bars su¬ 

perimposed over the eyes of each subject, presumably 

to both protect the identities of the innocent and also 

ensure that the editor doesn’t face any legal woes. 

One sequence features a hapless shaggy-haired kid 

wearing a Ratt T-shirt who shares the following: “The 

band Ratt is spelled with two Ts. I don’t know why it’s 

spelled with two ‘T’s. My English teacher insisted that 

under no circumstances is “rat” spelled with two ‘T’s. 

Well, check the shirt, baby. Check the shirt.” Another 

hapless teen references the unspoken ‘80s video ar¬ 

cade code that a quarter lined up on the arcade panel 

serves to mark one’s place in line. Toward the end 

of this volume, the editor juxtaposes photos of sev¬ 

eral different teens to create a sort of dialogue, and it 

would be great to see more of this in the next edition. 

Beyond that, the editor’s recall of various ‘80s arcana 

is so spot-on, and his quasi-anthropological observa¬ 

tions of teen tribal culture ring true enough, that it’s 

easy to imagine this project turning into a very suc¬ 

cessful mainstream book-length offering. (AC) 
$5 ppd, 4438 41st St., #4, San Diego, CA 92116, replayvideo@cox.net 
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ZINES 
Q For Treason #10 

This zine is an incredibly detailed journey of a hitch¬ 

hiker in British Columbia, looking for ghost towns. 

Every detail of the hitchhiking experience is outlined, 

and there are some interesting folks who will pick 

you up in those parts, apparently. One driver was ac¬ 

tually panning for gold (which slayed me; people still 

do that?!). If you’re looking for ghost town adven¬ 

tures, you won’t find much here, but it would seem 

the story’s in the journey. (LM) 
[No price given], qfortreason@gmail.com, Caboose, P0 Box 

476802, Chicago, IL 60647 

The Rise And Fail Of The Harbor Area #8 
Sticking to the format of fanzinedom’s golden age, 

The Rise And Fall Of The Harbor Area is a classically 

minded punk print, focused in and around San Pedro, 

CA (eh, Minutemen anyone?). Editor Big Thorn knows 

his shit and has evidently been on the block for a 

while. If you’re interested in what’s going on in the 

San Pedro/Los Angeles punk, skate, and arts scene 

these days, or if the area’s history intrigues you, this 

is a must-read. Coverage on area musicians and art¬ 

ists such as G.S.L’s Year Future, the Bronx, old school 

local legends Chuck Dukowski (Black Flag, SST, etc), 

Money Mark, photographer Brian Tucker, and much 

more all await you inside the issue’s 60 pages. With 

an excellent layout and collection of artwork and 

photographs to top it all off, this rag’s keeping thefire 

stoked for both the kiddies and the vets. (6M) 
$2, The Rise And Fall, P0 Box 1794 San Pedro, CA 90733 www. 

theriseandthefall.com 

Rumor Disneyland 

In the style of Murder Can Be Fun, Rumor Disneyland 
is a hilarious chronicle of the many ways people 

have been killed (or injured) at Disneyland, as well 

as some additional lore of the place illustrated by 

different artists. What killed me the most was the 

piece emulating the psychotic sensory overload ex¬ 

perience of the Small World ride (“Small world, it’s a 

small world, it’s a, it’s a damn it all to hell small world 

goddammit" etc.) Oh yeah, and you learn something 

new every day: Disney cast members use the phrase 

“protein spill" as code for vomit. Delicious! (LM) 
[No price given, No contact info, given] 

Satellite, Vol. 5 #8-10 
This monthly Gainesville-area newspaper eclipses 

what every indie alt-newspaper strives to be: a point 

of reference for the local arts and culture community. 

As this, it succeeds, offering reviews, listings, and 

relevant articles, all through a filter of local color. It 

bears a heavy slant towards the punk/indie scene, 

which might explain why it has been sent to Punk 
Planet. I can’t imagine what much I’d do with knowl¬ 

edge that The Motel is playing at The Hippodrome in 

the first week of October, except suffer a pang of re¬ 

morse for my absence. For information, this executes 

well, but the really fantastic alt-newspapers go the 

extra mile to entertain, ensuring repeat readers a 

little something extra outside of the listings. (VC) 
Free around Central Florida, $20 annual subscriptions, Satellite 

Magazine, P0 Box 2823, Gainesville, FL, 32602, www.satellitemag 

Snailwell Gazette #1 

Here chronicles the adventures of a Californian yoga in¬ 

structor and her children, living on an American base in 

England, while her husband works in the air force. Snail- 
well Gazette is a mamazine in the tradition of East Village 
Inky (right down to its shape, size and style) but what it 

lacks in design originality it makes up for in earnestness 

and entertainingness of content. Enjoyable. (LM) 
$2, The Snailwell Gazette, c/o Uncle Chris, 174 Delaney St. Apt 7R, 

New York, NY 10002 

Slug #211 

A free monthly newsprint for the residents of Salt Lake 

City, Slug has always contained more snot than even 

the largest sneeze. This issue contains profiles of None 

More Black, the Rotten Musicians, and Killah Priest, to 

name a few, along with the usual tome of media re¬ 

views. As usual, everything is approached with more 

than a handful of self-inflicted irony, which is most 

apparent in the reflective opinion piece on grills. As 

in, for your mouth. While I realize that you tend to get 

what you pay for, it seems everyone would benefit if 

this rag would stop taking itself so seriously. (SBM) 
Free, Angela H. Brown, 351 Pierpont Ave. Ste 4B, Salt Lake City, 

Utah 84101, info@slugmag.com, www.slugmag.com 

A Softer World: Truth & Beauty Bombs 
More a book than a zine, A Softer World: Truth & 
Beauty Bombs is a collection of “comics” by photog¬ 

rapher Emily Horne and writer Joey Comeau. At over 

180 pages, it features images in black and white and 

color and is printed in an 8-1/2 x 3-1/2 format. Each 

“comic” is made up of three photos, placed together 

chronologically to form one picture, with captions 

placed over each picture. These images are so pretty; 

they should be ripped out and framed. Additionally, 

the photography and the writing work in complete 

harmony. I wanted to turn, read, and study each 

page. Placing thoughts in the minds of the photos’ 

subjects, the captions are witty, subtle, random, 

funny, and sad. A sense of detachment, always pres¬ 

ent with deadpan humor, is present throughout the 

book, but the photography softens the harshness of 

the writing and keeps the comics from becoming 

overly robotic. A Softer World is put together beau¬ 

tifully; the writing succeeds in being clever and the 

photography appealing. (AJA) 
$24 ppd, Loose Teeth Press, 1669 E 13th Ave, Vancouver, BC V5N 

2B7, www.looseteeth.ca 

Songs of the Lefties #11 
This zine is an Edward Gorey-inspired postcard set 

of weirdness for the well-humored lefty out there. 

Just as Mission of Burma was essentially a group of 

musicians only fully appreciated by other musicians, 

this postcard set will mostly appeal to others working 

in the same mediums of illustration with your non¬ 

dominant hand and simple collage. These would be 

very fun to send to the right people. (JB) 
$8, $9 Canada, $10 World, K. Crab 40351 Calle Vecina, Temecula, 

CA 92592, kathy@luludesign.com 

Tales of Blarg! #9 

“We hate it when our friends become successful,” sang 

Morrissey, and while I’m still figuring that out, I will say 

that it feels weird to review their art. Blargl’s Janelle 

Hessig and I don’t have unicorn best friends necklaces 

or anything, but she is a Punk Planet columnist, so I’d 

like to say that she didn’t pay me to say what I’m about 

to write, which is that Blarg! #9 is one sweet, sweet 

perzine. It’s spiced with mummies in cars, dogs on 

wheels, bubblegum, Crumb-style realism, and some 

of Hessig’s pals. There’s visual artist Matt Runkle on the 

Crust-Puff Phenomenon, Technicolored insanity from 

Gravy Train!!!’s Brontez, and poems by Richie, who 

also writes for Cometbus and should be the only non 

12-year-old kid allowed to mix fleabags, death, and 

I’Art. Hessig makes it whole with travel essays, urban 

myth, rant, and bold illustration. She’s personal (one 

panel shows her on the toilet, with sound effects) but 

never emo-drippy or overly isolating. The shit is real, 

but she’s trying to laugh about it, which makes for a 

great read. “If Christopher Walken was my man,” Hes¬ 

sig writes, “I’d make him play Boogeyman with me on 

a nightly basis. I would walk into the bedroom in my 

nightie, and his bony hand would shoot out from under 

the bed and grab my ankle.” Next issue: Steve Buscemi: 

Trapped in the Closet. (MC) 
$3 + shipping, Janelle Hessig, PO Box 4047, Berkeley, CA 94707, 

www.gimmieaction.com 

Tazewell’s Favorite Eccentric #5: The Breakup 
Issue 

After a recent breakup Sarah takes an issue to reflect 

on her relationship history, riddled with abuse, ne¬ 

glect, heartbreak, regret, and loss. It would be easy, 

albeit uncreative, to use the word “emo” here, but I 

feel like Sarah’s experiences are valid in the fact that 

she experienced them. Considering the subject mat¬ 

ter, this zine is remarkably readable for anyone who 

has ever dated or been in complicated personal situ¬ 

ations. You know you won’t pick up any answers from 

these pages, but you'll at least know that someone 

else is just as lost as you are. (JB) 
$2 or perzine trade, Sarah Arrr, PO Box 816, N Tazewell, VA 24630 

piratesarah@gmail.com 

That Olde, Weird America, Voi. 2 
In this series of short essays chronicling her expe¬ 

riences in New York, Rose White tells of late nights 

spent working theater jobs, peep show dancing, and 

the human experiences that are somehow found in- 

between. Each entry is dated and titled, in no partic¬ 

ular order, and nothing here is extraneous. Her pur¬ 

pose would seem to be connecting everyone, where 

possible-of finding the small, often unexpected 

interactions and coincidences that make everything 

worthwhile. The final story in this collection, regard¬ 

ing her friend Matthew, is worth the cover price alone. 

That Olde, Weird America is simple in its eloquence; 

it is hopeful; and it is by far the best zine I’ve read in 

months. Highly recommended. (SBM) 
$2 or trade, Free to prisoners, Rose White, old_weird@yahoo.com 

There is a Danger 

In There is a Danger, Shaun rides the waves of dis¬ 

persed narrative, jumping from the Pacific Northwest 

through the Southwest to the Gulf States’ backcountry 

in search of meaning and friendship in tragedy and 

nostalgia. Description trumps action; words paint pic¬ 

tures; ellipses litter the text... The result is a ghostly 

apparition, an approximation of a story. The tempo¬ 

rary appearance-and subsequent disappearance-of 

characters is a metaphor of the structure of the prose. 

There is no poetry here, but rather honest passion and 

a love of detail. Meaning arises from a lack of plot-in 

the cracks of memory and its portrayal. Regardless, if 

you follow There is a Danger to shore, you’re bound to 

find something interesting. (AM) 
$1, PO Box 1282, Fullerton, CA 92836 

Underworld Crawl #4 

The subtitle is “Notes From Nowhere” and that’s ex¬ 

actly what this zine feels like. Stories seem as if they 

have germinated from boredom. They’re not quite 

interesting anecdotes but not quite the script of a 

complaint to customer service either. The narrator 

poses himself as a likeable, drinking early-sleeping 

late kind of a guy, but there’s not much for the reader 

to care about in general. Well, except for maybe the 

piece about attending a funeral and lying to the be¬ 

reaved about being close to the deceased. Other than 

that, yes, these really are notes from nowhere. (LM) 
$1, R. Lee, PO Box 1421, Oshkosh, Wl 54903, rleemail@gmail.com 

Xerography Debt #16 

Xerography Debt is a review zine, for zine readers by 

zine writers, and as such is an absolutely indispensable 

publication. These days, it’s damn hard to be an inde¬ 

pendent publisher, on any level (see PP75 if you don’t 

believe me), and editor Davida Gypsy Breier fights the 

fight smartly and sustainably. XD includes columns 

(does Inner Swine’s Jeff Somers really need another 

soapbox?), helpful announcement pages, and a mission 

statement, which seems un-punk at first but actually 

makes life less confusing. The reviews staff is 18-people 

strong, and diversely so, plus each writer is allowed to 

use the reviews style s/he prefers. Breier does her best 

to review every zine submitted, as well as publications 

she has bought or traded elsewhere. She’s also working 

on a zine history project and, oh yeah, holding down a 

full-time job. While reading, I often wished for sharper 

writing or more constructive criticism, but until I can 

walk into a chain bookstore and find satisfaction on its 

shelves, I say only: Thanks, Davida. (MC) 
$3, Davida Gypsy Breier, PO Box 963, Havre de Grace, MD 21078, 

www.leekinginc.com 

Welcome To Flavor Country #9 

Issue #9 of Welcome To Flavor Country is a rough 

one, as far as a critical review is concerned. I’ll start 

with the synopsis: a young, introspective man moves 

from South Bend, IN to Seattle, WA. He’s incredibly 

scared about moving. More importantly, he’s incred¬ 

ibly neurotic, emotional, and moody, with a strange 

sense of loveable, but fatalistic optimism. Through¬ 

out the course of the move and for his first month 

or so in Seattle, he writes letters-often at multiple 

points during the day and night-to a girl named 

Shannon. Borderline obsessive, and occasionally 

charming, the letters convey a sense of desperate 

infatuation, bare-it-all-honesty, and a need to be 

understood. Ultimately, the young man decides not 

to send the letters, and instead, publishes them in 

zine form, most likely wishing that the said object of 

affection would somehow find the limited print, read 

it, and fall head-over-heels in love. Some of the read¬ 

ing is engaging and although I think anyone who has 

ever left their stomping ground for foreign soil-or 

gone way over the top for a crush-could find com¬ 

fort in this print, I really wish that the authorial figure 

in question would have mustered up the strength to 

take a trip to the nearest mailbox instead of going 

public with his professing. You know how that worn 

out old saying goes: it’s better to try and fail than to 

not try at all. (BM) 

[No price given], Welcome To Flavor Country, http://www. 

myspace.com/welcometoflavorcountry 
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NOT VERY NICE - HARDCORE PUNK FANZINE - 
Two issues out now! Vol .1 has CYNESS. SFOV, GREEN!, and 
PERSEVERE Vol 2 has HELLNATION, AGATHOCLES, WADGE 
THE EARWIGS. LEBENDEN TOTEN CAPITALIST CASUALTIES 
and more! 
Each issue is fucking free, just send a nice letter (that actually 
expresses interest in the zine1) or something related to 
hardcore/thrash/grind/powerviolence (zine, tape. CD. record, etc) 
in trade! 

Not Very Nice, 5726 Sussex Ct, Troy Ml 48098, 

USA. 
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Ouitin, JX 512-474-2247 
Clients: Riverboat Gamblers, International Playboys, T.S.G.D.A.C. 

Now Time Delegation, Gorcli Fock, Tuna Helpers, Cue, more... 

THE BEST SELECTION OF PUNK, 
HARDCORE AND UNDERGROUND 
VINYL RECORDS ONLINE AT 
WWW.STOOPIDREC.GEMM.COM 
REAL PUNK, NO MTV PHONY PUNK 
JUNK! 1975-86 ONLY! 
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xTRUEx Records 

Rah Bras 

Ulhohm LP 

$8 ppd 

Live Rids 7” 

CHEAPER PRICES At WWW.rOSAPA.COM 

up next: 
1HS SHOW IS THE HAIHBOW 7" 

BRIGHT CALM BLUE CP/LB 
MAHVILLE - 1" 

PgYosada, 
^Records 
PO Box 1581- Boise, ID 83701 
www.yosada.com 

AN IDIOT TO NOT APPRECIATE YOUR TIME: 

THE SONGS OF SILKWORM 

SilkwormT ributeRecord.com 
A charitable record celebrating one of the 

great rock bands of the 90's 

Featuring: Steve Aibini and Heather $hirm .22, Tre Orsi 

(Howard from Shearwater/Gkkervii River), the Kadane 

Brothers (Bedhead/New Year). The Bismarck, *joesepP, 
Navigations, Mirror America, and many, many more. 

To order, contact Isaac Turner at 8enuftectig@hotmaiJ.com, 

or visit www.siikwormtributerecord.com 
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DREAMWHlP #14 SOUND^OF YOUR NAME 
MjH Collecting Nate Powell's comix since 

1992, Sounds 0/ Your Name focuses 
filyQ on the terrors and pleasures of grow* 

1 % Ml U1§ Up' PoweUs intricate art builds 
I f vignette by vignette into a rich 

..lJOSS tableau of lofty dreams and Deep 
.v'Bl South disappointment, giving us a 

re,Tnnder of the persistence of won- 
der against all odds, (printing is 
Imperfect) $4$ $8 

ZINESTER’S GUIDE TO PORTLAND ■ The premier book about Portland for 
residents and visitors - showcasing 
the favorite hangouts, bookstores, 
bridges, restaurants, record shoppes, 
bicycling hubs, coffee joints, and 
more from locals Nate Beaty and 
Shawn Granton. Brand new 4th edi- 

8ill Brown's Dream Whip tells the 
stories of small towns, landmarks 
and would-be landmarks, and a 
cast of forgotten and eccentric 
characters. Reminiscent of This 
American Life, Dream Whip has the 
amazing ability to mix laugh-out- 
loud stories with a big-hearted, 
inevitably sad regard for life. $10 

please don-t feed the bears 
Please Don't Feed the Bears offers 
incredible vegan recipes for stews, 
soups, sauces, noodle & bean dishes, 
baked entrees, deserts and more! In 
the spirit of Soy Not Oi, these recipes 
are written to be simple, straightfor¬ 
ward, and perfect for the 

mi* THE 
I KARS' 1 

- - newest 
convert to the vegan revolution! $9 

MICROCOSMPUBLISHING.COM 311 N Ivy St, Basement | Portland, OR 97217 

■ jummm 
WWU 1*00,11 Of SISM 

web sites 
album art 

posters & fliers 
promotionals 

& more 

cute, edgy, & affordable 
design for print & web 

... 

doublet ro u b I ed e s i gn.net 

T? ne less ca 
J.y bike wear for riders/by riders 
shirts^ticker,hatsj3atches & pins 

custom worit for bike shops/orgs 

:r:r::A lesscar.com 
www.myspace.com/onelesscar 

GOD IS NOTWlTfTUS TODAY 

FOURTEEN 
NEW TRACKS FROM 
scotuands finest 

WWW -DRSTRANGE.COM ffOf 
:*%zca$pt PO BOX 1058 ALTA LOMA.CA 91701 St EC 

$10.00 post paid U.S./S12.00 elsewhere. (9*6} * 
Listen to samples and Order NOW on the largest web site of It’s kind! 

Distributed by 
nORDAN 
RECORDS 

(9161 641 -8900 

i 

175 w clay ave. muskegon, mi 49440 
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t GOING DOWN 
in the underground 

An overview of what’s happening where, 
when, and how in the coming months 

Bright Eyes’ Four Winds EP (Sad¬ 

dle Creek) arrives on April 10, fea¬ 

turing collaborations with Janet 

Weiss of Sleater-Kinney and Gil¬ 

lian Welch. 

Bill Callahan officially tosses his 

Smog alias for the April 17 release 

of Woke On a Whaleheart, the fol¬ 

low up to last May's A River Ain't 

Too Much to Love from Drag City. 

A single from the album, “Diamond 

Dancer,” as well as a bonus B-side, 

“Taken,” will be available to eager 

listeners on March 20. 

Deerhoof’s newest album, Friend 

Opportunity, appears just as this 

issue went to press on January 23, 

compliments of Kill Rock Stars. 

Rumors swirl that the five-years-in- 

the-making album, C I V I L W A 

R by Minneapolis' finest, the Dill- 

inger Four, will finally be released 

in March. We're sure it'll be on the 

same truck as Chinese Democracy. 

New in mail order at KRS is the 

the documentary Don't Need You: 

The Herstory of Riot Grrrl, featur¬ 

ing interviews with riot grrrl pio¬ 

neers Kathleen Hanna, Ramdasha 

Bikceem, and Allison Wolfe, and 

rare footage of bands like Bikini 

Kill, Heavens to Betsy, and Brat- 

mobile. 

Drag City has a busy winter ahead, 

as the label is releasing Ghost’s In 

Stormy Nights in January, followed 

by Can Cladders by the High Lla¬ 

mas in February, plus new King 

Kong and RTX records in March. 

Former Company Flow frontman 

and avant-hip-hop producer El-P 

releases his sophomore solo al¬ 

bum I'll Sleep When You're Dead 

on Def Jux March 20, featuring 

appearances by Cat Power, Matt 

Sweeney and, more suspiciously, 

Trent Reznor. 

Suki Hawley’s indie gems, Ra- 

diation and Half-Cocked, are fi¬ 

nally due out on DVD this February 

thanks to Rumur Releasing. Half- 

Cocked, which follows a ragtag 

group of kids who hijack a van full 

of music equipment and pretend 

to be a band, includes appear¬ 

ances by Stanley Gallimore, and 

Tripp Lamkins from the Grifters 

as well as Jason Noble, Tara Jane 

O'Neil, Jon Cook, and Jeff Mueller 

from Rodan. 

Miranda July and Harrell Fletch¬ 

er, the artists who helmed Learn¬ 

ing to Love You More—a website 

that poses creative art-making as¬ 

signments—recently announced 

they're releasing a Learning to Love 

You More book this fall. Interested 

participants still have time to do an 

assignment that will be considered 

for publication. 

With independent publications ev¬ 

erywhere struggling for survival— 

the late Clamor’s among the recent¬ 

ly departed—it’s with sadness that 

we report the non-profit quarterly 

Kitchen Sink has been drained of 

financial resources, mainly due to 

some outstanding payments from 

its distributor. Issue 16 of the 

magazine “for people who think too 

much” will be the last issue. 

On March 20, Touch and Go will 

release Ted Leo and the Pharma¬ 

cists' latest full length Living with 

the Living. The Living tracks go live 

when Leo plays the Great American 

Music Hall on March 2 as part of 

Noise Pop 2007. 

Misra Records and Absolutely 

Kosher Records have announced 

that they will be joining in a “stra¬ 

tegic partnership” that will find 

both labels folded into the same 

base of operations in Emeryville, 

CA. Though the labels will remain 

distinct in name, the staff will be 

integrated and Absolutely Kosher 

founder Cory Brown will assume 

management of Misra. 

The Plug Independent Music 

Awards—celebrating music and 

media that “flourishes in the mar¬ 

gins”—take place February 10 at 

New York City’s Irving Plaza. 

Swami Records releases the Ruff 

Cut DVD documenting Rocket 

From The Crypt’s final show in 

early spring. 

Upstart West Coast punk and ex¬ 

perimental label SAF Records re¬ 

lease a self-titled full length by Die! 

Die! Die! on February 6 and a split 

7” by Mikaela’s Fiend and TWIN, 

which features the bludgeoning 

drumming of Rachel Cams, for¬ 

merly of the Need. 

Coming off the never-in-a-mil- 

lion-years Dinosaur Jr. reunion, 

Lou Barlow takes the equally un¬ 

likely step of reuniting the original 

Sebadoh lineup (alongside Jason 

Loewenstein and Eric Gaffney) 

for a nationwide tour beginning 

February 26 at the Casbah in 

San Diego. 

Kill Rock Stars will release the 

debut LP of the shredding-est of 

shredders Marnie Stern on Febru¬ 

ary 20. Titled In Advance of the 

Broken Arm, it features drumming 

by Zach Hill of Hella. 

With all that the Fucking AM 

business behind them, Trans Am 

go back to their roots with Sex 

Change, to be released by Thrill 

Jockey on February 20. 

Up-and-coming London-based la¬ 

bel Upset the Rhythm is set to 

unleash three new albums: Sum¬ 

mary by BARR (February 12), 

Broken Voyage by Kit (February 

26), and Get Hurt by No Age 

(March). 

Got news? Drop a line to goingdown(5)punkplanet. 

com for consideration. 

120 P U N K PLANET 



safve the album 

full-album digital downloads available now! 
+ get 10% off your order with coupon code ‘punkplanet78’ 

BLACK LIPS 
LOS VALIENTES DEL MUNDO NUEVO 

BLACK LIPS 
Los Valientes Del Mundo Nuevo 

it's impossible to describe how 
crazy it gets at a Black Lips show 
but you can hear it for yourself on 
this album recorded in Tijuana. 
CD includes 10 minutes of video 
from the show and all their 
greatest hits. 

VICE 

SABERTOOTH TIGER 
Extinction Is Inevitable 

The L.A. trio’s debut album is a 
pedal-to-the-metal blast of 
hardcore punk. Sabertooth Tiger 
weld powerful sonic dynamics with 
equally forceful ideas on topics 
such as autonomy, economics, 
patriotism, consumerism, and the 
like. 
GSL 

FORWARD, RUSSIA! 
Give Me A Wall 

Give Me a Wall is a searing and 
energetic statement of intent 
delivered with a knockout punch. 
"Postpunk Resurrected Anew" 
- NY Times 

MUTE 

LONEY, DEAR 
Loney, Noir 

Loney, Noir, Swede Emil 
Svanangen’s first full-length for 
Sub Pop, blooms like time-lapse 
photography, depicting glimpsed 
scenes of modern disaffection and 
timeless yearning. 

SUB POP 

BLOC PARTY 
A Weekend In The City 

Bloc Party's newest collection of 
songs, A Weekend In The City, is a 
stunning, intense and brilliant 
follow-up to their celebrated debut, 
Silent Alarm. 

CLAP YOUR HANDS SAY YEAH! 
Some Loud Thunder 

Their sophomore effort shows just 
how far this band has come since 
the release of their debut. It’s a 
record that will stand the test of 
time and critics alike. 

DEERHOOF 
Friend Opportunity 

Friend Opportunity, Deerhoofs 
latest full length, is a feat of 
reinvention that could only come 
from artists willing to rethink 
everything. 

THE MAKES NICE 
Candy Wrapper & 12 Other Songs 

The new band from Fucking 
Champs founding guitarist Josh 
Smith! Effortlessly blends 
psych/garage and pop without 
sounding retro like some musical 
Civil War reenactment! 

VICE SELF RELEASED 5RC FRENETIC RECORDS 

WWW.lN^QUNb .Co(A 
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